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PREFACE

This book is addressed to the general reader, with a
preference for him or her that is interested in Speech

from one or other of its practical aspects, namely, as a means
for communicating and recording ideas, as the basis of the arts

of literature, poetry and song, or as one of the principal accom-
plishments distinguishing man from the lower animals
Some of the results arrived at may be of mterest to linguists,

to teachers of speech to the deaf, and to those musicians or
scientists who are concerned in the practice or teaching of

voice production and elocution, or in the improvement or
" humanising " of the tone of organ pipes and other wind
instruments.

Its aim is to give, in simple language, an account of some
personal observations and experiments on the phenomenon
of human speech, and some conclusions and suggestions as to

its probable origm and future development.
It does not pretend to be a comprehensive treatise, or to

describe the results of more than a very few of the large number
of previous workers in various parts of the same field. It is

fitting, therefore, to make, in advance, the necessary apologies
for all those cases in which important work may have b^n
overlooked, or in which my own observations, experiments
or conclusions may have b^n anticipated by other workers.

In the course of the experiments I have been sometimes
led to view human speech from a rather different standpoint
from that usually taken by the philologist or the phonetician.
In consequence, I have been driven to certain conclusions
as to the directions in which improvement of our language
is advisable ; the substance of those conclusions is includ^
in the last Chapter of this book.
Here also two apologies are necessary. In the first place

to those persons interested in language, who believe that the
origin of human speech is necessarily undiscoverable—such
as the members of the illustrious Philological Society, quoted
by Professor Max Muller in his Science ofThot^ht, who passed
a resolution never to admit a paper or allow a discussion on
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the Origin of Language ; in the second place to those persons
interested in our English language who beheve (quite wrongly
as I think) that English is already perfect and incapable of

improvement.
My thanks are due in the first place to my friends Sir William

Bragg, F.R.S., and Professor Daniel Jones, of University
College, London : to Sir William Bragg for the encouragement
which he has given to my work from its inception, and to

Professor Dani^ Jones for the same reason,and for the frequent
help which he has given me in Phonetic matters, and especially

in the revision of the MSS. of certain of my published papers.

I must also express my obligation to Mr. W. E. Benton,
who has made a preliminary mathematical investigation

of the resonances of the cavities formed in the human mouth
during the articulation of vowel sounds, for allowing his results

to appear as Appendix I to this Book.
Fir^y I must record my appreciation of the help which

I have received, m turn, from my secretaries, Mr. C. T. Young,
Miss G. M. Barker and Miss G. H. Glover, being well aware
that without their personal interest m the work this book
would probably not have been completed.



HUMAN SPEECH

INTRODUCTION

We are about to venture together in some by-ways of the field

of acoustics, and, as it is hoped to enhst the company and
sympathy of the general reader, I am ventunng to preface

this chapter with a brief account of the three fundamentals
of our subject—^the Sensation of Sound, the Nature of a Sound
Wave, and the Nature of " Resonance To those who are

already well acquainted with them I offer the alternatives of

an apology from the author, or the right to skip

Let the reader imagine that a fairy were to make herself

small enough to creep into the passage of his (or her) outer

ear, and were then to press her hand very gently against

the delicate membrane which we call the " drum ” of the ear.

The reader might feel the pressure, but would hear no sound.

If the pressures were repeated at regular intervals, 5 or even
10 times a second, they might be felt as successive pressures

but there would still be no sensation of Sound. If the fairy

quickened her impulses up to about 16 to the second, the subject
would begin to lose the sensation of separate pressures and
receive in their place a new sensation of sound.
The sound heard would be what we should call a very low

musical note—^m fact the lowest note of a big organ. By the
mere increase of frequency, the succession of silent pressures

would have changed into an audible Sound.
At about 250 pulses per second our reader would hear the
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note commonly called Middle C on the piano. At
6.000 to 7,000 pulses per second the note would
have risen to a very shrill whistle—^rather hke the
soimd which we represent by the letter s ; it would
become stiU higher and gradually famter as the rate

per second was further increased. Finally, at about
15.000 to 20,000 per second (according to the
hstener’s age and acuity of hearing) the soimd would

Fig. 1. disappear altogether ; and though the fairy might
still be busily at work (provided she did not press so

hard as to cause pain) the subject of her experiment would
neither hear nor feel anythmg.
The amount of rhythmical pressure on the ear-drum

necessary to produce the sensation of sound is astonishingly

small. It has been estimated^ that the weight of a single

transverse shce of human hair riAiu of an inch thick, say,

of the thickness of a cigarette paper, rhythmically apphed to

the drum of the ear—eg. 1,000 times a second—would be
sufficient to produce the sensation of an audible musical note.

If the pressures were incr^sed (while keeping their number
per second constant) the musical note would appear to be louder.

Sound, therefore, is only our way of recognizmg small

repeated pressures—within certam hmits of frequency—on
the drum of our ears. The musical pitch of the note heard
depends on the number of pressures per second—the loudness

depends on the extent of the repeated pressure changes.

In everyday hfe we dispense with fairies, and the repeated
pressures which we normally " hear " are produced by
rhythmical variations of pressure of the air which is in contact

with our ear drums. These rhythmical variations of air pressure

are due to sound waves, which are themselves due to some
rh5rthmical disturbance of the air at the source of sound.

If, for example, the air at any pomt is suddenly shaken, i.e.

pushed rapidly backwards and forwards, as it is by, say, the

movement of the diaphragm of a telephone or gramophone,
or by the vibration of the soundboard of a piano, or of the
" belly ” of a violin, or of the parchment head of a drum—^in

every case each forward movement of the air gives rise to an
invisible air-puke or ripple, which travek outward through
the air at the uniform rate of about 1,100 feet per second.

* R. L. Jones, " The Nature of Language " (Research Lab of American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Western Electric Co.), Eledncal Com-
mumcatton, vol. 11 , No. 1, July, 1923.
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The air-pulse or npple is not carried by a current of air

,

this is fortunate, for 1,100 feet per second amounts to 750 miles

per hour, and a current of air moving at that speed would have
devastating results.

What actually happens, when still air is suddenly shaken,

is in many ways analogous to what happens when a surface

of still water is suddenly disturbed—as, for example, when we
drop a pebble into a pond. In that case, a water npple is

formed and travels outward in all directions on the surface

of the pond. The ripple is produced by the crowding together

and elevation of a nng of water all round the spot where the

stone fell m. A moment later the elevated water which
formed this ring has sunk back, and m so domg has crowded
and consequently elevated a shghtly larger nng of neighbouring

water immediately beyond the first, and so on. The elevated

ring therefore travels outward, gettmg larger and larger m
circumference, but the water at any point m the course of the

travel of the ring only moves up and down. No water is

carried with the nng.
So it is with sound waves m air—^with this difference, that

the crowding together of the air at the pomt of disturbance

does not produce an '* elevation ” of surface but an increase

of pressure, and that the individual particles of air—^when a
sound wave is passing—^move to and fro in the direction of

the travel of the wave mstead of transversely up and down as

in the case of the water npple.
There is this further difference, that whereas water npples

form surface rmgs round the point of disturbance, sound
npples form layers or shells of high and low pressure alternately.

These concentric layers entirdy surround the source and
travel outwards from it in all directions at the speed of

1,100 feet per second. In this respect the propagation of sound
waves is more hke that of hght or of the ethenc waves used m
wireless telegraphy.

If the air at a source of sound be disturbed only once a second,
it is evident from what has been said that the first layer or
shell of high pressure will have travelled outwards 1,100 feet

by the time that the second layer begms to follow it. In other
words, the ripples will be 1,100 feet apart—^measured " from
crest to crest ”—and the waves will be said to have a " wave-
length ” of 1,100 feet.

If the air be disturbed 100 times a second, instead of only
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once a second, the ripples will be lOO times as close together,

and the wave-length will now be ii feet.

A sound due to lOO pressures per second corresponds to

about G in the bass clef—a fairly low bass note. A sound
with a frequency of i,ooo per second—and a consequent
wave-length of i-i feet, say 13 mches—corresponds approxi-

mately to c'", a very high soprano note.

As a matter of fact the musical notes used in human song
vary m wave-length from about 20 feet for the lowest notes of

a bass voice to about i foot for the highest notes of a soprano.

There is a further analogy between sound waves and water
npples which may be useful to bear in mind If we watch
a family of ducks swimming on a smooth pond we shall see

that each duck leaves behind it a A-shaped npple in its wake,
but that though these A-shaped npples from different ducks
constantly meet one another, they never interfere The two
npples going, it may be, m opposite directions, pass through
one another as if each of them were alone in the pond.
So it IS with air waves, the air can carry any number of

waves of different frequenaes or of waves moving in different

directions, simultaneously.

The Resonance of a Cavity

One other preliminary explanation remams to be made

—

namely, as to the nature of " Resonance ".

Air is an elastic substance ; it is for this reason that we make
motor-car tyres of it—^for the envelope of canvas and rubber,

which is called the tyre, is only a pnson wall to keep the airy

pressed-gang, which really does the work of supportmg the

car, from escaping.

It follows that when a mass of air finds itself enclosed in a
cavity, such as that of the human mouth and throat, the air

as a whole behaves as an elastic mass or spring. If it is jogged
in any way, it starts palpitatmg, invisibly, in and out of the

mouth of the cavity—very much in the same way as the spring

of a jack-in-the-box would jump up and down if suddenly
depressed and then released
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What actually happens is that, at the first moment of

disturbance, a httle of the air is jerked out at the mouth of

the cavity, or a little extra air from outside is sucked in. In

either case the air inside the cavity will then have a very

slightly lower or higher pressure than the air outside. There

will therefore be a return movement set up—^from the high

pressure side to the low pressure side—^to re-adjust the difference.

But as the air, besides being elastic, also has mass of its

own, it does not at once cease to flow as soon as the pressure

is equahzed mside and outside the cavity ; it always over-

shoots the mark by a httle—^]ust as the beam of a balance,

or the bob of a pendulum, overshoots its position of rest on
returmng from its swing.

In this way the onginal disturbance of the air inside a cavity

results in rh5rthmical surging of the air in and out of the mouth
of the cavity, each surgmg movement being a httle less than
the one before, till the air finally comes to rest. The rate at

which this surgmg movement takes place—^in other words, the

number of surgmgs per second—depends mainly on three things.

First, on the volume of the cavity The larger the cavity,

the longer it takes for the difference of pressure between the

air inside and outside the cavity to adjust itself We may
imagine the cavity as being hke a concert hall, with the air for

audience—^the bigger the hall the slower will be the process

of fillmg and empt5ang. A big cavity, therefore, makes for

slow surgings or pul^tions of the air at its mouth
Secondly, the rate of surgmg depends on the size of the

opeiung through which the surgmg takes place. The bigger the
opening the more quickly the pressure differences can readjust

themselves—^]ust as, in a concert hall, the audience could get

m and out more quickly if the doors were made bigger. And
just as m a concert hall we imght add more doors instead of

enlarging the existing ones, so in an air-cavity we may add
orifices, mstead of enlarging the existmg orifice, and produce
the same effect.

Lastly, the rate of surging depends on the length of the neck
of the orifice through which the sui^g takes place. We must
remember that the movement—like that of any pendulum

—

is one of successive startmg, accelerating, retarding, stopping,
and of repeating these actions in the reverse direction. The
time required to do this in the case of our air-cavity depends
on how much air is set in motion.
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If in our concert hall we prolong the sides of the doorway
outwards, so that the doorway becomes a passage, and we
unagine that passage crowded with people, all of whom have
to “ get a move on ” before the filling or emptying process can
start—^it will be clear that the longer 5ie passage, the slower the

rate of filling and empt5dng will be.

Now, every time the air inside a cavity, such as we have been
considering, comes surging out, it gives rise to an invisible

npple which travels out in all directions from the mouth of

the cavity in the form of a sound wave.
If, therefore, the air inside a cavity is disturbed, it naturally

tends to produce a senes of sound waves which succeed one
another at a uniform rate, depending on the volume of the

cavity, the size of its orifice (or orifices) and the length of the

neck or necks of these onfices.

The uniform rate of surging produces in our ears a musical

note of a definite pitch, while the gradually reducing amount
of the surging (as the pressure gets more and more nearly

equalized) makes this musical note get rapidly fainter. If

for example the air m a cavity is suddenly disturbed we get

in fact a musical pop, such as is heard if we draw a cork from
an empty bottle.

The variation of the resonant pitch of a cavity when the size

of its orifice to the open air isvanedmaybe effectively illustrated

in this way :—Let the reader hold a glass tumbler (preferably

one of thin glass) in one hand and tap the bottom of the glass

from the outside with the other hand. The musical note heard
is that due to the resonance of the air in the tumbler, since

the glass is prevented from vibrating freely by being held

in the performer’s hand.
Now turn the tumbler so that its mouth faces the palm of

the hand which holds it, and tap it again as before. It will

be found that the resonant note is shghtly lower than it was.

If the mouth of the tumbler isnow brought progressively nearer

and nearer to the palm of the holder’s hand—^by bending the

fingers—^the resonant pitch (when the tumbler is struck)

becomes progressively lower.

With a little practice a musical performer can easily play
a tune on this simple instrument, by adjusting the distance

between the palm of his hand and the mouth of the tumbler.

The range of the instrument is a little more than one octave

We have seen that the musical pitch of a resonating cavity
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can be varied in three different wajTS, viz. : by enlarging the

resonator, which lowers the pitch, by enlarging the orifice,

which raises the pitch, or by lengthening the neck, which
lowers the pitch of the note produced by the resonant cavity.

It follows from this that we can obtain the same resonant

pitch from resonators of different sizes, provided we adjust

the size of the orifice and length of neck so as to compensate
for the difference of volume of the resonator.

One other point may be emphasized, namely, that since

in cavities of the tj^pe we are considering, the air presses

equally against all parts of the enclosing shell, we can replace

the single orifice by two or more smaller onfices of equal total

area without altering the resonance of the cavity.

This principle is actually made use of in the little instrument
called the ocarina.

Froni-

Fig. 4.

which consists essentially of a hollow pear-shaped resonator

usually made of earthenware The pnncipal orifice has a

A

Fig. 5 . Section on dotted line A of Fig. 4

chisel edge at one side of it, against which a jet of air is directed
by the mouthpiece M.
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The effect of this is to produce a whistled note, of which the

musical pitch is determined by the resonance of the cavity

of the instrument.

Besides the pnncipal orifice, there are lo additional holes,

so placed as to be capable of being closed or opened by the

player’s ten fingers The lowest note is obtained by closing

all the finger holes ;
the highest, by uncovenng them all

The ocarina is, I believe, the only well-known wmd
instrument which operates on the piinciple of the “ Helmholtz ”

resonator—so called after the German Physicist who first

S5retematically studied its properties.^ It is for this reason

that I have thought it worth while to describe it in some
detail.

In its simplest form this principle may be illustrated by
a bell-shaped resonator, 6 or 7 cm in diameter, and about
8 cm. in length, with a whistle hole at the top of the bell

The tuning of the whistle may be lowered by a progressive

closure of the mouth of the bell with the palm of the hand,
the range being a little over one octave. Alternatively, the

same range may be obtained by progressively var5nng the

volume of air within the bell, namely, by immersing the bell

more or less in water A model on this principle was shown
by the Author at the Royal Institution in December, 1928
Another simple and effective illustration of the same principle

is the device of producing musical notes by clapping the hands
together in a particular way

If, for example, the left hand be held with the palm
extended upwards, and the nght hand with the ist, 2nd,
3rd and 4th fingers held side by side and then closed tih the

tips of the fingers touch the palm, so that the fingers and palm
together form the largest possible cavity open at both ends,

the resonance of this cavity can then be made audible by
clapping the closed nght lumd against the open palm of the
left hand, so that a sharp puff of air is dnven into the tubular
cavity

To do this effectively, it is essential that the nght hand
shall be held inclined in such a position that the whole of

the lower orifice of the hand cavity—i.e the outer edge of

the palm and little finger—closes at the same instant against

the palm of the left hand. If the closure is progressive, owing

^ See Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone, translated by A. J. EUis, 1885.
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to some portion of the lower edges of palm and little finger

striking the palm of the other hand before the other portions,

no popping sound will be produced.

Assummg that the reader has succeeded m making a musical
pop by staking his nght hand, made into an open-ended
cavity, into the palm of his left Mnd, all that is necessary to

vary the pitch of the sound produced is either to enlarge the
upper openmg, viz., that made between the thumb and the
first finger, or to reduce the volume of the cavity as a whole
by discarding one or more fingers, whilst always retainmg the
lower orifice formed by the little finger and its adjacent finger,

the tips of which touch the palm of the right hand. With
practice, nearly an octave and a half of musical notes can be
formed m this way

If instead of giving a smgle initial jog to the air inside a
cavity (as we do when we tap it) we give it a succession of jogs

—so timed as to comcide with the rate at which the air naturally

surges through the orifice or orifices—^then we shall get a much
more vigorous and sustamed production of sound waves.
The musical note to which the cavity naturally responds is

known as its resonant pitch

Another simple experiment is that of blowing across the
mouth of an empty bottle so as to awaken the resonance of the

air within it. The resonant pitch can then be vaned by
pouring more or less water into the bottle, so as to reduce
(more or less) the volume of air, while keeping the area of orifice

constant If the reader will then hum or whistle the same note
as that given by the airm the bottle—^holding his (or her) mouth
close to that of the bottle—it will be found that the volume
of the hummed or whistled sound is greatly mcreased by the
resonance of the air in the bottle. If the hum or whistle could
be passed through the resonating cavity by means of a second
openmg at the bottom of the bottle, the resonance effect would
be even more marked.

If several musical notes were blown through the bottle

at the same time, of which one was of the same pitch as that
of the resonance of the bottle, the air m the bottle would pick
out that particular note and " make much of it It will be
well to b^r this principle of resonance m mmd, for it is the
basis of all speech and song.

According to the late Lord Rayleigh—the greatest of all

authorities on acoustics—^the actual discovery of the relation
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between the musical pitch and the volume of a resonator was
due to Liscovius about the year 1850, while that of the relation

between musical pitch and the area of the orifice (for resonators

without necks) was due to Sondhaus ^ Helmholtz reinvesti-

gated and clarified the whole subject so greatly that the

spherical type of resonator which he used became known by
h^ name.

Resonance of a Tube Closed at One End

If the length of a cavity is substantially greater than its

diameter, and if the mouth of the cavity is of the same order

of size as that of its "bore", a rather different effect is

produced. The " cavity *’ has now become a “ tube ” closed

at one end.

We can imagine this tube as packed with disc-like layers of

air, ]ust as disc-shaiied biscuits are packed in a cylindrical

tm—but with this difference, that each biscuit can be squeezed

flat and can expand agam when the pressure is released.

Any disturbance (a pressure in or a pull out) applied to

the fij^ layer—at the mouth of the tube—^will then be com-
municated in turn to each layer till it reaches the last layer

at the closed end of the tube. Here the motion will be reversed,

and the impulse tn will travel back towards the mouth of the

tube and emerge as an impulse out. The air at the mouth of

the tube has, in fact, performed half a complete vibration.

Under these circumstances it wiU be seen that the time taken
for an impulse tn to travel down the tube and emerge as an
impulse out must depend on the length of the tube, not on
Its diameter In other words, the resonant pitch of a closed-

ended pipe—as distinct from a cavity of the Helmholtz
Resonator type—depends simply on the length of the pipe.

There is another difference—^namely, that the layer of air

in contact with the closed ead of the tube cannot move further

down the tube when it receives the pressure of the layer next
to it, nor leave the end of the tube when the pressure is reduced

;

the air column as a whole bdiaves, therefore, hke a spiral spring

with one end anchored at this point. Under these conditions
" stationary air-waves ” are set up in the tube, i.e. waves of

which the air at a part of its length (in the present instance

at the closed end of the tube) does not move at all but is

only compressed more or less.

^ Pogg. Amt., h, pp. 235, 347.
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The formation of stationary longitudinal air-waves in a tube
IS analogous to the lateral waves which are produced in a rope
fixed at one end, and shaken from side to side or up and down
at the other ; at the fixed end there is, obviously, no lateral

or up and down movement, but only changes of tension, i e.

of pull on the pomt of fixture.

If a series of impulses, such as those of a musical sound,

are commumcated to the air m a closed tube, the air at the
mouth of the tube will be “ in step " with the sound vibrations

when the wave-length of the sound is four times the length of

the tube. This is easily reahzed when we remember that the

origmal impulse which travelled down the tube and back

—

i.e. which had travelled twice the length of the tube—^began as

an impulse tn and emerged as an impulse out, in other words
it had only performed a complete swing. A closed-ended

tube, therefore, naturally resonates to a note of which the

wave-length is four times the length of the tube.

If the tube is open at both ends, it behaves (as a resonator)

rather hke two closed-ended tubes of half the length placed

back to back The pomt of no motion but of maximum change
of pressure—^known as a " node ”—^is then at a point half way
down the tube

;
the wave-length of the resonant note is half

the length of that given by a closed-ended tube of the same
length—^in other words, the wave-length of a tube open at

both ends is twice the length of the tube

Some Landmarks in Vocal Acoustics

In the year 1692, Sir Wilham Temple—^the husband of

Dorothy Osborne, and the patron of Jonathan Swift, wrote
his Essay upon ye Ancients and Moderns, in which the following

passage occurs ;

—

" We pretend to give a clear account of how thunder
and lightning (that great Artillery of God Almighty) is

produced, and we cannot comprehend how the voice of man
is framed—^that poor httle noise we make every time we
speak.” 1

The nature of human speech was evidently a subject of

active interest m those da5re, for, stUl earher, in 1668, John
WiUdns, D.D., Dean of Ripon, a Founder and Fellow of the
Ro}^ Society, had wntten a most learned and remarkable

I liave to thaolc Lady Hylton, of AmmeTdown, for this reference.
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work^ in which he discussed the origin of languages and of

writing, then imperfections, and the production of a universal

philosophical language and language notation.

In Chapter X of his book, Wifidns attempts to give " a
rational account of aU the simple sounds that are or can be
framed by the mouths of men He even devised a phonetic

alphabet. Some account of his work will be given m our last

chapter.

In the year 1779, the Russian Imperial Academy put the

following questions as the subject of their annual prize * :

—

(1) What is the nature and character of the sounds of the

vowels a, e, t, 0, u, so different from one another ?

(2) Can an instrument be constructed hke the vox Humana
pipes of an organ, which shall accurately express the sounds
of the vowels

The prize was won by Professor Kratzenstein, who con-
structed a series of tubes of special form—suggested by
observation of the form and dimensions of the human mouth
when sounding the different vowels—and gave voice to his

tubes by fittmg them each with a vibrating reed (hke the reed
of a modem mouth organ—of which type he was apparently
the inventor) through which air was blown into ^e tube
by means of bellows.

In one instance the “ voice ” was due not to a vibrating reed
but to a whistle, hke that of an organ pipe or flageolet.

Fig. 6 shows (according to Sir David Brewster) the form
(in section) of Kratzenstem’s pipes.

^ An Essay Towards a Real Character and a Philosophical Language, London,
pnnted for Sa Gellibrand, and for John Martin, Printer to the Royal
Society, 1668.

• Westminster Review, vol. xxviii (1837), pp. 30-7.
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With these pipes " all the vowels could be distinctly pro-

nounced by blowing through a reed into the lower ends of the

pipes It was also stated that " the vowel I is pronounced
by merely blowing into the pipe a-6, of the pipe marked I,

without the use of a reed
These tubes are said to have imitated " with tolerable

accuracy ” the five vowels, but they gave no indication of

the acoustic prmciples underlying vowel formation

Air Supply _>

Fig 7

A more successful imitation of vowel sounds and an imitation

of many consonants also was made about the same time by
de Kempelen of Vienna.

His apparatus (shown diagrammatically in Fig 7) consisted

of a comcal resonator, hke the bell of a clarinet, fitted with a
" free ” reed hke that of Kratzenstem, the reed being enclosed

within a box supphed with air from bellows.

Fig. 8.

Different vowels were produced by progressive closures of
the mouth of the “ bell ” The sounds «, o, and a could not
be produced as sustained vowels, but only as transient sounds.

Fig. 8, copied from Sir David Brewster,* illustrates de

* Letters on Natural Magic addressed to Sir Walter Scott, Bari , bv Sir David
Brewster, K.H , LL.D . F R S.. V.P.R S E . MDCCCXXXII, p. i07.

' Letters on Natural Magic, p. 208. De Kempelen's own account appears
in Mecanisme de la parole suivi de la description d'une Machine parlante par
M. de Kempelen, Vienne, 1791.
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Kempden’s first model ; it is here shown with a slide to close

the orifice, but it is stated that the operator’s hand was placed

in various positions within the funnel In a later model, the
bell was made of elastic gum and was provided with two tin

tubes which communicated with the mouth and acted as

nostrils.

Apparently de Kempelen only produced one form of
" plosive ” consonant, namely p, but, as Brewster puts it,

“ by modif5dng the sound in a particular manner, he contnved
to deceive the ear by a tolerable resemblance to those letters

”

(i.e. t and k and their voiced equivalents d and g) which were
not actually present

What the " particular ” manner was we are not told

;

but that the articulation was not altogether satisfactory seems
likely from the fact that de Kempelen never exhibited his

apparatus in pubhc. On the other hand there is the written

evidence of an English witness, Mr. Thomas Colhnson, that

he had heard the machme articulate the word " exploitation
”

with the French accent

'

It is further recorded that this apparatus could even produce
such complete sentences as

Vous Stes mon ami.

Je vous aime de tout mon coeur,

but that it could not manage German, on account of the
sibilants and terminal mutes of that language ^

Speech Notation

In any discussion of speech sounds, the difficulty at once
arises that our present methods of spelling are not capable of

indicating many of the speech sounds even of our own language.

We use, in Enghsh, 13 or 14 separate vowel sounds, but we
only have 5 symbols^

—

a, e, t, 0, u—^with which to describe them.
I have, therefore, throughout this book, made use of the
convenient ss^stem of notation which is employed by the
International Phonetic Association.

‘ Sir David Brewster, Wtstmtnster Review, 1837.
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In that system, the Enghsh vowel sounds are represented

as follows :

—

i as in eat

I „ it

ei „ hay
(first part of the diphthong)

e „ men
s „ hat
B „ earth

A up
a „ calm
D „ not

0 „ all

on „ no
(first part of the diphthong)

n „ who
u „ put

The mdefinite vowel sound, used in the word " the ” of
" God-save-the-King ” is represented by the symbol 0 The
pronunciation referred to is that of “ Southern ” or “ Public

School ” Enghsh, as spoken by the present writer, which will

be found recorded in Chapter III.

The first systematic mvestigation of the nature of vowel
soimds—^verified by their synthetic production by models

—

was published m 1829, by Robert Wilhs, M A., F.R S , F G S.,

Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge, in a very remarkable
paper read m 1828 and pubhshed m the transactions of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society.*

WiUis observed that when the human mouth was Set so as

to pronounce a particular vowel, the mouth cavity gave nse
to a resonant note of a particular pitch—due to the natural

rate of vibration of the airm the mouth cavity.

He believed that it was the pitch of the resonant note of the
mouth cavity which determined the vowel sound produced,
and that the differences between the vowel sounds were
essentially due to differences of resonance in the cavity which
produced them.

* Trs. Camb. PktI. Soe., vol. in, pt. 1, x, p. 231.
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WiUis further believed that each vowel was characterized

by a definite resonant note of its own, and that this note was
the same for men, women and children, and was independent
of the notes which were produced by vibrations of the vocal

cords. He made models to prove Ws theories, and showed
that, by using a diallower bell than de Kempden, he could
reproduce all the five vowels, u (who), o (no), a (calm), ei (hay),

» (eat), by progressive closures of the mouth. He also found
that the same series of vowels could be produced by varying
the length of the vibrating column of air m a single tube—the

diameter of the tube being said to be immatenal. Wilhs’
apparatus is diagrammatically shown, in section, m Fig 9

The resonator tube, 2 ft. long, operated as the cyhnder for

a piston or plunger which earned the vibratmg reed . The piston

rod was made hollow, and was bent downwards at about 2 feet

from the plunger, andcommunicatedwiththe bellows (not shown)

which supphed air to vibrate the reed. In this way the effective

length of the air column, between the face of the plunger

which carried the reed and the open end of the resonator

tube, could be vaned from o to 2 ft., namely by sbding the

tube relatively to the plunger In the illustration the plunger

is shown as pushed forward to within an inch or so of the

open end of the resonator tube. An additional tube is shown
ready for attachment, beyond the open end of the resonator

tube, so as to increase its length if required.

In Willis’ experiments the vowel sounds heard at different

settmgs of the plunger were stated to be as follows •

—
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Length of air colnmn
from face of plunger to Resonant pitch of air

open end of resonator in front of plunger
tube—in inches.

Vowel sound * heard on
blowing air through the

reed

47
3-05

3-8

2-2

1-8

u (who) doubtful.

0 (aU).

0 (no),

a (calm),

n (who)

10

0-6

038

SB (hat),

•i (hay),

i (eat).

The attempt was made to repeat Wilhs’ results, using as

the variable resonator an apparatus belongmg to Professor

Daniel Jones, of University College, London, in which a reed

is earned in the plunger of a tube about i| m diameter, and is

arranged to be Mown by mouth—^through a hollow piston rod.

The only vowels which could be recognizably produced
by varying the position of the plunger in the tube were

at 6^ inches « (earth) (not mentioned by Wilhs)

a-t 3| ,, SB (hat) (compare Wilhs’ o (no) at 3 8 m
)

at 2^ ,, a (calm) to a (up) (compare Wilhs’ a (calm) at
2-2 in.)

at I „ e (men) (compare Wilhs’ ei (hay) at -6 in).

There was a trace of i (eat) on blowing very softly with the

plunger at about -4 in., comparable to Willis’ i (eat) at -38 in.

With this tube (at least) Wdlis’ n, 0, 0, were not produceable.

But even though all the vowels may not have bem produced
(and there is good reason, as we shall see later, to doubt their

^ The modem International Phonetic Association’s notation has been
substituted for that of WiUis. The musical notation of three typical

resonances has also been added to indicate their position on the pianoforte.
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true production in the manner described) there can be no doubt
that WiUis laid the foundations of a rational theory of the nature

of vowel sounds.

About the years 1834 to 1837 Professor Wheatstone, of

King’s College, London, constructed a talking machine,
similar to that of de Kempelen, but with vanous original

improvements. This device, shown (approximately) in Fig. ii,

consisted of a leather cup-shaped resonator, with a slightly

enlarged tubular stem, mounted in a wooden socket and
terminating m a rearwardly-projecting reed. The wooden

Ancil^ry J WKisile,

Resonator
& Reed

Fig. 11

socket was attached to an air box into which the reed projected,

and the box itself was attached to the bellows by which the

reed and resonator were energized. The reed could be put out
of action by a press button mounted on a lever at the top of the
air box, so that the air then entered the resonator without
passing through the reed. In this condition the apparatus

produced whiqsered or unvoiced sounds
Two separate whistle-hke instruments were mounted in

holes, formed on either side of the air box, the one producing
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a high-pitched hissing sound, like the letter s. The second
whistle produced a sound like sh, by means of an air jet (from

the air box) blowmg into the small end of a diort funnel-s^ped
tube, open at both ends and mounted axiallym relation to the

jet and about inch m front of it.

Two small nostril tubes were mounted in the wooden socket

of the resonator, so as to communicate with the interior of the

tubular stem between the reed and the resonator. Auxihary
pressure-regulating bellows were mounted underneath the

air box. The changes of resonance for producing the different

vowel sounds were made by covering the mouth of the resonator,

more or less, by hand.
The consonant m was obtamed by closmg and releasing

the resonator mouth by hand while allowing the sound from
the reed to escape through the nostril tubes. If the nostril

tubes were closed, the closure and release of the resonator

mouth produced the consonant p.
I have had the privilege of trying this apparatus, and have

found that it can be made to articulate the vowels m (hat),

A (up), 0 (more), u (who), and also certain words such as

PAPA (papa), niAmA (mama), hsem (ham), luej (hash), luj

(hush), SAJELA (summer), or other combinations of the vowd
sounds mentioned with the consonants p, tn, h, s, and sh ^

It does not seem possible to produce all the Enghsh vowels

by manipulation of the mouth of the resonator, or to produce
consonants other than those already mentioned

If the accounts, already referr^ to, of the performances
of de Kempden’s machine are to be beheved, it would seem to

have included devices which are now absent from Wheatstone’s

machine.

Wheatstone made an important contnbution to acoustic

theory by his discovery of what he called Multiple Resonance,
i e. the possihihty of obtaimng two or more resonant notes

simultaneously from the same resonator. This is due to the

fact that the air in a resonator—^like the string of a viohn or

piano—can vibrate as a whole cind also m " sections ” at the

same time. The vibration as a whole produces one resonant

note (the fundamental)
; the vibrations in sections produce a

higher note or series of higher notes (harmonics or overtones

or partials).

* The apparatus was exhibited in operation by the present writer at the

Royal Soaety Conversazione on 16th May, 1923.
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Wheatstone thought that "vowel quahty and multiple

resonance are different forms of the same phenomena
F. C. Bonders, in 1858, determined the mouth cavity positions

which correspond with the various vowel sounds, namely,

by blowing through the mouth cavity with the glottis held open
so as to produce whispered sound.*

The next important landmark m the held of vocal acoustics

is the work of the great German Physicist, Helmholtz, to which
we have already referred Helmholtz investigated the natural

resonance of small cavities—such as spheres—^Ln which the

acoustic effect is essentially different from that of a tube,

whose length is large compared with its diameter. He also

investigated the resonance of the human mouth cavity when
producing the vanous vowel sounds.

He came to the conclusion that whereas vowels like a (calm),

0 (more), u (who), 0 (not), were due—as Wilhs had taught—^to

smgle resonances, the vowels se (hat), e (men), i (eat), and the

French vowels 5 (peu) and 1l (pu), were due to double resonance,

i.e. to two separate notes, the one produced in the cavity

behind the tongue, the other by " a constnction by the mid
part of the tongue and the hard palate, like a bottle with a

narrow neck ” (Sensation of Tone, p. 107).

Helmholtz appears to have considered that the resonance

of higher pitch, due to this " narrow neck ", was formed by a

tube rather than by a cavity of the Helmholtz type—a view

that IS to a certain extent supported by Mr. Benton’s

experiments (Appendix I).

In a resonator of the tube type, the rate at which an surges

m and out of the mouth of the tube depends, as we have said,

pnmanly on the length of the tube, not on its diameter. This

IS the principle involved in all the usual tubular wind
instruments.

Helmholtz made many eiqieriments in the reproduction

of vowel sounds by resonators energized by air-blown

reeds, or by tuning-forks vibrating at the mouth of the

resonator; but he does not appear ever to have tried the

effect of energizing two Helmholtz resonators by means of a
single reed.
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In 1873, Potter^ descnbed his experiments in which the
vowels, as in pipe (ai)

peep (1)

papa (a)

pope (on)

poop (n)

paper (ei)

water (0)

were all produced by resonators formed of mdiarubber hollow
spheres energized by " free ” metallic reeds such as those
ongmally used by Kratzenstein.

In a " free ’’ reed—^it may be explamed—a flexible tongue
of metal is fixed at one end so that it hes across a long narrow
opening in a metal plate, through which the air is made to pass.

Tlie reed is set m vibration by the air, so as to pass the air

current in a senes of puffs, but does not touch the sides of the

Fig 12

openmg. In the " beating ” reed which is commonly used m
English organ pipes, the edges and the free end of the reed

bott overlap the opening through which the air passes, so that

the reed (w^ch is very shghtly bent so as to curl upwards from
the edges of the openmg) alternately " beats ” upon the edges

of the openmg and curls up shghtly to admit the passage of a
puff of air The free reed behaves more hke a swmging door,

while the beating reed compares with an ordinary door which
closes tight against its frame.

The free reeds of Potter’s apparatus were fitted by short

tubes to apertures cut in the hollow rubber spheres, to represent

the fauces of the posterior part of the mouth, opposite apertures

being cut to represent the lips.

Proc. Cambndge Phtl. Soc . vol. xi, 1864-76, p. 306.
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Different vowels were produced by " compressing ” the
indiarubber shell, when blowing through the reed, to naake the

shell take the same form as the mouth when producing a like

sound. Potter apparently made no examination of the

resonances of his compressed spheres, but, in the light of

present knowledge, it may be said that his method of operation

was probably truer to nature than that of any previous
mvestigators.

In 1879 Graham Bell—^the inventor of the first practiail

telephone—^pubhshed his observations on the vowel resonances ^

and his conclusion that ail the vowels were due to double
resonance.

Between the years 1890 and 1896, Dr. R. J. Lloyd pubhshed
his investigations of vowel resonances He pomt^ out (1891)
“ the probabihty that every cardinal vowel derives one chief

resonance from the anterior or oral part of its articulation,

and another from the postenor or pharyngeal part

He also studied the form of the sound waves—^recorded

phonographically when the vowels were sung—and deduced,

from the curves thus obtained, the pitch of the vanous
resonances present in the vocal cavity which produced them.
His conclusion was that each vowel had (at least)

two resonances, but that the identity of the vowel was
not due to the absolute pitch of the resonances but to

their mutual interval

The following table—extracted from a more extensive

statement at p. 251 of Lloyd’s Genesis of Vowels, gives his

results for the vowels in question. In the columns marked
a, p, y, 8 and e, he sets out the various resonant notes heard,

and micates them by their musical name, e.g. c^#, and by the
number of complete vibrations per second (280 m the case of

c^#) which produces them. The different columns refer to

different parts of the vocal cavity in which the vanous
resonances appeared to be produced.
The vowel s3mibols are those of the International Phonetic

Association which have been substituted (as before) for those

in the original paper.

‘ " Vowel Theones," American Journal of Otology, vol. 1
, July, 1879.

* PhontUsche Studien, 1890-2. Genesis of Vowels " (Bnt. Assn. Paper.
1896), Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. xxxi, p 249 Proc Royal
Soc., Edin., 7th Feb , 1898.
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Vowel
(Inter-

national
Symbol).

Approxi-
mate

Elnglish

Keyword

a
posterior
tube or

P
anterior
tube or
cavity

V
possibly
in the

pipe).

S

possibly
intra-

dental

related to
the anterior
(front) tube
or cavity

i marme c‘#280 1" 2816 - 2236 -

I pit - - - a«fl:i864 -

ei rein f'3S2 c« 2212 - P 1408

S (German

a)

there d« 630 f^isoa - - c‘#2200

SB (Finno-

Swedish a)

man g*S07 f* 1431 g>403 - -

a father g‘804 c^lllS g‘402 - -

D hot (>) e> 646 e» 1342 - - -

0 (German
long 0)

note 6} 285 d*#623 - - -

0 put - c*528 - - -

a brute e* 681 - - -

ditto ditto a* 869 6^293 - - -

It will be seen that in five cases Lloyd has recognized three

separate resonances as being present together in the vocal

cavities which produced those vowels
;
in four cases he recognizes

two resonances per vowel and in two cases (i as in pit and o

as in put) he finds only one. It will be seen later (Chap. Ill)

that the great majonty of Lloyd’s a and )3 resonances are

confirmed by my own observations and experiments. These
are now prmted in italics in the table.
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Lloyd appears to have experimented also with models.

He sa5re (Genesis of Vowels, p. 249)—referring to the /3 resonances

(due to the front tube or cavity)
—

“ the assignment is fairly

certain, because it can be confirmed by direct observations m
whisper, by the behaviour of imitative cavities, and by careful

measurement and calculation ”, No record of the “ imitative

cavities ” seems, however, to have been published.

In order that the reader may more readily appreciate the
relation between the notes of the musical stave and the number
of vibrations per second which go to produce them, I am
inserting a table which will make the relationship clear.

The table also indicates the relation between the pitch of the
sounds produced by resonance in the cavities of the human
mouth, nose and throat, both in speech and in whispenng,
and the pitch of the notes which can be sung by the different

t3q)es of human voice.

There is at present no universal musical standard of pitch.

For example, the note called middle C on the piano, or the
note called a', to which violins are tuned, are not actually

the same in different coimtries, and have vaned in pitch

at different times. The pitch of the notes of all wind mstruments
also vanes with the temperature of the air—^nsmg about
half a vibration per second for each one degree Fahrenheit
nse m temperature.

Takmg the viohn a', which appears in the table as due to

430 vibrations per second, there is evidence that this note
has been as " sharp ” as 502-6 vibrations per second (at

Heidelberg m 1511) and as " flat ” as 395-2 at Trinity College,

Cambridge, m 1759. Since then its pitch has steadily risen,

tiU in 1874 it was 454 (Philharmonic Society, London), and
even reached 457-5 m 1897. Orchestral pitch, which in 1899
was 438-6 m New York, was 440 in London.
The pitch adopted t^oughout this book is what is known

as the scientific pitch, in which middle C is equivalent to 256
complete vibrations per second.

It win be seen that the table covers eight musical octaves,

i.e. one more octave than the range of a grand piano. With
three exceptions only the notes corresponding to the white
notes on the piano are represented—^in order to avoid over-
crowding the diagram.
The successive octaves are divided by vertical bars. It may

be pointed out that the " frequency ” (i.e, number of vibrations
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per second) of a particular note in any octave is double that

of a corresponding note in the preceding octave, to the left of

it in the table.

It win be seen that the various human vocal " Registers
"

—^Bass, Bantone, Tenor, Contralto, Mezzosoprano, and
Soprano—cover altogether four octaves A numerical table

giving the “ frequency ” in vibrations per second of all the

notes of the musical s^e between i6 and 3,864 vibrations per

second will be found m Appendix II.

In 1910, Dr. W. A. Aikin, of London, pubhdied his observa-

tions and theones on the vowel resonances for use in smgmg,
and his recommendation of a defimte musical scale of oral

resonances for i

117

he series of £ngli£»h Vowel Sounds Dr. Aikin

hoot

“3—

—

^—
hoe

^ ,

haw

-K

hot hark hum

her have head hay hit he hood
Dr W. A. Aikin’s Resonator Scale ^

Fig. 15.

recogmzed only single resonances for the vowels u (hoot),

0 (hoe), 0 (haw), u (hot), a (hark), a (hum). As recorded, the

upper senes are all an octave too low ; if transposed to the

octave above they are fairly comparable with Lloyd’s )8

resonances. The lower series are directly comparable with

Lloyd’s o resonances.

Further reference wUl be made to Dr. Aikin’s work in our

chapter on voice production.

The next landmark to be noted here is the work of Professor

D. C. MiUer, of the Case School of Apphed Science, Cleveland,

Ohio, whose researches on the human voice were published in

New York in 1916.* Miller—^hke Lloyd—attacked the problem

1 Tht Voice ; An Introdudion to Practical Phonology, by W. A. Aikin, M.D.
• The Science of Musical Sounds, by Dayton Clarence Miller, D.Sc.
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of vowel formation by a phonographic study of the wave
form produced when the different vowels were intoned. He
then subjected the characteristic curve—^representmg the
complex wave form—to a process of mechanical analysis,

so as to separate it into a senes of simple waves, each of constant

wave-length and amphtude.
By combimng together and simultaneously blowing a number

of organ pipes—each of which was designed to give a sound
comparable in wave form with one of the senes of simple waves
deduced by the analyser—^MiUer was able to reproduce the
vowel sound as onginally intoned

By the kindness of Dr Miller I am able to show m Fig. 16
some typical groups of vowel-sounding organ pipes made m
this way. The number of separate organ pipes (each givmg
substantially a single note) wluch are reqmred to build up the

effect of a smgle vowel sound intoned on a single note is certainly

remarkable when compared with the simphcity of the mechanism
—of reed and vocal cavity—by which the same effect is produced
in the human voice.

Helmholtz had previously observed that a piano with the

loud pedal pressed down would actually repeat many of the

vowel sounds which were sung to it—^vanous stnngs resoundmg
to the vanous musical components which together made up
the mtoned vowel. Miller’s groups of organ pipes can thus be
compared, m each case, with the particular groups of piano
stnngs which were set in sympathetic vibration in Helmholtz’s

expenments
Miller’s work confirmed Helmholtz’s views that some of

the vowels are due to double resonance, and that others, 1 e.

D (not), 0 (all), on (no), u (who), o (put), are due to smgle
resonances a (calm) appeared to be produced in some voices

by single and in others by double resonance

C Stumpf^ studied the characteristic resonances of the
vowels, and of the continuing consonants {sch, ng, m, n, 1 .

s, /, and ch) by observmg the changes of vowel or consonant
character which r^ulted when resonances of a certain pitch

(and over) were cut off by a form of sound-filter. By vaiymg
the musical pitch at which the cut-off operated, Stumpf was
able to define the ranges of resonance which were characteristic

of the various sounds The results indicated that 6, &, U, e.

Birl Bar , 1918, p. 351. BetMgt Z Anai , etc , vol 1, p. 181, 1921
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and t each had two separate resonance ranges—with evidence

of a third still higher resonance range, except in the case of

* ;
also that all the consonants named showed two or more

resonant components.
With this taef and inadequate description of some of the

landmarks of the past, we will now proceed to some
prelumnary observations on the vocal organs and their

fimctions in speech.



Chapter II

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS AS TO THE VOCAL
ORGANS, AND THEIR FUNCTION IN SPEECH

The Vcx:al Organs and their Function

For the purpose in hand it will not be necessary to give more
than a very rough outhne of the various organs involved
in the production of speech and song The source of energy
IS the lungs (see Fig 17) These are a pair of tightly packed

Fig 17 .

masses of minute air vessels each surrounded by blood vessels,

which together form the dense fohage of an inverted branchmg
system of air-pipes. Alternatively, if the reader prefers it,

the whole arrangement may be compared with two clotted
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masses of tubular rootlets, supporting the stem of a plant

having a tubular trunk and roots, and minute bladder-like

root-endmgs.

It IS well to emphasize the root-hke and cellular structure

of the lungs, so that it may be borne in mind that there is in

fact -no hollow cavity provided, such as might be expected to

assist m the production of so-called “ chest-notes ", or give

rise to “ chest resonance

The two separated masses of air-cells, and the branching
air tubes which carry them, are closely packed within the

flexible bony cage of the thorax, formed by the nbs ; the size

and shape of this cage can be controlled by the operation

of vanous muscles operating on the nbs. The floor of the
‘

‘ cage ” IS formed of a more or less honzontal flexible membrane
called the diaphragm, which can be bulged up or down so as

to vary the effective size of the cage from below.

The lung tissue is attached to the walls of its cage so that

any vanation of the effective size of the thorax reacts

immediately on all the air cells Contraction of the nbs, or

the raising of the diaphragm, squeezes the air out of the cells

as water is squeezed out of a sponge ; expansion of the nbs
or depression of the diaphragm extends the mass of cells and
thus creates a partial vacuum, which draws in fresh air through
the wmdpipe

In pomt of fact the action is not entirely analogous to that

of a sponge, for the normal condition of a sponge is that of

enlargement and we squeeze it to extract its contents, whereas
the normal condition of the lungs is that of contraction, and
it requires muscular effort to expand and fill them
The relatively high air pressure which is necessary for loud

voice production does require active muscular work In that

case the air is truly squeezed out of the lung cells by external

pressure, as water is squeezed from a sponge. The lungs thus
act mechanically as a (literal) pair of bellows, of which the

volume and consequent pressure can be controlled with great

exactness.

Acoustically, the lungs have no function except that of

providmg the reqmsite supply of air at the right pressure and
at the right time for the service of the vocal cords and of the
organs of articulation. They have no more resonance than
ordinary bellows would have if they were packed full of damp
bath sponges.
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Indeed, from an acoustic point of view the human lungs

are an almost perfect absorber of sound and destroyer of

resonance. Their branching tubes—^becoming ever smaller

and smaller tiU they tenmnate m a multitude of infimtesimal

air cells—act towards a sound wave hke a shelving beach acts

towards a wave of the sea. The wave gets broken up into an
ever-thinmng stream, which expends its energy m forcmg its

way up the beach. The energy of the wave is in fact mostly
converted mto heat by friction against the beach

If instead of meeting a shelving beach the wave had struck

against a vertical sea wall, most of the energy of the wave
would have been reflected Similarly, if the human lungs were
a cavity hke the mouth, there would be httle absorption of

sound, and consequently considerable reflexion of energy
and the production of resonance.

It IS fortimate that there is no such effect as chest resonance,

for it would of course vary in pitch for every degree of inflation

of the lungs, and would thus be a fatal bar to the uniform
operation of the vocal cords The lungs are acoustically neutral

and therefore allow free action to the vocal cords

The hollow vertical stem which grows out of the junction

of the two mam S3^tems of lung “ rootlets ’*
is the wmdpipe

or trachea This is an air-tube, about | inch in diameter and
8 inches long, leading up to the larynx or Adam’s Apple,

which may be felt as a hard lump m the front of the lower

part of the throat.

The wmdpipe tube is flexible, but is kept in shape and
prevented from expanding or collapsing by a senes of rings

of cartilage which surround and remforce it—hke the circum-

ferential wire reinforcement of a garden hose pipe. In this

part of the human air-supply system some resonance may
perhaps be set up—the lungs behaving hke the open end of

a tube partially closed at the laiynx ; but inasmuch as the

length and volume of the intenor of the wmdpipe are practically

constant (withmabout 5 per cent) it is certainthat no appreciable
resonance changes can be effected here.

At its point of junction with the larynx, the wmdpipe tube
becomes rapidly flattened till the two flat sides ultimately

meet—^much as if the end of a rubber tube were squeezed

between two fingers till the edges just touched. The meetmg
edges are thickened, and supphed with a complex S5retem of

muscles, so that they form, in effect, a pair of mobile hps

—
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not unlike the lips of the human mouth but of rather less than
half the size, and l3ang horizontally, fore and aft, across the
top of the wmdpipe instead of transversely and vertically

as in the case of our own hps. These laryngeal hps constitute

the so-called vocal cords.

Figs. i8, 19, and 20 represent photographs taken by Doctor
G. C^r Russell, of Ohio University, of the human vocal cords

m action. In Fig 18, the " hps " are drawn apart as in

breathmg ; in Fig. 19 they are pressed together so as to vibrate

(like the lips of a bugler) when air from the lungs is forced

between them ; in Fig. 20 the hps are shown in the act of

vibrating at the moment of their furthest separation The
portions nearest to the front of the throat are shown towards
the top of the figures.

It will be understood from the chart at p. 25 that in the vanous
human voices these vibrations actually vary from about 40
per second (for a very deep talking voice) up to about 1,150
for a high soprano " top note ”.

The vocal cords are capable of a vanety of movements and
variations of size, shape and flexibihty. In breathing they are

opened wide apart, as already mentioned in relation to Fig 18.

In speech and song they are brought so near together that

they appear to touch ; their length and thickness also can be
vaned. The function of the vocal cords in speech is to act as

a double reed like the well-known double reed of an oboe,

or like the two hps of a comet player, to produce a musical
note of the required pitch.

In each of the cases mentioned—the voice, the oboe, or the

comet—the performer supphes air at a pressure sufficient

to cause a small stream of air to force its way between the

the contactmg (or nearly contacting) surfaces of the two
lips or reeds. In this way a vibration of the reeds is set up

—

by the passage of air between them—which results in the air

stream being, as it were, chopped up into a succession of air

pulses If the reed-surfaces are drawn apart, as m Fig 18,

the air which passes between them is not set into pulsation,

but passes through as a more or less turbulent stream.

In the case of the vocal cords, or the lips of a comet player,

the musical pitch of the note produced by the reed-action

depends on the length, thickness and tightness (or pressure

together) of the two elements of the “ reed ". The loudness

of the note depends on the air pressure—^with this proviso.
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that the muscular strength of the vocal cords or lips must be
such £is to resist the lung pressure, so that there may be a
minimum leakage of air through the reeds between the
pulses.

Dr Russell (to whom I am indebted for permission to publish

his photographs of the vocal cords in action) has also observed
and demonstrated by actual photographs that in singmg a
senes of different vowel soun^ on the same laryngeal note
(as, for example, in " intomng '') the laryngeal cavity actually

assumes a different " expression ” at each change of vowd
sound.

These observations suggest that the intenor laryngeal cavity

prepares for the production of each vowel by assuming such
a vanation of form, m conjunction with the vocal cords,

as will result in producmg not only the note to be intoned,

but also a particular selection of overtones or " partials ”.

Probably, the overtones produced are those which are suitable

for setting up resonancem the cavities which are simultaneously
formed in the mouth and throat—^namely, by the positions

of the tongue, lips, soft palate and epiglottis—when these are

set so as to form the required vowel ^

On their upper side, the vocal cords form—when drawn
together—the floor of a shallow cavity, of which the two
sides (parallel with the vocal cords) are m-tumed so as to

form mobile flaps. These flaps are called the false vocal

cords, or ventncular bands, to which reference has already
been made

Their function was, until quite recently, not fully understood

;

they appeared to act partly ais a protection and as an airtight

cover for the vocal cords Experiments with models indicate

that they also, by their vanation of attitude, produce a small

cavity, of variable resonance, immediately above the vocal
cords. Such a cavity, co-operating with the fixed cavity of the

wmdpipe, assists the action of the vocal cords in secunng
the reqmred frequency of pulsation of the air which passes

through them, and, m particular, produces the conditions

^ L P H. Eijkman, of The Hague, has shown that in whispering the
various vowel-sounds, the size of Hie opening made by the glottis varies
directly with the frequency of the lower vowel resonance—the opening being
larger for the vowels of high resonance. It is as if the glottal aperture took
part in the tuning of the back resonator in order to save the tongue the trouble
of making a tighter closure of the central orifice to produce the lower
resonances, and vice versa
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of resonance which distinguish, for example, a whispered p,
t, or k, from a whispered h, d, org.^

Direct observations made in 1927 by Dr. Russell with a
laryngeal periscope—^by which the action of the false vocal

cords could be observed dunng the articulation of the p. t, k

and b, d, g sounds—confirmed the mdications of my own
experiments with models.

One other recently observed function of the false vocal

cords may be mentioned here In September, 1928, Sir James
Dundas-Grant and I examined Mr Strath Mackay, who has the

peculiar accomplishment of bemg able to smg two notes at

once The higher notes (tenor register) are produced by the

vocal cords ; the lower notes, which normally vary with the

upper notes so as to maintain a constant musical mterval of

17 semitones (an octave and a fifth), appeared, from Sir James
Dundas-Grant’s observations, to be made by the brmging
together of the false vocal cords, so that they vibrated like true

vocal cords.

The observations were confirmed by a similar examination
of my own throat while imitating (so far as possible)

Mr Mackay’s double notes. Sir James was able to see the

ventricular bands definitely in vibration while a very low note
was bemg produced It seems clear that m certain tj^es of

shoutmg—so as to produce a raucous sound—the false vocal

cords are brought together so as to vibrate on their own
account.

The normal pitch of the human voice, i.e the average
rate of the pulsations produced by the action of the vocal
cords, depends as we have said on the length and thickness

of the cords or bps themselves. The vocal cords of men are

about f inch long, as compared with J inchm the case of women.
At puberty, a boy’s vocal cords suddenly increase to double

their previous size—with a corresponding lowermg of the
normal pitch of the voice Those of girls increase only by about
one-third, and the consequent change m the voice is much less

The " cracking ” of a boy’s voice is presumably due to the
unsuccessful attempt to produce the range of laiyngeal notes,

to which he was previously accustomed, by means of a reed,

the length of which has suddenly been increased without
the owner’s knowledge I

* " The Nature and Artificial Production of the (so-called) Voiced and
Unvoiced Consonants," Sir R. A S Paget, Proc. R S.A , vol civ, 1927, p 98
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Immediately above the larynx is the cavity called the
phar3mx. (See Fig. 21 )

The passage of this cavity can be
obstructed by the miniature tongue or flap, known as the
epiglottis, which can either lie flat against the back of the tongue,

or be bent backward so as. more or less, to close the pharyngeal
passage—as has been shown by Dr. Russell to be the case in

the production of certam vowel sounds

False Vocal Cl^orcis

v/////\w '*57 -Vocal Chords

^//-^_.„W.nd Rpe

Fig. 21

From the pharynx the out-flowmg or pulsating air can take
one or both of two courses. It may pass across the epiglottis,

then over the upper surface of the tongue, and out at the bps.

Or, it may pass upwards from the pharynx, behmd the soft

palate into the nasal cavity (above the hard palate) and out
at the nostrils. Or it may take both courses simultaneously.

If the soft palate is pressed back—as mdicated in plain
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outline—the passage way leading to the nasal cavity is out of

action, and all the out-flowing air passes through the mouth.
In speakmg or singing it is easy to tell with certainty

whether the passage behind the soft palate is open or closed

—

namely, by appl5ung a rubber tube or stethoscope to either

nostril, eind hstenmg at the other end. There is a sudden rush

of sound, heard whenever the soft palate is moved forward

so as to open the passage to the na^ cavity, which is quite

unmistakable.

The tongue is a muscular organ, constant m volume, but
highly and very rapidly variable in form It can take a great

vanety of different positions mside the mouth, so as either to

alter the shape of the cavity as a whole or close it altogether

in different positions.

Beyond, and partially surrounding the tongue, are the

teeth, which co-operate with the tongue m the production

of certain consonants
Finally come the bps by which the openmg to air of the mouth

cavity can be vaned—^from complete closure up to an openmg
of about half the bore of the mside of the mouth at its widest

part. The lips may also function—to a lesser extent—so as

to vary the size of the mouth cavity as a whole—namely,
according as they are protruded, to enlarge the cavity, or

retracted to reduce it They may also form, as we shall see

later, cavities of their own, for the producbon of certam
consonants.

Types of Sound Produced

Having thus bnefly surveyed the vocal organs we will now
make a similar exammation of the various types of soimd
which they produce, with a view to identifying the organs
which produce them, and so laying the ground for more
detailed observations.

Speech sounds are generally classified under the vanous
headmgs of vowels (mcludmg diphthongs) and consonants.

The consonants are subdivided into voiced—those which
are normally produced with the accompaniment of a laryngeal
hum—and unvoiced—those which are normally merely
breathed or whispered. Thus, in the English language, v, 8

{th as m that), z and 5 (zA as m pleasure) are voiced sounds,

while F, 6 {ih as in thm), s, and J (sA as in share) are unvoiced
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The consonants are further subdivided according to the

position m the mouth m which they are formed, and the t5^e
of articulating movement which produces them.

But though some consonants are voiced and some unvoiced
in ordinary speech, all consonants, as well as all vowels, can
be clearly and recogmzably articulated m a whisper In that

case the vocal cords are separated so that the cavities of the

throat, mouth and nose are supphed only with turbulent

instead of with pulsatmg air. In whispered speech all

consonants are “ unvoiced”.
It may be said that English and most of the European and

Indian languages are based on whispered speech, and that

phonation—^i e the use of the vocal cords for producmg a
preliminary vibration of the air so as to cause a humming
sound durmg the articulation of the vowels or " voiced

”

consonants—^is only an auxiliary device From this pomt
of view the vocal cords are not really an organ of speech

—

their function is to give inflexion, melody, and emotional

quahty to speech and song, and to increase (as we shall see)

the audible range at which the voiced sounds can be heard.

The effect of phonation, in acting as a earner-wave for the

whispered vowel sounds, was illustrated by a senes of simple

expenments which I earned out at my home m Somerset
m December, 1923, with the aid of my daughter Sylvia

The method adopted was as follows I stood at a fixed

spot in the park and whispered, as loud as I could, eight

Afferent English vowel sounds, in succession My daughter,

with a supply of pegs, marked m turn the furthest position

at which each of the vowel sounds was ]ust recognizable—the

position at which each peg was inserted being the average
of a number of tnals of that particular sound
The process was then repeated, with this difference, that the

various vowel sounds were now spoken (phonated) m a loud
tone of voice—^but not shouted. The maximum range at

which the voiced vowel sounds could be recognized was
similarly marked.
The distances from the source of sound to the various

pegs was then paced and recorded, as m the followmg table,

a pace being approximately one yard (actually 3-075 feet).

The experiments were earned out m the afternoon, with a
a hght, north-westerly wind, the direction of speech being
down-wind, the ground being flat grassland.
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Vowel Sound. Range.
Increase of

range due to
to phonation.

Phonetic
Symbol.

As in
Keyword.

Unvoiced
(m paces). (in paces).

11 who 26 363 14 times.

e men 51 950 19
« earth 55 960 17
on know 57 960 17
a calm 66 960 + 14 + ..

ei hay 69 960 14
i eat 93 740 8

B hat 118 960 + 8 + ,,

It will be seen that the effect of phonation was to increase

the range from 8 to 19 times. So great an increase had not
been expected, and, as will be seen from the table, the exact
range of the voiced a (cahn) and s (hat) could not be obtained

—

for at a distance of 960 yards my daughter had reached the

railway (with woods beyond) which forms the boundary of

the park in that direction ' Incidentally, it was noticed that,

even at 960 yards, my daughter and I could speak to one
another so as to be understood, though it is quite clear that
none of the imvoiced sounds of speech could have been audible

at that distance.

The other almost equally important function of the vocal
cords IS as we have said to give inflexion, melody and emotional
quahty to human speech.

In whispered speech we have the effects of a more or less

turbulent air stream passing through the vocal cavities The
acoustic effects produced are constant and invanable for the
same articulatory setting of the shape, size or obstruction of the

cavities. There is no possibihty of varying the tone of

whispered speech—it cannot be inflected—its emotional
quality cannot be varied, though it may be sounded with more
or less emphasis, and with vaiymg speed of articulation.

It may be pomted out that the production of a turbulent
air stream, capable of causmg audible sound in its passage
through the vocal cavities, is not a necessary consequence
of the air flow, but depends on the form of the jet-hke orifice
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through which it passes into the throat and mouth Thus,
it is possible so to adjust (unconsaously) the openmg of the

voccd cords and surrounding parts of the pharynx that a lung-

full of air may be rapidly exhaled, while the tongue and hps
are moved as if articulating, without any audible sound resultmg

Thus, m a series of experiments, it was found possible to

exhale, dunng articulation, at three times the rate of that

normally used m speech, without producing any audible

whispered speech sounds.

In voiced speech a new power is added, namely, that of

combining the articulation with a hummed note produced
by the vocal cords The pitch of the hummed note can then
be vaned at will, without consciously varying the whispered

speech sound which accompanies it.

In this way we obtam two new gifts—the gift of Vocal
Inflexion, which adds emotional significance, emphasis and
vanety to speech, and the gift of Song.
We have asserted that the laiynx is not (at least in our

language) an essential organ of speech ,
but in order to be sure

on this point, and to justify the assumption which has been
generally (but not universally) made that the vowel sounds
are essentially due to resonance in the vocal cavities, it was
thought advisable to make a simple prehimnary expenment

This consisted in blowmg with a pair of bellows into the

mouth while shaping it as for the pronunciation of the succession

of vowels a (calm), ei (hay), i (eat), o (all), and u (who) It

was found that not only all these vowels but also the remammg
vowels and all the consonants, except the nasals m, n, and q {tig)

could be recognizably produced as whispered sounds by
blowing air into or better still across the open mouth, while

the larynx remained inoperative and the breath was " held
”

so that no air passed into the mouth from the windpipe.
It was plam, therefore, that all these sounds, when whispered,

are simply produced in the mouth and throat Exactly
how they are produced, and what is the essential difference

between the various speech sounds, were questions to which,

as yet, no clear answer had been or could be given. There was
evidently room for an intensive investigation of the acoustic

nature of the speech sounds, and as all the essentials of these

sounds were found m whispiered (unvoiced) speech, it was
generally obvious that the mvestigation should, in the first

instance, be directed to the unvoiced sounds.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE VOWEL RESONANCES

My personal interest in vowel sounds dates from about the

year 1887 when, as an undergraduate at Magdalen College,

Oxford, I first noticed the almost starthng effect of the changing
overtones when a succession of different vowels is mtoned on
the same note
The Chaplam at Magdalen in those days was the Rev.

Horace Evel5m Clayton, M.A., his voice was melodious and
resonant, and when he mtoned the services m Chapel the
harmonics of the note on which he was mtoning vaned with
each change of vowel and performed bugle-calls of an almost
mihtant character.

These changmg harmonics were so loud and clear that it

was only by a conscious effort that one could hear the fixed

fundamentd note from which they all sprang
These observations were not followed up at the time, and it

was only in 1915 that, as Secretary of Section II (Submarme
and Electncal) of the Admiralty Board of Invention, I had
occasion to make further use of the method of analysing
sounds by ear.

Dunng this pieriod a few observations were earned out on
the resonances of my own voice ; but the times were not
favourable for such peaceful mvestigations They were, more-
over, found to be difficult and to require complete freedom from
disturbances, and a high degree of concentration on the part of

the observer; it was necessary therefore to await a more
smtable opportunity.

Eventually, in November of 1921, the occasion offered

itself. Bemg alone in London, confined to bed with a shght
chUl, and disinchned to read, it occurred to me to try and
listen to the whispered resonances of my own voice, as I had
begun to do durmg the war.

The work required no appliances but pencil and paper,

for though I have not got the faculty of recognizing mstinc-

tively the " absolute pitch ” of any musical sound, I can alwa5rs
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identify any note—^within less than a semitone—^by mentally
comparing it with a fixed note which I literally carry in my
head.

This head-note is a Jfg" of about 812 vibrations per second

—

see Fig. 23—which I hear on tapping my
skull ]ust above either ear. Another m-
dependent head-note, b" 966^—^3 seimtones

higher than the first—^is heard when I tap the

centre of my forehead These head-notes, which
apparently are due to vibrations of portions

of the skull, constitute two natural tumng forks, of seemingly
invariable pitch, which I have used as my standard throughout
these investigations

The Unvoiced Vowel Sounds

At first the observations were very difficult—mainly owmg
to the fact that, to recognize the resonances of the whispered
vowel sounds, it was necessary to hear these sounds not as

vowels but as new musical effects heard for the first time ^

The very fact of their familianty as speech sounds made them
almost impossible at first to analyse as musical sounds. Vanous
expedients were tned such as putting one’s head under the

bedclothes, and stoppmg the ears so as to hear only mtemal
sounds

,
indeed, I listened so hard to the sounds in my mouth

that the strain produced a feehng of sickness Gradually the
perception grew, and as each vowel sound was whispered m
turn, the combmation was recogmzed of two faint but defimtely

musical notes—a different pair of notes for each vowel sound.

The similar observations of Graham Bell and Dr R. J. Lloyd
were then unknown to me.
Having made a note of the resonances of the whispered

and of some voiced vowels, I sent it to my fnend Sir Wilham
Bragg, m case it might be of scientific interest Sir Wilham
very ^ndly forwarded it to Professor Darnel Jones, of the

Phonetic Department at University College, London,
who then told me that the lower resonances of the vowels a

(calm), D (not), 0 (all), on (no), u (who), and u (put) were not
gener^y recognized It was largely owing to his encourage-

ment that I was led to make a more serious study of the

subject.

Laboratory, New York, in 1927, is repro^ic

Fig 23
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The next step was to classify the resonances heard and to

see to what extent they were hable to vary at different trials.

The 14 vowel sounds of Enghsh—as spoken by myself in
“ Southern Enghsh ” or " Pubhc School *' pronunciation

—

were then arranged in order so that their upper and lower

resonances when charted on a scale of musical semitones

gave, as far as possible, two contmuous senes.

The results are shown in the accompan5nng chart :

—

The vertical scale on the left-hand side of the chart represents

a chromatic scale (i.e a scale of equal semitones) extending

over three octaves. The two thickened vertical hnes, one above

the other, which are drawn respectively over each of the
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vowel symbols i (eat), i (it), ei (hay), etc , represent the musical

range over which the upper and lower resonances of that vowel
were observed to vary at different tnals. It will be seen that

these variations cover a range of from 3 to 7 semitones in

different cases.

It should perhaps be pointed out that, at the time when
these observations were first made, I knew very httle of the

early history of the subject, which has been set out in a
previous chapter

Probably it is well that at the outset no attempt was made
to master the subject , for if it had been, I should almost

certainly have given up all hope of being able to carry it any
further 1 Too much knowledge may sometimes also be a
dangerous thing

During the next three months the investigation of the

vowel resonances of my own voice continued ^ It appeared
that it was possible to produce simultaneously two contmuous
series of notes due to resonance in the vocal cavities and
that these senes were practically independent of one another

One senes had a range from about #d" 608 to e"'' 2579,
the other had a range of #d' 304 to #a" 912 *

S'?

Fjg 25.

The upper senes was much more easily heard than the

lower senes—the uppier notes being not unlike softly whistled
or rather half-whistled notes not quite made to " speak
It was found that these notes could be made (all except the

* See the author’s Vowel Resonances, International Phonetic Association
(pamphlet), 24th March, 1922

' The ranges of upper and lower mouth resonances shown in Fig 14 on
p. 25, are increased by 4 or 5 semitones, to include results obtained with
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lower notes of the senes) with the mouth in any attitude

from wide open to nearly closed. The lower notes could only
be produced by partially closmg the lips. The pitch of the

note produced appeared to depend mainly on the extent to

which the tongue was moved up or down and forward or back-
ward inside the mouth. The pitch was raised if the tongue
was moved forwards or upwards, and lowered by moving
it down or back.
The method of tuning the lower series of notes was less easy

to follow, but was supposed to depend, in part, on movements
of the back of the tongue ; it evidently depended, to some
extent also, on the size of the opemng made by the hps or

between the tongue and the roof of the mouth.
Vanous devices were tried for making the two senes of

resonances audible, such as tapping the front of the upper
front teeth with the butt end of a pencil, drawmg the breath
rapidly m and out—for the upper senes, and flicking or tapping

the side of the throat to emphasze the lower senes or releasmg
the breath suddenly by a glottal “ chck ”. *

It was found that both resonances could be made quite

audible by the music-hall tnck of clappmg the hands
immediately in front of the mouth—so as to dnve sharp puffs

of air into it and so awake its resonances

The best method of domg this appeared to be to hold, say,

the left hand—^with thumb and first finger widely extended
and palm up—firmly agamst the chin, with the fingers pointing

to the left, so that the edge of the palm, near the root of the

thumb, formed, as it were, a CMitinuation of the under hp.

The palm of this hand was then gently but firmly clapped with
the four fingers of the nght hand, these fingers being held close

together and in Ime with the fingers of the left hand The effect

of this manoeuvre was to drive a sharp jet of air from between
the palm of the left hand and the fingers of the right hand,
mto the mouth at each clap.

If the tongue was held up against the roof of the mouth
(as if about to release the consonant K), a smgle note was
produced, which varied in pitch accordmg as the tongue was
moved forwards, to raise the pitch, or backwards to lower it.

A scale of about two octaves could be thus produced.

' The method of identifying vocal resonances by percussion of " Adam’s
Apple " was used by F. Auerbach m 1878. Wted. Ann., vol iii, p. 152.
The method of tapping the cheeks and the use of an external air jet blown
into the mouth were ns^ by O Abrahamin 1916. Z.S, fur Psychol., vol. Ixxiv,
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If the tongue was held in |X)sition for makmg a vowel sound,

the two resonances of the vowel were heard together.

Resonances of 1,448 vibrations per second ^ and over were faint,

but still audible—the remainder of the vowel resonances

could be made quite loud if the clapping was done correctly.

It was discovered that, with a little practice, the two resonant

scales could be mdependently controlled, qmte apart from
their vowel association. In this way it was possible, for

example, to keep one note of either series constant, while the

other senes was made to execute a scale, or even to make
both senes perform scales m " contrary motion ”—^the one
senes plajang up while the other played down 1

The two senes may be made to converge towards a note

between 724 (f#, treble clef) and 812 (g#, treble clef) but I

cannot be certain whether they actually come into unison

(as I have stated m 1922) * or whether the sound produced
at this resonant pitch, really consists of a smgle note of which
no overtone was audible. The nearest approach of the

resonances which I have been able definitely to detect was
812 for the lower resonance, and 912 (two semitones higher)

for the upper. This produced a vowel rather hke 0 (not)

—

the mouth being then very nearly a plain tube, with the tongue
flattened at the root as much as possible A discussion on this

point will be found m Appendix No I

Tummg now to the vowel resonances themselves, it will

be seen from the chart that many of the vowels m my own
speech have either an upper or a lower resonance range m
common But m that case their other resonances are always
well separated For example, the vowels v (earth), a (as m
Sofa, or the Kmg) and a (up) all have an upper resonance

between 1366 and 1625 or a semitone higher Thus, 1534
would be a good average value for all three vowels But their

lower resonances are quite different, and form, as the chart

shows, an ascendmg senes, with steps of four or five semitones

between « and 0 and between a and a respectively.

In the lower senes, i (it) and u (put) have identical resonance

ranges ; but their upper resonances are about fifteen semitones
apart. In fact, the pair of resonances for each vowel is quite

characteristic, and enables its pronunciation to be identified

and recorded. Speech—so far as vowel sounds are concerned

—

ternational Phonetic Association, 1922.
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could therefore be scored hke music, the only difficulty being

to find artistes to read and render the two-part score !

For example, the following sentence—^which might have
been addressed to Toricelh, the origmal discoverer (m the year

1643) of the weight and pressure of the atmosphere—as

whispered m my own pronunciation, consists entirely of vowel
sounds, counting w and y as vowels.

The resonances of these have been recorded, and are here

transcnbed in musical notation, as evidence, capable of verifica-

tion, of the essentially musical nature even of whispered speech.^

‘ The faint, high resonances, which are also heard in many of the whispered
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We now come to the question of the voiced vowel sounds

—

m which the resonances of the vocal cavities are energized

by a laryngeal hum.
The voiced sounds, produced by the vibrations of the vocal

cords, are qmte independent of the whispered or half-whistled

sounds due to resonances m the vocal cavity This can be
conclusively demonstrated by the device of whistling and
hummmg at the same time. The pitch of a whistled note

depends on the resonance of the cavity made between the

front of the tongue and the bps ; the smaller this cavity the

higher the note
;
the openmg of the lips is kept more or less

constant With practice, it is qmte possible to whistle a scale

up and hum a sc^e down at the same time, or to hum and
whistle two parts m harmony *—or otherwise '

If we compare the senes of vowel resonances already recorded

with those found by previous observers, vanous differences

will be found An investigation of some of these may be of

interest

In Elhs’ translation of Helmholtz’ book * he gives a table of

examples. The earher observers only noticed a single resonance

for each vowel. Even Helmholtz found no second “ proper

tone " for the vowels u, 0 (more), d (not), a (up), and a (calm)

Neither did Dr Aikm,® whose “ Resonator Scale ” shows
single resonances for the vowels from a to u, nor did D. C. Miller,*

who by purely instrumental analysis arrives at the same
conclusions. TTie question of smgle or double resonances will

be dealt with m Chapter V.
On the other hand, Graham Bell beheved that all the vowels

were characterized by double resonance, and Lloyd, as we
have seen, actually recorded them, for nearly all the vowels
mentioned by him.
There are three reasons which, taken together, are probably

sufficient to account for the discrepancies noted by Elhs m
the vowel resonances recorded by different observers. In
the first place those who were mvestigatmg (as they thought)

smgle resonances may have actually heard either of the two

* At the Toronto meeting of the British Association, August, 1924, my
daughter, now Mrs Chancellor, who assisted me, joined in a quartette for
two performers She whistled the treble part and hummed the tenor, I

whisUed the alto and hummed the bass.
* Sensattons of Tone, translated by Elhs, 1885, p. 109
* The Voice An Introduction to Practical Phonology, by W A Aikin, M D.
* The Science of Musical Sounds, New York and London, 1916
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components which were really present. In the second place

the resonant pitch of any given vowel is, as we have seen, not a
fixed note. The actual pitch for each resonance may, and does,

vary by several semitones at different trials or when the vowel
IS used in different words, or with different degrees of mouth
opening. Lastly there is an unexpected difi&culty m identif5ang

by ear the actual octave m whch a whistled or half-whistled

note should be placed m relation to notes produced by the
vibration of the vocal cords.

We normally imagme that a whistled note is an octave
lower than it really is. Thus Helmholtz’s smgle resonance
for u (173) IS evidently wntten an octave too low and should
be 173 X 2 = 346, which compares well with the lower
resonance at 362 in my own voice In the same way
Dr Allan’s transcnption of the upper resonances must (as

already mentioned) be transposed an octave higher, though
the lower resonances which he records are correct

The reason for the diflBiculty of identifymg the octave of

whistled notes arises, I imagme, from the fact that they
are made by two different organs of naturally different ranges

of pitch and that, m many cases at least, the observer cannot
actually produce the same note by both methods. In my own
case it IS only by singing a high falsetto, that I can reach up
to the lower notes of my whisthng range ^—the two senes
overlappmg between about c" 572 and 812. Thus, by
companng a low whistled note and a high (falsetto) voiced
note, the absolute pitch of the whistled note can lie made
certain. Observers who either cannot sing so high or whistle

so low must find a senous difficulty m companng the two
ranges.

Voiced Vowel Sounds

So far we have considered only the resonances of the vowel
sounds when breathed or whispered When, while shaping

the vocal cavity as for the production of a whispered vowel,

we bring the vocal cords into action, so that a laryngeal

tone is superadded to the breathed vowel, a more complex
effect is produced.
The resonances of the cavity as a whole are aroused not by

intermittent disturbances due to the turbulent flow of air

See Fig. 14 at p. 25.
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through the cavity, but by a succession of sharp rhythmical
impulses. These impulses succeed one another at a rate per
second which may or may not bear a numerical relation to

the natural rates of vibration of the air within the cavity.

There has been great controversy in the past as to this

relation, but for the purpose we havem hand it is not necessary
to enter into it now. We are concerned rather with what
actually happens in the human mouth when a vowel is voiced
The experiment was tried of smgmg a chromatic scale to

various vowel sounds in turn, and hstenmg to the vowel
resonances which resulted as the larynx note was progressively

raised m pitch. The result was unexpected In the case of

vowels with a high pitched upper resonance like i as m eat

{2298) or the French vowel u as m fu (2084) the same high
pitched resonance could be heard throughout, while the larynx
note was progressively raised by semitones through the octave
from #G (102) to Jfg {204) Similarly,m the case of the vowel
B (earth), with resonances g'" 1534 and $g’ 406, both resonances
remained constant throughout the chromatic scale. In this

case the lower resonances were heard by flicking the throat

—

between the ear and the larynx—^while smgmg the successive

notes of the chromatic scale.

When, however, the same experiment was tried with vowels
of a lower upper-resonance, a different result was found. For
example, m the case of the vowel a, as m calm, with resonances

1149 and 724 the upper resonance was found to vary at each
semitone nse of the larynx note, though the lower resonance
appeared to remain constant. The upper resonances observed
were as follows :

—

Vowel Sound. Larynx Note. Upper Resonance

a as in calm $G 102 d"' 1149
A 108 #d"' 1217
#A 114 d'" 1149

(lower resonance B 121 #d"' 1217
Iff' 724) c 128 d'" 1149

#c 135 #d'" 1217
d 144 d'" 1149

Fig. 27.
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It will be seen that the upper resonance alternated between
d'" and #d"' as the larynx note went up the chromatic scale.

In the case of the vowel ou, as in ^e first part of the
diphthong m the word *' no ”, the results were as follows :

—

Vowel Sound. Larynx Note Upper Resonance. Harmonic
Relation.

OU as in No #G 102 #f'724 7th
A 108 g' 767 7th
#A 114 jfg'8l2 7th
B 121 iff 724 + ifa' 9i2 6th +0

(lower c 128 g' 767 6th
resonance #C 135 f' 683 or a* 861

1
5th or 0

#g' 406) d 144 iff' 724 5th
#d 152 ifg'812'i If Interval 2J
e 161 a' 861/ ' (Octaves
f 171 f' 683 ' 4th

Iff 181 iff' 724 4th

g 182 g' 767 4th

Fig 28

In this case, therefore, the upper resonance varied from
i" 683 to #a'' 912, ie over a range of six semitones

—

correspondmg exactly with the range of variation already

observed for the (whispered) upper resonance of the vowel in

question It also appears that, of the 14 upper resonances
heard, lo were actu^ harmomcs of the larynx tone, 1 e their

frequency of vibration was a numerical multiple of that of

the larynx note.^

In two of the remaining cases the relation, though not
harmonic, was musically a simple one, namely an interval

of 2 octaves and a fourth ; in the last remammg cases there

was apparently no simple relation between the larynx note
and the upper resonance heard.
One further senes of observations should be mentioned in

this coimection. It was seen that, in the case of vowels of

* The numerical notation of vibrations per second used is that of the
“ equal tempierament " scale (as commonly used for the piano), in which
the relation between the notes is not truly harmonic. For this reason the
upper resonances do not appear to be exact multiples of the larynx frequencies
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high resonant pitch (2298. 2048. and 1534) this pitch remained
constant while the larynx note was rai^, by steps of a semi-

tone at a time, from 102 to 204.

The experiment was made to see how far this condition

lasted, and at what stage—in the musical relation of larynx

note to upper resonance—the upper resonance began to vary
with the nse of the laiynx note.

A vowel with resonances 1366 and 406, which would be
described phonetically as a " shghtly advanced n ”—was sung
on a chromatic scale from #C 68 to #d' 304—1 e. through a

range of two octaves and two semitones It was found that

from #C 68 to #c' 271 the upper resonance remamed constant

at 1366, but that, at the next nse of the larynx pitch (to d'

287), the upper resonance rose to #f"' 1448, and to g'" 1534
at the succeedmg laiynx note (#d' 304). In this case therefore

the upper resonance was constant until the larynx note had
approached within 2 octaves and 4 semitones, after which
the upper resonance became variable. Similarly, m the case

of a vowel of resonances 1024 and 304 (a very forward variety

of u) sung from #G 51 to e 161, the upper resonance was
constant up to a larynx note of #G 102—the interval between
larynx note and upper resonance being then 3 octaves and

4 semitones—after which the upper resonance became variable.

It thus appears that, provided the larynx note and the upper
resonance are sufficiently far apart, eg not less than 2^
octaves, the upper resonance is constant, while at a lesser

mterval it becomes variable. This may be because the higher

harmomcs of the laiynx note—from the 7th upwards—form
(as is well known) a continuous scale. Thus taking C (64) as

the fundamental note, the harmomcs (or bugle-notes) form
the senes •

—

\ 2 5 4 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

c c S c‘ e' sr Ub' c” d* e« g*

m =
-po-

zrcr.-
. O-

At an interval approaching 3 octaves, therefore, there will

always be a convement harmonic within short reinge to which
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the upi)er resonance may conform ;
whereas when the interval

is less, the harmonics are much more widely spaced, and the

upper resonance has to go huntmg for the nearest harmomc
to which to adapt itself.

It would seem that m some cases it fails altogether m its

quest, and the upper resonance then becomes mdep>endent of

the harmonics of the larynx note. We shall revert to this

matter m connection with the question of voice production

in Chapter X.
To confirm the view that vowel character is entirely a

question of the pitch of the resonances of the vocal cavity,

the experiment was tried of altering the resonances by adding
artificially to the capacity of the cavity.

For this purpose a hollow resonator about 70 mm. (say 2J
mches) long was modelled in plasticme,^ with a mouth piece

27 mm. (about i inch) m diameter, shaped to fit against the

operator’s mouth, and with a smaller lateral onfice 7 mm.
(J mch) m diameter for the escape of the voice. The natural

pitch of this resonator, with both its orifices open was C'"
1024. When this extra " capacity ” was added dunng the

breathing or voicing of various vowels the following effects

were observed :

—

a (calm) with the added capacity became rather like a (awe)

a (hat) with the added capacity became rather like a (calm)

A (up) with the added capacity became a sound between v
(earth) and 0

B (not) with the added capacity became rather hke 0 (awe)

ou (no) with the added capacity became rather like a (who),

i (eat) with the added capacity became rather hke French u
(tu).

ei (hay) with the added capacity became rather like # (peu)

B (earth) with the added capacity became rather like u (who).

Fig. 30.

In order to investigate more S3^tematically the method by
which the vocal resonances are produced, it was decided to

make a vocal cavity entirely of plasticme, so that the effects

of changing form might be studied m detail and under
conditions which could be kept constant. An account of these
experiments forms the subject of the next Chapter.

mted by Mr. Haxbntt, which retaias its plasticity



Chapter IV

EXPERIMENTS WITH MODELS. (VOWELS)

The artificial vocal cavity with which the first experiments

were made is shown m Fig 31 ^

It was, as will be seen, a very rough imitation of the mterior

of a human mouth and was approximately full size. It had
a small mouth orifice and a fixed “ tongue ” (made by pushing

up the floor of the model from below), but instead of the

elaborations of soft palate—^uvula—epiglottis and pharynx, it

had a simplified bulbous back cavity, of approximately the

same estimated capacity as that of the space between the

vocal cords and the back of the hard palate of a small sized

human mouth. The first model was found to produce two

resonances, which were heard as famt, half-wlustled, notes

%) and (b) —Ongtnal « (earth) model. No 1 (withou larynx)

(a) Section , (b) Front elevation

when an- was blown across the mouth of the model The notes

observed were #a'" 1824 and #g' 406, which, by comparison

with the vowel chart on page 42, vnll be seen to be very near

those of the vowel % (earth), the lower resonance bemg just

within the lower range, and the upper resonance one semitone

above the upper range of the charted resonances. There

were no means of voicmg this model, but it gave a sound like

a whispered » (earth) when blown across.

At tins stage no preconceived ideas were entertamed as to

how the two resonances were produced. The immediate

object was to test the effects of various changes of shape and

openings, such as might be produced in the human mouth and

* Proceedtngs of the Royal Society A ., vol. cii, p. 752 et seq.
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throat. By finding out how to tune the model and make it

give any desired pair of resonances, it was hoped to discover

also the principles by which the corresponding process is

performedm the human vocal cavity. At the outset the mistake

was made of altering more than one charactenstic at a time.

My experimental notes show that, by raising the tongue

upwarik and forwards, reducing the projection of the bps and
enlarging the mouth from 7 mm. x 8 mm. to 19 mm. x 8 mm.
(say I' by f'), the resonances were altered to tfd'" 2434 and
#f' 362. In other words the upper resonance had gone up

5 semitones while the lower one had gone down 2 semitones

The model now was found to give, as would have been
expected, a clear breathed or whispered ‘

1 ’ (eat) when blown

across the mouth. But how the resonances had been changed
by the vanous alterations was not, then, clear.

A second similar model was made and tuned, by trial and
error, to the resonances a'" 1722 and #f" 724—correspondmg
to the charted resonances of sb (hat). This model also gave
the correct whispered vowel when blown across the mouth ;

and a further improved 9 on retiming, by trial and error, so

as to raise the uppier resonance one semitone to 1824 and lower
the other resonance 3 semitones to 608.

At this point the experiments with plasticine models were
interrupted, with a view to devising some convenient form of

reed or artificial larynx to attach to the models, so that they
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might produce " voiced " instead of whispered sounds. The
construction adopted was suggested by the t}^ of squeaker
with which most boys have experimented, made by holding

a blade of grass between one's two thumbs, so that it lies

parallel with the thumbs and edgewise across the lenticular

openmg formed between them. (See Fig. 32.)

On blowmg through the openmg between the thumbs, the

blade is set m vibration from side to side m the opening and
produces a loud musical note

In the present mstance, the blade of grass was replaced

by a thin mdiarubber strip, and the gap, m which it vibrated,

was a lenticular hole cut m a piece of paraffin wax—actually

a candle end—shaped as shown in the figure. (See Fig. 33 )

This " artificial larynx ” was then jomed up to a hole in the

back of the model by means of a plasticine casing and passage,

shown in section in Fig 34
It was found that, with this type of reed, the pitch of the

reed-note could be varied over about one octave, by simply
varying the air pressure by which it is blown—provided the

rubber strip was of such length, and so fixed at either end,

that its vibrating part was shghtly longer than the width
of the passage across which it lay. If the rubber strip was at

all stretched, its note could be but httle altered by variations

of air pressure. With a well adjusted reed of this tjqie it was
quite easy to " hum ” simple tunes by (unconsciously) varying

^e air pressure supplied by the jierformer’s lungs to the reed.

When the artificial larynx or reed, just described, was
attached to a hole made in the back of the " i ” (eat) model, the

resonances were foimd to have changed from 2434/362 to

2434/456 and the voiced sound, which was produced on
blowing the model, was not " i ” (eat) but more hke a muffled

« (earth).
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The reason, (which was not appreciated at the time), doubt-

less was that the air passage through the lar3mx was sufficiently

large to act as a substantM orifice and thus raise the resonances

of the back portion of the model till they were beyond the

himts of those of the vowel “ i ” and withm those of the vowel
" » In the case of the model which produced the whispered a
(hat) this, when fitted with a rubber strip reed, gave a “ fairly

distinguishable ” voiced a, best heard as wa wa (like the

first part of the word " whack ") when the mouth opening was
mtemuttently closed (partially) and released by h^d during
blowmg. The resonances were 1824/608.

This same model was again altered, by “ trial and error ”

—

the upper resonance bemg lowered from 1824 to 1722 while

the lower resonance remained unchanged at 608.

The vowel sound was now hke « (earth) though the upper
resonance was one semitone higher, and the lower resonance

two semitones higher, than those observed m my own voice

A section of this model is shown m Fig. 34
^

Fig. 34

So far, the tuning of the models had been done by tnal and
error , there were always two audible resonances, but the
prmciple on which the pitch of each of them depended was not
understood.

A series of experiments was carried out to discover the
proper method of tuning The plan adopted was to make a
succession of small progressive changes—e.g. of the mouth
opening—and note, each time, the effects produced on both
resonances. Similar trials were made by varying the position

of the “ tongue ”, up or down and forward or backward in

the mouth.
In this way it was found, for example, that reducing the

mouth opening lowered both resonances.

> In its onginal form the larynx was attached to the underside instead of
in the rear of the back cavity. The fact of changing its position did not
appreciably aSect the vowel sound.
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Again, a forward movement of the front of the tongue to the
position shown m dotted Imes at A (Fig 35) raised the upper
resonance and lowered the lower resonance. A backward
movement of the back of the tongue to position B lowered
the upper resonance and raised the lower resonance.

When both changes were made together the model was
restored to its ongmal resonances, so far as pitch was concerned,

but the volume of the cavity, as a whole, was reduced while

the passage way became lengthened ; m consequence of this

the resonances were less pronounced
It was obvious that, from a voice production point of view,

the passage way should be short and the resonators on either

side of it large ;
also that the same pair of resonances (so far

as pitch IS concerned) could be made m different ways, so as

to give more or less volume of resonance It now became
possible to tune a model systematically with a reasonable

hope of arriving at the pair of resonances reqmred

A

Fig 35

The attempt was next made to produce a model, givmg the

vowel a, as m cahn, with resonances 1217/767 or 724. It

was constructed, in a less mouth-shaped form than the others,

out of plasticme rolled out mto thm sheets and built up mto a
hollow elongated box-shape, with parallel sides, gettmg wider
towards the open end, and with a flat top and floor A shght
semblance of a tongue was formed by pushing up the floor

from below This model originally gave 1024 V683

—

correspondmg to the resonances of o (not). It was progressively

tuned—^by varying the position of the tongue, the opening
of the mouth and the capacity behind the tongue—till it gave
the resonances 1217/812. The vowel sound was then a

recognizable a (calm)—the resonances of the model being

—

eis be seen—^within the ranges actually charted for this

vowel, though the lower resonance (812) was a semitone higher

' This resonance and the succeeding ones of this expenment were originally

recorded as an octave higher.
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than that originally intended. A section of the model is shown
m Fig. 36.

This experiment, which was made about 23rd February,

1922, was the first in which a vowel-sounding model Wcis

designed, so as to give a pair of predetermmed resonances.

Fig 36

In view of the experiments already described, in which
vowel sounds made by mouth were modified by adding
artificially to the capacity of the vocal cavity, a similar experi-

ment was tried wiih the models which gave v (earth) and a
(cahn)

The additional capacity used is diown at Fig. 37 ' its

resonance, with both orifices open, was 1024.

1024~
Fig. 37

Fig 38

This “ capaaty ” was then attached to the mouth of the
original b (earth) model 1722/608, as shown m Fig. 38, and
pr^uced a " fairly well defined u "(as in who), the resonances
being 812/342, which compared well with the charted
resonances.

A similar capacity attached to the a (calm) model (1217/812)
gave a fairly good 0 (no) with resonances 1084/383, the upper
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resonance being 3 semitones too high while the lower resonance

was correct.

It was found that a fairly good u could also be made by
blowmg, by mouth, through a rubber larynx attached to a
single ovoid (egg-shaped) resonator (see Fig 39), but that the
production of the vowel sound then depended on the capacity

given to the ojierator’s mouth ' In other words the resonances

Fig 39

were partly produced m the cavity behind the artificial larynx.

If the cavity of the mouth was reduced, the u sound was lost

When the ovoid resonator was blown by bellows, no u was
produced ;

but on interposing a plasticine cavity between the
nozzle of the bellows and the rubber “ larynx ”, the u character

was more or less restored An additional resonator (giving

912 with both orifices open), was now attachedm front of the
ovoid resonator, and gave a fairly good u, whether blown by
mouth or by bellows
Finally, two separate resonators were jomed, and

systematically tuned, by varying the size of the front orifice

and by cuttmg out or mserting transverse shces m the
cylmdncal portions of the two resonators, so as to vary the
capacities of these resonators At 608/362 this model, which
is shown m Fig 40, gave a good u

Fig 40

In this model the higher resonance (608) was produced by
the back cavity and vice versa—^an effect which also appears
to occur m the human mouth in the case of the vowels a
(calm), D (not), 0 (all), on (no) u (who) and u (put).

The next model was one mtended to give the vowel 1 as in

eat It was found that to obtain the high upper resonance
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2298 to 2579, characteristic of 1, the orifice between the back
and front cavities should be narrow and that the front cavity

should be short and open-mouthed
Figs. 41 and 42 show two forms of this model, the latter

one, Fig 42, with the narrower internal orifice and resonances

2579/322 giving the better vowel.

Experiment was made with a rectangular model, built up
out of rolled out sheets of plasticine, with the object of making
a double resonator which could be easily reproduced in wood.
The vowel sound mtended was u (who). The resonances of the

front and back cavities were made to match those of the former

n model—^which was taken apart for the purpose—and the two
rectangular cavities when combmed gave a good u. This was
further improved by altering the capacity of the two resonators

Fig 41

Fig 42.

SO as to give resonances of 645/383 ;
the higher pitch being,

as before, produced by the back resonator.

By this time the pnnciple of vowel formation was becommg
clear : there must be m effect two resonatmg cavities, each
producmg a separate resonance

;
provided these resonances

are correct, neither the exact shape, cross section or length

of the cavities are matenal; the two cavities behave hke
two Helmholtz resonators jomed together in series.^

As a test of this theory, a model was designed to produce
the vowel ei as in “ hay” (first part of the diphthong), with
resonances 2048 to 2298 and 430 to 512 respectively The

I This statemeni
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model was made to a much smaller scale than before, and
was built up from a back resonator of about 3J' x ij' with an
orifice I" in diameter, which gave 512, and a small back orifice

for the artificial larynx, and a funnel-shaped front resonator

with a I' back onfice givmg 2048.
When these two resonators were joined so that their f*

orifices coincided, it was found that the pitch of both resonators

had been affected by the junction. The front resonator had
dropped in pitch by 2 semitones (from 2048 to 1824) while

the back resonator had become lowered by 5 semitones (512
to 383).

The back resonance was then corrected, by enlarging the

central (common) onfice, so as to raise its pitch by 4 semitones

to 483 , the front resonance was evidently raised too much
by the enlargement of its back onfice, for it is recorded that

the front funnel was “ shghtly lengthened ” so as to give

2048

Fig 43

The model—see Fig, 43—^the resonances of which had been
observed entirely by tapping the resonators—was now blown
and gave a good voiced ei (hay) at the first tnal , when the

mouth of this model was closed by hand, air pressure applied

to the " laiynx ”, and the mouth closure released, closed and
released agam, the model articulated the word “ Baby ”

(bei-bei).

This was the first of a senes of models which were made,
on the same pnnciple, to produce the vowels a. (up), 0 (all),

on (no), with resonances reversed (the upper resonance being
produced by the back cavity), o (not), e (men), i (it), and a

(calm).

Fig. 44 shows a set of these models mounted on the late

Lord Rayleigh’s experimental organ at the Royal Institution,

which was shown at a conversazione on i6th February, 1923
To provide for the lowenng of pitch which occurs—as already

described—^when two resonators are jomed together, an
allowance was made m the resonators before joinmg up, i.e.

they were tuned higher than their ultimate pitch, and were
finally corrected, after joining up, by adjusting the size of
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the central and front orifices respectively, or, in some cases,

by pressing in the walls of the back cavity to raise its pitch.

The altemabve of enlargmg the central orifice had a much
greater effect in raising ^teo the pitch of the front resonator.

Fig. 45 shows an a (up) model 1534/812, Fig. 46 an on

(no) 406/861, Fig. 47 a second on with resonances reversed

912/456, Fig. 48 an B (earth) 1534/512 and Fig 49 an a (calm)

1366/724 from which the construction of the senes be
readily understood

Fig 45—

A

(up)

Fig 46—on (no)

Fig. 49—a (calm).

A word may be said here on the general effect of joining

resonators m senes, since this is an operation which must
equally occur m the formation of vowels by resonance in the
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human mouth. The pitch of a Helmholtz resonator depends,

as has already been explained, on the relation between the

volume of the resonator and the size of its orifice or orifices,

or, in the Ccise of a bottle-necked orifice, on the length of its

neck. Thus a smaller orifice or a longer neck both act as an
acoustic impedance, so as to retard the natural rate of surgmg
of the air in and out of the orifice.

If an orifice of a resonator A, which previously opened to

the outer air, is ]omed up to the similar orifice of another
resonator B, its freedom of action is at once limited, and m
consequence the rate of surging of the £ur m A will be
diminished, to an extent which depends on the charactenstics

of the resonator B If B is very large compared to A there

may be hardly any difference l^tween the impeding effect

of the air in B and that of the open air. The smaller B is

made relative to A, the greater will be its effect on the resonance

of A.

In the case of two resonators in senes, with a larynx at

the back of the back resonator (the larynx then acts as an
almost neghgible orifice), the maximum fall of pitch m the

front resonator occurs when the front resonator is large, the

back resonator small and the central onfice is large compared
with the front onfice A fall of 10 semitones was observed
m one such case

The least fall, in a front resonator, occurs when the front

resonator is smedl, compared with the back resonator, and its

front onfice is large compared with the central onfice.

In the case of a back resonator, the maximum fall occurs

when the back resonator is large compared with the front

resonator, and the central onfice is large compared with the
front onfice The minimum fall, for a back resonator, is

produced when the front resonator is large compared with the

back. In such case the relative size of the central and front

orifices has but little effect The action of resonators in senes
was investigated mathematically by the late Lord Rayleigh
and his results are set out in his book on sound ^ Further
investigations by Mr. Benton appear m Appendix I of the
present work.

It will be remembered that Willis, in his experiments,
claimed to have produced the whole series of vowels by the
use of a single cylindrical resonator of which the effective

' Theory of Sound, by Lord Rayleigh, 1894, pp. 189 to 192.
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length could be varied, but that experiment with Professor

Darnel Jones’ apparatus did not support this claim.

In order to test this pomt further, a cyhndrical resonator,

43 mm. internal diameter 21 cm. long, was made m plasticine,

closed at one end and provided wilh a small aperture, m the

closed end, for blowmg the model
The tube was progressively shortened, by cutting off trans-

verse slices, 2 cm. m length, and the resonances were observed

when the tube was blown after each reduction in length. The
followmg observations were made :

—

Length cm.
1

Resonances Vowel.

21 1084 383 B (earth).

19 1217 430
17 1448 483
15 1534 512 between b and sb (hat)

13 1824 608 SB (hat)

II 2048 683 SB ,,

9 2434 812 between b (earth) and a (up).

It will be seen that the plam cyhndrical resonating tube

produced two audible resonances.

Below 9 cm the upper resonance became inaudible, but at

7 cm. a 1366 and 966 to 1024 was heard, givmg a vowel

A (up), and at 3 cm. a 1625 and 1932, giving the vowel hke
I (it).

If we represent by the letter n the number of vibrations of

the fundamental given at any length between 21 and 9 cm.,

then the frequency of its overtone is m each case 3».^ If we
measure oft with compasses on the vowel chart, an mterval of

semitones which corresponds to the relation of n to 3n—namely

19 semitones—and apply this measure to the various vowels,

it will be seen that the vowels se, «, a and u can all be produced

by resonances which have this numencal relation, e g. sb at

1824/608, « at 512/1534, A at 1625/541 and u at 322/^.
These are, it is bdbeved, the only vowels which can be f£drly

accurately produced by resonance in a plam cylinder of this
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kind—the fundamental n, and its overtone at 3M, taking the

place of the two separate resonances of the vocal cavity.

These experiments were afterwards repeated (15 8.26),

substitutmg a glass cylmder. 38 mm. mtemal diameter, for

the former (plasticme) tube of 43 mm. diameter The glass

cylmder was closed by a cork plunger, fitted with a tubular

piston rod, through which the resonator was blown. The
space behind the plunger was packed with Imen to avoid
resonance there

Fig 51.

The resonances were found to be substantially the same as

given by the wider tube, and the fundamental note and its

overtone had the relation of n to 3», for all settings from 19 cm
to 7 cm. An additional overtone of 5n was heard at 21 cm.
Below 7 cm. only the fundamentad was recognized It was
found that when the resonator was blown across the mouth,
at the various settings, the overtone was always about i semi-
tone flatter than when the resonator was blown through.

This difference became less as the resonator was shortened.

It was found that m blowmg the resonator across, it was
necessary to close the tubular piston rod at P, otherwise
additional resonances were mtroduced.
To test the effects of a partial closure at the back of a

cyhndncal resonator, a brass tube, 37 mm mtemal diameter
and about 20 cm. long was closed by a plasticme disc 10 mm.

M'

Fig 52

thick
; it then gave a fundamental and an overtone of 3 times

the frequency (541 -f and 1625). A hole was then formed m
the disc, as m the figure. Fig 52. and progressively enlarged.

It was found that, whereas the fundamental note was
progressively raised from 541 -f- to 966, by gradually mcreasmg
the size of the hole up to the full bore of the tube, the origin^
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overtone (1652) remained substantially constant. With a
back aperture of between 23 and 27 mm. diameter, the funda-

mental and overtone gave the frequency relation of n and 2n
(between 812/1625 and 861/1722). This result may afford

an explanation of a previous observation,^^ in which a single

tubular resonator was found to produce a good a (up) with
resonances 1625/812, the overtone of 2n being possibly due
to the effect of the larynx opemng.
By similar experiment with an ovoid plasticine resonator,

it was found that this also gave different resonances, according

to whether it was blown through or across the mouth op)ening.

When the model was tapped with the finger at its equator,

it gave a single resonance without audible overtones. 'V^en it

was tapped at or near either pole, or blown across the mouth, it

gave n and 4M. When it was blown through a small slit formed
at the pole opposite the mouth, it gave n and 3« and 4«

—

the actual resonances (for a cavity 60 mm diameter x 105 mm.
long with orifice 29 mm. diameter and a sht 10 mm. x 2 mm.)
being 541, 1625 and 2169.

When fitted with an artificial larynx and blown, it gave
a clear vowel sound between e (men) and 9 (sofa), the e character

being probably due to the 541 and 2169 (compare the charted

541/2048 for e) and the 0 character to the components

541/1625, which are within the charted ranges of this vowel.

The single ovoid resonator was m fact givmg two vowel sounds
simultaneously, by usmg a common lower resonance with
either of two overtones respectively.

So far we have dealt only with smgle resonators, or with
two resonators jomed together in senes or, as one might say,
“ dnven tandem.”
The expenment was tried of joining two resonators together

in parallel, i.e. dnven as a pair, and blown by a single larynx
with a forkmg passage leadmg to the two resonators

respectively, see Figs. 53 and 54.
The resonators were modelled in plasticme and tuned, by

adjusting their capacity and size of orifice to air, so as to give

the resonances 1534/812—correspondmg to a (up) and
2434/342 corresponding to i (eat).

In the case of the i model, the upper resonator formed a
small fuimel, connected to the lary^ by a relatively long
narrow passage ; the only object of this arrangement was to

‘ Royal Society, loc. cit., p. 763.
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bring the mouths of both resonators into line so that they
could be opened and closed by hand sunultaneously.
Both models produced recognizable vowels, but the i model

no doubt suffered m quahty by the presence of the upper
passage which imported additional " parasitic ” resonances.
It was found that, in the case of resonators m parallel, there
was practically no reaction of one resonator on another, such
as occurred with resonatorsm series It was, therefore, possible
to tune the two resonators to their proper pitch m the first

instance.

In the case of the i (eat) model, when the passage to the
lower resonator was closed, so that only the upper resonator
was m operation, a recogmzable, whispered, i (eat) was

Fig 53

Fig 54

produced when the model was blown without a lar3mx When,
however, the larynx was replaced and the upper resonator

blown by itself, the vowel was very poor and more like e

(men)—tJie i sound bemg to a great extent lost. It was clear

therefore that though the upper resonance (2298 to 2579)
is highly characteristic of the vowel i (eat), the voiced vowel
itself cannot be produced without the ad^tion of the lower

resonance (304 to 362).

It will al^ be seen that so far as vowel formation is concerned.

Nature might have provided us with two mouths, side by side,

instead of with a single cavity with the tongue in the middle
of its length

'
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A further model was made, and attached to an organ reed,

cLS shown in Fig. 55, the resonators being tuned to the

frequencies heard in the vowel 0 (all) This model produced
a recognizable 0 soimd, but not so well as the resonators m
series. A similar model tuned to the resonances of u (who)

did not give the n sound—^apparently owing to the presence

of overtones m each of the two resonators.

Fig 55

One other experiment may be mentioned m this connection,

namely, that of msertmg the artificial larynx between two
resonators. The model thus made was shown at a Royal
Institution Conversazione in February, 1923, and consisted

of a small front resonator tuned to 912, and a larger back
resonator tuned to 383, with rubber stnp reed m the passage
]ommg the resonators

When this model was blown by an air tube attached to the

back orifice (4 to 5 mm. m diameter) the model gave a vowel
sound between 0 (all) and d (not). It seems not unhkely that

the voice-hke qucdity of the vox humana stop of the organ

—

in which the reed is enclosed within a relatively large air

chamber, and opens out into a relatively small tube partially

closed at the mouth—may be due to the same cause
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Material of Resonators

Many experiments were made to test the effects of different

matenals for the construction of resonators. Plasticine, glass,

brass, cardboard, wood and india-rubber were all found to

give almost equally recognizable vowel sounds, provided the

tuning of the resonators was correct.

The quality of the sound (as distmct from the vowel
character) , was—as wouldbeexpected—affected by the matenal,

being more " natural ” in the case of the less ngid matenals.

When india-rubber was used as the matenal of the resonator,

a difficulty of tuning was mtroduced, owmg to the transparency-

to-sound of the rubber walls. This had the effect of raismg the

resonant pitch, much as if an acoustically opaque resonator

had been perforated with additional orifices to air.

To test this question more definitely the rubber tube was
surrounded by a layer of plasticme ^ centimetre thick It

was then possible to produce the vowd sounds of low-pitched

resonance—viz , 1 (eat), by constnction of the tube by means
of an adjustable clip at 3 cm from its open end, and n (who)

by similar constnction at 7^ cm ,
after dosmg the mouth of

the tube with a plasticme cap pierced with a 7 mm. hole

The question of acoustic transparency will be further considered

later on, in connection with voice production.

Cylindrical Models

The plasticine models, though relatively easy to make and
to tune, were also easily damaged. As it had been found that

other matenals produced satisfactory vowel sounds, it was
dedded to experiment with a metal cyhnder and to substitute

for the “ central onfice” a nng-shaped plunger, i.e. a plunger

with a hole through the middle—which could be set m any part

of the cyhnder, so as to make a constnction at that point.

By using a number of alternative plungers with different

sizes of hole, it was hoped to obtain a model by which any
vowel could be produced at wiU.

After some preliminary expenments with a glass tube and
a perforated cork plunger, a model was designed with a brass

tube and vulcanite mouth-piece and plungers, which were
made up for me by Messrs. Griffin of Kmgsway, see Fig. 56.
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The plungers had each a single brass piston ring fitted round

them which pressed against the mside of the cylinder, so as
to keep the plunger in place. A metal rod with a pair of jaws
at the end enabled the plunger to be gripped and moved to
any position m the tube—^the position being recorded by a
centimetre scale, marked on the rod This model, which was
first shown in 1923 at the Royal Institution, gave a fairly

good senes of vowel sounds

Fig. 56

It was found that by moving the 20 mm plungerm succession

to 14, 12 and 15 cm. from the cylmder mouth, the model could

be made to articulate the word ‘‘Ahoy”, the h effect bemg
produced by blowing harder.

Reference may here be made to a later variable vowel-

soundmg model with which expenments were made, m 1926,

to test the resonance of the artificial vowelsm comparison with

those heard m my own mouth. The model shown in Fig 57
was designed with the help of Dr. R. S Clay, of the Norttem
Polytecluuc, London, and was made by Messrs. Rushworth and
Dreaper, Organbuilders, of Liverpool—to whom I am mdebted
for valuable help in connection with the application of the

principle of double resonance to organ pipes, a subject which
wiU be dealt with m a later chapter.

In this model the perforated plunger of the former design

was replaced by a cork “ tongue ”, fixed in position so as to

give a lenticular orifice 25 x 18 mm.
The capacity of either resonator could be varied in-

dependently of the other—by shding the plunger in the inner

tube or by sliding the outer tube over the inner—while the size
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of the central onfice was kept constant throughout. In a later

form, the cork tongue was replaced by a perforated stop

(Sz) as shown m Fig. 57.

The pitch of the larynx note—^which in this instance was
product by an organ reed instead of by a rubber stnp—could

also be adjusted by means of the tuning wire which varied

the effective length of the vibrating re^ according to the

position at which the curved end of the wire was made to

press (downwards, in the Fig.) against the surface of the reed.

With this model the effect was tried of every possible

combination of size of the two cavities, and the positions at

which the best vowel-sounds were produced were recorded

as distances from the mouth M of the front resonator to the

centre of the tongue onfice O, and from O to the face of

the plunger P, respectively.

The results are set out m the Appendix IV, where a

comparison is also given of the resonances observed at the

various settmgs with those recorded for my own voice

It was found that all the double resonances observed m
the model when set, by trial and error, to give the best vowel
sounds, fell within the range of resonances heard in the human
mouth when whispermg the vowel m question. In some cases

the model resonances were one, two or (m four cases), as much
as three semitones below (but never above) those previously

charted for that particular vowel. In each of these cases

it was found that the vowel could be made at the same
resonances as those of the model, though they were not
normally made so low as my own voice. The fact that

the central onfice in the modd is small (18 x 25, lenticular

aperture) may account for the abnormal lowness of some of

the resonances.

It should be noted also that, in this modd, the vowels d not,

0 all, on no, u who and u put, are all made with a full aperture

of the front resonator tube, whereas m the human mouth
they are made by a progressive dosure of the lips.

Another pomt of mterest is the relation between the different

sizes of cavity which produce the senes of vowels. Thus, in

the case of the front resonator, its capacity varied from the

minimum shown in position i (shown shaded m the drawing
Fig. 58) to the maximum at position u. Similarly, that of the
back resonator varied from the minimum at a-A-se (shown
diaded m Fig. 59) to the maximum at L It will be seen that.
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in the case of the front resonator, Fig. 58, the spacing of the

different positions of the tongue is very uneven There is a

group of closely spaced positions at i, i and «e, ei, e, then a

gap before reaching a and s, then a gap of twice the distance

to the closely spaced series a, on and u, 0, o, n.

In the back resonator. Fig. 59, the spacmg is more even,

but 0, A and m all occupy a smgle position.

uTJOUa BA eelaei

Fig. 58

F Whether we consider the tongue positions in the model
or the actiml resonances m the human voice, it is difficult to

avoid the conclusion that the selection of resonances, which
are at present employed for our vowel sounds, are not as well

chosen and differentiated as they might be. It is an obvious

mistake to use the same upper (or lower) resonance for two or

three different vowels when, by a process of re-spacmg, we
might give each vowel an upper lower resonance range
which would be, both, characteristic of that particular vowel.

The effect of such a process would be to alter the “ pronuncia-

tion ” of our vowel sounds so that they differed from one
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another much more than they do at present. They would then
be less liable to be mistaken and easier to understand.

In view of the results obtamed, it was now decided to make
a set of cylmdncal models m cardboard, energized by organ
reeds mstead of by rubber strips. These were made from card-

board tubing, about 44 mm internal diameter and 2 to 3 mm.
thick, such as is used for packmg rolled documents. The
tubes were fitted into corresponding tubular metal sockets,

about 49 mm internal diameter, 38 to 40 mm. long, connected
by a conical piece to the " boot ” of an ordmary organ reed.

See Fig. 60.

Fig 60

The experiments proved much more difficult than those

with the plasticine models, owmg to the mflexibUity of the

matenal and the consequent difficulty in tuning the resonances

A note of these expenments, with illustrations of the models,

will be found m Appendix V

Electrical Resonators

In the course of the expenments with the plasticine

resonators m senes (April, 1922), the idea suggested itself,

that as electncal resonant circuits (such as are used for
" tuned ” reception or emission in wireless telegraphy), are

analogous to acoustic resonators, it might be possible to produce
artificial vowels electncidly, by substitutmg two smtably
tuned electncal circuits for two acoustic resonators

These, by the same analogy to the tuned circuits, might
be electncally “ coupled ” m senes or parallel and energized

by some form of mterrupter, which would fulfil the function

of the larynx and supply energy to the circuits in rh3dhmical
“ puffs ”, so as to produce voiced vowel-sounds when the
resultant current was passed mto a telephone.

The matter was discussed with my fnend. Dr. Excles (then

Principal of Fmsbury College), who undertook to try the experi-

ment, for which I gave him a set of resonance frequencies
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it out, the experiment was tried independently by Mr. John Q.
Stewart, in the Research Laboratory of the Western Electric

Company, of New York. Stewart’s letter to Nature ^ gives a
diagram of his circmts, which is reproduced (by permission)

in Fig 6i.

Stewart followed D. C. Miller, and assumed that the vowels

1 (eat) to a (calm), required two resonators, and those from
a (calm) to u (who) single resonators only. His double
resonances were, as will be seen, coupled in parallel. The
following is quoted from his letter :

“ Appropriate adjustments

Fig 61

of the resonant circuits i and 2 were observed to result in the
production of all the various vowels and semi-vowels m turn.

Alteration of the frequency or damping at either resonant cir-

cuit was observed to result in alteration of the vowel produced.
The frequency of interruption, which was the group frequency
of the recurrent damped oscillations, was observed to determme
the pitch of the vowel ; but it did not determine what vowel
was produced. It was found possible to produce the whispered
vowels with interruptions that were non-penodic.” It wiU

> 8th July, 1922, No. 2757, vol. cx, p. 311.
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be seen, therefore, that the analogy between acoustic and
electrical resonances appears to hold good m every respect

—

though the arrangement of resonators in senes (instead of in

parallel) has—so far as is known—^not been tned.

One pomt in Stewart’s results needs further explanation.

Stewart beheved that the vowels o (calm), o (all), and u (who)
were due to single resonance and he states, “ The first three

vowels (i.e., a, o and n, m our present notation) are each
characterized by a single tram of recurrent damped oscillations

;

the remaining three are characterized by two trains of recurrent

damped oscillations.” This apparent production of vowels

Fig. 62.

by single resonance is not m accordance with acoustic analogy,

so far as my own experiments in vowel synthesis have gone.

The result of Dr. Eccles’ experiments was shown by hun at

the Royal Institution in 1923 ; it differed m several mteresting

respects from Stewart’s arrangement. Eccles’ circmts are

shown in Fig. 62.

There are two sendmg circuits each capable of giving different

frequencies of oscillation of over one milhon per second—the
excess above one milhon per second, correspondmg to the

resonance frequency for the vowel mtended.
The receivmg circuit was made to oscillate at exactly one

million per second and therefore sent to the loud-speaker
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heterodyne beats (due to the difference of frequency between
the sending and receiving cucuits) at audible frequencies,

correspondmg to the excess over one milhon of the frequencies

of the two sending circuits. These beats or difference-tones

therefore produced, in the loud-speaker, the actual resonances
characteristic of the various vowels—according as any par-

ticular pair of lower and upper resonances were switched on
in the sending circuit.

The method of combining the two resonances was also of

special interest. Instead of causing them to act together on
a smgle telephone (as in Stewart's arrangement), Eccles caused
his interrupter to operate on the sending circuit so that the
upper and lower resonances were brought mto action

alternately at each mterruption. He found that the effect

of " persistence of audition ” in the human ear caused the
two resonances to combine mto a single vowel-sound, as if

they had been present together.

By the kindness of Dr Eccles, I was pnvileged to

demonstrate this apparatus, in a lecture given at the Institution

of Electncal Engmeers.^ The vowels 1 (eat), 0 (all), e (men),

a (calm) and s (earth), were all recogmzably produced ; the
vowel u (who) was not so good—^possibly because the relative

intensity of the two resonances was not correct

* On the occasion of the Physical Society Jubilee meeting, 20th March



Chapter V

VOWEL SOUNDS, CONCLUDED—SINGLE OR DOUBLE
RESONANCE ?

Up to this point we have left the question of single or double

resonances in a very uncertain condition My own observations

all pointed to double resonances for the vowels a (calm), o

(aU), u (who), while the very refined instrumental methods
of D. C. Miller and the electrical experiments of Stewart

mdicated smgle resonances only

As judged by ear, the double resonances of a, o, and u are

qmte as clear as the others and are mdeed easier than them
to demonstrate by the clapping method

,
the upper resonances

of these three vowels are more audible owing to their pitch

being lower, while the lower resonances—being comparable
with those of a (hat), ei (hay) and i (eat), respectively—are

equally audible

Fig 63.

To compare the effects of smgle and double resonators m
producing vowels of this class, two smgle resonators, made
of cardboard tubmg and tuned by adjustment of their length

and onfice, were fitted to organ reed sockets, as used for the

senes of cyhndncal double resonators. The one was tuned
to D C. Miller’s frequency for o (aU), viz. 781, see Fig 63

;

and the other to his frequency for u (who), 383 These two
smgle resonators were then compared with my own double

resonators for these vowels, 861/483 for 0 and 812/322 for u.

It was found that the smgle resonator at 781, gave a trace

of the 0 sound—being more like a (up) at high reed frequencies

and hke b (not) at low. The smgle resonator at 383 gave no
trace of u sound—the sound produced bemg more hke v (earth)

or French “ eux ”. On the other hand the double resonator

gave a quite recognizable u.
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The question was tested in another way, namely by making
records of a given vowel by means of the Dictaphone and then
altenng the vowel character by varying the speed at which
the cyhnder Wcis run when reproducing the ongmal record.

This method of phonographic transposition was originally

used by Preece and Stroh ^ and by Herman * and was also

employed by D. C. Miller.®

The present experiments—^which were earned out at the

offices of the Dictaphone Company, in London—consisted in

recording the vowel a (up) on a lar5mx note of 215, the vowel
being intoned a large number of times in succession, at a
constant laiyngeal pitch, and then gradually slowing down the

record when the Dictaphone was set for reproducing the record.

The following results were obtamed .

—

A (up) at 215 became a (calm) at 203

0 (not) at 181

0 (all) at 152
u (who) at 108

the a to u change having resulted from a 2 to i reduction of

speed and consequently of the resonance frequencies recorded.

This is exactly what would be expected from the charted

resonances, where, by transposing the resonance ranges of

A 12 semitones down, they comcide closely with those of u
The other vowels n (not) ando (all) have been already observed
to have resonances of the same average difference of about
10 semitones, but of progressively lower frequency ; their

formation therefore at intermediate speeds was alw to be
expected Similarly the vowel sb (hat) recorded on a laryngeal

note of 203 became a clear o (put) at 108—i.e when the note

was lowered through ii semitones.

Since it is generally agreed that the vowels a (up) and •
(hat) are due to double resonance, the fact that they are

transformed mto a (calm), n (not), 0 (all), u (who), md u (put)

respectively, by a simple change of speed of the record affords

go<^ evidence that these latter vowels are also doubly
resonant.

These experiments were afterwards demonstrated at the

Institute of Electrical Engineers, on 20th March, 1924, and
before the British Association at Toronto m August of the

* Proc of Royal Soc , 1878-9, pp 358-67.
* JnUger's Archw., vol xlvii, 1890, p. 251.
* Sctenc* of Mustcal Sounds, 1916, p. 232.
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same year, the records being made audible by a loud-speaker

horn, attached directly to the Dictaphone, by a short length

of flexible metalhc tubing.

The cumulative effect of these observations seems to point

to the fact that the double resonances for a, o, 0, u and u
really exist, as was originally maintained by Graham Bell and
Lloyd.

Another observation of Lloyd, in his paper on the Genesis

of Vowels,^ may be of interest m this connection He pomts
out that, in the Founer Analysis of intoned vowels (which

was in fact the method used by Miller), it is useless to seek

traces of a resonance of frequency n except when sung at a
pitch of \n or lower. Another paper “ On the Founenan
Analysis of Phonographic Tracu^s mentions that, in the

case of a vowel having two resonances differing only by about

300 vibrations per second, it is useless to look for any sign

of doublenessm the remforcements evidenced by the Fourierian

Analysis, unless the vowel is sung below 150. Lloyd points out

that records of the vowel O sung by Herman at 132 and
Dr. Bocke at 128 both indicate double resonances

In many cases Miller’s smgle resonant vowels were sung
at a lower pitch than ^ the frequency of the lower resonance

—

m which case Lloyd’s cntenon does not apply. It is noticeable,

however, that m Miller’s figure 163, all the high pitched

voices singing a (father) show smgle resonances, while the

three voices of lowest pitch show clear double resonances.

It IS, of course, possible that in some voices the two resonances

of a (calm), which are normally only 7 or 8 semitones apart,

may come so near together as to appear, on analysis, as a
single resonance range But the resonances of d (not), 0 (all),

ou (no) and a (who) are all normally from half an octave to

an octave apart. In the case of these vowels, some other
explanation must be sought for the absence of a lower resonance
in 0 (all) and of an upper resonance in on (no) and u (who)

from the results given by the Founer Analysis of the phono-
graphic tracing produced by the intonation of these vowels.

In the case of the vowel 0 (all), to which Miller assigns a
single resonance at 781, evidence of an unexpected kind is

given of the presence of another resonance at about 512 by

iiology, vol. XXXI, pp 233-4 1 1

j — „ 11s fatber's copy of this paper
' Proc. Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh, 7th Feb., 18%.
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the ingenious toy “ Radio Rex ” In this device a celluloid

dog is made to jump out of his kennel when his name, " Rex ”,

is called. The mechanism is simple ; the dog is ejected by
a spnng inside the kennel. Normally the spring is held back
by the pull of a small electro-magnet, which is kept supphed
with current from a dry battery. The current from the battery
to the electro-magnet passes across a loose metal bndge, which
spans a vertical gap in the wire circmt

;
this bridge is so

designed that it dbatters on its bearmgs when a note of about
500 vibrations per second reaches it, ]ust as a teaspoon wiU
chatter m its saucer if laid on the piano when the nght note
is played. It follows that when air-waves of 500 per second,

or thereabouts, reach the kennel, the " bndge ” chatters,

and thus mtemuttently mterrupts the current which supphes
the energy to the electro-magnet. The magnetism, therefore,

becomes reduced, so that the spnng is enabled to reassert

itself and eject the dog !

In expenmentmg with this toy, it was found that the reaction

occurred when any of the notes #a' 456, b' 483 or c" 512 were
played, either on the piano or on the ocanna It was also

found that the reaction of the word “ Rex ” was entirely due
to the vowel sound e (men) and that if m his name other vowel
sounds were substituted, eg. as m “ Reeks ” or “ Rooks ”,

the dog did not respond The device was tested with simple
vowel sounds and was found to respond to all vowels whose
lower resonance, in my voice, occurred between 456 and 512 ;

these include ei (hay) (weak response), e (rex), b (earth),

0 (all), and on (no). On the other hand there was no response

to either i (eat), a (up), a (calm) or n (who), the lower resonance
vowels being either above or below the resonance range of the

chattermg bndge. ^ The experiment was also made of blowing
the plasticme vowel models at a distance of 4 or 5 feet from the

apparatus. The response was similar to that m the case of

my own voice.

Accordmg to Miller’s analysis, there should have been no
response to 0. Rex, therefore, may be cited as a strong witness

to the truth of this double resonance.

Two other observations bearing on the question of vowel
resonance may be mentioned here.

The plasticme model giving the vowel i (it), consisted of

* Modifications of pronunciation, so as to bring the lower resonance within
the 456-512 range, produced the response.
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a nearly hemispherical bell-mouth, connected to an elongated
back resonator by a small central orifice. The front resonator
was made detachable, so that it could be withdrawn while
the model was bemg blown. The effect was that on
withdrawmg the bell-mouth, the sound i was entirely lost, the
effect produced bemg more hke a muffled v (earth). The
experiment mdicates the important effect which the bell-mouth
of a wmd instrument may have not only m the volume of its

tone, but also on its
‘‘ vowel " character I

Fig. 64.

The other observation relates to the experiment of Helmholtz,
which has been already referred to, of smgmg the vowel sound
to a piano with the loud pedal pressed down, so that the stnngs
are set mto sympathetic vibration when a sound of their own
pitch reaches them

It was found that if mstead of intoning the various vowels
on a constant larynx note, the vowels were spoken on a nsing
or fallmg larynx note, there was stiU a quite defimte vowel
response—the resonances set up bemg, doubtless, those of

the average of the overtones set up by the changing larynx
note, while the two vowel resonators of the mouth were kept
substantially constant A similar but still weaker response
for the vowels from se (hat) downwards was obtained by
whispering them well into the piano, a (calm) and u (who)

bemg the vowels most clearly reproduced

Recognition Tests of Artificial Vowels

So far the only independent evidence which has been
produced as to the fidehty of the various models is the behaviour
of " Radio Rex ”, whose responses to the various vowel
models were similar to the responses for the same vowels
when intoned by the human voice.

An experiment of a different kind, proposed by Dr. Wilfrid

Perrett ^ of the Umversity of London, may be here referred

to. Dr. Perrett suggested that m order to obtam an impartial

* Author of Some Questions of Phonetic Theory, Cambridge, 1919.
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estimate as to the vowel character of the various models (of

the plasticine double resonator series) they should be soimded
from behind a screen in an indiscriminate order, and that an
audience mterested in phonetics, should be asked to record

their impression of the vowel-sound in each case. The experi-

ment was Ccimed out at a meeting of the Philological Society,

held at Umversity College, London, about the end of 1922.

It was made more difficult by the fact that the series of models
included both long and short vowels, i.e. sounds which, hke
a (calm) and i (eat), are normally prolonged, and others, like

D (not) and i (it), which are normally curtailed in duration.

When models giving these sounds are blown for equal
lengths of time they are much more apt to be mistaken. The
results of about 20 voting papers may be summarized as

follows ;

—

ou (no) was heard as on or u ; it was twice heard as u (put)

and once as b (earth).

i (eat) was recognized by all except 3 listeners, one of whom
wrote I (it) and the others ei (hay) and s (hat),

a (calm) was mostly heard as a, 5 times as 0 (aU), and once
each as d (not) and v (earth).

n (earth) was generally heard as ei or e ; the model was after-

wards retuned and its upper resonance lowered to

distinguish it more from these vowels.

0 (all) was generally recognized; 3 listeners wrote ou and
one each u (not) and b (earth),

u (who) was recognized by nearly all. One listener heard it

as u (put) and one each as 0 and on.

ei (hay) was recognized by nearly all. Two listeners wrote
e (men), one i (eat).

D (not) was heard by ten listeners as 0 or ou, and by three

as A (up).

A (up) was mistaken 6 times for te (hat) and once for a.

a (hat) was mistaken 5 times for b, twice for e and once each
for ei and a.

1 (it) was recorded as i (eat) by nearly sill listeners, only one
heard it as 0.

e (men) was recorded 6 times as ei, 3 times as a (hat), and once
each as B to a and as b.

It will be seen that in almost every case the vowel-sound
was either recognized or was recorded as a vowel whose
resonances were of the same order of frequency as those of
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the model. The vowels of high upper resonances were mostly
mistaken for others of higher resonance, while those of low
upper resonance were mistaken for others of lower resonance

The recording of vowel-sounds, detached from their normal
environment of words, is difficult ;

it is not improbable that

if the same experiments had been performed with the same
series of vowel-sounds, mtoned by voice, with the “ short

”

vowels prolonged to the same duration as the “ long ”, the

percentage of recogmtion might not have been greatly raised '

If further evidence of the reality of the artificii vowel-

sounds IS required, it may be found m the results (already

recorded) of the variable double resonator.^ It will be
remembered that the capacity of the two resonators was
adjusted so as to give the best obtamable senes of artificial

vowels, as judged by ear, and that the settmgs which gave
these vowels were recorded. When the resonances of the two
cavities were examined, at each of the recorded settmgs
(corresponding to a particular capacity of the two resonators

respectively), it was found that the actual resonances present

corresponded m every case, either with resonances already

recorded for the vowel in question, or with resonances so near

to the recorded ranges that the vowel could easily be produced,

m the voice, at those resonances.

Similar expenments have been made with the cyhndncal
models giiung the vowels a (calm), e (men), i (eat), 0 (aU),

and u (who), namely, by Professor L H Gray and Dr Russell

at Columbia Umversity m 1927, and by Dr. C. S. Myers dunng
the meetmg of the British Association at Glasgow in 1928.

In the Glasgow expenment the artificial speech sounds
tested compnsed the vowel sounds a (calm), e (men), i (eat),

0 (all), and u (who), and the consonants p, t, k, r, f/v, 0, (made
by closure of a rubber tube resonator) and m and n, produced
by differential closure of a cyhndncal resonator with added
nasal resonator.

The Jury consisted of Dr. Myers and twelve other observers

interested m psychology or phonetics—including Miss Anne H.
McAllister, of Jordanhill College, Glasgow, who afterwards
analj^ed the results. The Jury turned their backs on the

demonstration so as not to get any information from sight of

the mampulations mvolved, e g. the positions of closure and
release, and the order in whidi the vowels and consonants

‘ See p. 71 (Chap. IV) and Appendix IV.
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were produced was decided by giving them each a number
and drawing corresponding numbered slips from a hat.

The result may be summarized as follows :

—

The vowel a was correctly recorded nme times out of thirteen

records ; e (men) was recorded six times as the long vowel
ei (may) and once as ue, but not as the short vowel e ;

i (eat) was correctly recorded four times out of ten and four

times as e ; 0 (all) was only twice recorded as 0, being generally

heard as a (2), 0 (3), or u (2).

Better scores were made by some of the consonant models, p
was correctly recorded eight times out of eleven, otherwise as f.

t was only twice heard correctly, otherwise as f or p. k and r

were both correctly recorded eleven times out of thirteen,

f/v was correct four times—otherwise as r, and once as g.

0 was correct seven times, the other records bemg f. m was
correctly heard by aU listeners n was only once recorded

correctly, being mistaken for m. The f-for-p mistake indicates

imperfect closure ; the r-for-f/v and f-for-0 and m-for-n are

mistakes which are common even m human speech

It is evident that the range over which the resonance

—

whether upper or lower—of a vowel may extend is very
considerable Thus, m the case of my own voice, the resonance
ranges charted in the first mstance (20.2 22) vaned from a
single tone 2048 for the upper resonance of e (men) to a
choice of SIX semitones for the upper resonance of ou (no)

(638 to 912). Similarly in the lower senes, a smgle resonance
was observed for a (up) (812) while v (earth) was given a choice

of SIX semitones (406 to 541).
Further observations have shown that these ranges can be

considerably extended—even in the case of a smgle voice

using what appears to be substantially the same pronunciation.

Thus, from more recent observation (5 3 26) on my own voice,

it appears that the lower resonances of all the English vowel-
sounds can be varied over a range of eight semitones, i.e.

over a musical interval of a fifth. The ranges of the upper
resonances are not so uniform ; the following were noted .

—

1 (eat) five semitones, 1 (it) six semitones, ei (hay) six to seven
semitones, e (men) eight to nine semitones, a (hat) six to

seven semitones, « (eaith) six semitones, a (up) seven semi-

tones, a (calm) seven semitones, o (not) seven semitones, 0 (all)

six to seven semitones, ou (no) eight semitones, u (who) ten

to twelve semitones and u (put) ten semitones.
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It win be seen that starting from i (eat), the ranges increase

steadily to e (men), remam at about seven semitones from
SB (hat) to 0 (all) and then mcrease to ten or more for a (who)
and u (put)

Besides the two series of resonances which we have discussed

hitherto, it appeared that (m some cases at least), additional

components were present. Thus the first vowel chart of March,

1922, showed high resonances of 2434 in the case of a and u
and a faint additional component of 645 to 683 in the case of eL

Subsequent observations have revealed others of the same
type cis those of u and u—the additional resonances and normal
ranges of my own voice being shown m the revised chart.

Fig. 65. These high resonances—which are apparently produced
in the pharynx—are not controllable like the mam resonances ,

they are also not characteristic, smce the vowels may be
recognizably produced by resonators (whether acoustic or

electnc) which do not provide for these frequencies. They
are also relatively faint in companson with the two pnncipaJ
resonances

They can be vaned to the extent of five or six semitones,

by external pressure apphed across the throat immediately
above the larynx

The pharyngeal resonances evidently play a defimte part

in the production of the vowel sounds, smce most of the

vowels are substantially alteredm character by the application

of external pressure on the pharynx while mamtainmg the

position of the tongue Thus (by transverse pressure on the

throat immediately above Adam’s apple) the vowel e (men)

becomes hke « (earth) , a and 0 become like a ; 0 becomes
like SB (hat), while u becomes more like i (it)

The moified forms are best heard by alternately closing

and opemng the mouth orifice with the hand, the position of

the throat, tongue and ]aws being kept constant.

The recording, by ear, of the resonances of other voices,

IS a matter which demands almost as much patience and a great

deal more forbearance on the part of the subject than on that

of the observer. For this reason my observations of voice

resonances—other than my own—^have been very limited.

I am therefore the more indebted to three individuals, who have
allowed their voice resonances to be recorded, namely. Miss M.
SomerviUe of the British Broadcasting Company (English

vowels), Mdlle Hdfene Coustenoble, of the Phonetic Department,
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Fig. 65a.—O represents a typical resonance in the author’s voice (for com-
parison). Miss M. SomerwUe’s vowel resonances.
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University College, London (French vowels), and Miss Tatiana

Mosolova, late teacher of Russian and French m the School

of Modem Languages, Oxford (Russian vowels) ; to these

we will now refer.

Other English Vowel Resonances

Of the upper resonances or resonance ranges observed and
diown in Fig. 65A, all but three fall within the range of my
own upper resonances—the exceptions being se (hat) at 2169
(two semitones above my range), 0 (all) 1024 (one semitone
above), and u (put) (one semitone above). The ei (hay)

resonance touches mme, but extends two semitones higher.

The lower resonances are all normally higher, six being outside

my own ranges , the remamder are withm or overlap my lower

resonance ranges. The most stnkmg difference is in u (put)

of which the lower resonance range is eight semitones higher

than mme

'

Miss Somerville speaks very clearly, with about the same
apparent pronunciation as mme, but with a somewhat more
constricted back resonator. The additional high resonances

for the vowels s (earth) to u (put) were not detected m this

voice.

American Vowel Resonances

Before dealing with the French and Russian vowel resonances,

mention should be made of a very interesting and fundamental
research on the Enghsh vowel resonances as spoken in the

U S A., made m 1924, by I B Crandall and C. F. Sacia ^

This mvestigation, hke that of D C. Miller, was made by
purely instramental methods—^the spoken vowels bemg
electncally recorded by a special " condenser transmitter ”,

the current from which was amplified and led to an oscillograph

by which the wave form was recorded on a photograpWc
film. The wave form thus obtained was then analysed by a
photo-mechanical process, which ultimately produced a curve
showmg the relative intensities of all the vibration frequencies

present in the spoken vowel.

From Crandcdl and Sacia's curves I have constructed the

chart, Fig. 66 (representmg the averaged results of the analysis

» “ A Dynanucal Study of the Vowel Sounds,” Bell System Techmcal
Journal, vol. ui. No. 2, pp. 232-7.
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of four male voices), in which I have attempted to set out their

findings m a form more directly comparable with my own.
I have added the International Phonetic Symbols andkeywords
above those of CrandaU. and Sada. Their o (ton) corresponds

to my D (not), r (part) to my a (up), r (pert) to my « (earth).

The thickness of the vertical Imes is roughly proportional to

the intensity of the vibrations of that particul^ frequency.

It will be seen that there is a very close analogy between
the two charts—the upper resonances bemg all within my
charted ranges, except in the case of o, for which Crandall

and Sacia ^ow a single extended range which overlaps my
upper and lower ranges for the same vowel.

In the case of the lower resonances, the correspondence

is equally good, but Crandall and Sacia find additional lower
resonances for i (eat), i (it), ei (hay), e (men), and a (calm).

They find additional upper resonances for the vowels m (tap),

tt (father), d (ton), ou (tone), u (pool), and u (put), all of which
except » (tap), are comparable with those heard in my own
voice.

Crandall and Sacia’s averaged results for female voices

show a tendency towards higher resonances than those for male
voices, especially m the case of the lower senes They show
dear double resonances for 0 (talk) at 1149/812, corresponding

nearly to a (calm) m my own voice. Further results by
Crandall ^ accord even more nearly with my own.

French Vowel Resonances

We may now compare the resonances of the French vowel-
sounds with those of the Enghsh language. Mdlle. Coustenoble’s
vowel resonances are set out m the followmg table (Fig. 67).

If the frequency numbers of these resonances be compared
with those of the chart on page 86, it will be found that only
one of them, namely u (tout) comes withm the range of the

corresponding Engh^ vowel—^in this case u (who). One other

vowel, 0 (tot) has ranges which come very near to the English

eqmvdent ou (no)—the upper ranges of both resonances

just touching the lower ranges of the English resonances. It is

dear, therefore, that English vowels (at least as pronounced
by the present writer) cannot do satisfactory duty in the

French language! In i (out) there are two audible upper

^ “ Sounds of Speech," Btll T$chmcal Journal, vol. iv, No. 4, p. 611.
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resonances, while in e {pire) and t {veut) there are two in the

lower senes—otherwise, double resonances appear to be the

rule.

The nasal vowels are quite different. In forming these, as

IS well understood, the soft palate is drawn forward, so that

the sound passes, in parallel, through the cavities of the

mouth and nose In the case of 5 ipon) nearly all the sound
passes through the nasal cavity—the back of the tongue
being so much raised that it forms a nearly complete closure

with the edge of the soft palate.

French Nasal Vowels

Vowel Sounds Upper Middle.

e as in main 2169 1932
a „ „ temps 2895 1084 to 1149
5 „ „ bon 2434 724 to 767
6 „ „ un 2434 1824 to 1932

Lower.

812
none heard

912

724 to 812

Nasal

406 to 483
430
406 to 456
406

In all cases, except a, four separate resonances were
recogmzed ; these have been classified as upper, middle,

lower, and nasal. The position m which the upper, middle and
lower senes are formed has not been identified, but the

series here called nasal, is almost certainly produced in the

nasal cavity The resonance missmg m a {temps) is of the lower
senes

, when £ {main) was changed to a {temps), the lower
resonance 812 of £ was heard to nse to the pitch of the middle
resonance of B. When the change was made to the other

nasal vowels, the lower resonance only vaned over a range of

about four semitones It should be remembered that the

nasal cavity is of a complex shape and that it is qmte probable
that more than one audible resonance is produced there.

Although the cavity is fixed m shape the resonances might be
capable of vanation over a considerable range—due to vanation
m the size and shape of the neck of the back orifice formed
by the soft palate, which acts as a downward openmg trap door
m the floor of the cavity. The variations of orifice which are

made at this pomt are k^ge compared with the size of the front

orifice, formed by the two nostrils—^the variations of resonant
pitch may therefore also be considerable, especially m any
resonance formed m the back of the nasal cavity.
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Russian Vowel Resonances

We now come to the Russian vowels, the resonances of which
are shown in the accompanying chart, Fig. 68.

It will be seen that they form,m the mam, a senes much more
comparable with the English vowels—the upper resonances
of eleven vowels, being withm the range of my own, though
the lower resonances are, in general, higher than mine and
nearer to Miss Somerville’s. The most striking difference is

m the presence (m the Russian senes) of two additional lower

senes (shown m broken Imes) lower in pitch than the t5T)ical

lower resonance, and heard only on percussion of the diroat

while the vowel was being whispered The lower additional

senes was heard in many mstances also, when the vowel was
breathed or whispered—this latter is mdicated by the letter

b (for breathed) The exact position where these two lower
series are formed has not been identified. That they are not
aU characteristic is proved by the fact that, m the case of the

vowel a, the vowel was accurately reproduced (in Miss Moso-
lova’s opimon) by my voice, though the 322 resonance was
absent from it.

It has since been observed that when listening to my own
whispered vowel-sounds, under good conditions—standmg
in the comer of a room and whispering mto the comer, so as

to hear the sounds reflected

—

a. component of about 242 was
heard with nearly all the whispered vowel-sounds. These may,
perhaps, be compared with the lower resonances found by
Crandall and Sacia (181 to 304), already mentioned It is

conceivable that these low resonances may be produced in the

wmdpipe—^below the vocal cords

The only additional upper resonances observed m Miss

Mosolova’s vowel-sounds were a 3249 in i, a 2434 to 2732
m u, and a 2579 to 2895 in v.

For a correspondmg chart for the resonances of Dutch
vowels, see Leerboek der Phoneitek, by Professor Dr. H. Zwaarde-
maker Cz. and L. P. H. Eijkman, 1928, p. 103 ; see also

English Studies (Swets and Zeitlmger, Amsterdam), p. 52.

By listening to the whispered vowel resonances of a pupil,

it should, in the future, be possible to correct the pronunciation

of any vowel, in any kmguage for which the “ correct

"

resonances have been recorded, provided always that the

teacher has mastered the general principles by which the

tuning of vocal resonances is governed

!
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" Nasal " Quality.

Before concluding this chapter, mention should be made of

another aspect of nasal resonance, viz its supposed action in

producing a '' nasal " pronunciation in ordinary speech, as

for example in the " twang ” heard m English pronunciation

m some parts of the North American Continent.

In listemng to the resonances ofmy own voice, when imitating

an American pronouncmg the word “ weU ” as wftl, the e
being not unlike the vowel m the French word matn (mft) or

vin (v*), it appeared, on repeating the sound as a whisper,

that there were additional resonances imported mto the

whispiered soimd when the twang was " put on ”, but that

not all of these were affected if the nostrils were pmched
durmg whispering. It was evident, therefore, that the effect

was not whoUy or even pnmarily nasal

The resonances observed at a tnal of the vowels sb and ft

(American) were as follows .

—

fiB as m hat. ft as in wftll

a new 2732 (unchanged on closmg
nostrils).

1824 persisted as 1824 (less audible).

(loud) 812 raised to 861-912.

a new 1366 (lowered to 1217 on closing

nostnls).

a new 242 (throat resonance).

Similarly with the vowel i (eat) at 2434/383, this, when
pronounced I with a twang, gave 2434 as before, together

with a new upper resonance of 3249 to 3864 (difficult to
identify) and a nasal resonance, 1217-1366, which could be
suppressed. There was also a low resonance of 242 heard
with the nasal resonance besides two other low resonances,

383 (famt) and 287 (louder) These resonances were found
difficult to identify, owing to the variabihty of the central

orifice—made between the back of the tongue and the edges of

the soft palate—and of the closure of the passage to the
nasal cavity.
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In order to test the possibility of producing a " nasal
”

quality in a vowel-soundmg model, expenment was made with

a resonator formed of a rubber tube (about i inch diameter),

attached to an organ reed and fitted with a cork tongue, see

Fig. 70.

Fig 70.

It was found that if, while the reed was sounding, the tube
was suitably pmched, near the opening from the reed (as

mdicated in dotted lines in the figure), an appreciable twang
was added to the vowel-sound. A similar expenment (sub-

stituting a rubber strip for the organ reed) was shown at

Toronto, in August, 1924, but the nasal character was then
less marked, owmg to the poor quality of the reed note produced
by the rubber stnp.

This experiment mdicates that a part, at least, of the so-called

nasal quality of the pronunciation now in question, is probably
due to a constriction of some part of the pharynx, so as to

produce an additional resonator of high pitch, though the

presence of nasal resonances seems also to be mdicated In
this connection, the work of Mr. L P. H Eijkman should
be mentioned.^ After referring to the theory which has just

been described, he says, “ Now the additional resonatmg
cavity of small size referred to is actually formed through
the narrowmg of the uvular aperture

;
for the smaller this

aperture becomes, the nearer the palatopharyngeal folds *

wiU approach one another, thus givmg rise to a small resonance
chamber, enclosed by these folds and the back wall of the
pharynx It would seem, therefore, that it is not the narrowing
of the uvular aperture that actually causes nasality, but that
it is brought about by the formation of a small resonance
cavity m consequence of it.”

The Evidence as to the Nature of Vowel-Sounds

We have seen that observations by ear of the principal

resonances present in the human mouth, when the vowels
* Nfofhtlologus , May, 1926, p 277-8.
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are whispered or sung, are confirmed by experiments with
models. The same combinations of resonances m models
give appreciably the same vowel-sounds, so £is to be recognizable
with a fair degree of certamty under test conditions such as
those of Dr. Perrett’s experiment.
The vowels are '' our way ” of appreciatmg the characteristic

combinations of resonances, which are set up in the human
vocal cavity, when the tongue and hps are set in different

characteristic postures The main result, at each posture,

IS to produce two piincipal resonances—a different pair for

each posture ^ The passage of turbulent air through the tuned
cavities produces a combination of muted whistle-notes
which we hear as a breathed or whispered vowel. The passage
of rhythmically pulsatmg air (produced by the action of the
vocal cords) “ colours " the musical note by emphasizmg

—

through the action of the resonators—such overtones, or
harmonics of the larynx note, as he withm the resonance
pitch (mcludmg possible overtones) of the resonators. Besides
the two piincipal resonators, there are others—^which we have
not identified—givmg non-charactenstic, or at least less charac-
teristic, additional resonances.
The resonances define the exact whispered pronunciation

of the vowel-sound.
Considered as a musical instrument, the human voice is

really a httle orchestra of wmd mstniments—a reed (of the
oboe t5T)e) and two, three, or four muted whistles (of the
ocarina t5^e) . In whispered speech the reed does not play

;

in voiced speech the re^ plays through the ocarmas * In the
case of nasal vowels all four ocarinas are used—in other cases

two only are essential.

True vowel-sounds can be obtained by single resonators,

but only m cases where the nature and tunmg of the resonator
are such that its own fundamental note (n) and first overtone
(zn, or 3n, for example) happen to comcide with the resonances

• The same pair of resonances may, however, in certain cases be produced
in two different postures, viz by counterchwging the upper and lower
resonances

* To test this analogy, an ocarina was muted with plasticine, apphed to
the whistle hole so as to reduce the whistle to a whisper, and fitted
with a rubber strip reed over the mouthpiece On blowing the instrument
with all holes open, the resonance was 1290, and the " vowel " sound like a
mnfSed A (up), with 2 holes stopped 1084, and the vowel-sound like Q (calm),
and with 5 holes stopped 812, and the vowel-sound like o (all), with all holes
stopped the sound was like the consonant m.
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of a particular vowel. It follows that only those vowels which
have a 2 : I or 3 ; I relation between their resonance frequencies

can be obtained in this way.
Since the form and consequent pitch of the vocal resonators

remain substantially constant, irrespective of changes in the

laiynx note (except for minor adjustments, comparable to those

of voicmg an organ pipe), it follows that as the laryi« note
is varied and the vowel posture kept constant, different

harmomcs of the “ successive ” larynx notes will be emphasized
by the action of the resonators In other words, the notes will

have a different tone colour, and their wave form, if studied

by phonographic or oscillographic methods, will be found
to be very different in the case of the same vowel sung succes-

sively on different laryngeal notes Yet we instinctively recog-

nize that they are the same vowel merely sung on a different

note, not different sounds such as their wave form shows them
to be.

The fact is that we unconsciously recogmze the tongue
and lip posture by their acoustic effects, and are primarily

mterested in the postures rather than m the wave form or

tone colour which they produce.

My daughter (Mrs. Chancellor) has pointed out * that the

effect of the double resonances of the vowels on our perception
may be compared to that of bmocular vision. In ^e case of

visual impressions, our brain constructs a three-dimensional
impression from the evidence of two two-dimensional images,

taken from slightly different eispects. In the case of vowel-
sound perception, we receive two acoustic images, one taken
from behind the tongue, the other taken from m front

;
from

these two sound images we reconstruct a mental picture of the
position or posture of the tongue which produced them.

* Sctence Progress, No 73, July, 1924, p 133.



Chapter VI

OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS ON THE
CONSONANTS

As compared with the vowel-sounds, the consonants used
to be—acoustically speaking

—

a httle known and rather
neglected family. Phonetically, they had been studied in great

detail, and the method of their production—^by tongue and hp
movement and position—^was m most cases well understood.
The linguists, too, had studied them mmutely from the point
of view of their gradual metamorphosism the course of language
development.

It was recognized that certain of the consonants—commonly
classified as semi-vowels, i e m, n, q (ng) ; 1, r (untnlled) ;

w, and y—^were, m fact, nearly related to the vowels They
were considered rather as half castes, whose darker ancestry
was unknown and of httle genealogical interest. The remainmg
sounds, commonly classified as plosives—^p, b ;

d, t ; k, g

—

and fricatives—i, z
; / (sh) ; £, v ; 0 (th in thin), 8 (thm this)

—

were usually treated rather as noises—i e. unryhthmical
vibrations—^than as musical effects.

Thus D. C. Miller, writing in 1914, says.^ ” Words are

multiple tones of great complexity, blended and flowing,

mixed with essential noises. If with the vowel tone d (mat)

we combme a final noise represented by t, the word a -f- 1 is

produced ; if to this simple combination, we add various

initial noises, several words are formed, as : b -|- at, 0 -f at,

f -j- at, h at, m -|- at, p -4- at, r -f- at, -|- at, t -|- at, v at.

However, the study of noises may well be passed until we
understand the simpler and more mterestmg musical tones.”

It will be seen that Professor Miller here mcludes even m and r

amongst the " noisy and uninteresting " components of speech 1

In the course of the ongmal experiments with pliticme
vowel models, many trials were made of manipulations of the
models, during blowing—such as had been formerly carried

' Scttnce of Mustcal Sounds, pp. 24-5.
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out by Kratzenstein, de Kempelen, Willis and Wheatstone,
with their beU-shaped or tubular resonators. It was found
that a considerable number of different consonant soimds could

be produced by the total or partial closure and release of the

mouth or—m some cases—the central orifice of the plasticine

double resonator models. It was also observed that the same
manipulation did not produce the same consonant with all

the models.

For example, complete closure (by the palm of the hand)
and release of the m^els,^ ei (hay), a (cahn), d (not), on (no),

and n (who), produced p or b—followed by the vowel soimd,
according as the model was mitiaUy blown with high or low
pressure ; a partial closure (sufficient to allow the larynx

to sound) and release of the same models, produced an m.

Exactly the same (full closure) manipulation m the case of

the models i (eat), i (it) t (men), and a (up) produced a sound
hke w—followed by the vowel • But if the palm of the hand
was first moistened these models also could be cajoled mto
soundmg p and b hke the others.

Again, complete closure and release (under air pressure

as before) of the central orifice of the « model—see Fig. 48,

page 62—^by means of a plasticine plug on the end of a thin

stick, gave p or b, according to the air pressure. By analogy
to the human mouth and the principles of phonetics, it should

have given t or possibly k, smce the action was comparable
to a closure of the tongue agamst the palate.

The conclusion was mevitable that these " plosive ” con-

sonants were not mere noises—^they were the effects of the
sudden appearance of musical resonances. Their different

character was therefore due not to the position in the mouth
(or in the vowel-sounding model) m whicffi they were produced,
but to the effects which their mode of production had on the
resonances set up. Thus the different plosives were presumably
due to the presence of different imtial resonances—at the

moment of rdease of the closed orifice which produced them—or

to the different changes which the initial resonances underwent
as the closure became fully released, or to both of these causes.

From this point of view the apparently anomalous production
of p and m or w could be expired.

It was noticed that all the p- b- producing models had
convergent or cylindrical mouths. See Figs. 43, 47, 49,

I See Chap. IV, Figs. 43-9, pp. 61, 62.
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whereas the models like a (up), F%. 45, or i (eat), Fig. 42,
which, on release by hand, gave w sounds, had divergmg
mouths. It was therefore conceivable that these differences

might produce different resonance changes as the mouths of the

two classes of model were uncovered The production of p and
b by the divergent models, when the palm of the hand was
moistened, might now be explamed as the effect of a more
airtight closure and a more sudden release, due to the hqmd
film between the operator’s hand and the bps of the model.

The production of p and b, by closure and release of the central

orifice of the v (earth) model. Fig. 48, could not yet be explamed,
but it was seen to be analogous to another result of D. C. Mdler,^

in which a group of organ pipes—^which together produced
the intoned vowel a—were made to articulate the word
" papa ”, VIZ. by the stopping and releasmg of the air supply

by pressure witii the edge of the hand on the rubber pipe.

In Miller’s experiment, it was the sudden starting, stopping

and re-starting of the vowel resonances which resulted in the

consonant p ; evidently the same sort of effect had been
produced m the present case.

Fig 71.

Further experiment was now made with this model (« earth)

and it was foimd that a variety of consonants could be obtamed
from it by small changes of mampulation.

This model was particularly convement as it had an open
mouth and an easily accessible central orifice, which could be
reached by the fingers or thumb. It was found that when the

central orifice was opened and closed by the ball of the thumb,
as it had been, previously, by the plasticine stopper, the

consonant was p at high pressure or b at low pressure, provided

the thumb was given a luuform to and fro movement so as to

cover and uncover the whole orifice m one operation. Any
method of closure and release which altered this condition

also altered the resultii^ consonant soimd. If the central

orifice was completely closed with the first finger, set at an
^ Op. cit., p. 251.
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angle, as in Fig. 71, and then partially opened by tUting

the finger downwards, as shown in dotted lines in the figure,

the consonant was like k or g—according to the degree of air

pressure employed—^while the vowel was u (who) mstead of

« (earth), owing to the reduction in area of the central orifice

by the finger and of the front orifice by the hand of the operator

If the first finger was pressed as before, against the upper edge
of the central orifice, but so as not to penetrate into the orifice

or to touch the lower edge, and was then sharply lowered
to the opposite wall, a clear 1, namely, as the syllable lu (loo),

was produced , while if the finger was " waggled ” up and down
from one wall to the other the model said ludl-ludl (loodle-

loodle)

The consonant 1 could be made m yet another way, namely,
by msertmg the first finger into the central orifice so as to close

it by about two-thirds and then sharply withdrawing the

finger towards the mouth of the model ; this produced the

syllable 1b (rather hke the leu- of the French word leur).

Finally, if the first finger was pressed less deeply into the

orifice than for k/g, or 1—so as to effect a partial closure, and
was then gradually withdrawn dunng the blowmg of the model,

a sound like the syllable vb (rather like the French voeux),

or mtermediate between vb and mB, was produced. In the

case of the similar model givmg 1 (eat), see Fig 41, yet another

consonant vfas produced, viz. 8 (as in thee)—when the central

orifice was constricted and released by a plasticme plug

It was clear that, m aU these cases, the only physicEd effect

had been to vary the acoustic resonances of the model m
different ways—by varymg the apertures of the orifices or,

possibly alM, m some cases, by introducmg additional

resonances by the formation of mmor resonatmg cavities

between the walls of the model and the operator’s fingers or

hand.
At this stage, therefore, the defimte conclusion seemed

justified that the consonant soimds—or at least all those

which had been so far produced—^were as essentially musical

as the vowels, and that ^ey should be capable of identification

by the musi(^ pitch of their resonances. Further, as there

was every reason to suppose that the remainmg consonants

did not differ in kind from those already observed—which
included semi-vowels, plosives and fricatives—it seemed
likely that all the consonants should be capable of musical
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analysis and be reproducible artificially by models which
produced the correct resonances and resonance changes

Professor Darnel Jones had drawn my attention ^ to the
work of Dr. Wilfrid Perrett—described m his book, Some
Questions of Phonetic Theory • There, m addition to observa-
tions on vowel resonances, Perrett had referred to those of

the vowel-hke " mverted (cerebral) y m its extreme form
as spoken m some parts of Somersetshire
Dr Perrett had noticed two or three harmonics " reinforced

at the same tune ”, but found that in whispermg, it was most
difi&cult to decide upon the pitch. Bemg personally very
familiar with the sound m question, as I come from Somerset,

I studied its resonances and then embarked on what turned
out to be a very prolonged and, at tunes, very discouragmg
search for a method of reproducmg them m a model.
The resonances heard, consisted of three prmcipal ranges

—

an upper range extending over five semitones from 1625 to

2169, apparently made behmd the tongue, a middle range of

eight semitones from 1149 to 1824, made in front of the

tongue, and a lower range of 342 to 406, made in the throat

and heard on tappmg the throat—^besides two fainter nasal

ranges, one at 192-215 and another at 767 respectively These
were apparently not essential, smce the r sound could be made
without usmg the nasal cavity The upper and middle
resonances covered, as will be seen, a very wide range , the

middle resonance was especially variable and was found to

change its pitch by six semitones, accordmg as the head was
thrown backwards or forwards, while breathing or whispermg
the r soimd 1 Raismg the head and throwmg it backwards
raised the resonances—lowermg or throwmg it forward lowered

them
It would weary even the particular reader—^not to mention

the general variety—if the succeedmg experiments were
described m detail. All that will now be attempted is to

mdicate the mam results and to relegate any detailed observa-

tions of resonances and resonance changes of this and other

consonants to Appendix VI.
The first difficulty to be encountered was that of tuning

more than two resonatorsm senes. For example, three separate

resonators were made, m plasticine, with resonances—^before

jommg—of 483, 1824 and 2048 respectively. The common
* 2l8t February, 1922. • Op. cit., 1919, p. 99.
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orifice of the back and middle resonators was i6 mm. in diameter
and that of the middle and front 25 mm ; the mouth of the

front resonator was large. When these three resonators were
jomed, the front resonator fell in pitch two semitones, the

middle resonator fell twenty-six semitones, and the back
resonator fell eleven ! Moreover, the inner and back resonances

were very difficult to detect. This was largely overcome by
makmg small windows in the resonators and " glazmg ” them
(so to speak) with patches of thm rubber sheet These windows
allowed the sound of the resonators to be heard through them
and did not substantially alter the pitch of the resonator.

Later in the experiments, very small holes were bored m the

resonators, instead of msertmg windows, so that the sounds
inside them could be heard by “ hstenmg at the keyhole ”.

A few experiments were made with three or more resonators

m parallel
;

these were easy to tune, but the passages leadmg

from the artificial larynx to the resonators caused spurious

resonances, which mterfered with the results A resonator

of this tyF>e givmg the resonances for 8 (as m thee), 2895,
1448 and 342, IS shown m Fig 72.

Besides the consonants jdready mentioned, the followmg
were produced, accidentally, by the mampulation of the
various models which were made m the attempt to produce
the tnple-resonant ]• .— was produced, besides 8 (thee) and k,

by the models shown in Fig 73.
This model had a flat rubber sheet roof covering the front

two-thirds of the cavity, which was made trough-shaped

;

the floor of the model had a protrudmg tongue lying across

the trough, beyond which was an open mouth. Thus the effect

of raising the tongue could be imitated by depressing the
rubber roof to meet it.
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The n sound was made by pressing down the rubber roof,

at the point indicated, so as to make an airtight ]oint between
the roof and the tip of the tongue. It will be seen that so far

as the tongue action is concerned, this model behaved like

the human tongue m soundmg n, except that the palate

descended towards the tongue, instead of the tongue rismg to

meet the palate. There was no nasal cavity m this model

and the imitation of the continuous hum which passes out of

the human nostrils must have been due to leakage between
the surfaces of the tongue and the rubber. Pressure at the
pomt 8 produced the consonant 8 (as m thee)

: pressure and
release at k, gave a clear k.

T and d were produced by manipulation of the model
shown at Fig. 74, m which the three front resonators—two m
parallel and one single—were connected to the common back
resonator by two rubber tubes, C and V, which could be closed

by pmchmg ^

Fig 74

The t or d sounds were produced by pmching both tubes
and then suddenly releasing tube V, while blowing the laiynx
of the model. High pressure gave t, low pressure gave sounds

^ In this and other plasticine models fitted with rubber tubes, it was
found that, in time, cracks developed in the material m contact with the
rubber. The cracks tended to spread of themselves till the model ultimately
separated in several pieces. This action was prevented by reinforcing the
plasticine round the rubber tubes with turns of string embedded in it.
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more like d ; the d was apparently improved by pinching the

tube over a greater length ^an for t.

If the same resonator was closed by a perforated cap, so

as to lower its resonance to 645, pinching the tube over a
distance of 3 cm (by two fingers on one side of the tube and
the thumb between them on the other) gave a clear ku at

high pressure or a sound more hke ga at low
Closure of tube C and partial closure and release of tube

V gave a clear *i, dependmg on the position at which the tube
was pmched, relative to its opening into the front resonator.

In this case it was evident that the consonant s was dependent
(m part at least) on resonance in the rubber tube and that the

tube, in front of the constriction, was behavmg as a resonator
of very high pitch.

A more orthodox n was produced by the model. Fig. 75.
This model contained an upper large front resonator tuned to

287 which acted as a na^ cavity, a smaller central front

Fig 75

resonator (1290) with a backward-extendmg funnel-shaped

passage (1625) leading to the back resonator giving 683 and
a low resonance probably about 200, and a lower (vowel-

soundmg) front resonator (1824), directly connected to the

back resonator. The n sound was made by simultaneously

closmg (and then opening) the aperture of the front resonator

(1290) to the funnel-shaped passage (1625) and the aperture

of the lower vowel resonator (1824) to the back resonator

(683). In this manoeuvre, the closmg and opemng of the

lower aperture had a similsir acoustic effect to that of raising

the tongue to the palate—^to form the closure, and lowermg
for the release, as in forming n. There are actually four

resonances heard m n,^ so that, provided they were properly
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tuned, the four cavities of this model might be expected to

produce a good mutation of the natural soimd.^

Variation of Consonant Resonances

In the systematic examination which was made of the
consonant resonances, the results of which are set out in

Appendix VI, it was found that the vanous resonances vaned
in many instances over as wide a range as those of the vowels,

but that the actual pitch heard at different tnals of the same
consonant depended on the vowel with which it was associated.

Thus, m soundmg the syllables it (eat). At (as in utter) and ut

(oot), the resonance changes were as follows —

Consonant
and associated

vowel

Throat
resonance
just before

Front
resonance
just before
closure

Transient resonance
at closure.

it 304 2579

1

3249 to 3443
(4 to 5 s t. nse)

2169

(3 St fall)

At 362 966

1366 to 1722
(6 to 10 s t nse)

8I2

(3 s.t. fall)

Ut
i

!

304 812

1

1217 to 1625

(7 to 12 s t nse)

812
(no fall)

» It was found (25.9 28) that tuning of the pnncipal resonance of the
consonant N can be varied from 1084 to 2732, i.e. through an interval of 16
semitones, without moving the point of closure of the tongue tip against the
palate The tuning in that case is accomplished by a vertical rather than a
longitudinal movement at the back of the tongue relative to the palate, which
thus controls the volume of the cavity behind the tongue. Similarly, the
pnncipal resonance of the consonant M may be vaned from 683 to 2048
through 19 semitones, but the characteristic M sound is almost entirely

lost when the pnncipal resonance approaches the normal N resonance of 1625.
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It will be seen that the front vowel resonance broke up, as

it were, into two others—one of higher pitch and the other

of lower or equal pitch—as compared with that of the front

vowel resonance. But the final upper consonant resonances,

which were heard at the moment of closure of the tongue
against the palate, varied from 3443 to 1217, i e. over a
range of eighteen semitones, accordmg to the vowel with which
the terminal t was associated. The reason for this remark-
able variation m the resonances of a smgle consonant, is no
doubt that when the tongue executes a consonant gesture,

either immediately before or after a vowel posture, it chooses

for its gesture a site convemently near to its precedmg or

following vowel position The effect is that the same consonant
may have resonances, which differ among themselves as much
as the resonances of the vowel i (eat) (Mers from that of 0

(all)!

If we examine the change of resonances which occurs in

a particular case, it wili be found that the changes themselves
are also variable Thus the upper transient resonance of

it rises four to five semitones, while the lower transient

drops three semitones, whereais the similar upper transient

of at rises from seven to twelve semitones and no falling

transient is heard.

It IS remarkable that though these transient resonances

are of great importance m distinguishing many, if not all,

of the consonants—so that if the resonant changes are not
correct, either in point of musical pitch or rate of change,

the consonant soimds all wrong or may even be unrecognizable

—^yet these resonances may vary very greatly for the same
consonant. We shall refer to this question again later.

Resonances of a Rubber Tube

There is one very simple series of experiments from which
so much mformation was gamed that it may be well to refer

to it in detail. It wiU be remembered that in the case of the

model illustrated in Fig. 74, a i apparently, was formed by
resonance within the rubber tube which connected the front

and back vowel resonators. In view of this observation, an
examination was made of the effect of closing and releasing a
rubber tube at different distances from its open end, and also

of making partial instead of complete closures at the same
distances. The experiments were made with tubes of 6*5 and
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13 mm. internal diameter, blown, either directly (to produce
" unvoiced ” sounds), or through a rubber strip laiy^ It

was foimd that various recognizable consonants could be pro-

duced in this way, and that for constrictions, up to alwut

50 mm., from the open end, tubes of 6-5 mm. and 13 mm. all

gave similar results. At 65 mm. and over, the results with the
two tubes were substantially different The closures or con-

strictions were made by pressing the tube with the edge of a
steel rule, while the resonances at the measured positions were
mostly taken with an adjustable tube clip, substituted for the

steel rule. The positions and resonances at which the clearest

consonants were observed are set out m the table on page no.
It will be seen that the consonants p and f are always found

together—the one bemg made by a full closure and release

of the tube and the other by a partial closure—^whether at

0 distance, i.e. at the mouth of the tube or at 140 or 195 mm.
from the mouth.
A similar relation was found m the case of the consonants

t and I, and k and 6. If the tube was blown through a reed,

the f became a v and the 6 became 8. p and t generally remamed
as such, though p became more like b on blowmg more softly.

The production of p and f at o and also at 140 and 195 was
surpnsmg, but, m view of Miller's experiments with organ pipes,

seemed capable of explanation m this way. If p is heard when
vowel resonances are started together suddenly, then any
length of tube which naturally gives resonances correspondmg
to a vowel-sound, should give p m association with that vowel
when the tube is closed and released at that length. In the

table, it will be seen that at 140 mm. (full closure), the

resonances were 1932 /430, together with a faint 5790. Now
1932/430 form the vowel e (men) and in fact a whispered e

could be heard on blowing across the mouth of the tube. The
sudden energizing of these resonances, by the release of the

tube, produced, therefore, the consonant p. Sunilarly, the

closure at 195 mm. produced the resonances 2169/304, together

with 1534. The 2169 /304 produced an audible vowel, between

1 (eat) and i (it), which was not much interfered wi^ by the

presence of the " extra ” at 1534.
Trial was next made of the effects of constricting a tube in

two positions, and it was found that a sound like / (sh), could

be got by constricting an 8 mm. tube at 120 mm. and 150 mm.
A much better J was made by constricting at 20 mm., with a
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tube clip adjusted so as to leave a flat slit-like opening of 2 mm.
inside the tube—and again, by finger and thumb at 45 mm. from
the tube mouth. The finger and thumb constriction was made
at right angles to that of the tube clip. Small changes in the

finger and thumb constriction made marked changes in the

resultmg sound. Thus, at 54 mm—mstead of 45—the

tube produced a clear whistled note 2169 #c"". The measure-

ments were taken to the centre of the constriction by finger

and thumb and to the front edge of the tube chp respectivdy.

Fig 78

This result may suggest an explanation of the production
of whistled notes by the human mouth in the absence of any
chisel edge for the air jet to impmge on. The rubber tube
whistle, however, would not speak when the air flow was
reversed, as a mouth-formed whistle will do, on in-breathing.

The best J (sh) of all was made by a finger and thumb con-
striction of the 13 mm. tube, at 22 mm., so as to leave a 2 mm.
hole on one side of the tube, and a tube clip constriction, at
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right angles to the former, at 55 mm. The sound thus made
was very like a natural J (sh), such as is used in schools and,
less frequently, in theatres for enforcmg silence I

At a later stage (1924) a larger rubber tube—i inch in internal

diameter and 7 inches long—^was fitted over the end of an organ
reed so as to form a flexible resonator—the length from face

of reed tube to open end of rubber tube bemg about 16 cm.
A good a (calm) was produced by constnctmg the tube at

4-5 cm. from face of reed tube by means of an adjustable

tube chp (see Fig. 78). With this arrangement it was found
that a wide range of consonants could be formed by partial

or total closure of the tube—^by external pressure—m various

positions

Thus, complete closure of the mouth of the tube—^by pressmg
its edges together with the thumb and first finger of both hands

Big 79.

—followed by the apphcation of air pressure to the reed and
sudden release of the thumb and finger closure, produced a
clear p heard as the syllable pa If instead of completely
closmg the mouth of the tube it was partiaUy closed and
released m the same manner as before, the consonant was a
sound between w and v.

When the tube was held between the thumbs and second
fingers of each hand at i cm. from its open end, and a hp
formed by bendmg the upper portion of the end of the tube
backwards with the two first fingers, see Fig 79, a clear v (va)

was produced if the tube was slightly pressed—so that sufficient

air passed to keep the reed in vibration, while, if the tube was
more tightly pressed so that the reed no longer vibrated,

the consonant was an equally dear f (fa).

I and c could also be produced—though with much greater

difficulty—^by compressing the tube at 2 cm. from its mouth
and cm. from one side with the first and second fingers

against the thumb of the left hand, while the rest of the cross-
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section of the tube was closed completely by the thumb and
first finger of the right hand. In this way a very small resonating

cavity was formed agamst the left side of the tube which pro-
duced a * if the au- flow was sufficient to operate the reed

(a*) or an I if the compression was mcreased so as to reduce
the air flow to a point at which the reed did not vibrate. The
correct adjustment was difficult to find.

An alternative method was to constnct the whole width of

the tube at 1-5 cm. from its open end between the first and
second fingers of one hand and remforcmg the pressure with the

fillers and thumb of the other hand. A minute change of

position of the constrictions changed the sound from s to f

—

the latter sound bemg much more easy to produce and havmg
(as it seemed) a much wider range of permissible resonance

before it changed to the next lower consonant, namely 6 (th)

or 8 (dh). These two sounds, 0 as in thigh and S as m thy,

were easily produced by a partial closure at about 3 cm from
the open end of the tube accordmg as the reed was in vibration

or not.

The best t (tata) was produced by a clean-cut complete
closure and release at 2-5 cm from the open end—corre-

spondmg approximately to the 8 or 6 produced by partial

closure The closure could be performed better by laymg the

tube along the palm of the left hand and applymg the edge of a

paper kmfe across it than by pmching the tube between the

fingers. Any leakage of air at the point of closure at once
produced a 0 sound.

After much searchmg a method was found of producing the

triple cavity consonants J (sh as in shire) and 5 (zh as in pleasure)

.

The tube was held between the first and second fingers of the

left hand so that the fingers crossed the tube at an angle of

about 45° (pomtmg forwards) and so that the middle of the

tube was constricted at about 5 to 6-5 cm. from its open end.

The second (forward) constriction was made between the

first finger and thumb of the other hand—applied at if to

2 cm. from the open end. As viewed from the end of the tube
the two lines of dosure made an angle of about right angles.

To produce the J or 5 sound the two fingers of the left Imnd
and the upper part of the tube were simultaneously squeezed
between the right-hand thumb and first finger on one side and
the second finger (reinforced by the remamder) on the other,

see Fig. 80.
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In this way a clear " udi ” or a sound like the French " ^ge
”

were produced by variations of constriction. In this case also

(as in that of or z) the exact adjustment was difficult, to find

and the permissible hnuts of deviation were small.

At 7 cm. from the open end, full closure and release gave
a clear k (ka)—the best result being produced by a clean cut
closure as akeady described for t. A partial closure at the
same position gave a clear untnlled r—a tighter partial closure

—made with a ^ mch metal rule held flat—at 9 cm produced
a guttural sound like the German word “ ach ”.

It will thus be seen that nearly all the principal English

consonants (other than nasal sounds) can be artificially made
by the simple expedient of compressing a rubber tube in the

appropriate positions—corresponding to the positions of

closure or constriction of tongue or lips by which the same
sounds are produced m the human mouth It is evident, there-

fore, that the sounds are in fact only the result of changes of

resonance (with or without phonation) and as essentially

musical in character as the vowels

Classification of Consonants

In the accompan3nng table (Fig. 81) the various English

consonant-sounds are (^sified, accordmg to their method of

formation, i e. by full or partial closure—at different positions

m the vocal cavity. The consonants of more forward forma-
tion are (so far as possible) placed above those of less forward
position. The list, which contains forty-one separate sounds,

is not complete ; thus, it does not include the trilled r, or
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the consonant—^without a name—which many people make
by a forward ]erk of the soft palate for use in the word “ tAgu ”,

(twopence) Neither does it mclude the senes of sounds made
by reversmg the order of events m articulatmg the sounds
wntten, pi, dz, tj, etc These are made by the sudden release

of the back orifice of a small resonator ; their production is

exactly comparable to that of the J in the doubly constricted

tube, substitutmg for the fixed partial closure at the back
one which can itself be completely closed and released

Many of the sounds included in the table have already
been considered, it will sufi&ce (it is hoped) if we now deal only
with two general t5?pes. viz the nasals m, n and q (ng) , and with
the differences between the so-called voiced b, d, g, z, 5 (zh),

and 6 (thee) and the unvoiced p, t, k, s, /, t (thm) classes

respectively.

Front. Middle Back

Full closure
and release

Partial
closure

Full closure
and release

Partial Full closure
and release

Partial

1

n T

Z

8

S

w

n

4s

1

-

r (un-

tnlled)

n
tl Pittle)

dl (fiddle)

kl (fickle) 1

gl (giggle) /

y (yes)

r (guttural)

h

Unvoiced

p

p»

pj (opbon)

pt (ophthal-

mic)

f

hw
(hwen)

1

;
e

t

ts

tf
(fetch)

tr

11 (Welsh) k

kl (weeks)

kj (action)

Q (Scots

" lecht ")

X (Scots

" loch ”)

h

1 m - ny (mimon)' -
q (“g) -

Fig 81.

^ The release or " ofighde ” of p, t, and k may be voiced or unvoiced. See

Professor Darnel Jones' Outline of English Phonetics, § 766, p. 172.

• Minion may be pronounced miliysn but more often the n and y are
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Nasal Consonants

In listening to the resonances of whispered m, n, and q (ng),

it was found that they formed a series with a characteristic

upper resonance, which rose by about seven semitones (i e. a
musical fifth) from m to n and from n to g thus m 1217
#d", n 1824 #0'", g 2732 f"".

With a rubber tube 25 mm m internal diameter these

resonances are given by constrictions at 80, 60 and 40 mm. from
the open end. In the mouth, they are produced by the pro-
gressive reduction of the size of the cavity made behmd the
point of closure, namely the bps for m, the tip of the tongue
agamst the hard palate for n and the back of the tongue against

the soft palate for g.

The cyhndncal tube model, ^own in Fig 82, had a nasal

cavity of resonance 724, connectmg,by a 20 x 4mm rectangular

aperture, with a mam tube behmd the fixed tongue. It was

JZA

Fig 82

found to produce a good m or n, accordmg as it was closed at

the mouth, by hand (for m) or at the orifice between the
“ tongue ” and the opposite wall of the tube, by inserting the
thumb (for n) The vowel-sound—due to the position of

the tongue and area of the central orifice—was i (it) when the

tube was blown without closure. When the m and n closures

were made in succession, the model said Mmny, quite clearly.

The tongue, m this case, was fixed ; had it been made movable,
it is probable that by bringing it back to the aperture, leading

to the nasal cavity, and by providing means for closure—in

that position—^between the tongue and the tube wall, the

consonant g would also have been produced.
The g sound was recognizably produced in this way with a

25 mm. diameter rubber tube resonator, projecting 160 mm.
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beyond the reed opening, even without a nasal cavity—the

efiect of the continuing hum through the nasal cavity and
nostrils being produced sufficiently well by leakage provided
at the pomt where the rubber tube was constncted by hand.
Constriction at the mouth produced m with a vowel like sb

(
hat) on release, constriction and release at 45 mm gave use,

constriction and release at 65 mm. gave qsb, or the word
" hang ” on closure after sounding the vowel—the imtial

h bemg produced by over-blowing.

“ Voiced ” and “ Unvoiced ” Consonants

The other group of consonants to be considered, is that of

p, t, k, f, I, 8 and J,
commonly classed as unvoiced consonants

and the correspondmg senes b, d, g, v, *, 8 and g, commonly
called voiced. This classification is clearly not a fundamental
one, smce both groups can be readily distmguished when
articulated m a whisper, le both unvoiced The audible

resonances of the corresponding members of either group
appear to be substantially identic^ though the lower resonances

are, in general, louder m the so-called voiced senes, and the
upper resonances louder m the unvoiced It is true that the

two groups are usually distinguished—m ordmary speech

—

by bemg voiced or unvoiced respectively, and they may be
reproduced m models by the same expedient—at least in the

case of the contmumg sounds f, v, • z, and 8 8.

It was found, however, that the consonant f could be
humanly voiced without makmg it become a true v

;
also that,

in changing from the voiced f to the voiced v or, in a less degree,

from the unvoiced f to the unvoiced v a slight forward movement
of the throat could be felt above the larynx when sounding v,

and a slight backward movement on soundmg f. The action,

if any, inside the mouth, could not, of course, be seen owmg to

the fact that all these sounds are made with a complete, or

nearly complete, closure To test whether the change from p
to b was in any way due to lip action, a pair of fixed hps were
made in plasticme—in the form of a nng, givmg an openmg
of 18 X 22 mm., which could be held between the teeth. It

was found that with this arrangement p or b could be made at

will—^voiced or unvoiced, and at high or low pressure—the

opening and closing of the ring aperture bemg done with the

finger or thumb, in the same manner and at the same rate.
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in each case, while the tongue was kept steady. Clearly then,

the difference did not depend on lip action.

In order that the efiect inside the mouth might be observed,

a mouth stopper was made of a 45 mm. diameter cork, of which
the centre portion was cut out and replaced by a glass wmdow,
an electric torchhght bulb was fitted to the mside of the cork
(the leads being taken out through the cork wmdow frame).

With this device (shown m Fig. 83), the mtenor of the mouth
could be easily observed, while articulatmg p, b—or f, v—the

closures bemg made by the hps against the outer edges of the

cork It was found that no apparent difference was made
either by the tongue or the soft palate m changmg from p to

b or from f to v, and that such difference as exists must, there-

fore, be made m the pharyngeal portion of the vocal cavity.

That the nasal cavity is not concerned m the difference is

furthershown by the fact that all thesesounds maybewhispered

Fig. 83

so that a rubber tube, led from one nostril to one ear, gives no
sound. Under these conditions, the least openmg of the passage
leadmg to the nasal cavity causes a rush of sound to the ear.

It was found that when a fine jet of air was blown into the
mouth, while formmg the vocal cavities as for f and v and 6

and S respectively, a low resonance 362, was heard with f

which was not audible with v, and a 383 (with 1366) for 8

scarcely or not at all heard with 6. The essential differences

therefore seemed to be due to pharyngeal resonance of some
kmd.
A rough model m plasticine was made of a mouth with

soft palate closed to the nasal cavity and tongue l3nng flat

;

the pharyngeal portion consisted of a i inch diameter rubber
tube, termmating in a funnel-shaped cork connection to an
air supply tube of about 9 mm. mtemal diameter. (See

Fig. 84.) With this arrangement there was no larjmx,

but a rough equivalent of the more or less opened
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vocal cords could be made by constricting the tube by external
pressure. With the pharynx tube slightly compressed, so as to

give a relatively free passage to the air supply, complete closure

and release of the mouth of the model, by hand, dunng blowmg,
gave a distmct whispered b, while partial closure of the mou&

Fig 84

gave V—that is to say the “ voiced ” type of consonant m
each case. When the phaiynx tube was further compressed
at the same pomt, so as nearly to close the passage to the air

tube, the same mampulations of the mouth of the model
gave a clear p or f, 1 e the " unvoiced ” type.

A pair of jjermanent vocal cords, in pl^ticine, were next

fixed, at the mouth of the funnel-shaped connection between
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the air tube and phaiynx tube, as shown in dotted Imes at

VC in Fig. 84, so as to give a lenticular opening about 15 mm.
long and 2 mm. maximum width. With this degree of opemng
of the vocal cords, the consonant at full closure and release

was p. Enlargmg the opemng to 3 5 mm. width, gave p at

high air pressure and b at low pressure ; further enlargmg the

opening to 5 mm. width, gave b at high or low pressure

The vocal cords were once more closed to a narrow width of

about 75 mm ,
givmg a clear p or f, and the pharynx tube was

constricted at various distances and with various degrees

of closure. At about i cm. in front of the vocal cords, constnc-

tion up to a gap of 4 or 5 mm ,
produced no loss of the p or f

sounds
;

further constriction, however, to 2 or 3 mm. gap,

defimtely changed the p or f mto a clear b or v. This action

would appear to correspond to a partial closure of the false

vocal cords m front of the real ones. This same effect of

convertmg p or f into b or v was produced by constnction at

any pomt m the length of the pharynx tube, provided the

degree of constnction was properly adjusted
It was noticed that the change from the unphonated p or f

to the unphonated b or v was ^ways accompamed by a great

mcrease of the whispered voice, due to resonancem the pharynx
tube, when properly constricted. It was also noticed that if the

constnction givmg b or v was further mcreased, so as to give

a nearly complete closure in front of the vocal cords, the p
or £ sound was restored, i e a certam minimum of acoustic

connection was required between the mouth resonances and
those of the air tu^ (with open vocal cords) or of the cavity

formed between the true and false vocal cords m the case of a
nearly closed attitude of the vocal cords themselves.

A simple model for the study of the whispered consonants

—

built up of rubber and glass tubes with tongue and vocal cords

in plasticme—^is shown m section at Fig. 85.

With this model it was found that with the fixed (plasticine)

vocal cords wide apart (6 mm.) the consonant on closure

and release of the mouth of the model was bo, which was
converted to pa when the pharynx tube was constricted

(as shown) at 2-5 cm. above the vocal cords. Conversely,
with vocal cords near together (1-5 mm.) the consonant with
unconstricted pharynx was pa, and with constncted phaiynx bo.

It is clear therefore that there are two alternative ways
in which a whispered p or b (and probably also the other
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corresponding consonants) can be made—according to the

degree of aperture at the vocal cords.

With the last-mentioned model a good a was produced by
transverse constriction between the first and second fingers

at ij cm. This became appreciably an unvoiced z when the
pharynx tube was pmched between the finger and thumb of

the other hand—the fixed vocal cords havmg a separation

of if mm. Similarly, a 6 (tha, as m thumb) made by a trans-

verse constriction at 3f cm. became 5 (tha, as m thus) and a
t at 2f cm. became a clear d on constriction of the pharynx
tube.

In view of the results obtained with models, the experiment
was tried of compressing the human throat just above the

laiynx while whispering the various consonants of the so-called

voiced series. It was found that by direct pressure on the front
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of the throat a whispered va became converted into a sound
approaching fa, while *a became a recognizable la.

8 became " nasalized ” by pressure immediately above
the lar3mx, and became changed to la by upward pressure

nearer to the root of the tongue, bo, da, and ga were altered

in character—^losmg the nchness of their low resonances—^but

they never became pa, ta and ka.

Generally speaking, however, the change of consonant due
to extemad pressure on the pharynx appeared to confirm

the evidence of the models
This at least can be af&rmed, that the essential difference

between the so-called imvoiced consonants, p, t, k, f, i, 6, J,

and the " voiced ” series b, d, g, v, z, 8, is one of resonance,

and that the latter senes are produced either by the acoustic

effects of direct access to the trachea (m the case of a whispered
sound) or to the effects of the resonance of a cavity formed
between the true and false vocal cords

It IS mterestmg to note that with the model, the whispered
voice (and the consequent b, d, effect) was loudest when the

pharynx tube was constncted at i cm. from the vocal cords
—1 e. m the position correspondmg most nearly to that of the

false vocal cords in the human throat.

The matter could be tested on the human subject by laiyngo-

scopic observation of the pharynx through a mouth wmdow
with pharyngeal mirror attachment, while the subject articu-

lated p and b, or f and v, against the edges of the mouth
wmdow frame, as already descnbed

I, later, had the pnvilege of seemg some of the results

obtained by Dr Russell, and of mspectmg for myself the
action of his vocal cords, false voc^ cords and epiglottis

during normal speech conditions

Dr. Russell has developed what is, in effect, a pharyngeal
" penscope ”, by which the action of the vocal cords, etc.,

can be studied with artificial dlurmnation during normal
speech. He has also taken an extended senes of X-ray
photographs during speech and song.

His results will throw much light on the operation of the
vocal cords, the epiglottis and the tongue during phonation
and articulation.

The varying ” expression ” of the laryngeal cavity as

observed by him when different vowels are intoned on the same
note has b^ already referred to in Chap. II, p. 33), as also
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his observation that the epiglottis co-operates, in certain

instances, in forming a constnction to produce the back
resonator—for example, m the case of the vowel a (calm).

As to voiced and unvoiced consonants, when whispered
by Dr. Russell, it appeared that m the case of b and v the false

vocal cords rose up and formed a cavity of comparatively
small aperture above the vocal cords—^the action bemg com-
parable to that obtained by constricting the rubber pharynx
of the model shown at Fig. 84, as already described.

There has, up till now, been a great uncertamty as to the

purpose and action of the epiglottis and of the false vocal
cor^ m human speech Dr. Russell’s observations definitely

show that they both act as essential organs of articulation

Many of the consonants, as well as all the vowels, can be
reproduced—so as to form continuous speech—m the device

(due to the present writer) called the Cheirophone. In this,

the resonating cavities are formed by the operator’s hands,

three fingers of which are made to represent the tongue,

so that by their various positions and movements withm the

cavity, a tolerable resemblance of the vocal resonances may be
produced This device will be described m detail m a later

chapter.

Besides the electrical expenments of J. Q. Stewart, already

referred to, very important contnbutions to the knowledge of

consonants, as well as of vowels, were made m about 1924-25
by Crandall.^ A comparison of the resonances found by him
by purely instrumentalmethods, andthose which I hadobtamed
by ear, is given in Appendix VII

Audible Range of the Voiced and Unvoiced Consonants

In Chapter II, on the function of the vocal organs, an account
was given of experiments made to test the audible range of the

vowel-sounds. Mention may therefore be made of similar

expenments, carried out on the " unvoiced ” consonant

f, 0 (thigh), I and J (shy) and their normally voiced relatives

V, 8 (thy), I and 5 (pleasure).

In fairly good out-of-door conditions, vnth a moderate
breeze and lutemng down wind, the following comparative
ranges were obtamed—the consonants bemg articulated by
myself and identified by Miss G. M. Barker •

—

1 The Bell System Technical Journal, Oct., 1925, vol iv, No. 4, pp. 586-626
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f, maximum range at which identification was certain about

45 yards
;

becoming unrecognizable at 77 yards—^not

^tmguishable from 6 (thigh).

0, maximum range for certain identification about 79 yards

;

becommg unrecognizable at 96 yards—not distmguishable
from 8.

8, maxunum for certain identification about 123 yards;
becommg unrecognizable at 197 yards.

J (diy) ,maximum for certam ident^cation 320 yards ; becoming
uncertam at 326. This is much the most penetrating

of the unvoiced sounds ; it has more than twice the range
of the best-carrying unvoiced vowel-sound.

Similar experiments were made with the corresponding
" voiced ” consonants, v, 8 (thy), 1, 5 {pleasure) with the

foUowmg results .

—

V, was certam at about 75 yards, uncertain at 153—about
twice the range of f.

8, was certam at about 220 yards, uncertam at about 400

;

say four tunes the range of 0.

z, was certam at about 500 yards, uncertam at 645—say three

times the range of 8 .

3, was certam at about 470 yards, uncertam at 700 yards

—

say twice the range of ah.

It be seen that the effect of voicing the consonants
f, 0, 8 and / is to mcrease their range of audibihty from two
to four times—as compared with the ten to twenty fold

increase of range which was found in the case of the whispered
and voiced vowel sounds.

The weather conditions in these experiments were very
similar to those of the experiments on the vowel ranges described

in Chapter II—there was a light wmd, never exceeding five

miles per hour, blowing towards the spe^er.

Nature of the Consonant Sounds

We are now in a position to state certain definite conclusions

SIS to the nature of consonants. Consonsmts are due to

resonances, hke the vowels ; but inasmuch as they are produced
by movements of the vocal organs (like the diphthongs) their

resonances are characterized, not only by pitch, but also by their

change and rate of change in pitch. The consonants are all

made by complete or partial closures of the front or back
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orifice of the front resonator of the series which produce them.
In every case there are more than two resonators in action

The resonant ranges of the consonants are as extensive as

those of the vowels, but in certain of the resonances, the actual

pitch produced depends (as has already been explained) ^ mainly
on the front resonance of the vowel with which the consonant
is associated. The actual resonance changes of a given
consonant may thus be very different when used with different

vowels. The following additional examples may be given :

—

Syllable
Upper Vowel
Resonance

Resonant Change in
Semi-tones

L Resonance
(upper)

U (eel) . 2298 Fall of 5 semitones 1722
eil (ale) 2048 .. 3 1722
el (ell) . 1824 I 1722
sbI (alleluia) . 1824 „ 2 1625
b1 (earl) . 1534 Rise of 2 1722
a1 (ultimate) . 1534 » I 1625
il (arhngton) . 1217 „ 4 1534
ol (aU) . 912 M 7 1366
ol (ool) . 683 » IX 1290

Here we have the same consonant characterized by a fall of

five semitones or a nse of eleven semitones—according to the

associated vowel, and a termmal upper resonance varymg
from 1722 to 1290, a range of five semitones Yet if the termini
I be voiced by itself, as a contmuing sound, it becomes quite

unrecognizable The resonant change is the real charactenstic,

m spite of its great difference with different associated vowels.

In this case the one constant characteristic is the movement
made by the tongue, which rises rapidly from near its vowel
position to touch the hard palate, and then falls with equal

speed to the next vowel position.

We are, m fact, driven once more to the conclusion, already

referred to at the end of Chapter V, that, in recognizmg speech

sounds, the human ear is not listening to music but to mdica-
tions, due to resonance, of the position and gestures of the

organs of articulation.

See p. 107, Fig. 76.
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Certain of the conclusions to which we have been dnven

throw a definite light on the possible origin of speech. It may
be of mterest, therefore, to consider tt^ question of Ongm
when viewed at a new angle.

Speech, we have seen, is essentially a musical phenomenon

,

yet, m our appreciation of it, we appear to be mterested in the

sounds only m so far as they give evidence of the positions

and gestures of the organs of articulation which produced them.

Very different sounds are naturally reckoned (for identification

purposes) as identical, if they are due to similar articulation-

gestures, though these gestures may (for convemence) be made

m different positions in the mouth, according to vowels with

which they are associated

This fact points to the gestures as bemg the essential element

of speech, and strengthens the conclusions of the philologists,^

that “ the earhest human language may be said to have been

a language of gesture signs

Animal Gestures

We need not be surprised at this idea, for it is clear, when

the evidence is studied, that gesture is a common method,

m use throughout the animal world, for mducing action on

the part of another individual Professor Julm Huxley,

whom I consulted on the question, has given me somemteresting

examples of animal gesture in connection with the courtship

of insects and of birds.

Thus the male fly Empis approaches the female bearing gifts

—actually a smaller dead fly done up neatly into an egg-^aped

parcel I

Two exceptionally interesting examples of insect gestures

have been recorded by Professor Dr. K. von Frisch of the

Zoological Institute of the University of Munich.* von Frisch

has shown that when a foraging bee has found good nectar.
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she gorges herself, returns to the hive, disgorges to the cell-

charging bees, and then—instead of returning at once to the

source of supply—she proceeds to announce her discovery

to her colleagues.

This she does by performing a ceremonial dance of a peculiar

character on the “ floor ” of the honeycomb. She runs round
m small circles—clockwise, then coimter-clockwise for several

seconds, or, it may be, even for a minute or two at a time.

The surroundmg bees all take notice
;

they follow, and
touch the dancer with their antennae, so as to discover the
hngermg scent of the flowers which she has just visited, and
they then fly out, independently, to hunt for flowers of a
siimlar smeU.

If the foragmg bee has found good pollen, she also performs
a daince, but of a different figure—a smgle figure of 8. The '* 8

”

is to be imagmed ats composed of two loops of equad sizes

flattened (from top to bottom) so that the middle portion

common to both loops—^becomes a straight hne Over this

course the dancing bee runs agaun and agam, and, as she comes
to the straight, she waggles her abdomen from side to side m a
peculiar fa^ion 1

I asked Professor von Frisch whether he could see any
similanty between the action of these two dainces and those of

a bee in the presence of a plentiful supply of nectar or pollen

respectively, but his answer was that no such similarity

appeared. So, though the purpose of the dances seems clear,

their origm remams obscure.

Among bird gestures supphed by Professor Huxley may be
cited those of Podtceps cnstatus, the Grasshopper Warbler,
Savi’s Warbler, and the Louisiana Heron, in which the male
courts the female by presenting her wi^ a sample of the
nesting material.

In these cases—as m that of the spider—it need not be
assumed that the gestures are mtention^y symbohc, or mdeed
that they are intentional at all. From our present pomt of view
it is sufficient that they are— part at least—the means
whereby the female is induced to accept her courtier.

In other instances I beheve that birds do make truly symbolic
gestures. In September, 1928, I had the opportumty—^by

the kmdness of Lord and Lady Grey of FaUodon—of seeing

a parrot (African grey) beloi^^ng to Lord Grey’s sister, Mrs.

de Coetlogon, which had evolved a gesture w^ch meant " I
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want to be let out The gesture was performed as follows.

The parrot held on to the bars of its cage with its beak and left

foot, and pawed the air repeatedly, at about lOO beats per
mmute, with its other foot. It never made any sound while
perfoimmg this gesture. The explanation given (which seemed
a very probable one) was that the pawmg gesture represented
the action of feelmg for its mistress’s finger on which to perch
as a preliminary to bemg taken out of the cage. The parrot
had acquired the habit before commg mto its present owner’s
possession

It will probably be generally agreed that dogs communicate
with one another, and with mankmd, to a large extent by
gesture. The bark or yap or growl sigmfies the emotional
state, but purpose is expressed by action and expression

I will give only one example which will serve as a type
At my home in Somerset we had a fox-temer “ Joseph ”,

who was especially devoted to our cook, Mrs Wnght, When
Joseph wanted to be taken out for a walk, or thought it was
time to be taken up to bed, he pulled Mrs Wnght by her
skirt m the direction required.

I have to thank Mr. Gordon Bryan for the photographs
here shown of Joseph puUmg Mrs Wright out of doors on a
sunny day, gettmg her under way, and finally leading her
across the stable yard towards the open country i

At the London Zoological Gardens I have personally observed
mouth gestures (made without sound) by the Pig-tailed Monkey
(Malay States) and by the Mandrill (West Afnca), both
expressive of pleasure The Mandrill also shakes his head as a
sign of pleasure The Chimpanzees make some very expressive

gestures when " askmg ” for food—in particular a projection

of the bps, which is often coupled with the projection of the
hands, and an open-mouthed gesture with the bps drawn back
so as to show the teeth.

The monke}^ make many vowel sounds, includmg i (eat),

or I (it), e (men), se (hat), v (earth), 4 (up), d (not), 0 (all),

on (no), n (who), and u (put), but, in my limited expenence,
I have not heard any one monkey make more than a few
sounds of the complete senes ! The higher apes appear to be
much more silent than their lower relatives, but their gestures

are eloquent. Of consonant soimds, the only ones I have
observed are a soft-palatal release made by the Hamadryas
Baboon, and a glotti release made by the Pig-tailed Monkey
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(Malay States), by the Chimpanzee and by the Sutty
Mangaby.
The Siamang Monkey makes a sound very like m, by closmg

the mouth and inflatmg a bladder under the chm durmg
phonation The Japanese Ape makes a nasal sound, rather

like the French na^ vowel ft (as in vm), while the Orang
makes a suckmg-in sound which might do duty as a consonant.

The Chimpanzee makes a very human he (as m hen) or hse (as

m hat) when tickled. The beginnings of song are certainly

present m the cries of some of the monke}^. Thus the Siamang
monkey has a call, which I have recorded thus —

n du du du ou
Fig. 90

the « (earth) being very clear, and the du sounds bemg nasal

Here we have words, music and rhythm—all combined 1

At the Dubhn Zoo, about 1924, I met Dr Cross, who had
made a special study of the sounds produced by the monkeys.
He told me that one sound (of the u type) was a call of welcome,
and that a newcomer to whom he made it had immediately
established friendly relations with him when he addressed it

with that particular call.

That the apes can be taught to articulate is proved by
the success of Dr. WiUiam H. Furness^ in teachmg a young
female orang-outan to say “ papa ”—which she finally

recognized as her teacher’s name—and the word " cup
”

which she used of her own accord, when ill, to express the
fact that she was thirsty.

Professor Robert M. Yerkes, of Yale, m his book. Almost
Human, concludes that the apes do not use langueige, and that

the various sounds that they make are innate emotional
expressions.

He makes the interesting suggestion that they may perhaps
be taught to use their fingers somewhat as does the deaf

and dumb person, and thus hdped to acquire a simple-, non-
vocal sign-language.

The most direct way to carry out Professor Yerkes’ suggestion

^ " Observations on the Mentality of the Chimpanzees and Otang-outans,"
Proc. Anur. Philos. Soc., 1916, 55, pp. 281-90.
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would be to put a young chimpanzee (for example) under the
care of a deaf mute, with mstructions to the keeper to “ talk

”

to the animal freely by gesture, and to encourage it to mutate
him, and to ask m sign-language for what it wanted. Such an
expienment—given a sympathetic deaf-mute teacher, and a
tractable young chimpanzee pupil—^with adequate intelhgence

on both sides—would seem very likely to succeed.

That the higher apes have not developed speech is less

surpnsmg when one considers how httle advantage speech
would brmg to them under their normal conditions of life.

For conve5nng simple ideas, bodily gesture is probably quite

as effective as speech—except onlym the dark , and as, at mght,
wammgs, recognitions, ch^enges, and so on would natui^y
be expressed by emotional cnes, there would seem to be httle,

if any, scope for speech in commumties havmg the mental
development of the apes—^which is said to be equal at most
to that of the human child of two years.

Human Gesture Language

In Sir E B Tylor's Early History of Mankind} he gives

an mterestmg account of some comparatively modem uses of

human gesture as a form of language. The most remarkable
of these is the universal gesture language which was current

until recent times among the native Red Indian tnbes of North
Amenca. This was a silent language, by which all the different

tnbes, who met together on the plains, speakmg widely
different languages, could understand one another and carry

on mter-tnbal communications and negotiations The gesture

signs were very similar to those which are naturally evolved
by deaf mutes, and were developed in several different ways.

Thus, the gesture might imitate the shape or outhne of the

thing descnbed—as when a circle was drawn in the air to

represent the sun ; or it might refer to a common movement
of the thing descnbed, eg as by making characteristic

motions of the hand to si^ufy those of a horse , or the

gesture might indicate an attnbute of the thing or person
described. For example, the Bntish Prime Minister, Mr.
Stanley Baldwm, havmg been popularly associated with his

tobacco pipe, a tobacco pipe gesture might also come to mean
" Prime Minister

> 1870 (Amencan edition, 1878), chaps. 2, 3, and 4, also the same author's
Anthropology, 1881, pp. 114-28.
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Further information on this subject was obtained in New York
m May, 1928, from General Scott, the leadmg authonty on the

Indian Sign-language. He pointed out that the Sign-language

is still in the primitive root stage, and has apparently changed
but little smce histone times. There is evidence from the

writings of Torquemada that the Tultecka and Chichimeka
tribes “ talked together by signs because their languages were
different ” pnor to Aztec times.

In the Indian Sign-language there is no differentiation

between parts of speech—^the signs are based on mutation and
analogy ; thus, such actions as prayer—hands up—and sleep

—face restmg on hand—are mutations, whereas time—mdicated
as if by drawmg an imaginary thread backwards with the right

hand from the closed left hand held downwards—or the word
bad—mdicatedby a throwmgaway gesture—are due to analogy.

Spiritual ideas are signed by analogy, for example, the right

hand with two fingers held up like a wolf’s ear, means foxy,

or wise—Whence, a scout
;

in this case, therefore, the sign m
question is analogous to a verbal hononym having three

meamngs. Wisdom is signed by the wolf's ears moved
laterally, as if huntmg the ground , the same sign coupled
with the sign for sleep means a sleep-wisdom, i.e a dream.
Knowledge is signed by a small opemng made between the

crossed first fingers and thumbs held parallel, the openmg then
being enlarged by drawing the hands apart. Water is signed

by the action of scooping up and dnnkmg from the hand

;

runnmg water is signed by the sign for water, plus a forward
ripplmg motion of the hand. Fire is signed by the fingers

closed together, pomting upwards and opened suddenly, as

if bursting mto flame. The heat of the sun is represent^ by
the open hands with fingers extended, as if pressing downwards.
Numerals are counted from the httle finger of the left hand,

held as if with a spear under the left elbow ; five is s5mibolize(i

by the left hand help up, ten by the two hands dropped and
closed ; six to rune are signed by the left hand plus additional

fingers of the right hand.
The Cistercian Monks, whose vows precluded them from

speaking to one another, are said to have evolved a gesture

language, very similar to those already mentioned. It seems
to be as natural to man as to the lower animals to express

himself by pantomimic gestures when no other means are

available.
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The Emotional Language of Laryngeal Sound

Side by side with the development of gesture, there must
have been a sister art—so to call it—based on the use of the
laiynx. The power of expressing the emotions by laiyngeal

tones is (as we have noted) almost universal among the higher
animals, and it may be imagmed that, in the early stages of

human development, mankmd roared and grunted and sung,

on the one hand, to express his emotions, and gesticulated

and grimaced on the other to explam his ideas In some cases

he may have used both methods together, as when a dog makes
the threatenmg gesture of showmg his teeth, and energizes or

phonates this gesture by the addition of a laiyngeal growl.

Thus, accordmg to The Tttnes of 6th September, 1927, Mr H N.
Ridley, of the Smgapore Botanic Gardens, had observed that
" Many of the sm^er monkeys uttered a range of sounds that

seemed to convey states of rmnd and to be a rudimentary kind
of language There were warning cries, as at the presence

of snakes, calls to the young, sociable chattering, sex calls,

and fightmg challenges
”

The Gesture Theory of Speech

What drove man to the invention of speech was, as I

imagme, not so much the need of expressmg his thoughts (for

that might have been done quite satisfactorily by bodily

gesture) as the difficulty of “ talkmg with his han^ full

It was the continual use of man’s hands for craftsmanship,

the chase, and the b^innings of art and agriculture, that

drove him to find other methods of expressmg his ideas

—

namely, by a specialized pantomime of the tongue and lips.

Mr J. A. McMordie has suggested to me that the development
of the arts and crafts also occupied the eyes, so that these

were less available for recogmzmg gestures.

The apes, having (m their environment) no need of crafts-

manship, thus escaped the necessity for a vocal language.

As man developed in inteUigence and technique, the need
for more exact gestures became greater, while his hands became
more occupied with the arts and crafts. Gestures, which
were previously made by hand, were unconsciously copied

by movements or positions of the mouth, tongue or hps ^

;

* Dr Gregory, of the Metrx>politaii Museum of Natural History, New York,
with whom I discussed this theory, pointed out to me that it would be more
probable that the mouth and bodily gestures were made concurrently at
first and finally superseded by mouth gestures.
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other gestures were developed—depending on any of the
various instinctive methods of gesture formation of which
some examples have already been given.

The origin of such a system of tongue and hp gestures may
be mferred from an observation of Charles Darwm in his book
The Expression of the Emotions, where, at p. 34, he wntes •

in relation to what he calls " serviceable associated habits
”

“ There are other actions which are commonly performed under
certam circumstances independently of habit, and which
seem to be due to imitation or some kind of sjunpathy Thus,
persons cuttmg anythmg with a pair of scissors may be seen
to move their jaws simultaneously with the blades of the
scissors. Children leammg to write often twist about their

tongue as their fingers move, in a ridiculous fashion i
”

The argument, then, runs as follows . Ongmally man
expressed his ideas by gesture, but as he gesticulated with his

hands, his tongue, hps and jaw unconsciously followed suit

m a ndiculous fashion, “ understud3ang ” (as Sir Henry
Hadow aptly suggested to me) the action of the hands.^

The consequence was that when, owing to pressure of other

business, the pnncipal actors (the hands) retired from the
stage—as much as principal actors ever do—their under-
studies—the tongue, lips and jaw—were alreadly proficient

in the pantomimic art

Then the great discovery was made that if while makmg
a gesture with the tongue and hps, air was blown through the
or^ or nasal cavities, the gesture became audible as a whispered
speech sound If, while pantomimmg with tongue, hps and
jaw our ancestors sang, roared or grunted—m order to draw
attention to what they were doing—

a

still louder and more
remarkable effect was produced, namely, what we call voiced

Either effect—whispered speech or voiced speech—had
this important property, that it enabled the mouth pantomime
to be recognized by ear, so that, for the first time, mankmd
was able to impart information in the dark, or when he was
was out of sight of the person with whom he wished to com-
municate.

Our ancestors must have soon found that all gestures of

^ Professor Tilney of Columbia Um
speech centres in the human brain a

centres.
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tongue and lips were not equally suitable for this method of

communication, and that, in particular, lateral movements of

hps, tongue or jaw produced httle or no audible change. It

was therefore necessary to limit mouth pantomime to up and
down, and to and fro movements—^in other words, to operate

in two dimensions instead of in three.

In this way there was developed a new system of conventional

gesture of the organs of articulation from which, as I suggest,

nearly aU human speech took its origm.

This suggestion has often been foreshadowed. In the

Cratylus of Plato on the origin of names ^ Socrates is represented

as askmg (amongst others) the foUowmg questions •

—

" If we had no voice or tongue, and wished to make things

clear to one another, should we not try as dumb people actually

do, to make signs with our hands andhead and person generally ?

. . . And when we wish to express an5rthmg by voice or tongue
or mouth, will not our expression by these means be accom-
plished, m any given instance, when an imitation of somethmg
IS accomplished by them ^ . . . A name then, it appears, is a

vocal mutation of that which is mutated, and he who imitates

with his voice names that which he imitates
''

If mstead of “ voice ” Plato had said “ movements of his

tongue and hps ” this chapter imght have been unnecessary !

The Tongue Track

Before considering m any detail this relation between
the movements of tongue, hps, etc , which constitute the

process of Articulation m speech, and the meaning that is

attached to each mdividual group of movements, it will be
wen to look once more at the mechanism by which they are

produced.
In Fig. 91 I have shown the approximate position to which

my own tongue is humped to produce each of the vowels
mentioned This diagram may be compared with those pre-

viously given in Phonetic Transcription and Transhteration
{Proposes of the Copenhagen Conference, April, 1925), or m
A. Lloyd James’ Speech and Language.^
The tongue is variable in shape but constant in volume

,

it follows that as its middle part is humped further back in the

‘ I have to thank Mr. Montague Francis Ashley-Montague of the Galton
Society, New York, for this reference.

British Broadcasting Corporation, 1928.
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mouth, the tip of the tongue, just behmd the lower teeth, tends
to move backward.^
In my own mouth, the tip of the tongue hes close behind

the lower teeth in the vowel i (eat) and moves progressively

backward during the senes i (it), ei (hay), e (men), ee (hat),

9 (earth), a (up), a (calm), durmg which it recedes about
10 mm. and stiU further from a (cahn) through d (not), 0 (all)

to 0 (no) at 20 mm.—then it moves shghtly upwards for u (who)

and down agam for u (put) *

Fig 91

It will be seen therefore that m producing the vowel senes

i, e, 8B, A, 0, n, 0 , u, n, i, the middle part or hump of my tongue

shaped course, while the tip of

the tongue moves back and forth by about 20 mm

,

say f inch. The bps mamtam an approximately constant

opening except at a (all), 0 (no) and u (who) for which they

tly shown in Lloyd James’ Fig. 3
1' Fig 4 shows the same tongue-tip positions for i and U.
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are protruded and progressivdy brought closer together so

as to reduce the mouth opening.

For the consonants, the approximate positions of the total

or partial closures made by the tongue and lips—m my own
case—are shown in Fig. 92. In many of these, e.g. i/i, t/d/n,

0/», Hi and r the tip of the tongue is active and takes part

in the actual closures.

In the case of J (sh) and 5 (zh) the tongue actually makes
two partial closures of which only the rearmost is mdicated.

In r (untnlled) the hump of the tongue goes to the position

indicated, but with the tip of the tongue curled back towards
the hump—^while the sides of the hump are raised to touch

the palate.

Mouth Pantomime

We can now form a mental picture of how the process of

speech-making actually began, but an example or two will

make the argument clearer. If the mouth, tongue and hps
be moved as m eating, this constitutes a gesture sign meaning
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“ eat ”
; if, while making this sign, we blow air through the

vocal cavities, we automatically produce the whispered sounds
mnyAm-mnyAm {mnyum), or mnTA .mnTA {mnya)—^words

which probably would be almost umversally understood, and
which actually occur as a children’s word for food m Russian,
as well as in English.^

Similarly, the action of sucking liquid in small quantities

into the mouth, if “ blown ” as before, produces the whispered
words lip, BAP, according to the exact position of the tip of the

tongue behmd the lower teeth It may be noted that the
resonance changes produced by nearly all movements of the
organs of articulation are the same, whether the breath is

moving into or out of the cavities—^m other words, we can
whisper equally well on an m or out breath * The transition

from an m-breathmg gesture to an out-breathmg whispered
or phonated speech sound is therefore a very simple one

Professor Otto Jespersen * points out that “ the vowel i (eat),

especially m its narrow or thin vanety, is particularly appro-
priate to express what is small, weak, msignificant, or, on the

other hand, refined or dainty ” He gives instances of this

m vanous languages
; he also refers to the observation * that

in correspondmg pronouns and adverbs, the vowel i frequently

mdicates what is nearer, and other vowels, especially a or u,

what is farther off Here we have an excellent example of the

same principle The small front cavity, made by the tongue,

to express smallness—or the forward pushmg of the tongue,

to express nearness, both naturally result m the audible

vowels 1 or I
,
the withdrawal of the tongue to the back of the

mouth to express famess or largeness, results m the vowels

Q, a, or u. One of Tylor's examples (quoted by Jespersen)

IS especially mterestmg ; iki, m Javan, means " this ”, ika

(a less forward tongue position) means " that ”, a httle

removed, while iku (retracted tongue and protruded bps) to

indicate a distant object, means ” yon, farther away
Many of the mvented words used by children—^mentioned

* Tylor, m his Pnmthve Culture, 1903, vol 1, Chaps, vand vi (New York,
1877), refers inter alia, to puf (blow), mu (dumb), ksku (sneeze), and nyam
(eat), but considers them all as derived from imitation of the sounds of

the actions they represent
* Except in the case of J (sh) which becomes like 5 (lecht) on an in-breath.
* Language, Its Nature, Development, and Ongvn, 1922, p. 402.
* See E. B Tylor, op. cit , Prtmtftee Culture (New York ed., vol. 1

, p 220),
and Anthropology, 1881, p. 128
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on p. 152 of Je^rsen’s book—seem capable of explanation
on the same principle, such as gon (swallowing gesture) for
" water to drmk, rnilk ”, adi (a tasting gesture) for " cake ”,

dsdetj (gallopmg gesture made with the tip of the tongue)

for “ horse Professor Jespersen appears to have had an
inkling of this relationship of gesture to articulation, for at

p. 136, m speakmg of the negative, he says " sometimes the n
IS heard without a vowel . it is only the gesture of tummg up
one’s nose made audible ”.

The followmg additional children’s words may be mentioned
f(ph)im, meanmg " to smell ”,^ min-nie “ sugar ”, da " chair

and sit down ”, by-la “ to put away toys ”, possibly equals

bye-bye " go to bed ” and lo ” put down ”, by-nu “ to throw
away permanently ”, where nu may be a hp projectmg gesture.®

Another adult example may be given, namely, m coimection
with the beckoning gesture—commonly made by extendmg the
hand, palm up, drawmg it mwards towards the face and at the
same tune bendmg the fingers inwards towards the palm. This
gesture may be imitated with the tongue, by protruding,

withdrawmg, and bendmg up its tip as it re-enters the mouth
and falls to rest.

If this ” gesture ” be blown or voiced, we get a resultant

whispered or phonated word, like eda, eSo or ebra (accordmg
to the degree of contact between tongue and upper lip or

palate) suggestive of the Icelandic hebr, the Hmdustani
idhor, and the Slavonic idei—all of which bear much the same
meanmg as our English word ” hither If the same tongue
gesture be finished more vigorously, the resultant word will

end m a k or g, owmg to the back portion of the tongue making
a closure against the soft palate.

Thus, by unconsciously using the tongue, lips, jaw, etc.,

m the place of the head, hands, etc
,
pantomimic gesture

would almost automatically produce human speech.

Synthetic Words

In March, 1927, I was in New York and met Dr. Neville

Wh3miant, formerly Professor of Oriental Languages and
Philosophy m Hosei University, Tokyo , and sometime
lecturer m Chmese and Japanese at the School of Oriental

Studies, Umversity of London. I happened to state in his

‘ Per the Rev. H. J. Langley. • Per Lady Malise Graham,
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presence my belief that i-i (made with a little mouth) and a-o

or 0-0 (aw-aw) (made with a big mouth) were the ongmal
human words for " httle ” and “ big ” respectively.

Dr. Wh5miant added the interesting information that I'l

was actually the primitive Pol3mesian word for “ httle ”,

while the archaic Japanese word for " big ” was ohd. In
view of this apparent confirmation, I started to devise a
number of fabncated words, descriptive of various simple
actions, such as primitive man might have used The process

adopted was to make, m the first instance, a pantomimic
hand gesture, descnptive of the action m question, and then
to mvent a correspondmg gesture of the tongue and hps which
might do duty m the place of the hand gesture, the corre-

spondence being judged by " feel ” rather than by sight

When a satisfactory tongue and hp gesture had been evolved,

it was then converted into whispered speech, by blowmg air

through the mouth, or mto voiced speech by humming or

gruntmg during the performance of the gesture of the tongue
and hps, etc

In the following table the fabncated words thus formed
are set out, together with Dr. Neville Wh5Tnant’s additions, in

the fourth column, of some actual words with similar meaning,
occurrmg in primitive Polynesian, Melanesian, Indonesian
or archaic Japanese speech In the column labelled Phonetic

Resultant, the sounds produced by the pantomimic gestures

are transcnbed as ongmally recorded

There are, however, a number of additional resultants, due to

the same tongue and hp gestures, which might have been
mcluded, and which, m some cases, give an even better fit

to Dr. Whjnnant’s words in the fourth column Thus, d, t,

and n are all due to the same tongue gesture—the differentia-

tions being made farther back. Therefore, “ dra ” for feel,

stroke, might equally have been written “ tra ”—which closely

resembles Dr. \^5miant’s “ tura

Similarly, p, b and m are due to a single lip gesture, so that

8aP, 8up might also be 8Ab, 8ab—a closer fit to Dr. Whjmiant’s
8ubu. “ Ledl-ledl " might equally have been letl-letl, so as to

correspond with “ lete-lete ” to wave aloft, while paI written

as bAl or mbAl, compares very closely with the actual words
" bulu ” and “ mbuln

It will be seen that in every instance except one.

Dr. Whymant has found actual words of similar meaning which
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show phonetic relation to the fabricated words. For the present

purpose only the closest “fits" given by Dr. Whymant
have been included in this table.

Meaning. Pantomimic Gesture. Phonetic Result.
Proto-Polynesian.
Archaic Japanese.

Reach up Tongue reaching up

to touch

palate

aS, ae, or ad ado, adha-adara,

idaru, Arch. Jap.

Feel, stroke „ feeling palate

backward and

downward

era, Sro, Ira,

dra

torn, tola, tatoni,

Hazlewood 246.

Feelsmooth,

stroke up
„ feeling be-

hind lower

teeth and up

behind front

teeth

0x1, oil, «xl •oila, -eilo, -toira

on, on, olo, oloi

(Nine. Futuna)

(W. ChuxchiU Pol

Wand 391).

Draw back

suddenly

„ protruded

and with-

STAp, 8b5ap eBhnpa, Bapi,

(Indonesian),

Brandstetter and

Kem rap (Pol.

Wand. 305) Aneit-

yum.

,, scraped be-

tween teeth

8ap, Bap, Bn Baba, Baa
(Indonesian),

Biandst and Kern.

Wave aloft „ waved, touch-

ing palate

leBl-leBl

ledl-ledl

lete-lete, vele-vele

(Proto-Indones),

Brandst. and Kern,

lela.^ (Hawaiian,

Fijian) Pol. Wand.

421. Hazlewood 66.

* (Per Dr. Whymant) lele in Fijian—the outer end of tree-branches ii

Samoan, Hawaiian, Tongan, Futuna, and Efate, ather meteor or wind-dnvei)
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Meaning Pantomimic Gesture Phonetic Result
Proto-Polyncsian

.

Archaic Japanese

Shake (like

a mat)

Tongue shaken (be-

hind the

teeth)

Dla-ola ore-ore (Japanese),

olio, urea. Fijian.

Hazlewood 142.

rnra-mm, Rap-

anni East.Isld 299.

sub or

spear

„ protruded

between lips

and teeth

pels, paB, or

possibly PaI

hula, mhulu (Indo-

nesian), Brand-

stetter. m b a 1

0

(Fijian) , Hazlewood

241 pill (Hawaiian)

Pol Wand 289

Shoot (with

bow and

arrow)

,. reflexedigrip

at back ol

tongue, and

sudden re-

lease

Br-ki, Br-kni

or dr-ki,

dr-kn

koki, ikoki. (The

imtial K represent-

ing a strongly re-

flexed R) Author

Cf odri (Skt)

arrow.

Pull down „ reflexed and

lowered

tro, tro ndrei (Fijian), Hazle-

wood 30. tore,

atara (Japanese)

Chamberlain and

Ueda Tr Asiatic

Soc. of Japan

Fig 93

Another list of synthetic words, which was also submitted,
later, to Dr. Wh5miant, is the followmg,i to which I have added
the nearest confirmation found by him.

* Compare Proc Royal Soc. A, vol cxix, 1928, p. 168.
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Action. Gestures of Articulation Resultant. Actual.

Sew A gnp with protruded lip pm-ari full \ P.W.
—retracted and released bi ill VUBI J 292

(poi) followed by a new
gnp at a higher level ()
retracted (r) and

brought forward to near

the onginal starting

Alternative to second part

of gesture, gnp ()
followed by lifting and
protruding the tongue

and finally curving it

downward and back

into the mouth

m ^

4lA
zr

(Tongan, Samoan,

Coil or RoU Initial back gnp (k) koilA koem (Jap

)

(towards followed by further de- (kawila) Engl koU (coil)

oneself) pression of tongue (0)

lifting to near palate (I)

and bending back so as

to touch the palate (1

or r) before dropping

(A)

g r kaviri (Rapanm)

E.I. 269

Roll (away) Tongue starts from k, tl. thoe t’rie (Indonesian)

or r position and

curves upward and for-

ward (l) down and
back (o) and up and
forward (l)

dr

k
r

SB (for 0)

Skeat and Blagden.

Blow (thro' A sudden (plosive) blast kq (as in fa (-n)

a tube) with lips protruded French cmi)

9

ku (Jap.)

hu (Rapanm)

(Easter Island, W.
ChurchiU 274).

* The additional consonants inserted under the synthetic words are
alternatives, due to the same tongue and hp gesture.
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Dance up Dancmg action of the U-b li'lo Indo-Qun.

and down

to and fro

tongue r X P. Schmidt lib ^

(Skt.) rexe (leap)

E.i.249liilb-by.

Plough Tongue tip drawn back and kori kaxb (Fiji) Hay. 237.

scraped forward along (r keii (dig) Pol.

the floor of the mouth guttural)

S8
koi

Wand 347 kei

(Marquesas) P W.
347 kaxih * (Ind.

Iran )

Strip Knuns Strip tongue between teeth thp or tup. Indo-Chin

from the

stalk

dhb P Schmidt.

collect tongue reflexed x

take a hand- front gnp between tongue. a IS cf Aryan la (sow

ful and

scatter

teeth and lips, tongue

suddenly lowered and

protruded.

s

6’prtui

gram)

complete above actions in succession Bb z say —
action as

above

OApexaa

(or equi-

valents in

B.bandz]

No equivalent found.

Pick bemes Front gnp released ip or lb

collect them tongue reflexed I
bury in the tongue tip buned between dvz or toaa, tannin

ground front of lower teeth and

under lip

dvB (Tanna and Efate)

complete above actions m succession p’xdvi taBavn (Fijian)

action as

above iperdavz

(or eqm-

valents ii

t and 8)

Hazlewood 119.

fig. 94.

‘ Game or en)oyment— Prof L.H Gray.
* Dancing a child up and down, to and fro, to put it to sleep (author) , also

the Lithnaman £iu6ia>liulia (fcAw-fcAa-ht-la) = lullaby.

• Per Prof. L H Gray
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With reference to the words tana, tonom, for bury in the

ground, I find that tan can be made by a very similar burying
gestureto that of dv* or tvs,but with slightlymore open mouth—
the initial t apparently represents an initial gnp, like my ip.

With these substitutions my spordavz becomes tordavx, not
unhke the Fijian ta8aya. I do not know whether such a tongue
gesture as that of thrusting it behmd the lower lips has been
observed in any language, but I understand ^at tongue
protrusion as an articulation gesture is known
With reference to the words for " blow through a tube ”,

Dr. Wh3miant has pomted out that words begmnmg with
£ or fu are nearer the ongmal sound—e g. archaic Japanese
fukil. This would mdicate that the blowmg action did not
generally begm (as I assumed) with a sudden plosive release

of the breath at high pressure, but by an mcreasing pressure

so as to accelerate fixe dart m its passage through the tube
As to the gesture of protrudmg the bps (to form the vowel n)

it is mteresting to remember that many unrelated races

of primitive men commonly pomt with their hps (instead of

with their hands) to indicate direction

The foUowmg are some additional S5mthetic words with
the nearest confirmations found —

Action. Gestures of Articulation. Resultant Actual.

shoot with

bow and

arrow (alter-

native

gesture).

lips protruded and drawn

back, then closed, pro-

jected and plosively re-

leased.

oui-pq 1-pd (arrow)

hhl-pa (Hoka)

e-pa (throw spear.

Pol)

Rivet 223.1

big big mouth 0-0

0-0

6h6.®

Uttle little mouth i-i I‘I, Itl.*

dig tongue thrust down from

contact with palate (ta)

and thrown up and back

(ri or dl)

tori

tadi
tori

Les Malayo Polyn^sie
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Action. Gestures of Articulatton. Resultant Actual.

suck Eip lips compressed and slightly ran
protruded,breathexpelled nCP nra
instead of drawn in as in sup up, lip 1

sucking. (English).

Dr. Whymant has also given several other gesture-words
from Proto-Polynesian, archaic Japanese and Chinese speech

—

from which I select the following :

—

Come here ohft’rh loi

koohyra-e

haere-mu

Compare Eng. here

Swallow goba-gobn

Eat koi-koi

koramuramu
komu

Drink nimm
nomu

In this connection I have attempted to devise synthetic

words which might be equally apphcable to the actions of

eating, drmkmg and smoking, e.g. :

—

fypm or fsrpma

ii.b.iL a n

hyka compare hookah
i.n.g.

ng compare hunger

dubsa
t p
n

Tun’ga

k

9

Anthor.
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tnmaga
d b k
n P ?

The f IS intended to be bilabial.

I understand that such generalized words for all three
actions are used in certain languages, but have not yet examined
them. The following are some S5mthetic words for various
methods of eating :

—

Bite hard (nga)

Eat with mouth full gob (gob)

Eat daintily mnuiin

pli0p (sohd food)

ti«p (soft food)

Taste (tongue to
palate) Iia

niA )

tiA [(less dainty)

diA J

Gestures of Outline

Another senes of tongue and hp gestures which may offer

an interestmg field of study are those suitable for symbohzmg
the shape of vanous kinds of plants and trees

In Fig 96 the attempt has been made to collect together
some examples of these gestures which appear reasonably
descnptive of the outhne of vanous types of shoot, plant,

tree, etc , and to give in each case the type of word which the
gesture of articulation produces The hst of gestures might,
no doubt, be greatly extended, while the resultant words of the
present hst must be multiphed many fold so as to mclude the
other gestural eqmvalents of the consonants named m each
case. Thus 1 might in general be replaced by t, n, 6, 9 and often
by r, though the tongue gesture which produces 1 is more truly

a pomtmg up gesture. Similarly, or s, as a jutting forward
gesture—eg. for the tip of a branch—^may be replaced by
u or nb ; k—indicating the root of the pl^t or tree—^may
equally be g or ng.

No systematic confirmation of these words has been
attempted, though several—such as loroa, Ula and tutor

—
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sound familiar, and oneortwo—such as that for tiiou—^havebeen

suggested by the consideration of actual words for certain

plants. The gestures for diort plants—^made with the tongue

Up gesiures

] I ^ I c r 1 M f f
09 kos kis kal kar oir aiis ilis alil ilil olila

T T T T
,

1 V
a-ir-31 a-is-ri ash ashra allsAae oiice aslar

DoWn gestures

] I ^ ^ j r t, f 7
Sa sak SI fsi tslau sha * ro fra' lila sfa

1 X <( 'Tt'*- T t tTl
sfak fseak fsal laras lonslins ir-sea friseo bonoro

t

Lateral -(i erfere& off} gestures

ens<vsire esirKesiro eriu enl,lire ires sen
ivknsc.orise ,uire

Fig 96.

raised near the roof of the mouth—^produce the vowel i

The tongue tracks are drawn, as before, for a mouth pointmg
to the left of the page,

> Only one side of the symmetncal outhne is indicated by the tongue track.
• The d> IS here treated as constituting a single tongue posture—though,

in fact, It approaches the palate at two points simultaneously.
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The tongue-track diagrams are divided for convenience
mto three classes—up, down, and lateral—the lateral move-
ments—suggestive of spreadii^ branches—^being (as has
already been explained) actually represented by fore and aft

movements of tongue and bps.

In connection with these spreading branch gestures, it may
be pointed out that enl is (substantially) the same gesture as

erin, the Sumerian word for cedar, and that lire actually

becomes lidre (cf. cedar) if the tongue momentarily closes

against the palate on its journey from • to r.

In connection with Dr. Whymant’s confirmation of my
i-i and o-o or o-o words. Miss Hall, the head of a weD-known
girls’ school near Pittsfield, U.S.A., informed me in 1927
of the mterestmg case of a boy of her acquamtance named
GrenvUle Gilbert, of Ware, Mass , who up to the age of 3^ to

4 years could not be induced to speak English, but used a
language of his own. In that language o-o meant large

;

i-i (ee-ee) meant small, ba meant dog, bojm meant fall It is

remarkable that in this case the boy had hit on the same words
for large and small as the early Japanese and Pol3mesians '

This and the examples of children's invented words, which
have been already quoted from Professor Jespersen and others,

suggest that the pantomimic use of the organs of articulation

comes naturally to children, and therefore probably also to

primitive man.
It is hardly necessary to assume that such Polynesian words

as oda (reach up), oila (feel smooth) or lete-lete (wave aloft)

have persisted unchanged smce speech began ;
they may have

been re-invented, owmg to the persistence of the pantomimic
mstinct.

The Aryan Roots

At the suggestion of my friend Professor L. H. Gray, the

experiment was made of examimng a list of Aryan (Indo-

European) roots, usmg the selection which appears m Professor

Walter Skeat’s Etymot^tcal Dictionary of the English

Language. These roots, it will be understood, are not actual

words, but “ extracts ” of words—^i.e. the essential or qualif3dng

parts of words (in different related languages) which appear
to carry the meaning.
The first search disclosed some sixty words, not including

their variants, in which the movement of the tongue and/or
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lips and jaw required to produce the root-word appeared to

have a symbohc or pantomimic relation to its meamng as

given by Professor Skeat. Thus •

—

ogh or angh—choke, strangle (as in anguish)—is an evident
tightenmg of the throat made by the tongue,

ad—(Latin, edo, eat)—is a tastmg or eatmg gesture made by the
tongue touching the palate.

on—^breathe, as m animal—^is the result of breathmg through
the nose.

ap and am—seize and take—^are the results of the appropriate
gesture of the lower ]aw and bps.

wa—^blow—^is a blowing gesture.

kar—curve or roll—is made by a curvmg or rollmg motion of

the tongue—a downward motion of the back of the tongue
(ka) followed by an upward and backward motion of the
tip of the tongue (r)

ka—swell out, be hollow—as m cave—is made by a hollow
mouth cavity, m which the air is made to resonate by the

sudden release (k)

gar—devour, swallow, eat or drink greedily—as in gargle,

IS a swallowing or gulpmg gesture

goa—choose, taste—as in gust, disgust, is a swallowing and
tastmg gesture

ghor—seize, grasp, hold, contain, bend—as m girth, is a (gh)

release at the back of the mouth, followed by a bending
back or “ contammg ” gesture (r). (Compare kor.)

ghu—pour—as in gush, m which the mouth is made as hoUow
as possible with protruded hps, suggests the idea of a
bottle Compare ka—^hollow—the gh mstead of k is

suggestive of a flow through the cavity,

tank—contract, compress—^as m thong, is due to two com-
pressions m succession, fore and aft the palate,

da—give—seems to be an offering gesture made with the
tongue.

dhogh (originally dhenghe)—to milk, peld milk—is due to

sucking and swallowing gestures in succession,

pa—feed, nourish—^is a sucking gesture ma is due to a precisely

similar hp gesture, but with the hp closure prolonged and
the nasal passage open.

pok—^bind, fasten, fix, hold fast (our word pack)—is due to a

release by the hps, followed immediatdy by a gnp made
at the back of the tongue.
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pop, pomp—swell out, grow round (whence oiu: word pimple)

—

tell their own story.

bhrogh—^break—^is due to a bending back of the tongue (after

the b release) followed by a lowering (o) and then a
tightemng or lifting of the back of the tongue (gh). It

is as though one hand seized a stick (b) and bent it down
(r), while the other hand forcibly lifted up the other end
(gh) so as to break; it in the middle,

mod—chew—is an eatmg gesture of bps and tongue,

moig—rub gently, wipe, stroke, milk—may be a rubbing or

suckmg and swallowmg gesture, the rubbmg being done by
the tongue travelhng back along the palate to form the (rg)

.

mu—^bind, close, shut up, enclose—as in mute, is a closed mouth,
opened to ihe smallest extent to produce the final (u).

rlgh. Ugh (originally riux, hnx)— due to the gesture

of hckmg the palate baclwards
rug, lug—^break, bend—are due to the bending back (r), or

gnp (1), followed by the tongue-drop (u) and lift or grip

(g) at the back of the tongue. Compare brogh, beanng m
mind that the tongue positions of u and a are closely alhed.

lagh—lie down—as in low, is formed by the tongue raised (1)

and suddenly flattening out in the mouth so as to produce
a partial back closure (gh)

wo, Qw—origmally awe—^breathe, blow—are blowing gestures,

ud, wad—well, gush out, moisten, wet—as in water—are

dnnkmg gestures, such as would be produced by drinkmg
out of one’s hands.

war, wol—cover, surround, protect, guard—as in revolve,

may be protecting gestures (r or 1) made with the tongue
following an «ncovering lip gesture (wa).

worg—press, urge, shut in, bmd—^is similar in gesture to war,

but followed by a final grip at the back of the tongue (g).

wlk—^bind, fasten, hence our word vetch—is similar in gesture

to work but on a smaller scale. The initial lip gesture

is rather a drawing-back (wi) than an uncovering (wa) and
the withdrawing movement is transferred direct to the

back grip (k).

•a—sow, strew, scatter—^may be compared with da—-give

—

but it starts with a small grip or cavity () made with the

tip of the tongue between the back of the front teeth and
the roof of the mouth, the contents of which are scattered

by the downward tongue gesture to the a position.
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•ok, ika—cut, cleave, sever—^possibly here » is the initial

holding, ok or ka the action of cutting or breaking
•or—to string, bind—again may be the holdmg and r the

bending or binding action.

•or, sol—keep, preserve, make safe, keep whole and sound

—

again is the mitial grip, while the r or 1 have the same
meanmg as in war and wol.

iw, ill—sew, stitch together—^if is the initial holding, the
hp action iw (i-u) may be the to and fro action of the hand
which holds the needle The needle m this case must be
imagmed as pomting forwards

ok—to flow, cause to flow, suck—evidently a suckmg or

swallowing gesture.

«Vnii—cut, dig—as m canal— is the grip, and k a downward
and backward gesture followed by a throwmg up gesture

(n) The action is that of a hoe rather than that of a spade,

kag—^ake—^here there is the gnp () followed by a reduph-

cated movement (k and g) at the other end of the tongue,

ikad, ikid—cleave, scatter—^this may be due to the gnp s,

followed by the rapid change from the k position to the

a (or i) and d. If the tongue track is studied it will be
seen to be fairly appropnate to the idea of cleaving

or scattering. See Fig. 97, and the tongue tracks
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ka, skap—cut, hew, chop—^the same argument may apply,

kap substitutes a closure or holding action of the hps

(p) at the end of the cutting action (ska)—^in place of the

upward throw (d) m ikad.

•kap—<iig—compare ikan, substituting an upward throw of

the jaw, producing a labial p, for that of the tongue,

which produces a palatal n.

•ta—stand—^here the tongue track is : if the tip of

the tongue be considered, or if closure

Fig. 99"

positions only are taken. The first of these may represent

the action of stickmg a spear or pointed stake m the

ground so that it stands by itself.

targ, Btrag, itrig, itrog—stretch
—

^here again tt may be the

hold, r the backward movement, and g the hold at the

other end.

tigh—stnde, climb, ascend—^the tongue track in this case

is something like which possibly might
CM

Fig 100

do duty for the meanings in question, though it also

apparently implies a return from the ascent

!

•na—^bmd together, fasten—^as in sinew, the tongue gesture

(m) here has a meaning comparable to that of the tongue
and lip gestures in liw, fa—only in m the movement
of drawing together is made from front (•) to back (n).

nor, mark—twist, draw tight, entwine, make a noose—^here

the may be the hold, n the bringing together, or the
bending ikck, and k the final hold.

•po—draw out, extend, increase—the small cavity (sp) is

suddenly enlarged to a.
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pu, ipiw—spit out—these are obvious.
mi—smile—probably a smihng gesture

rn, itm—flow, stream—the tongue shdes s5nnbolicaIly back-
ward along the palate

wad—please, be sweet (especially to the taste)—this appears
to be a tasting gesture.

•wap—sleep (Greek vn-vos, Latin sop-or, Russian sp-ate)—here
the iw may possibly represent the human eye which is

closed by the p or b gesture, (Cf. bhag—shine, appear,

m which the iwap gestures are reversed)—m that case
one would not expect the open-mouthed vowel a ; u, as

m Greek, would appear more appropriate.
•war, Mir—string, bind—agam or fw may signify the initial

holdmg, and r the backward bendmg or bindmg movement,
•wal—toss, agitate, swell—on the same principle sw is the

initial hold, or the mitial small size, a is the enlargmg,
or, coupled with the 1 gesture, indicates the tossmg or
agitatmg.

In a recent review of Dr. Skeat’s list of Aryan Roots, it was
found that out of the first 100 roots listed by him, seventy-seven
were clearly pantomimic , in twelve the gestures of articula-

tion were not directly pantomimic, but were suggestive of a
pantomimic ongm, as for example ark, meamng " shme ",

where the reflexed and descending tongue may have reference

to the sun’s rays, and kar, meamng “ bum ”, where the or

may have reference to the springmg up, curving, etc., of flame.

Only eleven of the 100 words showed no evidence of pantomimic
ongm.



Chapter VIII

VOWEL AND CONSONANT SYMBOLISM

The reader who has taken the pains to study the list of root-

words givenm the last chapter and has compared their meanmgs
with the gestures of articulation which produce them, can hardly
have feuled to notice that they present some very interestmg
phenomena. There is a method m their madness.
The same gesture—say for example that of an initial

—

is persistently associated with the idea of an initial grip of

some kmd, usually a grip in front. In the same way the grip

of the back of the tongue against the soft palate which produces
a k, g, or g (ng) is either associated with such actions as

swallowmg, or it refers to a gnp at the back. The consonant
r is almost always associated with a backward movement of

some kind—generally with a bendmg-back, from which it

may be mferred that the ongmal Aryan r was, like the Wessex
r, made by bendmg the tongue itself backwards.

In the presence of such abundant material as that which
the Aryan roots offer it is hard to know when to stop ; it is

hoped that the reader will bear with a brief r&um4 of the
S5mibohsm which has been observed in the case of the remaining
consonants.^

Takmg them in the order of their positions of closure (full

or partial) from the front of the mouth backward we get the
following picture —

p, b, m and bh. These commonly denote closing containing

or gripping actions—^i e. the act of closmg the bps.

The same consonants also necessarily denote the reverse

of these actions, i e bursting, expelling, releasing—viz. when
the hp closure is released.

m seems to imply a continued closure—^which is to be
expected, smce it is only by allowing the air stream to pass
through the nose that the lips can be kept closed, and this

form of closure inevitably produces the consonant m.
u, iw, 1, y. Of these, the vowel u corresponds essentially

to a projecting, pointing, directing, spiouting gesture. Thus,

* See Proc. R.S., loc. cit., pp. 162-8.
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na, bum (jets of flame), to, thu, or ka, swell, du, dnk, tub, lead,

conduct—as in Duke.

iw, wi, as in diw, tiw, sbme, and wid, see, are apparently
miniature lip gestures imitating the human eye, but wi go,

dnve, IS a pointing gesture. The vowel i (as ^eady pointed
out) corresponds to a little mouth and so produces such words
as mi dimimsh.

has already been considered, but two further examples
may be forgiven, to illustrate a new point, namely, that the
position of a consonant m relation to the word may also be
significant Thus, la means to be low, las means to be low and
make a grip forward (s), i.e. to pick out, or glean (com), ku
means to swell, ska means to gnp and then make a swelhng
action—m other words to cover or shelter.

th (0) dh (8) In these, the tongue tip seems to stroke the

palate and back of the upper (front) teeth and the consequent
meaning is that of smearmg, kneading, etc.

t, d, n. Initial t, d, and n often appear not to be significant.

It is as though they were used rather to draw attention to the

remainder of the word like our use of the word “ the ”.

At the middle or end of a word, t, d often denote a stab or rise

or closure in the middle, e g sku, cover, shelter, skut, spring out

,

n often denotes a contmued closure m the same position,

d and n also often relate to eating, tasting, etc , i.e tongue
touching palate, e.g mad, chew.

r, dr, tr. As already mentioned r commonly imphes a
bendmg back, enclosing, etc. dr, tr, frequently denote miming,
flowing, or walking, the direction of the tongue movement
being mwards towards the speaker, e g. ark, protect , »tu,

itru, flow
;

dro, run.

1 IS the result (as is well known) of a tongue gesture very
similar to that of r—the difference bemg that in 1 the tongue
makes more of a point contact with the palate. 1 can, however,

also be made with the tongue protmded and touching the front

of the upper hp. It seems probable that m primitive speech

the tongue was in fact protmded at times, as it still occasionally

is among children. Thus, lubh, love, appears to be a phallic

tongue gesture of which the receptive counterpart was ka
or kam—also meaning love. Generally speakmg 1 denotes

movement, flow or rapid change of posture, as in tal, lift,

wol, be warm, hot, boil.
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k, g, nk, ng, gh, h. These are all made with a grip or constric-

tion at the back of the throat. Hence kok, konk, hong, hang,
dak, toh, t<mg, take, hold, ma is to think, mak—to think and
grip back, i.e to oneself—is to have power, be great.

The great majonty of words in Dr. Skeat’s list of 500 or 600
appear to be pantomimic. They are built up, much as the
Chinese ideographs were, by the addition of separately

significant elements. Thus, to give a final example from the

A^an roots, la is, as we have already said, to low, lai is

to be low and grip in front, i.e. to glean ; lag is to be low and
grip back, i e to collect ; lagh with a continuing grip at the

back IS to be low and stay there, i.e, to lie down ; lod is to be
low and then spring up, i.e. to let go.

Prior Statements of the Gesture Theory

Sir E. B Tylor, to whose Researches into the Early History

of Mankind reference has already been made, evidently came
very near to the formulation of this same theory of the Ongm
of Speech. Thus in talking of Heimcke’s description of a

19 year old deaf mute’s invented words, Tylor says “ some of

these sounds, as ‘ mumm ’ and ‘ schipp ' for eatmg and drinkmg,

and perhaps ' beyer ’ for the dog, are mere vocalizations of the

movements of the mouth which the deaf and dumb make in

imitatmg the actions of eating and drmking in their gesture

Further on, m contrasting gesture language and word
language, he says :

“ These two kmds of utterance are capable

of being translated with more or less exactness into one another ;

and it seems more likely than not that there may be a similanty

between the process by which the human mind first uttered

itself m speech, and that by which the same mind still utters

itself in gestures.”

After the above was written. Professor L. H. Gray drew my
attention to the gesture theory of language propounded by
Wilhelm Wundt, in his Vdlkerpsychologie}- Wundt there

definitely recognizes that it is the gestures of articulation

(rather than the sounds) which are significant, and that the

resultant sounds are " inwardly ” associated with the gestures

which caused them, so that the sound tends to evoke the same
mimic gesture in the hearer.

> See vd. }, pp. 116, 126, 136, 332 (1904).
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He instances a group of words, in many different languages,

referring to organs or acts, such as : tongue, mouth, eat, to be
still, to blow, in which the sounds are due to a descriptive

use of the organs, or to a pantomimic gesture made by them.

It does not appear that Wundt goes so far as to recognize

pantomimic gestures—such as tori, dig—^in which the object

or act referred to has no relation to the organs of articulation

—

as when the tongue mimics the hands or the bps wink like the

eye—^but he clearly sees the pnnciple of word-formation by
pantomimic gesture of the organs of articulation, and the

fundamental difference between this method and that of

sound imitation (onomatopoeia)

In speaking of pantomimic gestures {mimischen ausdrucks-

bewegungen) Wundt mcludes the varymg expressions of the

face, which seem to me likely to have been of small importance
in governing articulation as compared with the effects of

direct pantomimic gesture performed by the organs of articula-

tion themselves.

It will be seen that the theory which is now bemg presented

as to the nature and beginnings of speech has been, m part,

anticipated by Tylor and Wundt, but all three theones have,

as it now appears, been anticipated by that of Dr. J. Rae.

He wrote three articles in TAe Polynesian'^ pubhshed m
Honolulu, and reference is made to these in Max Muller’s

Lectures on the Science of Language, dehvered to the Royal
Institution in 1863 •

; they are so remarkable that it has been
decided to reprmt them verbatim as Appendix VIII.

Dr Rae points out that man is an imitative animal ; that the

organs of speech, the hps, the tongue, the cheeks, etc., have
resemblances more or less to the objects makmg up what we
call the visible world

;
that the hps, the tongue, the whole

mouth assume different forms in the utterance of different

syllables, and aU of these forms may have resemblances to

objects and actions external, though only so as to represent

force, form and movement. Thus it follows that the primitive

articulation and significant sounds only expressed force, form
and movement ; on these the other significations were subse-

quently ingrafted.

In the Polynesian language every syllable has its own
proper significance and force, even m the longest words.

1 27th Sept., 4th Oct., aad llth Oct., 1862.
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Dr. Rae considers the Polynesian language to represent the

most primitive form of human speech, from which the Aryan
languages were derived. Thus, he contrasts minu, the voiding

of urme, with Sanskrit mih, Greek omioho, Latm mingo. He
also instances uni or ml, a rat-trap, and its analogy to the

compressed human lips ; the u, strictly a jutting out, when
prefixed, stands for the other part of the trap, uni, ten,

represents the fingers open (u) and closed (mi). In utni-kt, pinch,

the ki denotes forably. In emi, to lessen, the mi is to squeeze,

and the i means out.

He contmues :
" I could m a similar manner take up, one

by one, all the syllables of which the Pol5mesian language
is composed, dissecting each, and diowing how its force depends
on the configuration of the organs at the moment of pro-

nouncing it.”

In his article of nth October, he pomts out that the pro-

nunciation of each separate syllable indicates a certain con-

figuration of the organs, and that a particular configuration

has positive analogies, direct or mdirect, with the actions or

objects indicated. There is thus a real connection between
the sign and the thing signified.

Similarly, u represents the nipple of the female breast,

hence it means milk, or moisture generally ;
hence the word

ua stands for the action of wettmg, or ram Dr Rae contrasts

this word ua with the Sansknt uda, also meanmg wet, hence
our word water.

Professor Max Muller, while not scommg Dr. Rae’s theories,

evidently did not consider them of any importance, and they
have since been lost sight of. Fortunately the British Museum
Library has a bound volume of The Polynesian newspaper
from which Appendix VIII has been transcribed

Mouth Gesture in Modern English

Another later presentation of almost the same theory was
given by Dr. .^red Russel Wallace, in the Fortnightly

Review for 1895.^ In that article Wallace pomted out common
cases m modem English in which the word is produced by an
appropriate gesture of the tongue, hps or jaw, so as " to bnng
sense and sound into unison". He instances such words as
up m which the jaw makes an upward movement, and down

* I have to thank Sir Edward Hilton Young for this reference.
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in which the jaw gesture is downward, and the use of continuing

consonants such as f , 1, m, n, etc., for continuous motions such as

fly, run,swim,move,wWeas words for abrupt motions end with
a stopped consonant, b, d, g, k, p, t, as in stop, hop, pat, stab, kick,

etc. Wallace considers it “m the highest degree probable
’
’ that

the pantomimic use of the various parts of the mouth constitutes
“ a fundamental principle which has always been at work
both m the origm and m the successive modifications of human

As a simple preliminary test of Wallace’s theory—as applied

to the survival of gesture words m modem Enghsh, I took all

the words of one syllable beginnmg with A m a Nelson's

pocket dictionary. TTiere were 22 words m all—simple words
m common use—such as add, aim, air, apt, awe, axe—of these

seventeen were clearly pantomimic, four were pantomimic,
but less obviously, and one (ass) was doubtful. Of the seventeen

pantomimic words may be instanced : add, aid, and, m each
of which the tongue is lifted up to add itself to, or support the

palate, and awe which is due to an open mouth—suggestive

of fear and surpnse Of the less obvious class may be instanced :

ask, which is due to a tongue gripm front of the mouth—

(

qb)

—

which IS, as it were, transferred to the back of the mouth (k)

—

the natural meaning of the gesture bemg “grip to self”,

which is at least consistent with the idea of askmg, though
more suggestive of takmg • In the doubtful case, ass, the

tongue tip nses from a to make the gnp b

—

possibly a foot-

hftmg gesture, since the early forms of this word appear to

have been of the t3rpe qb-1 or OB-n, i.e a double rise of the tongue
the first a littlem advance (b) of the other (1 or n) This, however,
is pure h5rpothesis. It be seen, therefore, that of these

simple words m daily use a very high proportion are still due
to a gesture of the tongue, etc , which bears a direct relation

to the meanmg of the word.^
In the Arrives de Philosophie of 1924,* Marcel Jousse

discusses the question of associated reflexes of sign language,

speech gestures, and supplementary gestures, and reaches the

conclusion (p 233) that " le nom est I’essence de la chose, ou
mieux son action essentielle, mim^e semiologiquement,
concrfetement—surtout, n’allons pas dire poetiquement >

”

' See also foreshadowing of the same idea m Logan Pearsall Smith's
£«glwA Lan^^e, p 102 (Thornton and Butterworth, London).
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Gestural Limitations and Conventions

The limitation of gestures of articulation to two dimensions,

to which attention has already been drawn, must surely have
had important effects in developing pantomimic conventions
of the organs of articulation at an early stage. It is possible

that this limitation may have directly encouraged the use of

the other organs of articulation—^the soft palate, epiglottis

and false vocal cords—of which the movements are performed
unconsciously, m order to make up for the relatively small

number of tongue and hp gestures which could otherwise

be distmgmshed by ear.

Thus, the drawing forward of the soft palate in conjunction

with the consonant gestures of p, t, and k gives three new
sounds m, n, and ng. The epiglottis appears from Dr. Russell's

X-ray photographs to assist m differentiating some of the

vowels—more particularly a (calm), from a (up) The use of

the false vocal cords has been shown above to be the essential

factor differentiating a whispered p, £, t, k, 6, s, /, from their

relatives of idential tongue and hp gesture, b, v, d, g, 8, t, 5
In the first mstance, then, it may be imagmed that man

did not differentiate between the gestures of the hps which
made p/b, or m, since each of these sounds is made by precisely

the same hp closure and release. The same would apply

to the consonants t/d and n, and to the group k/g, ng, smce
each of the groups is made by practically the same closure of

the tongue against the hard or the soft palate respectively.

The first differentiation might be expected to be that

between p/b on the one hand, and m on the other ; similarly,

t/d and n, and k/g and ng, since the m, n, and ng sounds represent

the effect of a continued closure in the p/b, t/d, and k/g positions

respectively during the process of humimng through the nasal

cavity.

It might therefore be expected that m, n, and ng would come to

represent the long-continued or static forms of these three

types of gesture.

The subsequent differentiation between p and b or between
t and d, or between k and g would be expected to be of much
later growth, since the differentiating mechanism m these

cases resides, as we have shown, m the false vocal cords, which
are not under conscious control. In so far as the difference is

due to phonation, the voiced sounds b, d, and g might be
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expected to represent more weighty or emotional actions than

the corresponding unvoiced sounds, p, t, and k. And besides

these differences of articulation man has also commonly made
use of differences of phonation ; thus m normal speech the two
senes of consonants last mentioned are also differentiated

by being unvoiced or voiced.

Tone Language

One other method of differentiation should be mentioned

here, namely, that of Tone, of which the Chinese language

shows some highly developed forms. Thus, accordmg to

Professor B Karlgren,^ in ancient Chmese there were four

categones of tone ('' Cheng ”) of which numbers i, 2 and 3
differed only by their inflexion, 1 e by the manner m which

the speaker’s voice was made to rise or fall in phonation while

speaking the word, while No. 4 differed both m the mflexion

of the voice and also m the way m which the voicing was

Bv/^r
I D m nr

Fig 101

teimmated In Nos i, 2 and 3 the voice was prolonged and
died out gradually

,
in No. 4 the voice teimmated abruptly.

The modem Pekmese language uses four tones, of which
two versions are given—one by M Courant m musical notation,

and one taken by instrumental means by Professor Karlgren,

from the speech of M. TsT Lien Teng
Professor Karlgren’s curves show differences of duration

and pitch, which may be roughly indicated m musical notation
as in Fig loi. As the voice diange is a ghdmg one I have
mdicated it by a curve rather than by separate musical notes.

I have also slightly altered the spacmg of the Imes of the musical

staff so that it corresponds to a true (vertical) scale of pitch

in equal semitones, and allows for the fact that there are

actually three semitones between the B and G Imes, but only
two between all the others I (Another anomaly that we
resignedly tolerate.)

‘ Stitdes sur la Phonologte Chtnotse, Leyden and Stockholm, 1915, p. 253.
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The duration of the voice is (approximately) indicated by
the length of the tone hne—from which it will be seen that

No IV tone lasts about half the time of No. I when making
the same articulation but in a different sense.

The maximum range of pitch occurs m No. Ill and amounts
to just over five semitones. In the Canton dialect there are

nine different tones, produced by different combmations of

inflexion (even, nsmg or falling) duration (prolonged or abrupt)

and music^ pitch as a whole (^h, medium or low) . The actual

tones used are as foUows :

—

Inflexion. Duration. Pitch

Even Prolonged High
Even Prolonged Medium
Even Prolonged Low
Even Abrupt

j

High
Even Abrupt Medium
Even Abrupt Low
Rismg —

! High
Rismg — Low
Falhng — Medium

If the necessity for the use of tones has arisen from the

lack of speech sounds, and if the lack of speech soundsm Chmese
IS due to the lack of consonants during thousands of years of

gradual degeneration—then it may truly be said that the

Chmese have paid dearly for the privilege of bemg careless

in their articulation.

Gesture in Polynesian and Allied Languages

Whilem Wadiington during March, 1928, Professor Hrdlicka

showed me P. Rivet’s study " Les Malayo-Polyn^siens en
Am^nque ” ^ and asked if I would examme the words which
he gives—^m the Malayo-Polynesian and m the North American
(Hoka) languages—from the point of view of their articulation

Rivet claim^ that the existence of similar words m Malayo-
Polynesian and in Hoka was evidence of immigration. Professor

Hrdhcka suggested that if the words common to both families

* Journal da la Soaili its Amincanistes it Paris, Noavelle S6ne, t. xviii,

1926, pp. 141-278.
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turned out to be gesture words, that fact might offer an
alternative explanation . the words might have been
independently evolved. I therefore exammed Rivet’s lists,

noting—as before—the cases in which the gestures of articula-

tion bore visible relation to the meanmg.
Some mterestmg results are obtamed. In the case of the

personal pronouns it appeared that for the ist person, forms
like ku ko ka were found m Melanesian and Malayo-Polynesian
and also (as suffixes) m Hoka k, it must be observed,

represents an " mnermost ” contact of tongue and cavity wall,

and IS therefore very appropriate for mdicatmg oneself.

For the 2nd person, the words (or suffixes) were in u or

m ; e.g u, mu, ma, m—which also occurred m both language
groups u and m represent hp pointmg gestures, appropriate

to mdicatmg the person spoken to.

For the 3rd person, the forms (m both cases) were in n

—

such as na, nfl, na, ny, n Here we have, as it were, a neutral

or mtermediate gesture such as—^in hand pantomime—^might

be made by an outward pomtmg of the thumb for '' He ”. As
a lateral tongue movement would be inarticulate, the upward
movement n might naturally have been substituted.

In this particular instance the s5Tnbohsm is so reasonable

that it IS easy to imagine that different races might have
arrived at it mdependently. In Latm, for example, we find

precisely the same method in use
,

ego, I, is made with the

back grip g ; tu, you, has the hp pointmg u, while ille, he (there)

has the upward tongue gesture I in the place of the Malayo-
Polynesian-Hoka n. The demonstrative articles of form
t-, te-, de-, ta, ti-, 6e-, te-, nia-, ne-, na- are all comparable
with the forms of the 3rd personal pronoim already mentioned
(Rivet, p. 150). The numerous forms m t/d recall the observa-

tion we have already made as to the " insignificance ” of

initial t/d in the Aryan roots, and the possibihty that it might
be only equivalent to " the ". Indeed from the commencement
of this study it was apparent that the consonant symbolism
was practic^y the same as that which had been deduced
from the Aryan roots.

Thus, the Polynesian suffixes in k—e.g. mono heart,

monn-ko love, mata eye, mata-ki watch, look at—remind one
of the Aryan ma think, mok (think -f grip to oneself) be great,

Mdiile the Indonesian suffixes in p (p. 167) in many words
impl5dng seizure or possession, recall the Aryan s3rmbolism
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of p which has already been described, and which we still

have m our words grip, grasp, snap, trap, chp, clap, crop,

coop, etc. ; ka as a prei^ is found in many words meaning
eat and dnnk (p. 171), ka bemg, of course, a throat touchmg
gesture.

Reduphcation to mdicate plurality, repetition or continuity

is a purely gestural device which occurs in both famihes—we
ourselves have grown out of it, but it hngers in children’s

words such as goody-goody, ta-ta, bye-bye, etc.

It is not possible to summarize here all the results of a
study of the gestures of articulation of the words given by
Rivet from Hoka, Melanesian, Polynesian, Indonesian, and
(in some cases) Micronesian speech—^which he groups under
281 heads of meamng, such as tree, joint, small, cut, etc , etc.

About 80 per cent have been noted as showmg a gestural

relation to their meaning These people were evidently

given to mouth pantomime—as Dr. J Rae clearly saw m 1862
At p 223 I came across i-po, hhi-pa and e-pa as Hoka and

Polynesian words respectively for arrow and to throw (spear)

which compared well with one of the synthetic words (oui-py,

to shoot with bow and arrow) which still awaited confirmation.

What appeared more mteresting was that quite a large

number of the words were not only gestural, but showed
relationship to words of similar meaning m other languages

—such as archaic Chmese, Semitic, Enghsh, and even ancient

Sumenan ! Of 130 words which have been studied m Rivet’s

paper over 100 have been already noted as showmg such
relationships, the actual score bemg to Aryan 55, Semitic 34,
Sumenan 10, archaic Chmese 3 •

I am not a Imguist, and my only sources of information—up
to date—^have b^n Professor Hermann Moller’s Vergletchendes

Indogermamsch-semittsches WOrterbuch} to which I was
introduced by Professor L. H Gray, Waddell’s Sumer-Aryan
Dictionary, vol i,* which I have compared with Fnednch
Dehtzsch’s Sutnertsches Glossar,^ and Professor Bernhard
Karlgren’s Analytic Dictionary of Chinese * It can hardly be
doubted that m the hands of a qualified linguist the harvest

of relationships would be vastly extended ®

> Gtjttjngen, 1911. * London, 1927.
• Leipsig, 1914. * Paris, 1923
' I am aware that the authorities on whom I have relied do not command

umveraal agreement among philologists, and that much new light has been
thrown on the problem of " roots " since the work of Professor Skeat, for
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Mouth Gesture in Chinese

In May, 1928 ,

1

was at my home in Somerset and came across

a dictionary of the Canton dialect ^ which I started to read,

noting the gesture words. At the first reading the hst of gesture

words amoimted to 750 entries > The Canton dialect has lost

far fewer consonants than the Pekin dialect, and its symbohsm
IS therefore much more evident The symbohsm was identical

with that of the Aryan, Semitic and Pol5mesian, etc , words
which had already been studied—qmte a number of the words
were familiar

'

I consulted Sir Denison Ross, who advised me to study
archaic Chinese rather than modem Cantonese.

Karlgren’s dictionary, already mentioned, proved a fertile

source—about one word m four appears to be pantomimic
The whole dictionary has not yet been systematically studied,

but, judgmg by the proportion of gesture words found there

must be over 1,500 such words m aU, of which over 400 are

already noted The differentiations of m, n and ng from the

correspondmg gestures p/b, t/d and k/g, is systematic and very
mterestmg—the nasal consonants denotmg continuing actions

while the non-nasal denote sudden ones. Thus •

—

ydm is to hold m the mouth—Whence to contam or submerge
(K 62)

yap (the same gesture but finished abruptly) is to close, ]om,
take together

;
or it may mean the hd of a box, or to cover

(K 71 . 75)
on* means rest or peace—^i.e a continued enclosure (K. 236).

at means to pull up or eradicate (K 237).

kom means a mirror, or example—1 e , the two hps held

together represent the object and its image, or the example
and its copy. (K. 376).

kap means to press from two sides, or to double, or it means
pmcers (K. 345).

Other mstances might be added, but the series just given
may suffice for the moment.

example, was first published. The researches of A Meillet, K Brugmann.and
F de Saussure, for the Indo-Eurojiean question alone, would provide material
for months of study. In particular, attention ^ould be paid to the
" Japhetic ” theory of N Ma^, of Lemngiad, which aims at linking up the
early forms of Indo-European, ^mitic, Caucasic, Basque, Elamite, Etruscan,
and all the pre-Hellemc languages of Asia Minor and Greece.

* A Tonic Dictionary of the Chinese Language in the Canton Dialect, by S.

Wells Williams, Canton, 1856.
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The series of words for I, you, he, was studied—as in the

case of the Pol5niesian and other languages mentioned on
p. 163. Out of eight words for I given in Karlgren five are

in ng—.ngcmg, ‘ngd (two characters ^th pronounced the same),

naoag, ^gno—one 'd'‘i«m ^ was only used by the emperor
and the remaimng two are ,1 and ^'o. These—^hke our word
I—may well have lost an ng or a k somewhere. The words for

You nearly all have nil—^which is a clear tongue pointing

(instead of a hp pointing) gesture—viz. ,nii, 'niie, nii^o,

nziok, .nnung, the exceptions being ‘ni and ‘ndi The words
for He are in t, i, or t' •'—^viz. th, ii"©, .tiiiin—the one exception

IS ;i which is also used for I and, in this case as in that, has
probably lost its significant consonants.

It will be seen, therefore, that a gesture symbolism for

I, You, He, very similar to that of the Polynesian, etc , existed

in archaic Chinese.

Homophones

Another pnnciple which emerged from this mvestigation

was that of what may be called “natural homophones".
Chmese—even the archaic vanety—is full of homophones,
1 e, words of similar sound but different sense The similanty

of sound depends of course on similanty of the movements
of articulation

It was found that in many of these cases the different

meanings attached to one and the same set of gestures (or

words) were really due to different ways of interpreting them
For example, a rotary tongue-gesture, such as might be

represented, say, by the tongue-track diagram might

obviously be construed in many different ways It might
mean to roll away or to bind round, it might mean an egg,

or a circle or di^, or it might be interpreted s5nnbohcally

to mean a year, or continuity, or even eternity ! Thus it might
happen that a word (m this case the all-vowel word iedui, say)

might be found with all those different meamngs—even in the

same language. So it comes that we find the archaic Chinese

' d', t', n', and I', are made with the flat of the tongue instead of with

the tip, asm d, t, n, 1, and I.
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word g'iau—of which the tongue-track is shown in F^. 103
(the tongue movement being completed by the bps) with the

frack
Fig. 104.

double meaning “ curved up like the branches of a tree " or
" to run or climb mmbly " (K. 359).
The first meamng treats the tongue-track as an outhne,

the second as a record of motion.
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Similarly kon, with the tongue-track (Fig io6) means

(inter aha) dawn (sun nsmg) hence, warmth of the sun ; it

also means trunk of a tree (K 299).

Reconstructed Pronunciations and Tongue Tracks

Yet another principle, which seems worth mentionmg, is

that of theuse of tongue-track study as a means of reconstructing

a lost pronunciation, or the converse method of reconstructing

the original action or form to whichawordrefers.bymeans of the

tongue-track—^meases where the early pronunciation isknown.
Thus m my first readmg of the Canton Dictionary I came

across the word ts'tin meanmg " to sit cross-legged Its

tongue-track is .

—
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This seemed at the time so poor a representation of the very
gesturable action or posture of sitting cross-legged that it seemed
worth while to try and improve it

I tried the tongue gesture (Fig 108) which gave

a word which was transcribed ts‘A«ii—it might of course equally

be dz‘A0ii, or dzhun, if the bps were partially closed, smce
the tongue position is the same in a and n. Sir Denison Ross,

to whom I put the question as to the original form of the
word produced from Karlgren the archaic word dz'uon

meanmg to squat—the tongue-track of which is practically

identical with that of Fig. 108 Other examples might be
given of the same method of reconstructing the onginal soimd
“ so as to bnng sound and sense into unison

”

As to the converse prmciple of reconstructmg the original

gesture or outhne, the following will serve as examples
taiong means (accordmg to Karlgren) oar (K 1061). The

“ gesture ” is ^
performed with the two hands, held outstretched one above
the other—the movement being towards the performer—it wiU
be found to represent very closely the gesture of paddlmg a
Canadian canoe—the final tongue hft (ng) representmg the
action of hfting the blade out of the water I venture to suggest

that the onginal meaning of this word is likely to have been
paddle rather than oar.

On the other hand nzmu meaning bent wood, oar (K. 222)
and the word of similar gesture tsiap (meanmg oar, paddle,
to row—K 1057) with tongue-tracks which may be represented

as X C ^ (Fig. no) are, as will be seen, flatter

movements, more like those of rowing.

d'‘Qu’ and d‘Qii’ (K 588, 1234) meaning oar, pole, scull, to

row, suggest a dropping of the hands d‘ followed by a gradual
raismg and reachmg out a . . . u—also suggestive of rowmg.
The only other rowing word given by Karlgren is ‘luo

meaning long oar, to scull (K 580) where lu suggests raising

the hands and reachmg out forward, with a retraction and
lowering at 0—the action m this case being suggestive of
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rowing (standing up) with a long oar, like that of a gondola,

which is pushed forward for the working stroke,

I have ventured to give these various examples not because

I consider them conclusive (which is far from being the case)

but rather as indicating the methcxi of investigation and as

showing that all the four types of words for row, etc , are

made by tongue and lip gestures which are at least consistent

with the actions they descnbe.

Mouth Gesture in Sumerian

The next language to be examined was Sumerian—the oldest

wntmg yet deciphered—on which two books were consulted.

Dr. L. A. Waddell's interesting but highly controversial

Sumer-Aryan Dictionary 1 and Fne^ch Dehtzsch’s S«»n«nscAes

Glossar *

The symbolism in Sumerian’proved to be entirely on a par
with that of the Aryan, Polynesian, etc., and archaic and
modem Chmese words which have been examined Thus,
in Sumerian :

—

ab IS an enclosure-dwelling (D. 4).

ol

—

a. tongue-hftmg gesture—^means to protect, symbohzing
the hfting up of the hand; compare the Aryan and
Semitic ol, meaning to'grow up or be strong,

oma is mother or womb (D. ii) as in Greek ammia, mother

—

the same root a-m- occurs m Semitic with the same
meaning.

kad is to cut (D. 126) ;
the tongue gesture being identical

with those of our English word cut and with the archaic

Chmese word kdt which also means cut. (K. 57).

munn—a tasting gesture—^raeans salt, or somethmg good
(D. 193).

a—a downward and outward tongue gesture which in Aryan
meant to sow (com) or scatter—^m Sumenan means (inter

aha) to show or set forth, or else to strike (D 229). The
hand gestures represented in each case are very similar,

n actually means com or grain (D. 261).

•er IS to bmd, enclose (D. 262)—^while in Aryan and Semitic

ler means (amongst other things) to fasten together

(Mb 230) and the Aryan mt means keep, preserve,

id means fire (D. 27), like the Aryan ui, bum.

* London, 1927, Part I, A-F ' Leipzig, 1914.
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Instances might be multiplied, but at the cost of overloading

the argument. The mterested reader will have no difficulty

in finding further material in Delitzsch's Dictionary

Moutb Gesture in Arawak

A remarkable confirmation of the gesture theoty is found
in the recent work of C. H. de Goeje of The Hague, in his study
of the Arawak Language of Guiana.^

Mr. de Goeje has found, quite independently, that the

Arawak languages are based on mouth pantomime 184, 185)
so that there is an “ inner and essential connection between
the idea and the word ” since the Arawakm speaking reproduces

the thmg or the event by making an mutative “ gesture
”

with his organs of speech (§ 186).

North Guiana is so remote from Aryan, Semitic, Chinese,

Sumerian and Polynesian lands that Mr. de Goeje’s discovery

of the same pnnciple in the Arawak languages clearly

strengthens the view that pantomimic gesture is the basis of

aU human si^ech
The criticism has been made that the analogy which has

been assumed to exist between the gestures of articulation and
the pantomimic gestures natural to man is too fanciful to

be real.

My answer would be that the subconscious mind of man is

known to be essentially fanaful—as witness the symbohsm
of dreams
The truth appears to be that for flights of Fancy we are

all bom fully fledged ; but most of us moult early, and our

first gay plumage is not renewed
Those who do not moult are plucked before their education

is completed. The few who escape either fate are known as

Poets.

Relation between Different Language Groups and
Classification of Gestures

We have seen that, from a gesture point of view, many
speech sounds which are different to the ear may be made by
substantially the same tongue or lip gesture. A very small

difference of adjustment—so as to produce a slight leakage

irJl
^*^‘**’* ^ Kontnhitjbs Ahademte ven Wettnsckappen te Amsterdam,
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instead of a full closure, or a slight change of form in the

surface of the tongue where it approaches the palate—may
result m large changes of the consequent sounds.

In searching for relations between the words of different

languages, it is necessary to bearm mind the various alternative

sounds which may represent the same gesture. From this

point of view the commoner gestures of articulation may be
broadly divided into about seven classes which may be defined

as follows •

—

(1) Forward projection of lips (or tongue)—ssmibolizing

shootmg, thrustmg, jetting, blowmg or stretching out,

brmgmg to a pomt. Lip projection may also refer to enlarging

(as viewed from within the mouth)—swellmg, contaimng, etc.

The retum-to-normal of these gestures may denote the reverse

action

The principal resultant sounds are *

—

u/u, pu, bu, £11/vu (bilabial £ and v), wu, mu, or their eqmvalent
in u.

lb /Ip, bl/pl and nm or mnm, all made with protruded tongue
In tins senes m, v, w, u/u and possibly 1 may refer especially

to contmumg attitudes or states

(2) Forward and upward movement of the tongue within

the mouth—with or without reduction of the opemng made
by the hps—symbohzmg smallness, reduction and upward
direction or nearness Tlie retum-to-normal may denote the
reverse of these ideas or actions.

The prmcipal resultant sounds are .

—

i, I, e, u, also w, £/v (bilabial), b/p, m—associated with any
of the vowels mentioned.

(3) Backward and downward movement of the tongue

—

with or without reduction of hp-opening—symbolizmg large-

ness, downward and backward direction, famess, or the
reverse of these on return to normal.

The principal resultant sounds are •

—

o, A, D

—

less definitely «, 0, ee. 0, 0 and u with varying
degrees of hp closure.

(4) Closure (complete or partial) of the hps—sjonbohzing
closure, cuttmg, holding or constnction immediately m front.

The release of these may indicate the reverse actions—^i.e.

opemng, releasing, etc.

The prmcipal resultants are :

—
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p/b, m, 1 /v (used with other vowels than u/u). Of these

m represents continued closure, etc.

(5) Closure (complete or partial) of the front of the tongue
(tip, or upper or under side adjoining the tip) against the
upper front teeth or gums or the adjommg part of the palate

—

sjmibohzmg a gnp or thrust upwards or forward (but less

forward than (4) )
or a small movement (upward, forward or

backward as the case may be) or the reverse of these on release.

The pnncipal resultants are —
s/z, ts/dz, 6/8, t/d, st/zd, t0/d8, n, tn/dn, tm/dzn, toh/dj, sh

(forward) , also 1 (forward)

Of these, the sounds in n especially represent contmued
closures, etc

(6) Closure (partial or complete) of the tip front or back
of the iongue against the back of the hard palate—symbohzing
hftmg or pressing back or gnpping (further back or lower
than (5)

)—or the reverse on release

The pnncipal resultants are —
1

, U, r, hr, tr, Q, and forms of t and & approximating to k
and ng respectively—the partial closures bemg commoner
m this position.

(7) Closure (complete or partial) of the tongue agamst the

soft palate—symbolumg a thrusting or stnkmg, or gnppmg
backwards or backwards and upwards (often g = gnppmg to

oneself) or the reverse of these on release.

The pnncipal resultants are :

—

k/g, ng, X (loch)

Thus, from the point of view of origin, the forms wnipeO

and mnfmAtB or the forms axgi and znglu may (m each
case) represent essentially the same word—^because the

tongue and hp gestures which produce them have the same
sequence of position in the two cases—namely gestures of

class I, 2, 4, 5, in one case and 3, 7, 6, 2, m the other The
classification into seven divisions is, of course, only a rough
approximation—a more exact classification could be obtained

by a process of subdivision. It seems likely that useful

mdications of common origin may be obtained by classifying

the common words of vanous languages according to some
such numerical or equivalent system, so that similarities of

gesture sequence may be made evident.
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It will be seen that some of the consonant symbols occur

in more than one class. In decidmg on the approximate class

number to be given to a particular syllable it be necessary

therefore to study not merely the sound (to judge of its position

of formation in the mouth) but also the meamng of the word,
so as to judge of the gestural meamng of the syllable in question.

Summary of the Gesture Theory

Observations as to the actual resonance changes which occur

m the production of the vowels and consonants show that

we accept as identical sounds which are widely different,

provided they zire made by similar postures or gestures of the

organs of articulation.

From this it is argued that the significant elements in human
speech are the postures and gestures, rather than the sounds
T^e sounds only serve to indicate the postures and gestures

which produced them. We hp-read by ear.^

Not only in the case of the Aryan roots—^but m the Semitic,

Sumenan, archaic Chinese, Oceanic (Polynesian), etc , North
Amencan (Hoka) and South Amencan (Arawak), m modem
English, and in the mvented words used by chil^en, we find

the same prmciple at work. The sound of the word is frequently

found to be due to postures and gestures of the organs of articu-

lation which bear a pantomimic relation to the idea or action

to which the word refers.

From this we infer that human speech arose out of a
generalized unconscious pantomimic gesture language—^made

by the limbs and features as a whole (including the tongue and
hps)—^which became specialized in gestures of the organs of

articulation, owing to the human hands (and eyes) bf^ming
contmuously occupied with the use of tools. The gestures of

the organs of articulation were recognized by the hearer

because the hearer unconsciously reproduced in his mind
the actual gesture which had produced the sound.

At a much later stage in the development of speech, man

—

having (unconsciously) leamt the relation between articulation

and the varied sounds produced by its different movements

—

may have attempted also the ^ect imitation of natural

‘ Miss Helen Keller, whom I had the pleasure to meet in New York, is

able, though deal and blind, to understand speech quite fluently. She lip-

reads by touch, placing two fingers across the speaker's hps and her thumb
under his chin.
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sounds, so as to produce “ onomatopoeic ” words, such as

pop, bang, crash, crack, hiss, sizzle, etc. These and similar

efforts can only have been possible to man after he had become
comparatively far advanced m the technique of speech.

Even so it must be admitted that his success as a mimic
IS by no means remarkable, and that such pretended animal
words as bow-wow, cock-a-doodle-doo, etc., are but very
feeble efforts in imitation. That this criticism is justified is

surely demonstrated by the fact that most nations have a

different form of word to imitate the same animal sound, for

example, ktkertkt m German, and coqueltco m French, where we
(equally maccurately) say cock-a-doodle doo I In the art of

onomatopoea the parrot is still far ahead of the human race ;

it would be mterestmg to know why.
The origins of human speech are so remote that, as has

been already pomted out, it would be unreasonable to expect

to find, now, any traces of the ongmal sounds. The illustrations

which have been given above (and which, from an anthropo-
logical point of view are aU quite modem) are therefore not
put forward as necessarily " genume antiques ”. If the pnn-
ciple of word formation by the voicing of unconscious symbohc
tongue, hp and soft palate gestures has any real existence,

it IS hkely to have operated at many stages m the long history

of language development, though always without the conscious
help of Its human exponents.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
The question naturally presents itself—if all speech is based
on pantomimic gesture, how have the different languages
arisen ?

The first answer is Because almost every idea or action
can be pantomimed m many different ways. Thus, deaf
mutes have many different gestures for the same idea
Secondly, because every gesture can, as we have seen, be
construed in many different ways

Take, for example, the gesture of touching the palate
with the tip of the tongue, as m forming the consonant L

At least three actions may be unphed —
(1) The tongue is raised.

(2) The tongue touches or presses the palate.

(3) The tongue is lowered or recedes from the palate.

Thus the word ttl (ala) might be expected to mean " to

elevate ” or " to touch ” or “ to come down from ”.

Actually al means “ to grow up ”, as in Latin oltus, or it

may also mean slack, weak, relaxed (a receding gesture) ; it

also means sweet (1 e tongue touching the palate as in tastmg)
It has aU these three meanmgs m both the Indo-European and
Semitic languages ^

Again, the tongue-track of any given word may represent

—as we have seen—either a movement or an outline—]ust as

one could imagine a deaf-mute drawing a circle m the air either

to imitate the motion of an air-plane looping-the-loop, or to

indicate an outhne the sun’s disc.

Similar Words in Unrelated Languages

It follows, therefore, that even the earhest human speech
must have been full of homophones, with distmct or even
opposite meanings—and that (hfferent tribes would natmally
evolve different vocabulanes. But thmgs that are equal to the

1 Mailer's Itidogermantsch-semtltsches WSrierbuch, p. 6.

X76
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same thmg are equal to one another—and as, accordmg to our

theory, the gestures of articulation of a word are (more or less)

equal to the natural descnptive gesture for the idea which the

word conveys, so we should exiiect that the words for similar

ideas would be (more or less) equal in many different languages.

This IS certainly a common occurrence m the few languages

which I have so far examined in this connection Thus,
archaic Chmese and Sumerian are full of similar words of

similar meamng—a fact already noted by Dr Waddell (loc.

cit xxxu)—of these, one or two instances may be given

Let us take for example the Sumenan word tog This,

according to Dehtzsch, has seven distmct meamngs—these

are set out below Similarly the word dog has three distmct

meamngs In archaic Chinese there are a number of words
in t-k or d-k which correspond veryTilosely with the vanous
Sumerian meanmgs of tog and dog respectively. The gestures

of articulation which produce the words tog or tok and dog or

dok are a downward thrust of the tongue tip t or d, followed by
an upward and backward thrust of the back of the tongue
against the back of the throat and the lower part of the soft

palate—^k or g. The tongue track is therefore of the type

(Fig. in) or ^ (Fig 112) accordmg as

one regards the gesture as a whole or the separate movements
of the tip and back of the tongue respectively.

The natural meanmgs of the gestures—considered as a move-

ment—would appear to be : to turn (e g. a handle) ^

(Fig. 113), to pull out and up, or scoop out (Fig. 114),

(Fig. 115), Considered as an outline, the track suggests

something rounded U (Fig. 116).
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The actual coincidences may be tabulated as follows :

—

It will be seen that every one of the ten distinct meanings
of the Sumerian word tog or dog has a fairly close counterpart
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in archaic Chinese. Sumerian and archaic Chmese are both,

from a linguistic standpoint, old languages—it might therefore

be, pierhaps, considered more natural that relationships should

be found between them.
But even if we compare either of these languages with

modem English the comcidences are abundant. Thus, the

archaic Chinese kap means the cap of a seed or bud (K. 344).
The gesture of articulation suggests a cavity (ko) closed (p)

in front or on top ^ (see Fig. 118) jy\ There is

(according to Delitzsch) no Sumerian word kap, but the

correspondmg word gab means breast. In Latin we have
caput (head)—in Indonesian Micronesian and Hoka we have
(accordmg to Rivet 238) kapolo, kapu-r-oro (brain) and kapa-i

head, in German we have kopf.

Of other archaic Chinese comcidences with Enghsh the

followmg are some examples—(the references being to

Karlgren) •

kdt cut (57)
d'idu mormngtide, moist (1183) (cf. dew)
ki'et take leave (440) (cf. qmt)
pa father (683)
niep nip (670)
tdn dawn (966)

k'dp cup (75)
ma mother (592)

ma in archaic Chmese also means leech—^which throws
light on the onginal gestural meamng of the word, viz. the

action of sucking.

The Aryan root word for love (receptive) ka, kam—which
has already been referred to, finds its counterparts m archaic

Chmese ; kdm meaning find sweet, willing (K. 298) and dm
meaning to desire (K. 1078) To these may be added Sumenan
ka, mouth (D. 112) and gab, surround, enclose (D 209) (the

same gesture as kdm, substitutmg g for k and b for m), and the

Hoka kam, heart ;
Melanesian goma, intestmes ; Polynesian

coma, inclination for, joy (Rivet 162).

The other Aryan word for love—^lub—is paralleled by

‘ If the speaker’s face is turned up-ward
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archaic Chinese lira, love, lustful (K. 546) where the partial

hp closure u takes the place of the full closure h. The Aryan
root word iiw, su to sew, stitch tc^ether, is paralleled by the
old Chinese rigu’, Japanese fc (liu) embroider (K. 822). The
gesture word ol or or, meanmg lift up or rise up is found
in all the language groups which have been considered

oh according to MdUer, is derived from the pre-Indo-germamc

Q-b Latin oltn*, high. In Semitic q-1 means to stiffen (or

strengthen) oneself inwardly (sich innerhch verdichten)

Q-l-l to be strong (Mo. 6) In archaic Chinese lud means to pile

up (K. 522)—(le 1 = up, ud = collect). In Sumenan ol

means to protect (D 8) (i.e. to hold up a protecting hand)
while dlim means Kmg or Highness (D 9) In Hoka -or-

means to climb, mount up ; m Melanesian ‘olo'a is up, at the
top of ; m Polynesian ala or ora are to nse up (R. 118).

Two concludmg instances may be given—^based on the

S5mthetic words li-lo (lilaw) and koira to which we have already

referred.

li-b Sansknt has lila—game enjo3Tnent ; Enghsh
dance up and has fa-la-la, tra-la-la and lullaby (to dance a
down, to and baby up and down, to cuid fro)

;
Sumenan

fro has hlir—^beheved to be a musical instrument

(D. 171) but gesturally meanmg “ httle

down-up^own-gn|>-forward ”
! Indo-Chinese

has lilo, lild, dance.

koira English coil; Sumerian kur, bmd (D 128)

roll or kfir, sunrise (D. 121) (sun bending overhead) ;

coil back archaic Chinese has no terminal r but compare
k'di, backbone, turn the back on (K 439).
Dr. Whymant gave koem

;
Rivet gives koro

as Pol5mesian for a runmng knot (R. 138)

Eology or Dawn Language
Many words of the mtemational type are denved from

a comparatively obvious gesture of the tongue and hps. These
can be readily explained on our theory But there is a residue

of international words of which the gestural meaning is not at

all obvious—for example the association of the sound ka with
the use of a cutting tool. These deserve extended study,

for they give evidence on the very interesting question of the

origin of the different language groups.
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Thus, if it should turn out that words like k&t, cut ; an,

fire ; teg, tok, roof, dwelling, cover ;
pa, fa, father, occur more

frequently m unrelated l^guages than would be expected

by chance, it might be mferred that these words common to

many races were due to a common descent.

If, as I believe is the case. Anthropology inclmes to the view
that all the present races of men derive ultimately from one
evolutionary source, it would naturally follow that their various

languages also derived from a smgle primitive form of speech.

The only alternative would be to suppose that the various

races of men became differentiated before speech was evolved
at all.

If we are to imagme a single onginal language—evolved

by pnmibve man when he first became a craftsman—it wiU be
a language very similar in construction to the sign-language

of deaf-mutes and Red Indians—entirely innocent of grammar
or parts of speech, or even of words as we know them Eologic

speech would be a matter of pure pantomime limited only by
the necessity of suppressmg the (vocally) moperative later^

movements of tongue, bps or jaw, and rdying on vertical or

longitudmal movements Such a language might well—hke
the deaf-mute sign-language of to-day—^have been under-
standable to aU races of men That Imguistic golden age has
long smce passed

,
but it seems more than likely that it may

come agam, and mdeed that it is approaching We shall refer

to this matter m a later chapter.

Voiced Speech and Song

So far—except in the discussion of Chinese Tone—we
have spoken pnmanly of whispered speech—since this appears
to be its simplest and most fundamental form But, as man
at the begmnmg certainly possessed the power of phonation,
he must have discovered, very soon, that if he made an
" emotional cry ” with his vocal cords, while in the act of

producing a speech gesture—^which he well might do in order
to draw attention to his gesture or to express his own impatience
at not being taken notice of—^the effect was to increase very
greatly the range at which the gesture could be recognized,

by sound. He must also have discovered that the same gesture

could be voiced on a wide range of laryngeal sounds, without
materially influencing its gestural character. This discovery
was the beginning of two new arts—^vocal inflexion and song.
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The actual increase of range, by phonation, is, as we have seen,

from ten to twenty-fold—^in the case of the vowel sounds,

and two to four-fold in that of the consonants—as compared
with the audible range of the same soimd when whisper^.

It is surprising that this admirable invention has not been
more universally adopted, and that, m all European languages
at least, we stiU use a small minority of very infenor unvoiced
sounds, such as f, 6, i and J (sh), interspersed among the
voiced sounds.

While it IS true that, m the European languages at least,

the larynx is not an essential organ of speech, but rather an
amplifier and carrier of speech (smce all the essentials of speech
can be rendered m a whisper) it is yet equally true that the use
of the larynx adds very greatly to the artistic and emotional
qu^llitles of speech.

Indeed, it may be said that even to-day the sounds which
we make by the vibration of our vocal cords are a separate

language altogether from that which we make by the move-
ments of our tongue, hps and other organs of articulation

The vocal cords supply the language of the emotions, and
just as our facial expression “ registers " pleasure, pam,
surprise, fear, affection, and the like, so the hps of our vocal

cords change their expression, and consequently produce
changes of laryngeal sound as the air from our lungs is forced

out between them.
It is the rising and falhng of the pitch of the speaking

voice which carries the emotional message, while the movements
of articulation—^remote descendants of the original descriptive

pantomime made by primitive man—carry the intentional

message which accompanies it. Except in its full-dress form
—namely song—^we have no notation for the emotional
language

;
yet it has great importance, and deserves more

attention than is yet commonly given to it in the teaching of

language and of the arts of oratory and elocution.

Inferiority of Unvoiced Speech Sounds

In whispered speech, the resonances are more or less constant

—any deviation of more than a few semitones alters the
pronunciation. Let the reader try, for example, to whisper

the words and the tune of a song together. It will be found
that only here and there can the wtuspered melody be made
to fit the words ; if the pronunciation is to be adhered to.
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the melody must be sacrificed ; or if the tune is preserved,

the pronunciation must be distorted.

The fact is that whispered speech cannot be inflected like

voiced speech ; it consequently lacks all those emotional
quahties, which were inherent m the cries of love and hope
and joy and fear and anger—^with which our earhest ancestors

expressed their feelings, before speech was invented. Voiced
speech can and does, combme the emotional effects of phonation
with the thought-symbohzation of articulation. Whispered
speech cannot be sung—the voiced melody is, perforce,

suspended altogether whenever the consonants • or 8 or f

or J (sh) appearm the text. It is only our uncntical familiarity

which inhibits contempt for these weakhngs m the family
of speech soimds.

If an intelligent visitor (from some other world) to this

planet, accustomed, let us say, to receivmg and transmitting

thoughts by telepathy, but having a good ear for music, were
to listen to our speech for the first tune, he would be horrified

at Its imperfections.

From the musical point of view, his artistic sense would
be outraged by the sudden, purposeless cessations of the voiced

melody—caused by the intrusion of the imvoiced consonants.

He would resent these, as much as a human cntic would if a
violinist, in the course of his pla3dng, were suddenly to reverse

his bow and produce an “ unvoiced ” note with the back
of the bow, about once in every dozen notes. Our planetary
visitor would want to know why we did this—why we mter-
fered in so extraordinary a way with the unity and melodic

flow of the laryngeal mstrument—^why we were content to use

(as it were) two concurrent coinages, one of which was per-

manently depreciated, to the extent of some 2,000 per cent, as

compart with the other—and why we permitted ourselves

to continue the use of speech sounds which were hard to hear,

incapable of inflexion and totally lacking m vocal melody or

emotional value. Personally, I can see no adequate answer
to give him

, except that we had inherited this state of things,

and were so accustomed to it that it seemed natural and right.^

* It IS interesting to note that in the Wessex dialect, as spoken in Somerset,

the greater number of the I sounds are voiced so as to become Z's, while f

becomes V, and th (6) becomes dh (6). It has been observed that the

Somerset^re dialect is better for telephomc purposes than standard Enghsb,

probably by reason of its comparative freedom from unvoiced sonnds.
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Complexity of Vocal Gestures

Another thing which would assuredly puzzle our visitor,

would be the extraordinary complexity of the vocal gestures

with which we express even the simplest element of thought.

More than half the " words ” we use consist of two or more
syllables—^yet there are literally thousands of monosyllables

which might be made out of the vowel and consonant sounds

which we employ, and which we do not yet use as words Here
there is evidently an immense waste of time and energy which
had better be put to other uses.

The case, from our visitor’s pomt of view, is even worse,

for he would see at once, what we are yet apt to overlook,

namely, that even our syllables are far from being true sound
units. If we judge our syllables from the pomt of view of

the postures and gestures of which they are composed, or of

the combmations and changes of musical pitch which these

postures and gestures produce (by the effects of variable

multiple resonance) we find that each syllable consists of two
or three separate actions of articulation.

Our classical method of division of speech soundsintosyllables
is neither fundamental nor trustworthy—the word “ eats

”

IS just as much a polysyllable as the word " eater
''—it takes

just as much tune to say it—^its rhythm (ifwe listen to it without
prejudice) is one of two beats—a long and a short—musically

it would be written J / (Fig 119) ; why then do we call

it a monosyllable ? t - /z

Here agam, it would be difficult to explain ourselves to our
visitor. Still he has served his turn m raising these questions,

which we may now thmk over at our leisure ; let us take our
leave of him and wish him a safe return to his native planet

'

Musical Transcription and Reproduction of Speech

We have seen that the resonances of whispered speech
are simple musical effects ; they are faintly heard owing to

the relatively small disturbance which is set up by the mere
flow of turbulent air through the cavities. Since they consist

of musical notes, it follows that the resonances which constitute

whispered sp^h should, as already shown, be capable of

transcription in ordinary musical notation, and of orchestral
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reproduction by a combination of suitable musiccd instruments

The instruments for this purpose should preferably be of the

whistle type and be capable of producing ghdes or " porta-

mento ” efects, smce many of the changes of resonance that

occur m connected speech, are progressive—i.e. the pitch of

the notes vanes gradually, and not by defined steps as in

most wind instruments They must al^ be capable of being

muted, so 2ls to give, what we have called a half-whistled tone.

A very suitable instrument for the present purpose would be
the Swannee Whistle, m which the pitch is varied by varying
the position of a piston which shdes mside the whistle tube.

The whistle-note can also be muted—so as to produce the
“ half-whistled ” notes—viz by modifymg the chisel edge,

against which the mouthpiece directs the air-stream, and its

opemng to the air, by the addition of plasticine or modelling

wax as described in Chapter XII. It is also possible that a

somewhat similar effect might be produced by violms played
with unresined bows

Hitherto it has not been possible to collect the necessary

performers, so as to attempt the production of whispered
speech in either of these ways For those of my readers

who may wish to try the experiment for themselves, I have
here transcnbed—for three Swannee Whistles—the whispered
resonances of Shakespeare’s Ime (from Sonnets to Sundry
Notes of Music) " Love, whose Month was ever May
The vowel sentence, “ you weigh our air, we owe you aye

our awe ”, which was transcnbed in musical notation at

Chapter III, p 46, should be reproducible, in the same way,
by a pair of muted whistles or violms. The low F sharp m the

lower resonance of the word “ weigh ” might be played as G,
to bnng it within the viohn compass, without loss of vowel
character.

Musical Reproduction of Voiced Speech

To reproduce voiced speech (as distinct from whispered
speech) m this way, it would be necessary to blow the whistles

through a reed hke that of an oboe or clarinet. Whether any
effect at all resembling speech could be obtained when each of

the three resonators (whistles) was actuated by a separate
reed, instead of aU being energized by a single reed, experiment
alone can disclose.

It is not suggested that chamber music of this t5T)e is likely
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to supersede that which we at present enjoy, though it is con-

ceivable that instrumental effects of high emotional value

may be produced in the future by importing into music some
of the sounds of human speech and song. At present the

knowledge that human whispered speech can be scored as

chamber music, for a tno of wind or stringed instruments,

may serve certain useful purposes—it may remind us of the

musical nature of speech—of its surpnsing and unnecessary
complexity—and of the present duty which hes on every
performer (especially of every performer in pubhc) to perfect

himself—so far as possible—^in his art before mflicting himself

on his audience.

Vocal Inflexion

In speech, as it exists, in most of the European and Indian,

as well as in the Semitic and Corean languages, the larynx is,

as we have said, not an essential organ The inflexions of

the voice are quite independent of the articulations of speech ;

thus, though the inflexions give emotional value, and are also

even used for grammatical purposes—e g to mdicate a question,

by the raising of the voice—^these uses are at most supple-

mentary to that of articulation

But there is another well-known group of languages—of

which we have already given one example—called Tone-
languages, mcludmg all the Chinese languages (except

Corean), Japanese, all the Central and South Afncan languages

(except Swahih), Burmese and some Indian languages,^ in

which the larynx has become an organ of speech, and m which
the meamng of a speech sound depends, not only on the articu-

lation, but also on the type of laryngeal sound by which the

articulation is energized.

These languages would seem, therefore, to have owed more
m their beginmngs to the laryngeal calls, and less to the

whispered articulation than those of the Indo-European
family, unless indeed the necessity for using different tones of

voice was a new mvention, forced upon them by the multi-

plicity of homophones which developed m their language
as the result of the gradual loss of consonants.

In the Tone-languages, the melody of phonation is tied to

the articulation, and the combination of a particular pitch value
with a particular articulation is necessary to define the word.

> I am indebted to Professor Daniel Jones for this information as to Tone-
languages.
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On the other hand, in the uninflected languages the signifi-

cance of tone inflexion is either psychologic-denoting the
frame of mind of the speaker—or grammatical—as when the

tone of voice is raised to denote interrogation Inflexion

of this kmd is apphed to a particular part of the sentence
rather than to particular words. In Chmese, on the other hand,
inflexion is an essential of speech, and it consequently follows

that the language cannot be whispered '

The dependence of language on tone adds greatly to its

complexity, and to the difficulty of devising a rational system
of notation for recording it In our own language, we make
no attempt, m recording spieech, to record al^ the mflexions

of the voice—even though those mflexions may be of importance
for indicating the emotional settings of the words used and
almost necessary for enabling them to be understood, as a
whole At most, we indicate a raismg of the voice at the end
of a sentence by a question mark. ?, or we use notes of exclama-
tion, ', or verbal descnptions of the tone of voice used, to assist

the reader in mentally reconstructing the emotional background
and consequent laryngeal cadence of the spoken words

Since the object of speech notation is to enable the reader

to understand and reproduce (so that others may understand)

the ongmal speech, it is obviously undesirable that the meaning
of speech should depend in any way on an element which is

not recorded in its notation The ideal aim of language should,

therefore, be to depend on articulation rather than on the
" tone of voice ” for its full meaning In that case, inflexion

(which undoubtedly adds musical beauty to speech) should

follow some simple musical rules, so that the appropnate
melody of inflexion may be correctly “ extemporized ” by the

reader without the need of a separate notation for the

purpose

Linguistic Change

The gesture aspect of human speech may be of service

in the science of linguistics, by affording a more directly

mechamcal explanation of the phonetic changes which are

known to have taken place in the evolution of the present

languages, from those of the past If the gesture is the essential

element, rather than the sound, it would be natural that

different generations of men should make the same gesture

in somewhat different ways, accordmg to their temjierament.
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conditions of life, vigour and culture The gestures of speech,

from this point of view, do not differ essentisdly from any other
gestures of life—such for example, as the actions of walking
or dancmg or other common movements. We can tell a man
or woman by their walk—^we can even often tell a man or a
woman’s business or nationality in the same way, whether the

man be a sailor or a policeman or an acrobat, or the woman
a dancer or a mannequin. So it is with speech. National
characteristics produce national mannerisms in the gestures

of articulation.

From this point of view it might be expected that vigorous
and uncouth nations would make vigorous and uncouth
gestures of articulation, as m other ways. Their consonants
would then tend to be full closures rather than partial, their

vowel postures would be far apart—there would frequently

be big changes of resonance m their articulation. They
would say piper (palpa) or poiper (poips) instead of paper
(peipe). As such a race became more civilized and less bluff,

the change would be seen in their manner of makmg the old

gestures. The full closures would be less emphatically made,
and would tend to become partial closures—the speaker’s

tongue or lips (less vigorously directed) would not trouble to

fimsh out the gesture, but would only move sufficiently to

mdicate it,^ In this way p and b would tend to become f and

; m also might become t or w ; t or d might become 6 or 6,

k and g might become 5 (Scots' lecht, or German ich) and x
(Scots or German loch) respectively—^just as they did in the

rubber tube experiments, mentioned in Chapter VI, page 108.

It is almost self evident that the same gesture, which, when
vigorously executed produces a full closure, may produce
only a partial closure if made le^ vigorously.

Another obvious tendency, due to less energetic gesture,

would be for the tongue to make its consonant gestures

nearer to the spot where it had to be humped to form the

associated vowd. Thus, closure after a broad a or 0 or 0,

would tend to be made in a position near the soft palate, so

as to produce a k or g on full dosure, or a c (ich) or x (^ch) on
a less vigorous partial closure. Conversdy, the vowel postures

of i, I and 9, would tend to be associated with the corre-

sponding consonant dosure, t, ts, 0 and their voiced equivalents

d, dz and 8. Similarly, an asperated vowd might tend to be
> Compare Jespenen, Language, p. 257, last three hues and p. 277.
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followed by a back closure—producing k—^rather than by a
t or p.

In making big changes of vowel positions, as from i or e

to a or 0, the tongue of a less confident generation may feel

the need of support on its journey and touch the palate at an
intermediate spot, as m the well-lmown use of the articulated r

in such phrases as here-and-there (hia-ran-Ue's).^ This action

may actually be felt by laymg the first finger along the palate

and then articulating the words, so that the tongue makes its

contacts with the underside of the finger instead of with the

central portion of the palate. The sensation on the finger then

suggests, very definitely, the action of some one cautiously

crossmg a stream, which is almost too wide to jump, and
stepping hghtly on a stone in midstream for the sake of safety

m transit.

The difficulty of articulating the untnlled r is readily explained

by the complex nature of the resonances and by the number
and accurate formation of the cavities and connectmg passages

which are needed to produce the resonances correctly. It is

interesting to note that in this and other cases, where sub-

stituted sounds are employed by persons who cannot articulate

the ongmal sound, the substituted sounds generally have very
similar resonances, though they may be produced in a very
different way. Thus, if I substitute for the untnlled r, a sound
mtermediate between w and v, the substitute maintains, m my
voice, the resonances 1366 and 342, which are also heard
(with other additional components) when I articulate the word
“ run ” (rAn). The same observation apphes to the substitu-

tion of f, v, for 0, 8, their resonances are, as we have seen,

very similar.

In these cases, the sound changes are evidently made by
ear, not by consideration of the gestures of articulation. On
the other hand, when a Chinaman says lun, instead of the

English run, or a Japanese says RAndon for London—in both
these cases the substituted sound is mainly due to mutation
of the gestures.

It may be supposed that different races, with different

cultural outlooks, will naturally pay varying degrees of

conscious attention to the sounds of articulation. The more
musical nations might possibly be expected to be more interested

* See Jespenen, Language, p. 290.
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in the sounds and the less musical or more pantomimic to rely

more on their unconscious reahzation of the gestures. In this

way it may be imagmed that different races might develop

quite opposite methods of phonetic change, accordmg to their

respective cultural standards, and to the mterest which they
take in the sounds of speech as compared with its gestures.

The reader will understand that in what I have said above,

as to the apphcation of the gesture aspect of speech, to

Linguistics, I am speakmg as one who makes no pretence of

any expert knowledge of that science. I have been tempted
to venture thus far, only by the hope that the estabhshment
of pomts of contact between students of Lmgmstics and those

who may hereafter mvestigate articulatory resonance and
gesture, may be of service to both parties m elucidatmg the

truth.

The Improvement of the Technique of Speech

It is to be feared that the present tendency in Enghsh
speech is not one that can be approved on first principles

It seems to be agreed by phoneticians that articulation is more
slipshod, and that there is a tendency to substitute unvoiced
for voiced sounds, owmg to the saving of trouble mvolved.
Thus, words hke eggs, sounds, rubs, which were normally

pronounced egz, sAundz, rAbz, are now often pronounced
ekz, aAunts, taps, with an unvoiced b This appears to be a
really retrograde step, whether we consider it from the practical

pomt of view of audibihty, or from the artistic and emotional

side of melodic or inflexional value
Speech is at present our only way of expressmg thought

—

it IS probably our only way of accurate thinking. Without a

language to thmk in, our thoughts would be as vague and
formless as our ideas of quantity would be without the aid of

numerals with which to symbolize and define the quantities

in question. If so, then the perfecting and miproving of human
speech and language are essential to the perfectmg and
improvmg of the human powers of thought.

The question of improvmg language wiU be dealt with in a

later chapter, but wemay smtably referhere to that of improving
the performance of human speech. Audible speech is, as we
have seen, a purely musical phenomenon, due in the case of

voiced sounds to the combination of the laiyngeal music of the

emotions with the gestural language of the organs of articula-
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tion, and in the case of unvoiced sounds to the changes of

resonance which are heard when turbulent air passes tlnough
the gesticulating cavities. Articulation modifies the resultmg
soimds by varymg the number and resonances of the cavities

through which it passes, even to the extent of mterrupting the

sounds altogether, as m the case of the " plosive ” consonants

(p; b, t, d, k, g, etc.).

If speech is music—of a very refined and elaborate nature too

—should we not take some trouble to master its techmque,
so as to be able to perform it reasonably well ^ Yet, at present,

very httle stress is laid on perfection of articulation. The
phoneticians appear cheerfully to accept every result of slovenly

articulation as a new and mterestmg addition to their collec-

tion of sounds of the spoken language. The new slovenhness

is faithfully recorded and taught to foreign students as the
most up-to-date expression of coUoqmal speech.

Is this a safe attitude to adopt > Let us contrast once more
the case of music, and assume that slovenhness in execution

was not only tolerated, but actually studied and encouraged
and recorded by the musical critics as the very " latest thing

”

m the performance of the works, say of Bach or Beethoven.
Let us also assume that techmcal difficulties m execution

were considered as unmixed evils, and as mdicatmg the need
for a simplification of the music m which they occurred We
should then have a very fair analogy to the present attitude

of the pubhc, and of many phoneticians even, towards
spoken Enghsh to-day

In the case of music it is easy to see that the attitude of

indifference to technique would be fatal. The great works
of the Masters would have to be revised and simplified so that

all difficulties of execution were avoided—aU music would
then be such that any child could play any of it without

difficulty. Music would, m fact, have reached its second
childhood.

The Future of English

With us, English articulation is running the very same
course, and we are rapidly losing sounds—substitutmg simpler

gestures of articulation for the more fimshed, skdful, and
expressive gestures of the past, and consequently reducmg
the numbers of colours in our articulatory palate. The end
is not difficult to see if the tendency is allowed to continue
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unchecked. English will lose more and more sounds—^words

which were previously different will come to have the same
easy sound, tiU, like the Chinese, we are ultimately left with a
few beggarly hundreds of words, each of which has to do duty
as the sole remaining representative of a whole family of

departed sounds.

A language of many homophones is a language of doubt and
ambigmty

;
it is haunted by the ghosts of its dead, and is a

standmg witness to the degradation and atrophy which
inevitably follows when man ceases to take trouble or to endure
conscious effort.

There is, therefore, good reason for urging that we should,

in the future, pay defimte attention to the technique of
" articulation ” as a necessary part of our racial progress

and development, and learn to take an artistic pleasure in

perfomung the gestures of our language with grace and skill.

Of course there will be change and development m the future

as m the past ; but it is evidently important that, m the case

of a language so wide-spread as Enghsh, we should take care

that the evolution of our language and of its pronunciation

shall be earned out on a world-wide plan—not on a narrow
parochial footing

If things are left to themselves, it would not be long before

the speedi of Englishmen became unintelhgible to citizens of

the tJmted States, and vice versa In that case, the chief

advantage of Enghsh—^as a modem world-language—^would

have been wantonly sacrificed. It is in this respect that the art

of Broadcastmg, if wisely used, can be of pnceless advantage
to the English-speaking world.

Already, in England, a definite attempt is bemg made to set

an example of good articulation and of artistic use of the

language in the speech of the professional Announcers, whose
voices will, no doubt, in course of time, be famihar to almost
eveiy citizen. What is needed is that there shall be a defimte

system of co-operation between all the English-speaking com-
munities, with the object of eventually building up a world
standard of English articulation and language.

Such a standard should, 1 suggest, ^ based not on the

authonty of former usage or of scholastic teaching, but on
rational principles of euphony, precision, smiphcity, directness,

brevity, conformity between sound and S5mibol, and of all the

other characteristics which go to make up a perfect method
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of S3niibolizing human thought by the twm arts (i) of phonation
and articulation, and (2)

of recording the results in writing.

Under such gmdance, and with the stimulus of the universal

interest of all English-speaking commumties, the Enghsh
language would assuredly take a new step forward—a step

even greater (I beheve) dian that which it took between the

times of Chaucer and Milton.

And with this improvement in their language, the English-

speaking commimities will have acquired an equal improvement
in their powers of clear thinking, an advantage not to be
despised.

Our present methods of symbolizing thoughts by the

gestures of articulation, which we call speech, have all grown
up out of hand and other gestures much as the Roman numerals
did. In their case—as is well known—the i’s represented

a finger held up. v was an open hand, x was two hands crossed,

and so on. Calculation in these S5nnbols must have been
extremely cumbrous and slow.

I beheve that there are as great gams to be reaped m the

technique of human thought by a systematic improvement of

language as the inheritors of Latm culture gamedm anthmetical
facihty by the adoption of the (so-called) Arabic numerals.

SUPPLEJIEKTARY GESTURES

In one respect, the earliest language of man has probably
survived to this day—^namely in the gestures, of limbs, head
or features—^which all nations stih employ, more or less, to

supplement or replace speech. The shake of the head to indicate

a negative, may be the substitute for a still earher " waviug
aside ” motion of the hand, but its great antiquity can hardly

be doubted. A nod, a shrug of the Moulders, a smile, a wink,

a kiss, are all forms of gesture language, expressmg mental
or emotional states with extraordmary brevity as compared
with the method of words.

It has been said that the more highly civilized nations

depend less on these gestures and more upon speech ; certainly

in our own age and country, the use of gestural indication is

declining. A public speaker who made use of the gestures

which would be natural to a Southern European would appear
to an English audience to be highly theatncal and insincere.

From the point of view of ease of record, gestures—as a

means of communication—stand in the same category as vocal
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intonation : they are a language without an alphabet, and
ought, therefore, to be avoided in all speech which is intended

to be recorded in wnting or by phonographic means Other-

wise the record will not adequately convey the speaker's

deeper meaning
As betweenman and man—orman and woman—^the language

of gesture will never be ousted by speech, however much it may
be perfected in the future. A hand laid on the shoulder of a
friend " speaks volumes ”—as the saymg goes—and far more
eloquently than any words. The language of lovers, even the

most civilized, would mostly make but poor readmg if taken
down in shorthand and pubhdied verbatim

;
yet, between

lovers there is a more perfect expression of the subtlest

emotions, and a more complete and mutual understanding
of mentality, than between the very best of the articulate

!

It will be no disgrace to human speech if, after all, it should

turn out to be (as I beheve it is) a branch of human gesture.



Chapter X

VOICE PRODUCTION

In the present chapter, the attempt will be made to mdicate
the bearing of the observations and experimental results,

which have been already described, on the arts of voice produc-
tion as apphed to speech and song.

It must be confessed, at the outset, that m both these respects

there is much which remains to be discovered, by further

observation and experiment and especially by experiment
with models. Still, there are certain principles, not hitherto

fully recognized, which have been estabhshed, and which may
be useful to those who are mterested—either as teachers,

pupils or exponents— the arts of speakmg and smgmg.
To such as these this chapter is particularly addressed

In speech—^more especially m pubhc speaking—the quahties
of clearness and mteUigibihty depend, almost entirely, on the

accurate production of the vocal resonances, which, as we have
seen, are responsible for the audible effects of “ articulation ”.

When a public speaker is incomprehensible (which occurs

even at the meetmgs of the most learned soaeties) it is seldom,
if ever, due to the fact that he is not speaking loi*d enough.
The human ear is so sensitive that it can hear and understand
speech though its loudness is reduced to one-milhonth of the

normal. The incomprehensible speaker is not understood
because he is not making his vocal gestures, and consequently
his vocaJ resonances, sufficiently precise. Thus, clearly

whispered speech can be heard and understood by large

audiences, even (as I have had occasion to prove) m parts of a
hall of wffich the acoustics are known to be bad for normal
voiced speech.

Again, excessive phonation—^i e. a too loud laiynx note

—

combmed with bad articulation, may be even more difficult

to understand than if less vocjil energy had been used , for the
laryngeal notes may cause echoes and reverberation, which
mask the changes of sound due to articulation. For audibihty
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in public speaking, the moral is :
'* Take care of the vocal

gestures, and the voice will take care of itself.”

One or two other general rules may here be referred to

(though they form no part of the present investigation), such
as:

—

The larger or higher the auditorium, the slower should be
the artici^tion. Otherwise the echo of each syllable, as it

returns from the walls or ceiling, will clash with its successor.

It should be remembered that the number of articulatory

changes, which have to be made in producing a sentence,

is much larger than the mere number of “ syllables ” into

which we conventionally divide the words which compose it.

We must hear, not merely the syllables, but a sufficient

proportion of their component dianges, if we are to be certain

as to their meaning. Consider, for example, the foUowmg
passage of 74 words^omprising 140 syllables (i e an average

of ]ust under two syllables per word)—^which may easily be
spoken in half a minute :

—

" The problem of givmg telephone service is quite

different from that of most busmess enterprises. The
merchant, for example, may take more business in his store,

without necessarily always increasing his facihties. The
mmute we take another subscnber, however, we add to our
plant and plant investment. Similarly, in connection with
the manufacturing mdustry, the manufacturer, for instance,

is in a position to exercise very direct control over his

activities. In the telephone industry, ...”

Here (if I have counted them correctly) there are 313 changes
of articulation in the 140 syllables which form the 74 words.

The changes of articulation in this case succeed one another
at an average rate of 626 per minute. Actually they are formed
more qmcldy than this, for the average rate does not allow

for the pauses which the speaker makes between his phrases.

Taking for convenience 600 per mmute, i.e. 10 articulatory

changes per second (which would correspond to a slightly

slower rate of speech than our postulated 148 words per minute),
these will be interfered with by echo if the preceding sound
returns a tenth of a second later. Sound travels, as we have said,

about 1,100 feet per second, so that an echo “ lag ” of a tenth

of a second, represents the effect of an echo-path—^from speaker

to wall or roof and thence to the listener—of no feet. In an
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auditorium where such length of echo-path is possible, the
speaker must therefore go more slowly than 150 words per
minute—otherwise, if the ceiling and walls of the auditorium
are hard (so as to act as reflectors of sound) his words will

be dif&cult to understand.

Another useful rule—^more particularly for speakers with
an ear for music—^is to avoid, m speaking, the use of a larynx

note, which corresponds to the natural resonant note of the air

inside the buildmg. When such a note is present, the speaker’s

lajynx tone becomes suddenly magnified and “ built up ”

by resonance, whenever its frequency of vibration coincides

with that of the air in the building
;
on the other hand his

articulation changes get no such advantage and becomes
masked by the continmng resonance Generally speakmg

—

whether m resonant buildings or in broadcastmg (where
electrical resonance is commonly mtroduced mtentionaUy)

a speaker should phonate less and articulate more than when
he is speakmg under conditions of less resonance.

Speech for the Deaf

The results now under consideration have a bearing which
may be worth mentionmg, on the problem of teachmg the deaf

to speak by visual and tactual observations of another speaker.

It would appear that, since the essentials of speech are all to be
found m the whispered form, it would simphfy the problem if,

in the first mstance, the pupil were introduced to whispered

speech as a separate art. There are so many sounds m which
the vocal cords are not used, that it must surely comphcate
the imtial problem if these sounds are treated together with

others m which the vocal cords are used. Whispered speech,

on the other hand, is perfectly homogeneous If whispered

speech were taught in the first instance, the art of phonation

would then follow naturally, or could be taught concurrently

as a separate subject. It could then be appUed to the two
separate purposes, viz., of phonation (in the case of vowels,

diphthongs and voiced consonants) on the one hand, and of

vocal inflexion on the other.

It seems probable that, by dividing the subject in this

way, the deaf pupil might obtain a much clearer conception

of the purpose of phonation (as distmct from articulation),

and a much better grasp of the principles of vocal inflexion

—on the correct use of which the natur^ess of speech in any
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language or dialect so largely depends Speech learnt without
the aid of hearing could hardly become natural until the
pupil had learnt something of the art of phonation as a means
of expressing his or her emotional state. I beheve that this

art could be learnt, so as ultimately to become mstmctive.

I have been confirmed in this opimon by the results of an
afternoon spent m the company of Miss Helen Keller (to whom
reference has already been made) on 26th February. 1927,
at her home at Forest Hills, New York Miss Keller learnt

to speak by the usual method of combimng articulation and
phonation from the start—she was not separately interested

in phonation, and her vocal inflexion is consequently
monotonous I discussed the question with her and found
her keenly mterested.

It appeared that she could whisper, and she recited a short

poem first m voiced and then in whispered speech , this I

wrote down and “ scored ” for vocal inflexion by drawing a
wavy line which rose and fell as my own voice rose and fell m
pitch when I spoke the words

This score was made readable to the touch, by pncking along
the wavy hne from the back of the paper so that the hne of

pncked holes appeared m rehef After a preliminary practice

m nsmg and faUing voice inflexion. Miss Keller was able to

repeat the poem, usmg the rising and falhng voice mflexion as

recorded on the “ score ”—^with a consequent gam in natural-

ness and emotional value.

It seems also possible—though this has not yet been put
to the test—that the teaching of the postures and gestures

of articulation might be made easier by the use of models,

mdicatmg the general form of resonators to be aimed at in

each case

In Miss Keller’s case she was able to recognize change of

pitch in the larynx note of my voice by feehng the vibrations

of my throat For those who have sight but not heanng,
much the better plan would be to adopt some method of

making the pitch of the larynx note visible on some sort of
“ frequency ” scale.

One instrument of simple construction for this purpose is

the Phonoscopie of Professor Joh. Georg Forchhammer, of

the Metropohtan School, Copenhagen, which was m practical

use as early as 1887. In this, the note whose pitch is to be
made visible is sung mto a mouthpiece which communicates
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the vibrations to a sensitive gas flame. The flame, therefore,

rises and falls with the vibrations of the note sounded. The
hght of this flame is thrown onto a revolving cylinder, mounted
on a vertical axis and having twenty-one separate " scales

”

punted round its circumference. ]^ch scale consists of a
given number of equally spaced black squares with white
spaces between, the lowest scale having the smallest number of

black squares and consequently the largest spacmg between
squares The scale next above has more squares and the next
stiU more up to the twenty-first scale. The cylmder is uniformly
turned by clockwork and under these conditions each scale

presents a different number of black squares passmg uniformly

per second
The effect of the rh5dhmically flickermg light is to make the

scale whose number of squares passmg per second corresponds

with the number of flickers per second stand out as if the

squares were at rest (the well-loiown stroboscope effect), while

all other scales appear blurred or in motion. The apparent
motion of the scale is in the direction of the actual movement
of the cyhnder or in the contrary direction—according as the

note sung is flatter or sharper in pitch than the corresponding

pitch of the scale m question. The scales (of black squares)

actually used correspond to the vibrations of the notes of a

chromatic scale extendmg over nearly two octaves. With
this apparatus, a deaf person can see the effect of a note

hummed mto the apparatus and can then match it with a note
of his own
Other more recent devices, serving the same purpose with

greater exactness, are the Optical Sonometer of Adam Hilger,

Ltd., Rochester Place, Camden Town, London, N W., the

Osiso of Mr. J. W Legg, of the Amencan Westmghouse Co.,

and the OsciUoscope as used by Professor Robert H. Gault,

Ph.D.i

Voice Production in Song

In song, our aim is in many ways more complex than in the

production of speech. There is articulation—as in speech

—

combined with laiyngeal inflexion—as in voiced spee^—^but

the inflexion has become elaborated and formalized, so that it

no longer rises and falls m pitch by progressive " ghdes ”,

but by defined steps or musical mtervals. Moreover, the range

* Archives of Otolaryngology, U.S.A., Feb., 1926, vol. 111
, pp. 121-35.
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or compass of inflexion, and the rate of change of pitch are
both enlarged, as compared to most normal spasch.

The purpose of song—as compared with spe^—^is to appeal
more especially to the emotions. In song, the emotional
language appears m a new and startling guise dressed in its

best, and leaping athletically from toni pomt to point—as

compared with the slipshod glides of mtonation in speech.^

The relation of song to speech—so far as vocal i^exion is

concerned—^is therefore very similar to that of the descnptive
dance as compared with the common actions which it portrays,

or to the relation between the same sequence of ideas as

expressed in poetry or in prose. Every time we speak or

sing a rh3mie, our tongue and lips necessarily repeat the

postures which produced the sound on which the rhyme
is formed Poetry, from this point of view, is the art of panto-
mimic dancing, performed with our tongues and bps—^melody

IS another kmd of ceremonial dance performed—in time rather

than in space—^by the action of the vocal cords.

A further aim, m song, is to secure an increased amphtude
or mtensity,* on the one hand, so as to reach a larger audience,

to penetrate the orchestral screen in opera, or to produce
the greatest sense of power and emotion ; to this we must
add, on the other hand, an equal contrasted power of reducing

the volume of sound to a minimum on any given laryngeal note.

All these elements—articulation, inflexion, range, control

of amphtude—^must be combined with the arts of phrasing,

i.e. the appropriate variation of the duration of each note
sung (or voiceless syllable whispered), and of varying the

resonant quahty and the amphtude or loudness of the sounds
produced, so as to give the desired emotional effect. It is

evident, therefore, that good singing is a highly artificial and
accomplished phenomenon, depending on many forms of

control, and on the artistic and emotional character and
power of expression of the singer.

In venturmg to make some remarks on voice production
in song, I would pioint out that these constitute at most a
commentary, made in the light of such experiments and
conclusions as seemed to have a bearing on the subject. My
results are far from being sufficient to enable an3^thing

' See I. A. Richards, m Psyche, July, 1927.
* “ That intensity, which is the culmination of his art," W. Shakespeare,

The Art of Stngtng, p. 14.
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approaching a complete theory of voice production to be
built up at the present time. They do, however, point to

certain facts, some of which are directly contrary to views
which are more or less current among smgers and teachers of

singing. In order, therefore, that truth may further prevail

(if only in a small part of the field) reference will now be
made to certam of ^ese current theones, in order that they
may, if possible, be corrected. They are as follows •

—

(1) That the lungs are a resonator ;

(2) That chest and head notes are due to selective resonances
in the chest and head ,

(3) An ultra fallacy (not generally current, but widely
pubUshed) that the voice is produced by resonance in the
sinuses

;

(4) That the hard palate and teeth act as sound-boards ,

(5) That sound, inside the mouth, can be thrown or directed

forward or backward, up or down ,

These five fallacies may now be considered in order.

fig. 121

(i) The lungs as a resonator We have seen in Chapter II

that the cavity of the thorax, which surrounds the lungs, is

entirely filled by the lung tissue of nunute air cells and blood

vessels and their connecting air tubes, and that there is, in fact,

no cavity connected to the wmdpipe such as might act as a
resonator. On the contrary, it was pointed out that the

lung tissue, with its finely subdivided passages and air cells,

is especially adapted to act as an absorber of sound. It is

true that on singing, in what is known as the chest register,

the chest—and trunk generally—^may be felt to vibrate.

This is no doubt due to the fact that when powerful vibrations

are set up by the vocal cords (amplified by resonance in the

vocal cavities) the air is set m vibration, both above and below
the point at which the air current is rhythmically interrupted.

Thus in the model shown in Fig. 121, a resonator placed behind

the rubber strip larynx, was found to operate sufficiently
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to produce a vowel sound in combination with another resonator

in front of the laiynx.

Theeffectofvibration—^i.e. ofrhjrthmicalchangesofpressure

—

set up behind the human larynx, will be to cause pressure

changes on the walls of the wmdpipe, bronchial tul«s, etc.,

which will tend to shake these walls ; the resulting disturbance

even reaches the framework of the thorax and is felt at its

outer surface. Such an effect will dimimsh rather than increase

the resonance of the windpipe, by utilizmg the sound energy
to do work m shaking the walls of the air passages along

which the sound waves travel

The only function of the lungs m singing, is to supply air

at the right pressure, of the right volume and at the right

time, to the vocal cords and organs of articulation. The
windpipe— which the lungs act as an open end—may,
as we have said, have a resonance of its own, though no
characteristic pitch has so far been detected with certamty.

(2) Chest and headnotes. As the resonances behmd the larynx
are not variable, it follows that the variations which produce
chest notes or head notes, must be sought elsewhere They
will be considered later, in coimection with the resonances

of the vocal cavity.

(3) Voice production by resonance in the sinuses—i.e. the

na^ cavity and its annexes. As to this, it is only necessary

to pomt to the conclusive evidence that phonation is due to the

action of the vocal cords.

Accordmg to Dr. V. E. N^us, F R.C.S.—who has made a
special study of the vocal organs of men and anunals—the

larynx was onginally a means of breath control, rather than
of phonation ; its purpose was to act as a valve by which the

air could be locked inside the lungs, so as to stiffen the thorax
and thus give a more ngid anchorage for the muscles of the

arms and shoulders (or their equivalent) when a special

muscular effort was demanded of them. As to their present

action in producing phonation, there can be no doubt.

By the courtesy of Sir Arthur Keith, I was introduced in

1923 to Dr. Negus, who was then working at the Royal College

of Surgeons, and who demonstrated the larynxes of various

animals (mcluding monkey and man). He showed that by
attachmg an air supply pipe to an excised larynx, preserved

in spint (provided it was not too old so as to have become stiff),

it was possible to make it phonate. The experiment was
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tned with a preparation of tongue and larsmx as shown,
approximately, in section in Fig. 122, and I found that, by
varying the pressure (by hand) on either side of the excised

lar)^—as if to press the edges of the vocal cords more or less

together—and by adjusting the air pressure (by blowing
the laiynx by mouth through a tube), it was possible to vary
the lai^mx note by at least an octave and even to make it

hum a tune.

In this experiment there were no resonators and no sinuses,

yet there was a controllable phonation, due to the combination
of controlled air pressure and laryngeal pressure.

1

Wtndpxpc

Fig. 122—Section (approx.) of prepared tongue and larynx.

The range of the hving vocal cords is very much greater than
those of an excised larynx—due, no doubt, to the great variety

of adjustments of length, tension (possibly also of edge to edge
pressure), thickness, etc., of which the living organs are

capable.

It may be mentioned that in the case of the livmg laiynx,

lateral pressure lowers the note, whereas the note of an excised

larynx was raised. Frontal pressure on the hving larynx

lowers the range still more than lateral pressure.
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A Model of the Vocal Cords

The action of the vocal cords may be imitated very simply
in a model by cutting a transverse slit about ^ to f mch long

in the wall of an india-rubber tube, of say J mch internal

diameter, and closmg the tube near one end of the sht by
means of a sohd plug, as shewn in Fig. 123. If air is then
blown into the tube by its other end, so that it forces its way
out through the slit S, it is possible, by suitable adjustments,

to make the edges of the sht vibrate so as to produce
a musical note.

The adjustments required are (i) as to the tension of the
edges of the sht and (2) as to the resonant conditions of the

air tube or of the cavity (if any) into which the sht opens.

Thus it was found that, with the sht open to the an:, no

phonation could be obtained with any vanations of tension—^produced by puUing the rubber tube from either end of the

dit, as shown by the two arrows—^unless the air tube was of a
suitable length, or unless it was partially stopped (by means
of a plug P inserted m the tube so as to form a constriction

to the air passage) at the correct distance from the sht, and thus

set up resonance of the right frequency m the air supphed to

the sht.

By adjusting the position of the stop so that the slit vibrated

at minimum tension, it was possible to raise the pitch of the

note produced by about 7 semitones, vu. by progressive

increase of tension of the edges of the sht, without altering

the position of the stop.

The note produced in this way was pure and musical but
apparently lacking in overtones ; it was found not to be so

good for energizmg a vowel-sounding model as an organ reed,

or as the laterally vibrating rubber strip which was used in

the earher experiments. Both the sht tube and the prepared
human larynx were much less sensitive to changes of air pressure
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than the vibrating rubber strip type. For example, the human
lar3mx gave no change of pitch from the lowest air pressure

at whi(± phonation began up to about twice that pressure.

Further increase of pressure raised the pitch up to a maximum
of 4 to 5 semitones. The rubber slit was even more constant

under variations, the note merely becoming louder as the

pressure was increased.

Constriction of the air tube (| inch diameter) which supplied

the prepared human larynx, at a point 3 to 4 inches behind the
vocal cords, lowered the pitch of the note by 5 semitones ; the

lowering became less as the pomt of constnction was further

removed.

Effect of the Larynx on Vowel Sounds

In expeiimentmg with a slit tube artificial larynx attached

to a vowel-sounding model (of which the two resonators were
kept constant in pitch) it was foimd that variation of the

frequency of the larynx note actually produced changes of

vowel-sound ;
thus, the vowel i (eat), at 256 and 2434, was

not recognizable when the larynx note was 483, but was clearly

recognizable when the larynx note was raised to 541 It seems
evident from this experiment that there is a relation between
laryngeal frequency and vowel resonance frequency, and that

to this extent the theory that the resonators are separately

exated at each laryngeal impulse is not tenable. It seems
probable that the note given by the slit tube form of reed

is less complex than that given by human vocal cords, or by
a vibratmg rubber strip, and that for this reason the sht

tube larynx will only give clear vowel-sounds when the

frequency of the reed is related (withm limits) to the vowel
resonances ; thus, in the case mentioned above, the vowel
was recognizably produced when the reed frequency was within

a semitone of the octave above the lower vowd resonance.

In the human laiynx (even after preservation in spirit)

the conditions for vibration are so favourable that the aid

of resonance is not essential to obtain phonation—^but it

seems almost certam that the range and control of pitch

obtainable in speech and song do depend to some extent on
the proper adjustment of the resonance of the cavity into which
the vocal cords open. Adjustment of the resonance of the

windpipe does not seem to^ physically possible.
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So far we have taken the view that the lar3aix is not an
organ of speech, but rather an organ of phonation Some
further observations of Dr. Russell appear to show that this

view IS not strictly true. He noticed that when difierent

vowels were sung on the same lar3mx note, the attitude of

the vocal cords varied from vowel to vowel.

Thus, i (eat) was made with longer and sharper edged cords

than I (it), while the cushion of the epiglottis, i.e. the front

wall of the laryngeal cavity, moved mwards in the direction

of the vocal cords, and the cords themselves became more
rounded in passing to the vowels of lower resonance. It is

indeed qmte conceivable that the vocal cords may adjust

themselves so as to give a note nch m the particular overtones

which are required to energize the resonators which the
tongue and hps have prepared for them.

The Range of Laryngeal Notes

I have made a number of experiments on the range of my
own laryngeal notes at different times, from which it appears

that it vanes durmg the day. On nsmg in the mormng, the

range is greatest—about 4 octaves and 2 or 3 semitones—

m

the evening the range is reduced to about 3 octaves and 9
semitones, from about a 54 to #f" 724, i.e a reduction of 5
or 6 semitones, as compared with the morning range. The
maximum range so far recorded is 4 octaves 10 semitones,

on 2nd November, 1924. Such a range is abnormal and is

due to the accidents production of higher falsetto notes

(above #g" 812) by some conditions of the vocal cords which
cannot be reproduced at will. A more normal maximum was

4 octaves 6 semitones, from #d 38 to a" 861.

It should be understood that these wide ranges of laryngeal

tones do not represent a compass suitable for singing In my
case the lower notes are too faint and the upper notes (made
falsetto) are too feeble and too squeaky for use in song. The
observations seem worth recordmg, however, as evidence of the

power of thehuman vocal cords to produce vibrations extending

over a very wide range of frequency.^

^ Sir Febx Semon, in a discourse at the Royal Institution on 13th March,
1891, described the laryngeal action of a soprano whose singing voice had a
range of 4 octaves. I^thi and Frfischels {PflUgers Arch, f d. ges Phystol ,

vol. cxcv, pp 333, 1922) have recorded a range of 5 octaves. See Geiger and
Scheel, vui, p. 466, Berlin, 1927.
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For singing pnrposes, the normal range of the human voice
may be ta^en cis about 2 octaves and 2 seimtones for a soprano,
I octave 10 semitones for a contralto or tenor, i octave 9 seim-
tones for a baritone, and 2 octaves 2 semitones for a bass.

Broadly speaking the vocal cords get longer and thinner to
produce higher notes, while the cavity mto which the cords
open gets smaller or more open-mouthed.

In all voices certain ranges of the notes are made by a
different method of adjustment of length, thickness, length
of sht and tension of the vocal cords, and/or of the size and
shajie of the resonatmg cavities immediately adjommg them ;

these different methods of adjustment constitute the so-called

registers. Their action is not fully understood, and it is

evident from photographs (taken with the laryngoscope) of

different subjects that the methods of adjustment used may vary
mdividually even for the same t}^ of voice—soprano,

contralto, etc.^

Laryngeal Tone Quality

In the experiments now in question, systematic investigation

of the registers has not yet been possible, but it may be of use
to place on record the followmg isolated observations

A vowel-sounding pipe, consisting of an organ reed and two
resonators of variable capaaty but constant central and front

orifices, was set to give the vowel e (men) It was found
that with a fixed reed note (271), a wide range of different

qualities of voice—apparently comparable to head notes,

chest notes, etc—could be produced by small changes of

capacity of the back resonator. Durmg these changes the
vowel-soimd itself remained appreciably constant It will be
observed that in this case the reed remamed imaltered and
the reed note was constant The change of quality m this

particular experiment, therefore, was due to differences of
“ pharyngeal ” resonance.

In another senes of experiments, a 2 inch diameter rubber
tube was attached to an organ reed and fitted with a cork
" tongue ” and set at 5 mches from the mouth of the tube

;

the vowel-sound was a. It was found that a louder and more
“ forward ” production of the vowel-sound was given by

^ See for example some remarkable photographs taken by Dr. French, of

Brooklyn, and shown by Sir Feltx Semon, loc. cit., pp. 21-4.
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bending the tube so as to constrict it behind the tongue, thus

fomung a third resonating cavity 3—suggestive of the action

of the epiglottis in the human plmrynx. A very good a (calm)

with a forward production, was given by substituting a cork

T

Fig 124.

stop S for the rubber tube constriction C, the tongue T being

in contact with the conical mouth of the stop S, so as to reduce

the size of the cavity 2.

The resonances were of the order of 966 for 3, 1932 for 2

and 430 or lower for the space between 3 and the reed. The
mouth and throat resonances heard on breathing a (as if for

a similar " forward " production) were 512, 966 and 2579

—

corresponding to the resonances of 0 (all)—^which compare

with those of the rubber tube model. In this case also it is

probable that the addition of a cavity, giving a resonance

of the order of 2000, was the cause of the “ forward
”

production.
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A further experiment made with the rubber tube resonator

described in Chapter VI may be mentioned in this connection.

When the rubber tube was constncted, either by an external

tube chp or internally by means of a cork tongue, so as to give

the vowel a (cahn) it was found that, if the tube was further

pinched immediately in front of the opening of the reed tube,

a definitely nasal twang was given to the vowel sound This
experiment confirmed my personal observations that the t3^ical

American twang is not due to nasal resonance but to a con-

stnction of the pharynx.
There can be no doubt that a great deal of the quality of the

human voice depends on the pharynx, or rather on the

resonating cavity behmd the tongue. The greater part of the

energy of the voice is known to he in the lower resonances

of its vowel sounds (see for example the experiment with
" Radio Rex ”)—so do its audible characters of nchness or
" forwardness ” or nasality. Nobility of tone would seem to

depend almost directly on the volume of the back resonator.

The experiments which have ]ust been descnbed, though
much too mcomplete to constitute proof, appear to support

the view that resonance is an important element m the qu^ty
of the voice production apart from its functionm defimng vowel
character. In the human vocal cavity it is even conceivable

that the false vocal cords—^which produce a small cavity

immediately in front of the vocal cords, comparable with the

cavity 3 of Fig. 126—^may have some share m determimng
the quality of the sound produced, apart from vowel and
consonant character.

(4) and (5) Soundboard action ofpalate and teeth, and dtredton

of sound tn the mouth. It is a well ascertained physical principle

that waves—^whether of soundm air or on the siuface of water,

or of light m space—cannot be reflected (so as to take a definite

direction) except from surfaces which are large compared with
the wave-length (measured from crest to crest) of the undulation

which falls on them.
A mirror reflects light because of its polished surface, but

only so long as its surface is large compared to the wave-length
of the light which falls upon it. If the mirror were made
smaller in dimensions than a wave-length, the hght would
envelop it and pass on—just as a wave m the sea would
ignore a single upright post, standing in its path. On the

other hand a contmuous line of posts, longer from end to end
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of the line than the distance between one wave and the next,

will act as a barrier, and the wave will be reflected back by it.

In voice production, the wave-lengths employed vary in

length from between 14 feet and 3 feet, m the case of a bass

voice, to between 4 feet and just under i foot for a soprano

If by a " soundboard " in voice production is meant a reflector,

such as is suspended over pulpits to throw the speaker’s voice

down amongst his audience, then the palate of a basso

profundo would need to measure 20 feet either way (if not

more) to be effective on his lower notes. A soprano might
be able to manage with a palate of, say, 6 feet square, and teeth

(if these are to be included) of the same length 1 The sound-

board and reflector theory is therefore not tenable.



Chapter XI

MOUTH RESONANCE IN RELATION TO LARYNGEAL
PITCH

We have seen, from the experiments with models, that the

cavities of the mouth (except m the case of high-pitched

resonances) behave generally hke Helmholtz resonators. One
of the qualifications of such a resonator is that it shall be small

compared with the wave-length of the vibrations which it

produces.^ The mside of such a resonator is then entirely

filled with palpitating air which presses rhythmically against aU
parts of the containing walls; there can be no direction of

sound against one part or another of the intenor of such a
resonator. And so it generally is, without doubt, in the case

of the human mouth. If the resonator is large (within the

permissible limits of size) larger amplitudes of vibration may
be set up than if it is smaller, though the musical pitch of both
resonators may be the same if their orifices are properly

proportioned to the volume of their cavities

\^en a resonator is being energized, the air mside it is

stirred mto vibration by the rhythmical impulses due to the

action of the vocal cords The vigour of its response wiU
then depend, to some extent at least, on the relation between
the rate per second at which the air in the resonator would
naturally vibrate (if given a single push) and the rate per

second at which it is being actually and repeatedly pushed by
the laryngeal puffs. If the resonator is tuned so as to be in

proper relation to the vibrations by which it is energized, the

response will be greater and more continuous than if it were
not so tuned.

This fact probably affords the explanation for the rule that, in

singing, the tongue and throat must be kept mobile. So far as

resonance pure and simple is concerned, flexibihty can be of

no advantage—indeed the more yielding the resonator the

less efficient it wiU be. The object of flexibility is probably
to enable the organs to hunt instinctively for the position of

* See Appendix I.
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best resonance (within the possible limits of variation of the

vowel resonance) at each change of the larynx note on any
given vowel, or at each change of vowel on a given note.

The sensation of forward production may thus be due to the

fact that, when the resonators are properly adjusted, a bigger

amplitude of vibration (especially of the “ overtones ” or

vibrations of high frequency which give brilliance to the voice)

is felt within the front cavity of the mouth. Such a hunting

action of the tongue and throat (if it actually occurs) would
be very analogous to the operation of " voicing ” an organ
pipe, so as to get the best relation between the reed and its

resonator.

One other experiment may be mentioned here, namely as to

the action of the soft palate in connection with the different

forms of production.

If, while singing a given vowel—say a (calm)—on the same
note all the time, the character of the voice production be
changed in various ways, it wiU be seen that the soft palate

assumes many different attitudes. These can be easily studied

by illummating the inside of the mouth with a small electnc

light.

We shall refer again to this matter very shortly.

Nasal Resonance and Vowel Production

There has been and still is, great controversy as to whether
or not the passage to the nasal cavity should be opened (by the

forward and downward movement of the soft palate) durmg the

singing of vowel sounds. Whether the passage is open or shut

is very easily determined (as we have said)—^by the observer

or by the singer personally—^namely by the use of a stetho-

scope, held to either nostril, so as to lead the sound to the ears.

Another and cruder way of trying the seime experiment, is to

close the nostrils intermittently (by pinching them) while

singing the vowel. If the nasal passage is open, the closure

of the nostnis produces a mark^ ch^ge in vocal quality

;

if the passage is already closed, the fiuther closure of the
nostrils makes no perceptible difference. This further indicates

that when the nasal passage is closed by the soft palate,

there is no appreciable leakage of sound into the nasal cavity

and that it is essentially inoperative.

Of the few well-known singere with whom I have tried either
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of these experiments, all have proved fwt to be using the nasal

cavity in vowel production.

The experiment was tried of adding a nasal cavity to a
plasticine double resonator. There was an appreciable increase

of sound (especially if the nasal resonator was m tune with the
reed note), without much change in the vowel character.

Similarly, it was found that, m several vowel models, increased

volume could be obtained by makmg a small onfice to the air

in the back resonator (so as to give a direct exit to the back
resonance) though with some loss of vowel character.

In the human voice, it seems probable that greater volume
may be obtamed by opening the nasal passage, but at the cost

of adding a constant group of nasal resonances to those of

every vowel sound, li^s, to my ear, gives a disagreeable

monotony to all the vowel sounds
On the other hand, it may be possible that (as is claimed by

Mr. Weston, a voice-tramer, of Boston, Mass , with whom
I have discussed this question) the soft palate can be so

adjusted as to vary the openmg to the nas^ cavity, so as to

tune its resonance and regulate the proportion and pitch of

the nasal resonance m each case, and thus gam volume while

avoidmg monotony.
The only pomt on which I can speak with confidence m this

matter is that several very good singers—male and female

—

do not use nasal resonance at all m producmg their vowel
sounds

In this connection, we may also consider the question of the

nasal consonants m, n and q (ng). It is well known that these

may be produced with or without " nasal ’’ quahty, though
the normal production of all three consonants is, of course,

through the nasal cavity. It will also be remembered that in

the case of one of the rubber tube vowel models, m, n and q (ng)

were all made without the use of a nasal cavity, namely by
nearly complete closure of the tube at the front, centre, or

close to the reed opening, and that the continuous hum—wluch
is an important characteristic of all three soimds—^was produced
by leakage at the closure. The same effect can be produced
in the human voice, but the articulatory change is certainly

less defined than when these sounds are made as in normal

speech.

To test the cause of variations of nasality, when singing

the sound m, experiment was made with the wmdowed mouth
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stop and internal lamp, already described at p. ii8. It was
found that when m was intoned without nasahty, the palatal

arch was broad and flat as in Fig 127, whereas when the

production was changed to a strongly nasal m, the arch

became more Gothic—^being narrowed at the base and drawn
up to a pomt as in Fig 128. The two figures mdicate the

appearance as seen through the window of ^e mouth stop.

The nasal stethoscope experiment was also tried in the case

of the various consonants, as used by myself m normal speech.

It was found that m (as already mentioned) was normally

nasal, but not always ; for example, in the word “ transmits ”,

where I make the m very short, there was no opening of the

passage to the nasal cavity, n and q were always nasal, 8 (as

m this
)
was variable, e g. in the word “ that ” 5 was occasionally

nasal, to the extent of an almost instantaneous " tap ”, formed

Fig 127 Fig 128

by a momentary opening of the passage at the beginnii^ or

end of the 8 soimd ;
gl showed a sim^r “ tap ” at the end

of the sound ; kj (as m action) was sometimes nasal but not
normally ; so also was y (yes), h was sometimes nasal, some-
times not In my brother’s voice, it was nasal in hi (he),

hn (hoo) and hit (hit) and non-nasal in hei, he (as in hen) and hee.

In my own voice H was nasal with the vowels ei (not always),

e (not always), a (not always), ae, «, a (occasionally).

H was not nasal with the vowels i, 1, d, 0, ou and n. In
my own voice, the vowel

—

a before n or q is generally nasal,

a before rt as in " articulate ” is generally nasal.

SB before m is not nasal.

SB before n, as in '' and ”, is nasal.

Ai as in " by ” IS, sometimes.

These experiments show that many of the consonants, m
which nasal resonance was observed when whispered for

experimental purposes, are not nasal when employed m normal
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speech ;
they further show that the presence or absence of

nasal resonance does not make any appreciable difference to the

audible vowel or consonant character of most of the speech-

sounds

As a test of nasal resonance in singing, the following nonsense
words may be sung, to the tune of “ Ye banks and braes of

bonny Boon ’

' . The first four lines contain no nasal consonants,

and should be capable of being equally well sung, with the

nostrils free or pmched, by smgers who do not employ nasal

resonance on their vowels. On the other hand, the last four

hues contain a nasal consonant (m, n or q) m every word and
may serve as a test of the extent to which nasal resonance

is necessary in smgmg these sounds.

I {without nasal consonants).

Hard by the shores of far Brazil

We rode for pleasure years ago.

Led forward ever by the will

To brave each risk, to fight each foe.

II {with nasal consonants).

No roaming more ! In tune nigh spent

Mere strength grown faint, new prudence strong

,

And now from home my mien unbent
Must amble near my mate—^in Song !

In comparmg the action of the tongue (in vowel formation)

with that of the artificial constrictions made m the vowel-
soundmg models, it has hitherto been assumed that, m the

human voice, the central orifice is entirely due to the position

and shapmg of the tongue. This assumption is not strictly

true, for, in certain cases at least, observation of the illuminated
interior of the mouth, shows that the lower parts of the soft

palate—on either side of the arch of which the uvula forms
the depending keystone—^may co-operate with the back part
of the tongue In these cases the central orifice is formed by
the palatal arch itself, with its foundations resting on the back
of the tongue. It is only in certam forms of production—namely
those of a more strident or nasal tjqie—that this action occurs

;

it seems to be associated, in the vowel a (calm), with the
development of a high pitched resonance 2579, together

with the normal vowel resonances which are but little altered

by the change of attitude of the tongue and soft pillars or
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curtains of the palatal arch. Fig 129 indicates roughly the
appearance of the palatal arch and tongue during thisoperation;
the corresponding sectional view (taken from the left-hand
side of the subject’s mouth and exaggerated in height towards

the front, so that similar parts may be jomed by dotted lines

in the two views)—^may enable the organs to be more easily

identified

Another question in connection with the nasal consonants is

Fig. 130.

as to where, exactly, the high-pitched resonance—about

2434, of the sound q—corresponding to 1625 in n and 1084

or lower in m—^is formed.

When the tongue is pushed back into the k position and the
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soft palate drawn forward to meet it, there is obviously no
mouth cavity available.

The most probable explanation (though at present, so far as

I know, it laiis confirmation) seems to be that the high-pitched

resonator is formed between the back of the tongue and the

back of the upper part of the soft palate which produce the

cavity marked q m Fig. 130.

Leakage of Sound through Cavity Walls

There is another phenomenon already referred to, in connec-

tion with the models, namely, transparency to sound, which
may have a bearing on voice production. It will be remembered
that it was found feasible to listen to the resonances of mterior

cavities, by forming india-rubber sheet wmdows, through which
the resonant pitch could be heard The followmg experiment
shows that a considerable volume of sound passes out through
the skin of a singer's cheeks and throat.

Pinch the nostrils and keep the bps closed ; it will be found
that under these circumstances, a succession of fairly loud
notes of short duration can be made—the air from the lungs
bemg forced through the larynx so as to fill the mouth at eadi
note and being returned to the lungs at its conclusion. The
moral would appear to be that, to utilize this sound-leakage,

the singer's throat should be bared and held well up, so as to

expose the maximum surface of " wmdow ". This operation

may raise the resonant pitch of the back resonator (since

leakage through the walls of a resonator is equivalent to

enlarging its orifice), but the effect may be neutralized by the

greater volume given to the back resonator, by the more
erect attitude.

Conditions of Best Resonance

How are the best resonant conditions to be obtained in the
human vocal cavities ? The answer given by our theory is

:

by forming the cavities so that they operate as a pair of

resonators of the maximum size, properly tuned in relation to

the larynx note by which they axebeing energized. As there are

two distinct ways of tuning Helmholtz resonators, it follows

that a big resonator with a big orifice may have the same
pitch as a small resonator wi& a prop>ortionately smaller

orifice
; but the larger resonator with the larger orifice will

produce the greater volume of sound. There should be the
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maximum of resonating cavity and the minimum of passage

between resonators.

In the accompanying Figs. 131 and 132 (from X-ray photo-

graphs taken by Dr. Russell) this pnnciple is well illustrated.

Fig. 131.

In Fig 131 showing the vowel 0 sung, falsetto, on f' (342 -)

by a baritone, there is a very large front orifice due to a well-

depressed tongue, a rapid convergence to a narrow constriction

just above the epiglottis, and a similar rapid divergence to the

Fig. 132.

cavity immediately above the vocal cords. Even so it seems
possible that by humping the tongue more directly towards
the back of the throat (instead of somewhat upward^ towards
the passage leading to the nasal cavity) a further increase of

volume in both mouth and pharynx might have been obtained.
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In Fig. 132 showing the vowel i (eat) sung, falsetto, on c"

(512 - )
also by the same bantone, the tongue is well humped

towards the hard palate, so as to leave an aperture only J mch
deep between the tongue and the palate TTie back resonator

is very large, but is, m this case, constricted in an unexpected
way at about its middle by the backward projection of the
epiglottis. The front resonator forms a divergmg funnel

As to the total volume of the resonatmg cavities and the
opening of the mouth itself, I speak with less certamty than
as to the shape of the resonators.

It seems highly probable that, to give uniformity of produc-
tion throughout the range of the vowel sounds, the total volume
of the resonatmg cavities should be constant, and the mouth
opening (to air) should vary as httle as possible between
different vowels.

The vowel changes then become those due to the shifting

of the central orifice, together with the additional lowenng
of the resonances brought about by partially closing the
front orifice (mouth) for the vowels 0 (aU), on, and n.

As to the degree of mouth openmg to be used, for aU the

other vowels, it may be said that assummg the cavities to have
been made as large as possible, and the mouth opening at

least as large as the central orifice, there is no acoustic advantage
in opemng it wider. Such further opemng will, m fact, alter

the tumng and distort the vowel sound by raising the resonant
pitch.

Flexibihty of the tongue, soft palate, etc , it will be remem-
bered, was considered to be of use in so far as it enabled the
vocal cavities to retune themselves automatically at each
change of larynx note or of vowel sound, so as to obtam the

conditions of best resonance. Actually if a singing exercise

be performed on a single vowel sound, the tongue will be seen

to rise and fall slightly m the mouth as the lar5mx note is

raised or lowered.
From this point of view the fixed resonator scale, advocated

by Dr. Aikin,» would not appear to be desirable, as it is

mconceivable that a smgle fixed resonance for each vowel
would give the best resonance throughout the chromatic
scale. The merits of Dr. Aikin’s method would appear to be :

(i) that by drawing the singer’s attention to the audible

resonances of the voice, the silver is led to increase the size

•- See Chap. I.
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of the resonating cavities and reduce the useless passage-ways,

i.e to produce the conditions, shown diagrammatically at A,
rather than those of B. (2) that by separating the upper vowel
resonances into a musical scale, Aikin secures a more defined

and distmct series of vowel pronunciations than that due to a
chance selection of vowel resonances.

But to give the best resonance on every note of the laryngeal

scale, the resonator scale itself must be capable of being

transposed to some extent.

Vowel Sound in Relation to Pitch of Larynx Note

In Willis' ^ early experiments—^referred to in Chapter I

—

he found that when the pitch of his reed was high, some of the

vowels became impossible to produce.

Wilhs recognized the cause—^namely, that the reed impulses

were more frequent than the natur^ rate of the air pulses

in his resonating tube, and he also recognized that the same
effect occurs in the human voice, more particularly in the case

of women’s voices, owmg to the higher pitch of their lar5aix

notes. To test this point further the following experiment
was made :

—

The vowel sound u (who) was sung on an ascending scale of

larynx notes and the vowel sound tested at each change of note
by closmg the aperture between the bps with the fingers

(during phonation), so as to produce the vowel with interrup-

tions of the consonant h. It was found that the hu sound
thus artificially made changed progressively from bu to bu (as

in book), bo, bo (as in boss) or bo (bore) as the larynx note

See p 15, Willis, loc. cit
, p. 240
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was raised, while the vowel posture was kept as far as possible

constant. Tabulating the results, we have :

—

Laryngeal
Frequency. Vowel Heard. Observations.

512 D as in (not) 512 is a lower resonance of 0

483 V 483 » „ ,, 9

430 D to 0 (all)

406 ou first part of 406 „ „ „ OU

diphthong

342 u as m (put) 342 „ „ u
322 u as in (who)

Unless the vowel was artificially interrupted in the way
descnbed, the ear did not notice the loss of the n sound ; it

probably recognized that the tongue was still in the u posture.

It seems unlikely that a true u sound can be sung on any note

above, say, Jfg" 406,
| fa ^q ~~ since a resonator cannot

be energized by impulses of a higher frequency than its own

—

just as a boy on a swing could not be kept gomg by giving him
a succession of pushes at a higher rate per mmute than that of

the natural rate of the swing If, therefore, good pronunciation
is required in smging, composers should not demand of the

vocalist that any vowel should be sung on a note higher than
the lower resonance range of the vowel m question. For
bass voices this rule raises no difl&culties, smce practically all

the notes of a bass are below the range of the vowel resonances.

A tenor should not be asked to pronounce an ou (no), u (who),

u (put), i (eat), or i (it) on his highest notes, while the contralto

is still more limited. Fmally a soprano must not be expected
to pronounce any vowels, except perhaps a (calm) and possibly

A (up), V (not), and sb (hat) on her highest notes ; it would seem
to be a phj^cal impossibility to do so.

On the other hand experiment with models shows that the

vowels of high upper resonance can be recognizably produced
on a reed note which is higher than their lower resonance.
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In this case the vowel is recognized by its upper resonance

alone.

Most singing at the present time would appear to be learnt

by imitating the voice of the teacher through unconscious

adaptation of the pupil’s vocal organs, by practice, and by
observation of other smgers.

It cannot but be of advantage to the art that its fundamental
prmciples should be better understood

;
it is hoped that even

the very incomplete observations of this chapter may be of

some help towards laymg the foundations of a more rehable

theory, and that they may stimulate other mvestigators

Abnormal Speech

A consideration of the prmciples involved m phonation
and articulation, and of the behaviour of models, can hardly

fail to be of service in the study and treatment of the various

abnormalities of speech which occur m practice.

Thus, an experiment in which an artificial larynx effect

was produced by simply stretching a plam rubber tube tiU its

sides touched, and blowmg through it, gives the clue to an
mteresting case of recovered phonation after removal of the

larynx which I was pnvileged to investigate in New York
m May, 1928.

The subject, a patient of Dr. Lee M. Hurd, M.D., was
examined by X-rays, and it then appeared that he first drew
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(sesophagtis) ; he then humped the back of this tongue against
the back of his throat, so as to imprison the air, and finally

expelled it between the contactmg edges of the hump of the
tongue and the back of the throat so as to produce a reed-
action at this pomt.
The exhahng action was produced by a downward and

inward collapse of the front part of the throat—the diaphragm
and chest muscles being fixed durmg the process of phonation.
The reed-note thus produced was low pitched (somewhere

about 64 ~ )
and was not yet variable, but it was otherwise

quite natural and effective for voiced speech. The subject
was able to articulate all the vowels and consonants (except

h) effectively. As to h, it seemed likely that, as k was produc-
ible, a sound suffiaently near h would be obtamed by a partial

closure at the same point as for k.

Similarly, the study of the resonance essentials of the

various vowel and consonant sounds may be of service m the
voice—or speech—trammg of persons suffering from abnormal
formation of, or injury to, the organs of articulation. Thus,
the knowledge of the resonances which are required to produce
the missmg speech sounds may suggest to the vocal tramer
alternative ways of producing them, or new ways of producing
similar resonances
Take for example the simple case of the lisp, in which the

subject substitutes a 6 for an .
The typical resonance of is between 5000 and 6000

made by a small, short cavity formed by the tongue just

behind the teeth , the typical corresponding resonance of •

is 1625, made by a much larger cavity due to a lower and
more retracted humping of the tongue. The position of the

tongue tip may be the same in both cases. See Figs. 137 and 138.

Obviously, therefore, what is needed to convert a 6 into
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an • is to raise the hump of the ton^e towards the front of

the palate so as to reduce this cavity till the • resonance
appears.

The consonant k is made by a closure and release of the back
of the tongue against the soft palate. Now let the experiment
be tned of malong the consonant t (with the tip of the tongue
against the palate, just behind the front teeth) and repeating

the gesture while moving the point of closure further and further

back from the teeth. A vanety of t sounds will be formed in

this way : but, by the time that the point of closure is as far

back as the tip of the tongue can possibly reach, the consonant
sound will be found to be not t but a quite recognizable k.

Similarly, while 1 is normally made by touchmg the palate

with the tip of the tongue and sharply withdrawing it, a sound
almost identical with 1 can be made by protrudmg the tongue

and touching the outside of the upper part of the front hp.

A qmte good transient r can be made m the same way—the

two edges of the tongue being closed against the two sides

of the upper hp.

Dr. Russell has pointed out to me that m the case of cleft

palate speech (where a true plosive release of the hps or tongue
is impossible owing to the phaiynx bemg always open to the

nasal cavity) a close inutation of the plosive consonants can
be made by combiiung the appropriate tongue or hp gesture

with a glottal release to give ^e plosive efiect.

A somewhat similar effect can be produced m the Cheiro-

phone (see p. 241) where plosive sounds, which would not be
possible to produce owmg to the lealmge of air past the
operator’s fingers, may be mutated by closing and suddenly
rdeasing the air supply behind the artificial larynx simul-

taneously with the moment of release by the fingers which take
the place of the tongue.

This method is identical with the production of the p and m
sounds in Professor D. C. Miller's organ pipe groups which
reproduced mtoned vowel sounds. The dosure and rdease
of the air supply behind the pipes produced the same consonant
effect as if the mouths of each of them had been covered and
uncovered simultaneously.

The consonant is normally made—as has been explained

—

by resonance in the small cavity made behiud the front teeth,

to which, strictly speaking, should be added a further and
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fainter resonance (about 2732 in my voice) made by the cavity

formed by the lips in front of the teeth.

A very similar sound can be made unthout the aid of the
tongue, namely by drawing back the under jaw and hp, so

that the front teeth overlap the underhp, which then takes the
place of the tongue. The upper lip can then form a cavity

—

m co-operation with the otOstde of the underhp—so as to form
i-like sounds by partial closure, or sounds hke t or n by full

closure.

In this connection may be mentioned the forcible conversion
of an imvoiced (i.e. whispered) v mto f, or of a whispered b
into p, by applymg external pressure across the front of the
throat just above the larynx. The method may be found useful

in teachmg deaf mutes the difference between the so-called

voiced and unvoiced consonants in whispered speech
In every instance it is the resonances of the cavities—^their

nse and fall, both m pitch and in volume of sound—^which

determine the speech sounds that we hear.

In cases of surgical excision of the tongue (in whole or m
part) one of the immediate effects is to alter (lower) the natural

resonance of the vocal cavity by mcreasmg its volume.
It seems reasonable to suppose (though I do not know that

the experiment has yet been tned) that this condition could
be remedied. If the volume of the mouth cavity were reduced
by effectively lowermg the roof of the mouth by means of a
plate—so as to compensate for the lowering of the floor

due to the removal of the tongue, the origi^ volume and
resonance might be restored. In other words, the roof of the

mouth would then bulge downwards instead of the tongue
bulging upwards. Such a procedure might also make it possible

for the remaimng portions of the tongue muscle to make contact

with the artiflcial palate in cases where this would not be
possible otherwise.^ Happily, owing to the success of radium
treatment in cancer of the tongue, cases of surgical excision

are becommg rare.

An mterestmg apphcation of the prmciples of articulation

under abnormal conditions occurs m the art of Ventriloquism.

Here, the main object aimed at, is to produce clear articulation,

without visible movements of the speaker’s lips, cheeks or

* I am indebted to Sir Lenthal Cheatle for the opportumty of observing the
phonetic efiects of the surgical removal of the tongue in the case of a patient
at King’s College Hospital, Denmark HiU, London.
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throat—in other words an object exactly opposite to that of a
speaker who desires to be understood by the process of lip-

reading.

Since, in the matter of vocal resonance, we are dealing mainly,

at all events, with resonators of the Helmholtz t5rpe, it is usually

possible to substitute a reduction of volume for an enlargement
of the aperture and so obtam the same resonant pitch as before.

For the same reason, children can produce similar resonances

to those of adults. The ventnloqmst, therefore, can form a
complete range of vowel sounds while maintaining a small

and constant degree of mouth opening. The lowering of

resonances, produced by the small mouth opening, is readjusted

by a reduction (made by the tongue and throat, etc.) in the

volume of the resonatmg cavities.^

In Ventriloquism, a ifficulty of another kind, arises in the

case of the labial consonants m, p, b, f, v, which cannot be
normally articulated without visible movement of the hps. This

di£&culty, however, may be overcome, by keepmg the lips

immovable and only sightly apart, and the teeth sufficiently

separated, so that the tip of the tongue can be inserted between
them, so as just to close the space between the lips In this

way, by protruding or withdrawing the tongue between and
behind the inner surfaces of the hps, the performer produces
practically the same acoustic effects as if the lips themselves

had been brought together or separated. In this way m, p and
b are formed without visible hp movement, f and v which,

as we have seen, are produced by partial closures, corre-

spondmg to the complete closures and releases of p and b, are

then produced by a partial closure by the tongue of the space

between the lips—the tongue being pressed against the inside

of the lower hps, but so as to be just clear of the upper hp.

The rest of the art of ventndoquism is concerned with
maintaining the immobihty of the throat and cheeks, with the
mimicry of sounds and voices, and with various practical

applications of the methods of suggestion, by wMch the

audience are induced to beheve that the sounds which they
hear are coming from some other source than the performer’s

mouth.

1 It will be found that a complete range of vowel sounds can even be pro-
duced with a perforated mouth-stop, with an aperture of about | in. diameter,
held between the lips, or with the tip of the tongue touching the palate, jiu

behind the teeth—^the necessary adjustments being instinctively made t

correct the resonances.
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Sounds such as those of human speech are—as we have
akeady seen—^mostly of long wave-length, compared to the

size of the cavities which pr^uce them. The consequence is

that-the sound waves travel outwards from the speaker’s mouth
in all directions, and not at all m a directed beam of sound
as they would from a large trumpet. They are reflected by
floors, walls, and ceihngs, and, the final result is that the

audience, bemg quite unable to locate the direction of the

sound at all exactly by ear, readily accept the suggestion

of the performer as to the location of its source.



Chapter XII

ARTIFICIAL SPEECH AND SONG

While it may be reasonable to assume that some of the results

which have been descnbed m previous chapters will eventually

be capable of practical apphcation, it must be admitted that

such applications are, as yet, in their infancy. Still, as “ mfant
welfare " is now recognized as worthy of mtensive study, an
account of the first attempts in the use of multiple resonators

may be of interest.

The general method of producing speech-hke sounds—by
combimng two or more resonators m senes and/or parallel,

so tuned as to give the resonances heard m the (human) sound
when unvoiced, and by eneigizmg the resonators rhythmically

for the production of voiced sounds and unrhythmically for

producing unvoiced sounds—^forms the subject of the author's

Bntish Patent No. 214,281.^ The same document, to which the

interested reader is referred, illustrates t5^ical methods of

reproducing the vanous vowel and consonant sounds and
gives examples of the apphcation of the principles to such

purposes as the construction of talkmg signal or motor horns,

actuated by air-blown reeds, S5rrens or whistles, or by elec-

trically vibrated diaphragms. It also describes methods of

applymg the same principles to the manufacture of organ pipes

and the hke, so as to produce vowel-hke musical sounds, or to

toys designed to mutate human speech, or animal noises In

the latter case, the correct resonances are obtained by iimtating,

with the human voice, the ammal-sound in question, and then

observing the vocal resonances when the same sounds are

repeated in a whisper

No attempt has yet been made to devise an instrument
capable of producing connected speech " synthetically ”. The
great vanety of changes of resonance which are required for

this purpose would, almost mevitably, necessitate a complicated

mechanism. If the mechanical production of coimected speech

* The corresponding U 5.A Patent is not yet issued (Sept 1929)
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IS required, it is obviously simpler to start with hiunan speech

and reproduce it by phonographic methods.

The first crude attempt at the artificial production of a
sentence, by the principles which have been described, was
made m September, 1923, by an " orchestra ” of seven
performers, each supphed with a separate mouth-blown vowel
or consonant resonator. The sentence selected (as bemg within

the capacity of the models available) was “ Oh motW, are

you sure you love me It was performed in this way :

—

Oh (o-u) by partial closure of the mouth of the 0 model
durmg blowing, to give the temunal u sound.

Mother by manipulation of a model producing the sounds
th, dh.

are by the a (calm) model (the r not being sounded),

you by partial closure, during blowmg, of the 1 (eat)

model, to give terminal u.

sure by an unvoiced th model, immediately followed

by a voiced vowel on the 0 model (the r not bemg
sounded),

you as before.

love by mampulation of the a model—the 1 bemg made
by a flickmg of the thumb m the mouth of the

front resonator and the by an almost complete
closure of the mouth of the model

me by manipulation of the i (eat) model

Signal Horns
One obvious apphcation of the method was for the production

of talking signal horns for various purposes. Thus for motor-
cars a talking horn appeared to have certam definite advantages.

The human sense of hearing is probably more alert to voice-hke

sounds than to any others, and it is a common experience of

motorists that, in the last resort, a shout is often more effective

m attracting attention than a much louder and more raucous
blast on the horn. It seemed likely, therefore, that a signal

horn, designed to produce a voice-hke " Hi 1 ’, or any loud cry,

might be made actually less noisy and unpleasant than an
ordinary horn and yet be more effective

Experiment was made as to the various methods of energizing

a device of this kind. The air-blown reeds, commonly used in

motor horns, which are operated by squeezing a rubber ball,

were found to be quite effective These ree^ do not difier
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from those used in organ pipes, except that the metal strip,

which operates as the reed, is usually thicker and therefore

stiffer in the motor horn type and requires a higher air pressure

to set it in vibration.

Experiment was made with various t5q)es of electrically

actuated diaphragms, to test whether these could be substituted

for a reed to energize the air of a multiple resonator, attached
in the place of the horn. It was found that those types in which
the diaphragm was set in motion by percussion of the electric

bell type, were not capable of producing vowel sounds. The
action of the hammer blows on the diaphragm results in the

production of very high harmomcs of its fundamental note

;

these bemg higher m pitch than the natural frequencies of the

vowel, resonators have no power to energize them. The

consequence is that the sound of such a diaphragm is but little

altered m character by passmg through a vowel resonator.

On the other hand, a diaphragm which is electro-magnetically

vibrated (without mechanical contact)—as in the case of the
telephone—^is sufficiently free from high harmonics and if

vibrated at a laryngeal frequency, can be made to energize vowel
or consonant resonators. A diaphragm, actuated by a phono-
graphic record, of the laryngeal note required, would presumably
act m the same way.

Experiments were made with the electro-magnetic mechanism
of a horn, which was supplied by the courtesy of the Clear-

Hooter Company, of Birminglinm (England). The first

experimental (hand-mampulated) signal horn to be made with
electro-magnetic " larynx ” was designed to articulate the

signal cry " away 1
” The arrangement is diown in Fig. 139,
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in which the resonators only are shown in section. The double
resonator was made of plasticme, built on to the cylmdiical

metal socket, to which &e horn is normally attach^. The
proportions of the back resonator were adjusted, so as to give

the resonances 1932 and 456. With these it was found that

the vowel
(i) I was given on full opening, by hand, of the front

resonator.

(u) e was given on nearly full opening.

(m) A was given on partial closure.

(iv) u was given, or rather w, on nearly complete closure

The successive operations, iii, iv, ii, i, then articulated the

word " away ". This model (which was afterwards dismantled,

for other experiments) was originally shown at the British

Association meetmg at Liverpool, on 17th September, 1923.
The articulation was quite recognizable, but was somewhat
overwhelmed by direct leakage of sound from the back of the

diaphragm through the thm metal casmg which enclosed the

electro-magnetic actuating mechanism In later models this

objection was largely overcome by sound-msulatmg the casmg
as a whole, but, so far as articulation is concerned it would
appear that the reed-actuated models give the better results.

Vowel-sounding Organ Pipes

About the same time as the experiments on the " Away ”

hom, similar trials were made of the apphcation of the double
resonator method to organ pipes, at the organ building works
of Messrs. Rushworth & Dreaper, at Liverpool. To them must
be given the credit for having earned out the first pioneermg
work m applsdng double resonance to organ pipes.

It is true that organ pipes with a central constriction had been
used before, but never for the purpose of producing a defimte

vowel soimd, or with any mtention of producing definitely

tuned cavities. Thus pipes of the type shown m Fig. 140,

have been used by German builders—with a transverse

diaphragm, pierced by a small central hole. The object of the

diaphragm with its central hole was (as I was informed by
Messrs. Rushworth & Dreaper) to reduce the volume of sound
of the pipe, and the separate cavities formed by the division

were, as will be seen, not stream-hned. Such a constriction

would give but httle vowel character and, mdeed, was not used
for that purpose.
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Another form of constricted pipe is the better known “ coned
gamba ”, of which the tj^iicaJ form is shown in Fig. 141.

Here again the constriction was not made for the purpose
of obtaining a vowel quahty, though it was known t^t any
alteration of the length of the upper cone, produced an altera-

tion of the quahty of the sound. There was no attempt at

tuning the portions of the pipe above and below the constriction,

and the lower portion was not stream-lined towards the reed.

In the present expenments, tnals were made with resonators

in series and resonators in parallel, made in wood or organ
pipe metal. It was found Aat good vowel-quality could be

got by series or parallel resonators, but that though the parallel

arrangement aUowed the separate resonators to be more
easily tuned, they were less convenient to manufacture and
took up more space. As to materials—good vowel-quality
was obtained with either wood or metal—the latter bemg (as

would be expected) rather more brilliant in character. The
tone of a metal pipe could be made to approximate towards
that of a wooden pipe by formmg windows in the metal wall
and covering these with leather patches.

It was foimd that the combmation of two resonators in

senes had an unsuspected effect on the reed—^in making its

note stable over a much wider range of frequencies than would
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otherwise be the case. Thus it was found that in one case

the reed pitch could be varied continuously over a range of

octaves—^by variation of the effective length of the reed,

by means of the tunmg wire. With the same reed and a
cylindrical pipe of similar length and capacity, there would
have been various points of instabihty and iiscontmuity in

the series of reed frequencies produced as the effective vibrating

length of the reed was progressively reduced T5q>ical pipes

Fig 141

made at this time (November, 1922, and May to September,

1923) are shown in Figs. 142 and 143. In Fig. 142 the tuning
was adjusted by the telescopic arrangement shown. In the
case of the wooden pipe, the adjustment was made by means of
the movable stop with a wire handle, in staple form, extendmg
beyond the mouth of the model. The back resonator could
be mdependently tuned by varying the aperture of a " nasal

”

orifice, shown just below the movable stop—see Fig. 143
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A set of three wooden pipes of this design were shown on
an experimental oi^an, supplied by Messrs. Rushworth and
Dreaper, at the Bri^h Association meeting already referred to

—together with a corresponding set of vox hutnana pipes for

comparison. These—see Fig. 144—consist of single reson-

ators, with an adjustable moulh, they were found to

give a much more nasal and less vowel-like tone than the

double resonators. The vowel character was between » and ».

Fig 142. Fig 143

It is possible that resonance behmd the reed, viz. in the metal
tube which encloses it, may assist in producmg a vowel-hke
character, but it would not be expected that much effective

action of this kmd would be obtamed, owing to the fact that

the cavity behind the reed is entirely cut off from the pipe
in front at each vibration of the reed onto its seating. A pipe
made as m Fig. 142, was tried in the organ at St. Paul's,

Knightsbndge, on 31st May, 1923, and when used with the

tremulant, was found to give a very human quahty, the vowel
was a (calm).
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Experiment was made with a plasticine model to test the

possibility of obtaining effective vowel character with pipes

of substantially larger dunensions than those of the human
mouth. It was found that though vowel-like sounds could be
obtained by larger double resonators—the vowel quality was
not so good as that of the mouth-sized models, owmg to the

appearance of additional resonances in the larger cavities.

Resonances of high pitch such as the 2298 of i (eat) could not

Fig 144.

be obtained with a front resonator of greater depth than about

33 mm—say if inches.

With the plasticine models, trial was also made of the effect

of adding a nasal cavity. It was found that so far as volume of

sound was concerned, the addition was only effective (as

compared with the effect of piercing a hole m the back resonator)

in the case where the resonance of the additional cavity was in

unison with the reed frequency. The addition of a nasal

cavity did not have any marked effect on the vowel character.
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This coincides with the experience that, in singing, the vowels
may be produced with or without nasal resonance.

For the practical utilization of vowel-sounding pipes, two
alternative methods suggest themselves, (i) A complete stop

of sixty-one pipes might be made with their resonances all tuned
to give (so far as possible) the same vowel throughout the

scale. (2) The twelve semitones of the octave might be
divided up between twelve separate vowels—the same in each
octave. Thus the chromatic scale might run as follows :

—

Note c #cd#de fjffg #ga Jfab
Vowel n 0 0 n a A V a eeii i

It is evident, however, from what has already been observed,

as to the relation between the larynx note and the vowel

Fig 145

resonances, that in the higher octaves, the vowel sounds will

not all be of equal efl&cacy.

A few experiments were triedwith other methods of energizing

the resonators. A free reed of the harmonium tjqie—as used
in Kratzenstein’s original experiments—^was tested with a
plasticine double resonator, tuned to the resonances of 0 (all)

It was formd to give a vowel character not materially different

from that of the beating reed, as used in English organ pipes.

Trial was also made of a whistle for the same purpose.^ The
arrangement, which is shown in Fig. 145, consisted of a double

resonator m plasticine, tuned to the resonances of u (who).

s vowel.floanding pipes was energised by a whistle
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The rubber-strip larynx had been removed and replaced

by a whistle mouthpiece and chisel-edge (also in plasticine) as

shown. The resonances were 406/812, with a faint additional

1932 heard on tapping or blowing across the mouth of the

front resonator. It was found impossible to locate the 406 and
812 resonances, as they seemed equally loud in either resonator.

The whistled note was a mellow 406—with an u quality, rather

like the call of an owl. This note could be raised by six semitones,

to 574, by fomung additional holes in the waUs of the front

resonator ;
these operated like the finger holes of an Ocanna ;

the vowel character changed progressively from u to a, as the

holes were uncovered

A similar model was made, tuned to the resonances 645 /1149,
correspondmg to those of o (not). In this model the lugher

resonance was easily located m the front resonator, thus
indicating that the pitch of the whistle note depended, as

might be expected, on that of the resonator to which it was

Fig. 146

directly attached. The whistle note had an appreciable
vowel character. No wooden or metal pipes have hitherto

been made on this principle.

Whistle-mute for Swannee Whistles, etc.

In connection with the production of whispered speech,
by a number of whistles—as referred to in Chapter IX—^trials

were made of vanous forms of mute for converting the whistle

sound of a Swannee whistle mto a breathed sound. The whistle

was not easily muted, and it was found necessary to bridge over
a large proportion of the whistle-hole with a plasticme cover,

in order to prevent the whistle from speakmg at any part of

its range, according to the position of the plunger. For a whistle
with a barrel of about 29 mm external and 18 mm. internal

diameter, the best effect was obtained by a cover, havmg a
transverse slotted opening 3 to 4 mm. by 32 mm., extenihng
over the whistle hole, as shown in Fig. 146.

With a mute of this type, a single Swannee whistle could be
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made to produce many recognizable sounds, by tuning the
instrument to the upper resonances, in succession, of the sounds
required. In particular, it was noted that a " plosive ” hp
closure or. opening of the air supply, gave a good t at 2169
whistle frequency and an appreciable k at between 966 and
1625. It is possible that the cavity of the player’s mouth
may have acted, to some extent, as a lower resonator.

The Wow-wow Mute

The so-caUed '' wow-wow ” mutes for comets and the like,

which in recent years have appeared as additions to the varied

equipment of the Jazz band, appear to be based on the principle

of multiple resonators, so timed as to give speech sounds.

In a typical form the device consists of a hoUow cyhndncal
metal box, with opening at both ends

;
one end is tapered to

a nozzle, provided with an eternal cork ring, so that it can be
made to fit tightly inside the beU of the mstrument

; the other

end is made re-entrant, so as to form the bearing for the

tubular stem of a hemispherical front resonator, which can
therefore be set so as to project more or less m relation to the
cylindrical cavity.

When the comet, or other instrument, is blown the larynx
note is determined by the action of the player’s hps and the

effective length of the trumpet tube. The vibrations thus

produced, pass into the cyhndrical resonator and thence by
the tubular stem into the cup-shaped front resonator. The
vowel-like sound produced in this way can be varied by the

player, as in the case of the " away " experimental horn,

by covering and imcovering the mouth of the front resonator

by hand, while the " larynx ” of the instrument is in action.
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Adjustable Vowel-sounding Models

It was tho^ht that if a simple form of multiple resonator

could be devised—such as that already described at p. 69

—

of which the resonances could be varied independently and
recorded by some form of scale marked on the instrument,

such a device would be of use in the teaching of phonetics

and linguistics. The arrangement shown diagrammatically

iu Fig 57 (p. 70) had the advantage of enabhng scales—for

setting the capaaties of both resonators—to be marked on the

exterior of the reed cyhnder and the stop cyhnder respectively.

The first experimental model, which was made by Messrs.

Rushworth & Dreaper, was found to give good mutations of

all the English vowels, even with a smgle central stop of fixed

orifice and an open mouth. The artificial vowels made by
a device of this kmd, have one advantage over those made by
phonographic methods, namely that the vowel-sound is

constant, irrespective of the air pressure at which the model
is blown and (to a certain extent also) of the pitch of the reed

note. On the other hand, phonographic records of vowel
sounds may, as we have seen, be modified or even completely
altered in vowel character by changes of sp>eed in recordmg
A further possible advantage of the adjustable model is that

the effect of small changes m the position or attitude of the
tongue or m the opening of the hps can be directly illustrated.

The Cheirophone

During the earher experiments with variable resonators,

the idea suggested itself that a variable cavity—comparable
to that of the human mouth—^might be made by the human
hands, so that by coimectmg this cavity to some form of arti-

ficial laiynx, a succession of different voice-sounds might be
produced. Thus, if the two hands be clasped at right angles

to one another, so as to enclose the largest possible volume of

air withm the cavity thus formed, and the second, third, and
fourth fingers of one hand (say the r4[ht hand of a right-handed

person) be withdrawn mside the cavity, but still held together

side by side, these three fingers will divide the cavity mto two
parts. The double cavity thus formed may be considered as

analogous to that of the human mouth and the three fingers

be made to function (more or less) like the human tongue.
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Thus movement of the three fingers—^which we may call the
" tongue fingers ”—^towards the palm of the hand to which
they belong, become comparable to drawmg the tongue back-
wards m the mouth, while an outward movement of the tongue
fingers will imitate a forward movement of the tongue, as if

to articulate the vowel i (eat) . The palm of the other hand then
becomes the palate against which the tips of the tongue fingers

operate. The proper place for the artificial larynx in this

analogy, would be m front of the wrist of the tongue hand,
but as we are dealing mainly with Helmholtz resonators,

the shape of the resonating cavities and the position of the air

supply should not be of prime importance. The artificial

larpix was therefore inserted, for convenience, between the

thumb and first finger of the tongue hand, while the thumb and
first finger of the palate hand operated as the hps of the vocal

cavity.

Fig 148.

The larynx with which all the earher experiments were tried

was of the rubber stnp vanety ; it was mounted at the end of a
comcal metal tube—to provide an air capacity behind the

reed—and termmated m a short tubular handle, designed to

be held with an airtight gnp between the thumb and finger of

the tongue hand as already explained The general arrangement
was as shown in Fig. 148,^ the artificial larynx being blown
by mouth through a rubber tube.

In later models an organ reed operated by foot bellows was
substituted for the mouth-blown rubber strip reed—the

arrangement of tubular handle, to form the phar3nnx of the

cavity, being the same as before.

All the English vowels could be imitated by various postures

of the tongue fingers and apertures of the thumb and first

finger of the palate hand, u and u being the poorest and the

vowels of me^um resonant pitch, e, ee, «, a, a, being the best

in quality.

^ For further Btmctniul details, see British Patent No. 237,316.
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With the arrangement described, no unvoiced sounds could
be produced, as the lar3mx was ^ways in operation, but a
number of voiced consonants were produced.

The attitude of the two hands, prior to clasping to form the
cavity, is shown in Fig. 149, where the position of the hollow
handle is indicated by the dotted ring within the thumb and
first finger of the right hand. In this position the clasped hands
represent a mouth pointing upwards with its chm towards the
right.

i (eat) was made by a very forward posture of the tongue
fingers, so that their tips were within half an inch of the
" lips," formed by the archmg of the thumb against the first

finger of the palate hand, and almost in contact with the
'' palate

”

ei (hay) was made by slightly raising the knuckles of the

tongue fingers, so as to enlarge the front orifice between
their tips and the surface of the palate hand,

e (men) was made by bending the tongue fingers rather more
than for ei, so as to enlarge the front cavity, the central

orifice being about the same as for i (1 e. a small orifice),

a (hat) was produced by a very open mouthed posture, the

tongue fingers being drawn right back while at the same
time the palate hand was lowered to increase the aperture.

« (earth) required the tongue fingers to be withdrawn till the

second and third fingers touched the palm of the tongue
hand, the palate being withdrawn so as to give a space

of about three-quarters of an inch between the knuckles

of the first jomts of the tongue fingers. Rather exact

adjustment of this space was required to give the correct

resonances.
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A (up) required hardly any change from t of the posture of the

tongue fingers, but the palate needed to be lowered as

for 8B (hat).

a (calm) was given by the same posture of the palate hand as

for A and sb, but the side of the second finger of the tongue
hand had to be pressed against the mouth of the pharynx
tube, so as to make an extension of the tube, the other

two fingers bemg held as in the case of a (up), but with the

knuckles somewhat more raised.

D (not). In this case the attitude of both hands was the same
as for a (calm), only the two outer tongue fingers (the

third and fourib) were lowered towards the palm of their

own hand.

0 (all). For this—the most difficult of the vowels—the second
finger of the tongue hand was held as m producmg a

(calm), but the remaming fingers of that hand were closed

tightly, both laterally agamst each other and inwardly
towards the palm ; the palate hand being held as in the

case of i (eat), so as to make a large cavity with a medium
orifice in front of the back cavity, with very constncted
orifice, formed by the tongue hand,

on (no). This sound was made practically like 0 changing
into u, only the cavity of the tongue hand was made
(so far as possible) larger while retaimng the constncted
orifice so as to lower shghtly the back resonance. The
terminal u sound was made with the palate hand by sliding
the fingers of this hand m the direction of the knuckles of

the tongue hand, while keepmg the thumb of the palate

hand pressed against the outside of the thumb and the

surface of the finger nail of the tongue hand. This had
the effect of closmg the " mouth ” of the front cavity

and lowering both resonances.

11 and u could not be produced clearly, owing to the impossibility

of forming the requisite low resonances. The u sound,

made as described for the terminal of the diphthong
ou (no), was the nearest attainable approach to these

vowels.

As to consonants, 1 was easily made by touchmg the
" palate ” with the second and third fingers of the tongue hand
and sharply withdrawing them. A good unvoiced r was made
by nearly closing the mouth of the pharynx tube with the side
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of the bent-up second finger of the tongue hand. This effect

was afterwards repeated with a plasticme cap with a small
lateral orifice, givuig the half-whistled resonances 1625 to

1824 and 1024 to 1149—^varying accordmg to the air pressure

employed. 6 (as in thee) was made by a nearly complete
closure of the three tongue fingers against the palate, m about
the same position as for forming the vowel i (eat), v was made
by a nearly complete closure made with the knuckles of the
fiiret joints of the three tongue fingers against the palate,

m was given by a nearly complete closure of the three tongue
fingers agamst the " hps ”, formed by the edge of the palate

hand between the thumb and first finger—the hummmg sound
due to leakage taking the place of the nasal resonance, n was
given by a similar closure of the tongue finger tips against the
middle of the palate, q (ng) was practically impossible to
produce—^the best mutation was got by a nearly full closure

of the mouth of the pharynx tube, somewhat similar to that for

the untnUed r, but made by keepmg the closmg finger parallel

with the mouth of the tube, so as to open and close it with

a piston-hke motion . In the r closure and release, themovement
of the finger was transverse to the mouth of the pharynx
tube.

The plosives, p, b ; t, d ; k, g ; could not be well produced by
the hands alone, owing to the difficulty of obtaining the fuU
closures without leakage on which these soimds depend. The
best p and t sounds were obtamed by suddenly interruptmg
and releasing the air supply by external pressure on the air

tube, while making the appropriate gesture with the tongue
and hp fingers ; k was (like g) not producible

The voiced consonants b and d were easier to produce, the
d bemg due to the same gesture as for n but more completely
closed. The g made by the p t5rpe of closure was very pioor.

I was made, though not easily, by a nearly complete closure

of the three tongue fingers close to the lip edge of the palate,

while the " mouth ” made by the thumb and first finger of

the palate hand was made small by shding the ball of the
thumb up the first finger as far as the second knuckle.

It will be seen that a laiige proportion of the voiced sounds
were found to be producible so that by selecting words
containing these sounds the device could be made to imitate

connected speech.
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The following sentences have been produced (in public)

on different occasions :

—

" Hullo London ' Are you there ?
”

*' Oh Leila, I love you.”
" A happy New Year.”
" I hope you have all enjoyed the Paper.” And the sentence

(for use when gagged in the dentist’s chair) ;
" Easy there,

you’re on the nerve.” (British Association Paper on nature
of speech, Toronto, 1924 )

The manipulation (except where otherwise stated) is not

difficult, but practice is needed for the production of new
sentences

The air control, by mouth, is very much easier, though no
doubt less dramatically effective, than that by foot bellows.

It was remarked that, writh mouth blowing, the pitch of the

rubber strip reed could be qmte instinctively controlled by
vaiying the lung pressure—so as to make the reed hum a
recognizable tune—thus indicating that a similar control

may possibly be occurring m the case of vocal mtonation
and song.

The cheirophone effect can be reproduced without apparatus
by the expedient of formmg a reed, or artificial laiynx, by
means of the operator’s own bps. Thus it is possible, with
a little practice, to produce a continuous hummed note, due to

the vibration of the hps, and to vary the pitch of the note

by vaiymg the tension of the hps themselves—possibly with
simultaneous variation of the air pressure from the lungs.

If the operator’s hps are held against the opening ^tween
the thumb and first finger of his tongue-hand, and are then
caused to phonate, movements of articulation made with the

hands may produce quite life-hke speech sounds. Alterna-

tively the hp vibrations may be performed more readily with
the aid of a comet mouthpiece combined, as before, with a
smtably shaped hollow handle. A device of this t5q)e was
shown at the Glasgow meeting of the British Association in

1928

Miniature Vowtel-sounding Models

The successful production of the vowel ei by resonators of

reduced size, indicated that full scale models were not necessary,

provided the correct resonances were secured by a proportionate

reduction of orifice to compensate for the reduced capacity
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of the resonators. Experiment was therefore made with wax
or plasticine models of much reduced scale—^the smallest

of these being about one-tenth of the life size cavities of the
human mouth.^ With these, appreciable breathed or whispered
vowel sounds were obtained, but the vowels of low front

resonance were very difficult to produce, owing to the necessary
smallness of the onfices required to tune them.

It is evident that if two models are made of similar propor-
tions but to different scales, the volumes of the resonators

will vary as the cube of the scale of dimensions. Thus, if one
model be made half the size of the other, its length, breadth, and
depth will all be halved and its cubic capacity will therefore

by i X J X i, i.e (|)“, or i of the capacity of the larger model.
For the small model to have the same resonances as the larger,

its orifices must also be \ of those of the larger model But then,

if the scale of the onfices is reduced, like that of the resonators,

to the area of the onfices will only be reduced by J x J = J,
instead of while the length of neck of the orifice w^
be reduced by only To maintain the resonances, it is there-

fore necessary to reduce the area of the onfices as much agam,
so that the areas of the smaller resonators shall be m the

right relation to the volumes of the resonators To give an
example . if we compare two models, one of 8 m length and
the other of 2 in,, i.e. a reduction in scale of 4 * i, the capacities

of the smaller resonators will be as 4® : i, or 64 : i ; the onfices

of the smaller resonators must therefore be 64 times as small as

those of the larger model, though its all-over dimensions are

only i of the first.

It will be seen that with miniature models the orifices become
exceedmgly small m comparison with the resonators, so that

the resultmg resonances are very famt. On the other hand,
small increases m scale of size produce a correspondmgly big

increase in the requisite size of the orifices to give the same
resonances

; it is therefore not difficult to adjust the scale of

size according to the purpose in hand
In Fig. 150 are shown typical miniature models, giving

whispered vowel sounds. These were from 50 to 57 mm.
(2 to 2\ inches) in length, and them onfices varied from -5 to

I -5 mm. in diameter. The first of these was tuned progressively

^ The very small models were made to test a question put to me by Col
Mervyn O’Gonnan, as to the speech powers of the Fairies Ufe size) whowere
presumed to inhabit the Queen’s Dolls' House 1
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to give 1, e, S9 and «, by small variations of the front orifice

and capacity of the back resonator. The second model gave

a clear whispered a of 1149/812 to 861.

Models on a reduced scale might be suitable for incorporation

in talking doUs and other toys for producing speech or

animal sounds, provided that in the case of voiced sounds

produced by a reed, the energy of the reed is reduced so

as to be in scale with the volume of the resonators. If the

reed be too loud, the resonances due to the cavities become
insignificant m comparison with the reed note, and the voice

effects are lost. On the other hand there is a limit of size

beyond which the scale of dimensions cannot be enlarged,

without jeopardizmg the resonances—namely that at which
the dimensions of the model become large compared with the

Fig 150.

wave-length to which they are designedtorespond Theshortest
wave-lengthsmthe vowel resonances are 10-12 cm. (4 to sinches
for the high resonances of i (eat) and i (it). It was found
actually not feasible to make an i sounding model with a front

resonator much larger than 4 cm. deep by 6 cm across the
mouth. If GuUiver had really been as large as he looked,

durmg his visit to LiUiput, his speech-sounds would have been
formidably changed On the other hand, if the Ldhputians
were really as small as they seemed to Gulhver, it is probable
that they could only talk in whispers !



Chapter XIII

THE ADVANCEMENT OF LANGUAGE AND ITS

NOTATION

Shelley, in his Prometheus Unbound

,

wrote these words

:

" He gave man speech, and speech created thought, which is

the measure of the Universe
”

Shelley makes bold claim for speech, and puts it even
before thought ; whether in this he was guided by poetic

insight, or only by poetic hcence, is beyond our present

inqmry
; but that there is indeed the closest connection between

speech and thought will hardly be disputed. As Max Muller

put it, " To thmk is to speak low. Tosp^ is to think aloud." ^

We have seen that speech is essentially a matter of symbolic
gestures of the organs of articulation—a ntual dance—or
gesture code—^by which we stnve to give outward and visible

form to our thoughts (or some of them) so as to define and
symbolize them m our own mmds and inform the mmds of

others.

From this point of view, words bear much the same relation

to thought that numerals bear to our ideas of quantity In
primitive language, the words used probably represented

actions or thmgs or simple quahties—abstract ideas may have
been mcapable of expression; but as mankind advanced
in culture and power of thought, he needed—and consequently

devised—a more precise and elaborated code, wherewith
to express himself. Unfortunately man, even in his more
cultured stages, was largely unconscious of his own problem

—

he accepted the language as it was spoken by his fellows, ignored

its imperfections and made the best use that he could of it.

Great thought heis, in the past, been given by the best

minds to the analysis of the structure of the various languages

used m literature—to the arts of grammar, syntax and the like.

More recently, there has been an essentially scientific investiga-

tion of the evolution of languages and of the laws of growthand

Ltctures on the Sctence of Language, vol. i, pp 438-9.
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change by which new languages are developed. Yet there still

is but little active interest taken in the problem of making
the existing languages more perfect for their purpose—^more

directly expressive of the thoughts which they connote.^

Artificial Languages

Efiort of this kind has been mostly expended on the

mvention of new artificial languages, such as Volapuk, and its

successors, Esperanto, Ido, etc. Some of these—especially

Esperanto and Ido—^have made considerable progress, and are

us^ (more or less) by large numbers of people, but there is,

I believe, little evidence that any one of the existing synthetic

languages wiU become generally used as a " universal language
Esperanto and Ido are ^th inflected languages, being

derived from the various European languages—they are,

therefore, from a linguistic pomt of view “ old-fashioned
”

languages, already out of date 1 Nevertheless, the study of

these, and other, synthetic languages may be of service in

raismg the question of the efficiency of the old existinglanguages

in comparison with their new synthetic rivals, and m tummg
the minds of thinkmg people towards the neglected problem
of how best to symbolize and record the results of human
thought.

The ideal Universal Language would— the light of our
present theories—^probably be one m which the words were
primarily based on sjrmbohc gesture of the organs of articula-

tion.* Such a language might be more natural and more
durable than one of a conventional vocabulary, and certainly

easier to learn and remember.
In this connection may be mentioned the action of the

British Association, who, in 1919 appointed a Committee
" To study the Practicabdity of an International Language”,
under the chairmanship of the then Secretary of the Royal
Society (Sir W. B. Hardy), following on the appomtment of

a similar committee by the International Research Council

at Brussels in the same year. This latter committee has its

headquarters at the offices of the National Research Council,

in Washington, U.S.A.* Some of the subjects under review

' See O. Jespersen, Language, p 49.
I am indebted to Dr. Eccles, F.R S., for this suggestion.

• See A Short History of the International Language Movement, by Professor
Albert Leon Gu^rard, London and New York.
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by this committee—for example the new sciences of " synthetic

or applied hnguistics ”, are of direct mterest to our present

aims and may possibly result in popularizing the idea (which,

at present, is certainly not popular) that even the best of the
present languages are capable of, and indeed deserving of

rational improvement.

Improvement of Existing Languages and of Methods of
Notation

This idea was more famihar and acceptable m the past

than it is now As early as 1664, the Royal Society appointed

a committee for improvmg the English language. The Society’s

minute of 7th December runs as follows : It bemg suggested

that there were several persons of the Society whose genius

was very proper and inclined to improve the English tongue,

and particularly for philosophical purposes, it was voted that

there be a committee for improvmg the English language

;

and that they meet at Sir Peter Wyche's lodgmgs m Gray’s Inn
Unfortunately this committee seems never to have presented
its report <

Dr. John Wilkins

A more successful result followed the personal efforts of

Dr. John Wilkins—^whose work has already been referred to

m Chapter I. Wilkms attempted to build uparationalsynthetic

language and also to mvent an ideographic notation for human
thought—i.e. a notation which represented the sense (not the

sound) of the ideas to be recorded With such a notation

—

which may be compared with the ideographic characters used
in Chma and Japan—persons talking different languages could
all read and understand the same scnpt In reachng it aloud,

they would ” translate ” the sequence of ideas represented

by the script into their own language. It was a gallant attempt
which might have had great results for the intellectual and
materiad good of humamty if only there had been a sufficient

number of interested persons—^in different countries—to

work out the method and secure its adoption as a universal

medium of communication. Wilkins was in advance of his

time—^he was even in advance of our own ; but he may be
useful, even now, to point the way, either to the invention of the

perfect S5mthetic language, or to the scientific improvement of

those which have already grown up without the conscious

guidance of mankind.
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At p. 378 of his book, Wilkins shows a series of thirty-four

faces (with the mouth and throat in sectionm most cases) each
articulating a separate speech sound, and adds a " lesser

Figure ” consisting only of the chief outlmes representing the

organs of speech—^by which the characteristic attitude may
be recognized. He also gives separate letter s5anbols for

all the English speech sounds—^as for a mouth facing to the

right.

Thus

:

—0 (our 0 as in no) has the “ lesser figure
” 0

B (our n or u as m who or put) is e::>

a (our D or 0 as m not or all) „

i (our i or I as in eat or it) „

y (our A as m up) „

Fig. 151 .

Voiced consonants are distinguished from the corresponding

unvoiced sound by a projection at the back of the sign for the

tongue, thus .

—

dh IS ^ —
hr is

Fig 152.

While it must be admitted that Wilkins' “ lesser figures
”

are not in every case adequate, they represent a system which
could without difficulty be developed so as to indicate the speech
sounds with a high degree of certainty.

But besides analyzing and devizing a notation for the
gestures of articulation and for the speech sounds to which
they give rise, Wilkins also went deeper and endeavoured to
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analyze and dissect the ideas which they are used to convey,

and thus to build up a S3mthetic Philosophical Language.
He then found that the existing languages (he specially considers

Latin) are by comparison very incongruous—abounding in what
he calls " improper and preternatural Rules ” of inflexion,

declension, gender, syntax and so on, and consequently
imnecKseirily difficult to learn

Wilkins is so onginal, so clear in his vision and so ingenious

in his methods that one is tempted to descnbe his work m
detail—but that would overload our Chapter.

Alexander Melville Bell’s Visible Speech

In much more recent times (1867) Alexander Melville Bell,

Professor of Vocal Physiology, Lecturer on Elocution m Uni-
versity College, London, published his Vtsihle Speech : the

Science of Universal Alphabetics, and his English Visible

Speech for the MtUton. Bell’s notation, like Wilkins’ “ lesser

figures ” mdicates—^though in a clearer and more conventional

manner—^how the tongue, bps, soft palate £ind vocal cords

are to be placed to form the various vowels and consonants
Thus : the symbol O denotes what I have called the

hump of the tongue, the sign being used in different positions

to indicate correspondmgly different positions of approach or

closure in a mouth directed towards the reader’s right.

Fig. 153

For example, ^ —directed towards the back of the

throat—denotes a humping towards the back. The additional

s3m3bol
I

conventionally indicates a closure, so that ^
represents the consonant k. The same symbol in the position

a represents the point of the tongue up (in contact with

the palate) and represents t. In the position the symbol
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(somewhat inconsistently) represents a closure of the lips

(instead of the tongue) and thus represents p.

The correspond!^ " voiced " consonants are denoted by
the same symbol wi& an added stroke, thus :

—

Q.c ©-> D-»
The same closures with soft palate open are denoted by a

wavy Ime, thus

—

The vowels are all denoted by a vertical stroke (which
S3mibolizes the closure of the vocal cords) with the addition

of a tongue sign or in the appropriate position. Thus

I (it) with tongue humped forward and high is denoted by

while a (calm) in which the hump is backward and downward

is represented by
Jf.

Lip-roundmg is conventionally, and not

very appropnately, denoted by a cross-stroke Thus • H

tongue humped high at the back denotes 9 (as in -tion, -tious,

-er) while ^ i.e the same tongue posture with lip roundmg

represents u (good).

Bell’s system, though it was highly praised by the emment
phonetician Alexander J EUis, F.R S., and by other contem-
porary authonties, never came mto general use. Bell laboured

under many disadvantages of techmque—there were no X-ray
photographs or pharyngeal periscopes m 1867, and some of his

data were consequently uncertain. But he produced a notation

by which any speech sound could be recorded to be recognizably

reproducible, at sight, by another reader—and not merely
speech sounds but even such imalphabetical articulations as

a yawn, a hiccough, a wheezing cough, a growl, or a clearing
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of the throat and nose I As a general notation for aU human
speech, Bell’s Visible Speech is manifestly supenor to any
extended alphabet which can be evolved by mere modification

of the haphazard alphabetical notation whi^ we have inherited

from the distant past.

Musical, Alphabetic and Gestural Notations

The alternative method of recordmg speech, namely, by
recording the resonance changes by which the movements of

articulation are m fact recognized—is more dif&cult to carry

out. Our ears are not yet tramed to analyze speech sounds
as musical effects, and probably only those who have a specially

good ear for music could ever learn to identify mouth resonances.

Since, however, the identification of the actual resonances

is the only certain way of notationally recordmg a speech
sound, it would seem desirable that all teachers of phonetics

should be tramed to make the analysis by ear. Incidentally

it may be pointed out that mouth and nose resonances are most
easily heard when the articulation is unvoiced, so that—even
in deahng with an unfamihar speech sound—in the case of a
voiced sound it should be analyzed and taught, first m the

unvoiced condition, and then voiced after the correct whispered
articulation has been secured.

The confusion and ambiguity which still exists m our
methods of recordmg and identifymg speech soimds is mdicated
by the Proposals of the Copenhagen Conference which met in

April, 1925.^ There is in fact no system—only a number of

attempts to extend the existing alphabet by the mvention of

additional symbols or by the modification of existmg letters.

It is thus necessary to toow the speech sounds by ear before
they can be read or identified.

It can hardly be disputed that the notation of speech sounds
should be such that any reader who is generally acquamted
with the notation should be able to read a new sound " at sight

”

so as to be able to reproduce it (if he is skilful enough) without
having heard it before from the hps of another sp>eaker.

There are, as we have seen, two possible methods of forming
such a notation.

(i) A systematic notation for tongue, lip, soft palatal and
fal^ vocal cord postures or movements.

^ Proposals of ths Copenhagm Confersnce, Oxford, 1026.
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(2) A musical record of the resonance changes which the

postures or movements produce.

The present notations depend on neither of these methods,
though they doubtless ami at recording tongue postures, etc.,

namdy, by reference to those of otherwell-knownspeech sounds.

Scientific Improvement of Language
So far as existing languages are concerned, the argument

for applying scientific method towards their rational improve-
ment, may be put thus: Any imperfections of an existing

language which cause difficulty (whether conscious or uncon-
scious) in the process of codmg thought into speech, or decodmg
speech (whether oral or written) mto thought, are a stumbhng
block to the intellectual and material progress of the people
who speak the language in question. The greatest power of

clear, accurate and rapid thought and perception will belong
to the communities whose language most closely follows and
most accurately symbohzes the successive stages of thought

If the argument is a good one, it follows that we shall do
well to study our own language with a cntical eye, and not to

be too content to preserve old forms which are mamfestly
anomalous or imperfect, or too conservative to adopt newer and
better ones, if by these means the language may be improved
for our use.

The absence of a word meaning his-or-her, or he-or-she,

has been frequently felt in the present work—^the need for

new words common to either sex becomes greater as fields of

activity become more and more competitive. Similarly, there

is a crymg need for words meaning he-she-or-it-Aerc and he-she-

OT-it-there like the uses of hie and ille in Latin. Take, for

example, the followmg rephes given m an examination on
the techmque of Infant Welfare ^ :

—

" When a baby has finished its bottle, you should screw its

head off, rinse it thoroughly under the tap, and put it away
in a cool place.”

" If a baby doesn’t thrive on fresh milk, you should boil it.”

Here the fault was not all with the candidates—the poverty

of the language is in part to blame.

It ba.<!t been pointed out, for example,* that whereas the

> Quoted by Lord Asquith in a broadcast talk from London, July, 1926.
• The MeoHtHg of Meantng, by C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, 2nd edition,

1927, p. 118.
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conception of being in contact with the upper surface of another

object is expressed by the word “on ”, we have no corresponding

word^for contact willi the under surface ; such instances might
be multiphed.

Anyone who has ever attempted to describe in words, even
the simplest structure or shape or movement or incident, so

that there may be no ambigmty m the description, will have
realized how poor language still is even to represent thoughts

which, in themselves, are relatively simple. Indeed, it is

probably not an exaggeration to say that of all man’s powers,

that of expressmg his thoughts by ^e symbolization of speech

or script been least of aJl subjected to the scientific method
of rational improvement and development.

Or take the class of Homophones,^ ^e origin of which we have
already discussed. Professor Jespersen * considers that Homo-
phones are not objectionable unless they are of the same part

of speech, thus, he argues that know and no, knows and nose,

knew and new have httle chance of being mistaken
; these,

however, form only a small proportion of the whole Even
grantmg that active mistake is unlikely in some cases, would
not '' one thought, one sound ” be a better rule—would not

the thinker's nund be freer if there was no need to guard aigainst

a possible risk of mistake ? To give an analogy : there is a
certain disadvantage m the use of the same symbol 0 to denote

the vowel-sound in no and the anthmetical symbol called

nought or zero, or m the use of the symbols i, x, v, etc., to

denote also Roman numerals. In using these ambiguous
sjmibols, the mind has to be on the look-out lest it be trapped

into a sjrmbohcfpxm—itfcannot give its whole attention to the

thought and express it instinctively.

If Homophones are to be ehnunated, there will be scope

for the invention of many new words with which to enrich

our language. In other instances a small change of pronuncia-

tion will suffice as a complete remedy.
Another obvious imperfection of English (and doubtless

most other languages) is the unnecessary length of many words
and the gross neglect of monosyllables. I have pointed out

elsewhere * that with the thirteen English vowel-sounds (i.e.

excluding the indefinite 9 as in sofa, or th« King) and twenty
or more consonants—each of which may be used at the
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beginning, or end, or both, of any of the vowels—^there is the

possibility of forming over 5,000 words of one syllable, very
few of wWch are at present in actual use. Any new invented
words should, therefore, be monosyllables, unless some very
good reason—eg. of analogy to a corresponding or comple-
mentary existmg word—can be shown to the contrary.

Now let us consider very briefly the question of verbal

inflexions, le. the modification of the sound of a word

—

generally, but not alwa3rs, of its termmal sound—to denote
its number (smgular or plural), person (masculme, femimne
or neuter), case (nommative, accusative, genitive, etc ), or

tense (present, past, conditional, future, etc ). The languages
from which English was developed, were highly inflected—^LJte

modem German, for example, stfll is ; but, for reasons which
he beyond our present scope, the greater number of these

inflexions were dropped, to the great simplification of the

language ^ The new turn which our language then took was
andogous to that which had long before been taken by the

Chmese, whose words are all simple and umnflected, and who,
so to speak, mdicate the number, person, case, tense, etc., of

their words, by their order m the sentence.* It is said that, m
Chmese, the order of the words is always strictly logical.

Enghsh, though far more inflected than Chmese, has fewer

inflexions and a more logical order of words than any other

European language * But it stiU bears the burden of many
rehcs of barbarism—^burdens which make our language need-
lessly difficult to learn and to speak, and add m no way to its

beauty or utihty Consider the present tense of the verb to

go • I go, you go (thou goest has been dropped), we go, you go,

they go— for all of these persons and numbers, the smgle word
“ go ” IS used, whereas in the earher languages, the verb was
differently inflected at almost every stage But when we come
to the third person singular we still say he " goes ”. It is a
useless and unreasonable comphcation. If " go ” will do for

all the other persons and numbers except the third smgular,

why not let it do also for that person and number—as it does

m the case of the word can : I can, you can, he can. I will

only give one other example—^the present tense of the verb

‘ G. M. Trevelyan’s History of England, Chap. 8, pp. 131, 132.

* Jespersen, Language, p. 389. Karlgren, Sound and Symbol tn Chinese,

London, 1923, p. 76
•JR. Ixrwell, Among My Books, Ist Senes, p. 293, wrote with reference to

German .
" The language has such a fatal gemus for going stem foremost

"
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to be, which m our present standard English runs ; I am,
(thou art) you are, he is, we are (ye are), you are, they are.

What a makeshift we have here—and how inferior to the
West Country form : I be, you be, he be, we be, ye be,

they be.

The gemus of the English-speaking people—the mventors
of Engl^h—^was swift and practical, it made wonderful changes
in a very short period,^ bywhichthelanguagebecameimmeasure-
ably simplified and more direct and expressive.* Unfortunately,

the initial effort of our rude forefathers has not been kept up.
Literature, and above all the invention of printmg, stepped in,

and, like the Gorgon's Head before the court of Polydectes,

turned aU who saw it to stone. There have been hardly any
essential improvements in Enghsh smce the time of Caxton,
while in the matter of speUmg, we have gone measurably
backwards.
Only off the beaten tracks of literature and grammar, are

improvementsm the true English spirit to be found :
" he do,"

instead of " he does,” hke " I be ” (of which I have already
spoken) are simple cases m pomt.
When the foundations of a better English are laid—as I

hope they soon may be—^by a scientific examination of the
merits and deficiencies of our language, in all its forms, it

will almost certainly be found that our standard English of

to-day has much to learn, in hnguistic science, from many of

the rural dialects, which it is apt to despise.

Articulation and Pronunciation

Let us now leave the forms of words and their order and
meamng, and turn to the question of pronunciation

We have seen that even our vowel soimds—as pronounced
m Southern English—are not as well separated as they might
be A small change of pronunciation m certain cases—so as
to make both the upper and the lower resonances characteristic—^would almost certainly make them easier to recognize and
distinguidi The consonants, being the acoustic result of

> See Trevelyan’s loc. cit

* Jacob Gnmm wnting in 1851 spoke of Enghsh as the language " which
by sheer making havoc of all old phonetic laws and by the loss of all flexions

hu acqmred a great force and power, snch as is found perhaps m no other
human language . . hke the Enghsh people it seems destined to reign in
future even more than now in all parts of the earth ". O. Jespersen, LaHeuag$,
p. 62
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active gestures of the organs of articulation, are more uniform

in chamcter, since the exact position in wiiich the gesture is

made does not produce any noticeable acoustic difference.

The important thing is that the rising generation should
become interested, as early as possible, in the finished execution

of these gestures, so that their articiilation may be clear and
graceful, and their speech made pleasant to hear and easy to

understand.

In this connection war should be waged on such degenerate

tendencies as that (to which attention has already been drawn)
of droppmg phonation in the termmal z sound of such words as

cabs, soimds, eggs, loaves, loathes, etc., so that they are made
to end in an unvoiced hi^. Rather should we encourage the

use of additional phonation for the sake of making our language
more musical, more artistic, and more audible. We have a
long way to go I

At the present tune, if anyone were to pronounce every
syllable in EngUsh with care and finish, his speech would hie

considered affected and absurd—^however easy it might be to

understand This attitude toward the technique of articulation

is surely a mistake. We do not think it affected or absurd
if a musician plays every note which the composer has written

m his composition—^indeed, we should be rightly indignant
if he left any of them out and thus blurred the composer’s
meamng.
We need a new movement m Phonetics—a movement to

raise the standard of techmcal skill m articulation, and to

preserve our language from phonetic decay. The world-wide
development of Broadcasting has given the spoken word an
ascendancy such as it has never had smce writmg was invented.

It is high time, therefore, that we begin to “ mmd our p’s and
q’s ”, and to study S3retematically how the English-speaking

peoples can obtam the greatest benefit from their hentage of a
common language. We have a splendid foundation to build

on—as old Jacob Grimm, and such impartial authonties as

Professor Jespersen and Professor Karlgren have not hesitated

to admit. Thus in the httle book {Swnd and Symbol in Chinese)

from which quotation has already been made, Karlgren
descnbes English as " the most modem, the most ‘ practical

’

of all the Indo-European stock.”

We cannot for ever arrest our language—^let us see therefore

that we train it to grow in the right direction
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Accentuation

Another matter needing rational treatment and reform, is

that of accentuation. I^dom accentuation—the stressing

(whether in duration or in loudness of articulation, or both)

of one or other of the syllables of a polysyllabic word, is a
useless addition of complexity to our language. It is especially

open to objection m that our system of notation, in spelling,

gives no indication of these stresses. If they are to be encourag^
and retamed, then we should, m reason, adopt a system of

added accents to mdicate the stressed syllables. A far better

way would be to make accentuation serve a really useful

purpose, namely that of indicating the first syllable of every
word. In connected speech we make no systematic pauses

between words—^we make them between phrases and between
sentences—and we frequently run our words mto one another

just as closely as we pack our syllables in the articulation of

polysyllabic words
If then, the rule were that m all words of more than one

syllable, the accent should be on the first syllable (as in fact

it is in a large number of Enghsh words) the accentuation

would be of great assistance and advantage in markmg the
divisions between words, and savmg the Latener the mental
effort of sortmg out and subdividmg the stnng of successive

syllables mto their correct verbal groups There can be no
doubt that if the tendency to accentuate the first syllable

were systematically encouraged, our language would become
easier to understjind It is objected, I know, that certain

polysyllables (like “ laboratory ”) are difficult to understand
or liable to be mistaken (for " lavatory ”) if the accent is

retained on the first syllable, and in this case it has been
recommended ^ that the accent should be transferred to the

second (thus, " lab6ratory ”). My reply would be twofold :

(i) If the word laboratory is properly articulated, there is

no dif&culty at all m understanding it or m distmguishmg it

from Idvatory
; (2) if Idboratory is too dif&cult a word to

articulate, which is denied, then let us adopt its common
abbreviation " lab ” and use this instead. Abbreviations

which are unambiguous, such as bus for ommbus, bike for

bicycle, and phone for telephone have much to recom-
mend them.

1 See Recommendations of the B.B.C. Committee, 1926.
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In the United States the tendency seems to be to accent

the first syllable of polysyllabic words, and to add a secondary
accentuation thus, If-bri-ry—where, in England, the pronuncia-
tion would be li-brary or even li-bry—and dictiondry, where
an Englishman would say dfctionry. Personally I see no
objection to the use of secondary accentuation, since the risk

of mistaking a single doubly accented word for two separate

words (owing to each of its accentuated syllables being mistaken
for the beginning of a new word) would be very remote. But
the single accent on the first syllable would seem to be the

ideal arrangement.

Vocal Inflexion

The question of accent leads naturally to that of vocal

inflexion or mtonation—^to which we have already given
consideration. The argument here is that, as it is of prime
importance to keep our system of language notation simple,

and as we have at present no notation for mtonation, and
rightly do not want to have one, we should avoid any reliance

on tone as a significant part of our speech On the other hand,
a variation of laryngeal tone durmg speech is artistically

most desirable—^for the avoidance of monotony. Those of my
readers who have seen the Capec Brothers’ play " R U R.” and
heard the effect of the monotonic speech of his Robots, will

have no doubt on this pomt. Intonation should therefore be
encouraged as an auxihary and decorative art in speech,

but it should be based on simple rules, so that every foreign

reader with any pretence to Imowledge of the language may
be able to “ extemporize ” the appropriate intonation

—

without the need of any auxiliary notation for the purpose. 2
'

.

Notation

We now come to the thorny subject of notation and spelling

reform. Our present-day alphabets are derived, as is now well

known, from a prehistoric picture writmg. In the so-called

Pictograph the pantomimic hand-sign was made to record its

own track and thus produce a descriptive symbol whose meaning
could be read by others.

The Chinese ideographs and the Egyptian hierogl3q)hs

were both developed from picture writing.

The remarkable similarity between certain pictographs used
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by different nations almost suggests that their emigration
from the cradle-land may have started at a penod after the
invention of Pictography. See for example the signs for

mountain .

—

W K.'mason,The Art of Wntmg,
New York, 1920, p 111

y f 1

i£[i-A
Karlgren, Sound and Symbol tn

Chinese, London, 1923, p 61

The invention of numerals is a branch of the same art, and
refers to the gestures by which the numbers were expressed.

Thus the early " Arabic ” s3mribols (ongm uncertam) for

I, 2, 3, viz. ill * have an obvious relation to the

gestures,

]
= tongue held up—givmg the Aryan word om, Semitic ohad

^ = two hps (opened) „ „ „ bi- „ p*

(protruded or du-

§ = tongue between hps „ „ tri, „ thl-

The symbol 4 is related to the Indian Cave-inscription sign

^ , the Nana Ghat sign ^ , and the Ghobar sign

These, it seems to me, are all forms of the sign for a hand
with the thumb closed across the palm (the hand, m the
Ghobar sign, being held pointmg across the body) The gesture

word associated with this sign appears to be ku (hand projected

forward) -t- at (barred across) = kuat.

Similarly the signs for five, 1
-j

(Devan^ari) and ^
(Ghobar) are conventional pictographs of the hand as a whole

—
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giving rise to the root p-m, Semit. ym (M6. 200). (Compare

the old Chinese sign for hand ^
.)

The signs for 6, e.g. Ip (NanS Ghit) and the cave sign (p

should produce words Uke t-p-m, »-b or s-v. These, I believe,

do not appear in Indo-European, which instead has words m
»-g, while Semitic has s-d. A nearer approach is the Zend
word Khshvoih which suggests kab + oih, i.e. 5 -t i.

The signs for seven, such as Q are not suggestive, but

it may be noted that i -|- 5 -f i might naturally be pronounced
s-abt or t-ob-n.

Eight—the divisible number—^is pantomimed by making a
mouth cavity u, 0 or 0—^and dividmg it in the middle by
an upward tongue gesture-—giving ot, ut, etc.

If the gesture is made wilh the two hands—with finger and
thumb tips touching respectively so as to make an enclosure,

and this is then divided m the middle by bungmg the finger

and thumb tips together—^we also get a “ figure of eight "

—

thus

Fig 155.

from which the

symbol QQ or 8 might readily be derived.

Karlgren, op. cit., Sound and Symbol *n Chtnost, p. 44.
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The DevanSgari sign Q (meaning 8) seems to suggest

the cavity halved.

Nme—Sanskrit navon—suggests an earlier nab (5) + ban (4)—^the n in bon representing the thiimb across the palm like

t in boat. The S5rmbolism of the signs

—

2.3.
-

is not evident , can represent yjP 5 + 4 ?

Ten—derived from early forms like dek—^may well refer

to the two hands held together—^as if to cover somethmg

—

compare our word deck, German dock (roof).

In the ideographic stage the meaning of the symbols became
extended, so as also to denote abstract ideas—an eye dropping
tears thus comes to mean grief—a heart in a window means
anxious, one leg over a precipice means dangerous—and so on.

Then comes the stage of the syllabicpim—^in which the s5ntnbol

is used not to express an object or action or idea, but to

denote the sound of the word which it signified. The symbol
thus becomes a sign for a sound. Finally comes the stage

when the sign no longer denotes a complete syllable, but only

a portion of it—as we should say a vowel or a consonant.

The first intention of systematic spelhng was no doubt
to represent the sound of the spoken word, but spelling, m
English, was never an exact science, and even as late as

Shiespeare’s days, had no peculiar sanctity such as is now
claimed for it by many authonties on English. Words were
spelt as they were pronounced, or as the wnter fancied they
^ould be spelt, and the language certainly did not sufEer

by this latitude since it was under these conditions that it

reached the highest pinnacle of its fame. But printing and
scholasticism and Johnson’s DtcHomry stereotyped our

spelling, as hterature did our language. Inde^ by the
misgmded efforts of pedantic schol^, the spelling was in

many cases made more dfficult and actually less accurate

—

as when the old English words “ ancor " and " ake
”

were provided with a superfluous and silent h and became
" anchor " and " ache ", while dette and dout became debt

and doubt—to the discomfort of adl subsequent generations !

We are now at the stage when the sounds of many of our

words have changed so much from those of earlier times that
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the spelling is but a symbol of the word itself, not of its soimd.

The origmal spelling was. let us say, a phonogram—a writing

of the soimd of the word ; the present spelling, if it deserves

a Greek title at all (which I doubt), should be called a paleo-

logogram—a writing of the ancient form of the word. It is as

though a grown-up person, requiring a passport, were to present

a photograph of hunself taken at the age of two as a means
of identification.

Spelling Reform

It is surely obvious that this state of things cannot be
allowed to continue mdefimtely—^for if it were so continued,

we should arrive, in time, at a state where the spelling bore
httle or no relation to the sound of the word it represented.

What then should we do—now ? The most practical course

would appear to be a twofold one , first, we should allow and
encourage the utmost freedom m spelhng, such as our
Elizabethan ancestors enjoyedm the heyday of Enghsh speech ;

second, we should teach all the rising generation the use of a
true phonetic alphabet, such as that of the Intemationeil

Phonetic Association, towhich reference has already been made.
Very young children should begm with the phonetic alphabet

—

it is immensely easier for them to learn and encourages an
immediate interest in readmg and wnting “ without tears ”.

When the child has thus learnt the pleasures of reading and
wnting, it will be time enough to mtroduce him to the imperfec-

tions and anomahes of our present methods The differences

will not be so great as to cause much difficulty in reading books
in the present standard spelhng, and, provided that formal
accuracy in spelling is not required in examinations, the young
student will have little difficulty in shouldering the burden
of both systems.

The great advantage will be that we shall have planted the

seed which in another generation will grow up as the perfect

plant—a rational spelling, which will enable anyone, of any
nation, to read English at sight so that it may be understood.

I would ask the reader to consider how great an impetus
to the extension of Enghsh and of Anglo-Saxon ideals such a
reform would bring about. Enghsh is ^eady the most widely
spoken language, it would be well nigh universal but for the

extraordinary difficulty of learmng it from print, and of
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transcribing it in wiitmg—owing to the anomalies and incon-

sistencies of OUT speUing. We owe it to our language to be
actively interested in its welfare and advance, and to take
steps to remove this clog on its activities, as soon as possible.

In no other direction should we tolerate the handicaps
which we suffer by our spellmg. English has (as we have said)

thirteen vowel sounds, or fomteen, if we include the mdefimte
sound » as in " sofa ’* or “ the King ”—sometimes called the
" after-dmner vowel
For these thirteen or fourteen fundamental sounds we have

five symbols

—

a, e, 1, 0, u, i.e. about one symbol to every three

vowels, or “ three men one vote Let us translate this state

of things to the region of Arithmetic and see how we should
fare if the ten cardinal numbers (includmg zero) were allowed

but four symbols between them. i. 2, and 7, bemg somewhat
similar in appearance, might be represented by i , 6, 9 and 0
would all be written o

; 3 and 8 would both be 3, while 4 and 5
would share the last symbol, 4 ' There is no greater absurdity

in this scheme than m that which we suffer daily as a matter of

course m the notation of our vowel sounds.

The attempts at spellmg reform which have been so far

made—more especially m ^e Umted States—do not seem to
me to go sufficiently to the root of the matter Thru is certainly

better than through, but labor is no better than labour as a
spellmg for the word in any of its common pronunciations m
England or Amenca
For this reason I do not advocate simplified spelling, or

mdeed any other particular system at the present time. I plead
for a period of hberty, coupled with the teachmg of the phonetic

alphabet to all English-speaking children, and the laymg of

the foundations of a hteral " English-speakmg Umon ” duected
towards the improvement of the language and the ultimate
standardization of its pronunciation.

Can we do suiything now to arouse mterest in the problems
of improving our language and method of notation and to break
down the wall of ancient custom and scholastic authority

which, at present, separates our language and spellmg from the

living world of science and progress ?

What IS needed is the application of the experimental method
—the interestmg of many mmds m the problems we have
been considering—^the trial of alternative solutions—^and the

encouragement of a scientific attitude on the part of all lovers
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of English, such as mil lead them to welcome its further and
more perfect development.

An Experiment in English

A possible method of making a start has suggested itself

which I am tempted to descnbe here, in case any of my
readers may be moved to give it a practical trial. Let us
imagme the formation of a real or fictitious circle of narrative

Story-tellers—comparable in form, if not in matter, with those

of the Decameron, the Canterbury Tales, or the original idea of

the Pickwick Club. Their avowed object is to make practical

trials in the rational improvement of Enghsh, and to embody
these m their stories. The circle includes one or more expert

narrators, a professor of Linguistics, an authority on early

English, a foreign student of our language—^who sees difiiculties

and anomalies to which familiarity has bhnded us—a poet,

to watch over matters of music and rhythm, and finally the man
in the street—^brought indoors for the occasion—to supply the

leven of common sense.

The first story must certainly be a good one, and well told

—

so that the Prmted Proceedings of our Circle may find readers

—

but it will include some typical difficulties of our language,

whether of construction, verbal inflexion, the lack of a smtable
word or the existence of a homophone. These are then objected

to by one or other of the members ; the Circle considers the

objection, and resolves on a remedy which is thereafter to be
adopted in aU future proceedings.

The second story then begins, and is carried on with the

aid of the new improvements already agreed on. If the story-

teller makes a lapse—as he certainly would be hable to do—^he

IS called to order, and invited to correct his expression. Other
imperfections of language, noted in the second story, are then
discussed as before, and further improvements agreed, and
so on. Thus, by a gradual process, the readers of the

Proceedings would be led to take an active interest in the idea

of applying reason to the form and structure of English and
afforded an opportunity of testing the improvements suggested

in a practical fashion. The writers, on their side, would obtain,

at the least, a new insight into the true merits and demerits

of our language and—^whether their particular solutions are

ultimately accepted or not—^will have been instrumental in

carrying out a useful and stimulating linguistic experiment.
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The personnel for such an experiment will need to be
carefully chosen ; the writers—^unless they are expert parodists,

with analmostimpersonalcommand of form and style—will need
to be young, for to a mature writer, whose language has become
a part of his personality and method of thought, &e use of new
forms and new words could present intolerable difficulty. Still,

there is plenty of youth to be found in the English-speaking

world, and adventure, fit for youth, in the experiment itself.

Education in English

When, and by whatever means, mterest has been finally

aroused, so that active steps may be taken with general assent,

the first advance will (I trust) be that the National Education
systems of all the Enghsh-speaking commumties shall pay far

more attention than at present, to the history and structure

of their own language, and to the broad pnnciples of linguistic

science and phonetics. That every child should begin with the

phonetic alphabet, has been already advocated ; let them follow

up with a sufficient study of their own language, its ongm
and development and future needs, so that they may be able

to express themselves in the present, and see how to do it yet

better in the future. In this way, we shall pave the way for a
scientific and rational cultivation and improvement of our
mother-tongue, which will make it as much better than at

present, as the modem scientific breeds of wheat are better

than the wild cereals from which they originally descended.

Linguistic Research

What is wanted, or rather what will eventually be wanted
(for the time is obviously not yet ripe) is not so much an
English-speaking Academy as a Lmguistic " Board of Invention

and Research ”—a Centre at which the fundamental relations

of thought and speech may be studied systematically, more
especially m relation to our own tongue—as for example on
the lines suggested by Mr. C. K. Ogden, of Magdalene College,

Cambridge, in connection with his researches on the Simplifica-

tion of English.^ At such a centre, the forms of English speech

* Psyche, Apnl and July, 1928, developing an orthological ” programme
based on Op. cit. The Meaning of Meaning and the linguistic theories of

Jeremy Bentham Cf the Appendix to Automaton by Dr. H Stafford
Hatfield (London & New York, 1929), where a translation of a portion of the
book IS given in a vocabulary of a little over 500 words.
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will be cnticaUy compared with those of other tongues, the
anomalies of our own language laid bare and the remedies
supplied.

Tlie changes proposed will all be based on reason—^not on
personal preference or mere historical hteraiy or archaeological

authority or analogy—they will be gmded by the principles

of science, of ration^ utihty, and of the beauty which arises

from perfection m performance.

It must be admitted, of course, that if and when we change
our present language, our present books wdl to that extent
become antiquated and obsolete. But if, as has been postulated,

wemake the study of English one of the subjects of all education,

everyone will be able to read and enjoy the old books, just

as a present-day reader may (with but httle trouble and a short

glossary) read and enjoy Chaucer.

It is with no bolshevist desire for radical change, that I

have ventured to advocate these experiments—^nor have I

forgotten the proverb about those who rush in where angels

keep outside. I beheve firmly that the improvement of

language is one of the great outstandmg needs of the human
mmd—that it wiU give to human thought an mcrease of power
such as the substitution of Arabic for Roman numerals gave to

arithmetic, or the development of mathematics has given to

science, and that we should not allow conservatism or mdolent
dishke of change to prejudice our rmnds against the trial,

at least, of the experiments to which I have referred.

I am conscious that in this matter of language—^its deficiencies

and need of improvement—I speak as one with httle knowledge
and no authority. Yet, I am not alone m the opinion that our
present language is imperfect, or that these unperfections are

injurious to our welfare and in need of remedy. All that I

plead guilty to, if an5dhing, is an over-strong conviction of the

need of active effort to formulate " that inductive, aesthetic

theory of language which has still to be developed in a truly

scientific spirit and an over-confident behef m the benefits

which a scientific improvement of our language would bring

to the English-speaking peoples.

In conclusion, I would make one final quotation from
Professor Jespersen,* to stand as the confession of my
linguistic faith, and of my hope for the future of English

sp^ch :

—

> Jespersen, p 31. ‘ Ibid., p. 442.
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“ An ideal language would always express the same thing

by the same, and similar things by similar means ; any
irregularity or ambigmty would be banished ; sound and
sense would be in perfect harmony , any number of dehcate
shades of meanmg could be expressed with equal ease

;

poetry and prose, beauty and truth, thinkmg and feehng

would be equally provided for ; the human spirit would
have found a garment combining freedom and gracefulness,

fitting it closely, yet allowmg full play to any movement.”

If to all these virtues we add—as I beheve we justly may

—

the advancement and clarifying of thought itself, and the

extension, m power, of human reason, then surely we may claim

that the active search for this ideal is a pursuit worthy to be
undertaken by us, m our generation, and to be handed on, as a
high ideal, to our children.
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APPENDIX I

I The Double-resonator Theory

In Chapters I-V, it is shown that the essential character

of a vowel is independent of the lar5nix note which may
be used to ampl^ it. The vowel sound is due to the resonance
frequencies excited in the cavities of the mouth. Further,

each vowel is characterized, m general, by two pnncipal
resonance frequencies, which bear no simple harmonic relation

one to another.

We have seen that in the production of vowel sounds the
position of the tongue md the degree of openmg of the mouth
appear to be the deciding factors. The tongue apparently divides

the whole space mto two volumes, which we will speak of as the
front and rear cavities, separated by a passage formed between
the tongue and either the back of the throat, or the roof of the

mouth. We also know that in uttermg either a whispered or
spoken vowel the opening of the mouth may be vsuied over a
considerable rmge. We have therefore a form of double-
resonator consistmg of two cavities of vanable size com-
municatmg one with another by a passage of unknown con-

ductivity, with the external air by an opening capable of very
large variation, and with the wmd-pipe and lungs by means
of a very small aperture, also of unknown conductivity.

We know, however (p 228), that all the vowels can be
articulated with one (suitably chosen) size of mouth opening.

Where this condition holds we may also assume with some
confidence that although the individual sizes of the two cavities

vary with the position of the tongue, the total volume of the

resonator remains constant. We ivill now try to use these

data to explain the dual character of vowel soimds.

2 A First Approximation

Consider a model (Fig. 156) m which two volumes S and S'

are contamed in a rigid cylinder of total volume A, where

A = S + S', and separated one from another by a movable
diaphragm containing an aperture of fixed conductivity e,.

The volume S communicates with the atmosphere by means

275
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of a very small opening of conductivity c^, the volume S' by
means of a larger aperture of conductivity c,. It is our
problem to determine how the natural modes of vibration of

the air in the resonator vary as the diaphragm is moved along
the cylinder.

There is a method, due to Lord Rayleigh, which under
certain special limitations (which we will examine presently)

can be apphed to this vessel. Let n be one of the frequencies,

and let ^ be a quantity related to n through the equation :

—

For real values of n, only real and negative values of will

be considered. The ph3reical meaning of p may be realized

riG. 156.

more clearly by remembering that n denotes the number of

complete vibrations performed in unit tune, and that if

these vibrations are of simple harmonic character the rectihnear

motion of any particle of air in the resonatormay be considered

as the projection on a diameter of an imaginary circular motion
of constant angular velocity, the centre of the imaginary
motion bemg the mean position of the real movement, tp

would then represent the total angle swept out by the imaginary
particle in unit time, where i has the usual meaning of V— i-

If we use Lord Rayleigh’s method, we arrive at the following

equation for the natural modes of vibration ;

—

p* + pH*
I

^ ^ -t- 5^*1+^| + c»(ci+ Cg) 1=0-

. . , Equation (i).

where a denotes the velocity of soimd in air, i.e. :

—
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I
s S' /

-*+Cl+ Cl

S
,

Cs+ gi

S'

V +4C.*4c«*

SS'

+c.c*+cic,|

In order to avoid the occurrence of the square root of a
negative quantity we will assume that •

—

4~

S' ^ S

a*
^ 2

hat th

!s, and
nators

,
we 1

This transformation shows that the double resonator has m
general two natural frequencies, and that these axe related to

those of the two simple resonators from which it has been
formed. Substituting for />*, we have :

—

s
«*

• (a)

The whole effect due to joining the two cavities is therefore

contained m the term^
, for if c,® ismade very small compared

with SS', we have the approximate solutions :

—
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That IS, if denote the greater, and n, the smaller frequency,

we have (approximately) •

—

« _ « AAt+

«« =
a A/ci+g«
27r S

and these are the natural frequencies of the two vessels which
form the double-resonator, it bemg understood that in making
or breaking the junction, the conductivity c, remains unaltered.

Retummg to Equation (2) it will be observed that since

is a real positive quantity, the effect of joining the two

resonators is always to raise the greater frequency and
depress the lower frequency n*.

Let us now try the effect of moving the diaphragm. To do
this we must mtroduce the condition that

S -f- S' = A
Let Cl ss c, Ca = miC, c, = nt^.

Let S' = otS

S + S' = (o -f i)S = A
It will be seen that the position of the diaphragm in the

cylinder is best defined by means of the quantity

i.e. the disteince of c, from c^, referred to the distance between
Cf and Cl as unity. Substitutmg for Ci, c„ c,, S and S', Equation
(i) becomes :

—

n>
a*c (0 -f i)

87r*A

V — (I + «i)|

... (3)
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From this equation the two values of n, th and n* may
be calculated for any value of a, corresponding to a known
position of the diaphragm. In Fig. 157 are ^own the frequencies

obtained m this way for a typical example :

—

= 20, m, = 5.

If we compare this diagram with the chart of vowel
resonances at Fig 65 (p. 86) we notice a distmct resemblance.
In each case the ordmates are frequencies, the only difference

being that the former are shown in hnear and the latter in

logarithmicscale. In Fig. 157 theabscissae represent thepositions
of the diaphragm m the cylmder, whereas m Fig 65, they are
the full series of vowels Since each vowel is characterized

by a defimte position of the tongue, one might also thmk of the
abscissae of Fig. 65 as representmg the successive positions of

the tongue in the mouth. In both cases there appear to be
in general for each position of the diaphragm or tongue two
natural frequencies, related to each otherm no simple harmomc
manner. We have shown, too, m the case of the cylmder, that
if the conductivity c, is small each of the two frequencies

appears to associate itself with one of the two cavities, m
much the same way as we speak of the front and backresonances
of the human mouth On the basis of these resemblances the
human mouth has sometimes been compared to a resonator

of this type (e g. Irving B Crandall’s Dynamical Study of the

Vowel Sounds, January, 1927). We can test this idea m a
very simple way. We have already seen (p. 45) that the two
frequencies m the vowel resonances can be brought very close

to one another, and that possibly a single resonance can be
heard if the attempt is made to bnng them yet closer. For
the same condition to be satisfied by our artificial resonator,

equation (3) must have equal roots in n

1 e. |(i + m,) +

ie. a* (i-l-m,)* + 2o —m, — WiW,) + = 0.

The condition that this shall have real roots is that :

—

(w,®— mi— — m^m^* > (i+ (mi -f m*)*

ie. (m,®— mi— m,— mimj) ^ ±(i+ m,) (mi 4- mg),

which is impossible, since miand mgare always real and jwsitive

fractions, from which it follows that the two frequencies can
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never be equal. If the experimental result were equally definite,

we would have here an interestmg test of this theory. In the
circumstances, however, we must go further and examine
the reasoning leading up to the equation, and in particular

the validity of the assumptions used.

3. The Basis of the Resonator Theory

In the human mouth is contained a body of air capable of

vibration. It is clear that the greater part of the movement
occurs in the narrow parts, 1 e. the mouth openmg, the gap
between tongue and roof, and the opening of the glottis.

Lord Rayleigh’s first assumption in obtaining Equation (i)

is that an the movement occurs m these passages. He pictures

the two volumes of air in the two cavities actmg as springs

mamtaining the motion of the air in the narrow parts. And
agam for simplification he assumes that no time is required

for the pressure exerted at the neck to be transmitted to aU
parts of the cavity, an assumption which can alternatively

be expressed by sa3dng that " the dimensions of the resonators

are smaB compared with the quarter-wave-lengths of the

resultant tones This second assumption is also applied to

the narrow parts, the air in each passage bemg considered as

a rigid piston, mamtained in motion by the air on either side.

In obtaimng Equation (i) other simplifications are made,
such as the neglect of friction and dissipation, but the two
assumptions described above are the more important, and
together define the limits of usefulness of the equation.

The general form of the kind of double resonator we have in

mind (of which the apparatus shown in Fig. 156 is a particular

case) is representedm sectionm Fig. 158, using the same symbols
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for the volumes and conductivities. Suppose that at any
instant the total amount of air which has crossed the central

plane of the passage A in a given direction (e g. towards the

left) is X^. The kinetic energy K, of the motion through A at

this instant will be proportional to the square of the bulk

velocity and to the density, p.

or K = \ p\ dt J

Ox

where is the quantity to which we have hitherto referred as

the conductivity of the orifice A. Smce kmetic energy is of

rM fiXx\*
dimensions

,
and the expression p is ofdimensions

rM.L8 ~]

L r* J
, it follows that the conductivity c i must be of the

nature of a length. This is perhaps made more clear if we
imagme the air m the passage A to move, as it were, in the

form of a piston of area /, of length I, and density p If v be
the Imear velocity at a given instant, the kinetic energy, K,

I
f

Now /t) IS the volume transference through the passage in umt
time. Hence the conductivity of the passage, c^,

_ / _ rArea ”1

I (_LengthJ

The motion in the passage A is maintained by the potential

energy, P, of the air in the cavity S, and since we have assumed
that there is no dissipation of the energy of the system, we
have if + P = constant.

Now consider the operation of producmg the volume displace-

ment, X, from the position of equihbnum. In sound vibrations

the movements are very rapid. We will therefore assume that
there is no escape or transference of heat during the motion.
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i.e. the compression and expansion are adiabatic. Let us thmk
for a moment of a simple case, a volume 5 communicating
with the atmosphere by means of a single orifice of area/ and
conductivity c. Let each molecule of the air in the aperture
be displaced from its mean position a distance x towards the
interior of the resonator. The total volume-displacement will

therefore be fx, and the difference of pressure produced will be

numerically equal to yp .where^ is the atmospheric pressure.

During the compression the work done over any small element
Sx wdl be equal to the product of the mean opposing force,

and the distance over which it is apphed.

i.e. Work done = fx Sx

Hence over the whole movement the work done

1.2 ^
where a denotes, as before, the velocity of sound in air, and

p the density.

For the simple resonator m question, therefore, we have
the equation of energy

*v
tP— = constant.

Differentiating with respect to time the equation becomes :

i P i ^ °

i.e. X 4-^ X = o.

This clearly depicts a motion of simple harmonic character,

with a natural frequency •

—
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Applying this method in turn to each aperture in the double

resonator, we observe that the motion in ^ is maintained by
the excess pressure in S, which is proportional to the difference

between the displacements and X^. The equation of energy
for the passage A is therefore :

—

Cl *
• • (4)

and for the passage C.

constant.

• (5)

The motion ip the passage B is maintained by the potential

energy of both cavities. The equation of energy is therefore :

—

+ iP" s ' S'
constsmt.

... (6)

Returning to Equation (4) we can describe the motion of the
air m the passage A at the instant chosen if we consider the

instantaneous rate of change of the kinetic and potential

energies of the system Regarding Z, therefore as a constant

and differentiating with respect to time, we obtain the equation

ip ''^.Xi+ 2 (X. _ X,) (- Xi) =

and hence the equation of motion ;

—

(7)

and similarly for the passages B and C.

(
8
)

(9)

[This method of writing down the energy equations for the
three different apertures is not strictly correct. Lord Rayleigh
expresses the whole potential energy of the resonator as :

—
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and the whole kinetic energy as ;

—

and hence obtains the three equations of motion by three
partial differentiations. On the other hand we thmk that the
less exact method has, perhaps, the virtue of showmg rather
more clearly the physical meanmg of the expressions.]

Adding iiiese equations together, we obtam

—

and hence by integration, and the use of mitial conditions

X,
,
X,

.
X,

On eliminating X^, we obtam :

—

If the motion is of simple harmomc character v

the assumptions that •

—

X,=^Ae^*

X^ = Bef*

where A and B are constants.

Hence on substitution forXj.X’,, X-^, and X^ m (ii) and (12)

and ehmmation of A and B we obtam the final relation .

—

c, + c, (Cx+ c,)|= o

which we have already used as Equation i.

4. A Mechanical Analogy

There is another way of demonstrating the effect of coupling

two simple vibratmg systems which affords an interesting

comparison with Lord Rayleigh’s method. Consider a system
in which a mass displaced a distance from its mean position
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is subjected to a restoring force parallel to the direction of

motion and of magnitude x^. Ifno external forces act on the
S5rstem, the equation determining its motion is .

—

mi-—+kiXi = o

which represents simple harmomc motion of period 277 V
Similarly a second system of mass tn^, displacement x,, and
restoring force k^x, will have an equation of motion

representmg simple harmomc motion of period 2it^-~
«i

When these two systems are coupled together the motion
of each is affected by that of the other The manner m which
the motion wiH be affected depends upon the physical conditions

of the particular problem In the case of two pendulums
hangmg from a common non-ngid support, the effect of each
system on the motion of the other is partly of the form of an
added acceleration, partly a periodic restonng force. When
two resonators, however, are jomed by means of a central

conductivity the effect is to destroy the condition that each
apierture shall commumcate with air at atmospheric pressure.

The restoring force in each system is altered, m a degree pro-
portional to the fimte pressure (above or below atmospheric)
m the added resonator We may therefore suggest that after

couphng the resonators the equations of motion become .

—

d^x-i

»»1 hXi +glXt =0 ... (13)

d^x, =0 . . (14)

Diherentiating (13) twice with respect to time, we have :

—

d,*x, , d**, d^x.
, ,

(Px,
and on substituting for (iS) its value in {i4),wehave:

—

dt*‘ dflfttx 'm, ' '
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and again for x, its value in (13)

o . . . (18)

dt*‘ dt* ttti

d^Xy dHy,ky Kk
'•®-

df- + m,m. /
•

Let us again assume that the motion is of simple harmomc
character, and that we can express the displacement in the
form :— == 7)^/

Then by substitution in (18)
•

—

••<*)

If we make the further substitutions ;

—

7* = — 4ir*n*

— = 4w*«.*
my

kt , .— = 42r2«,*
my

we obtain the equation of frequencies —
- «* («1*+ «t“) + »1* »2*(l-

1^|)
=0 . . (20)

Now the product of Lord Rayleigh’s method, Equation (i),

may also be converted mto a frequency relation by means
of similar substitutions :

—

^*=_4,r*iV»

C, (e, + c,)j — o

• . (21)
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On comparing Equations (20) and (21) it will be seen that

the two meth^ 3deld similar results, with the exception

that Lord Rayleigh's gives a real ph3^cal value to the coupling

terms :

—

il i*
ki

The limitations restricting the usefulness of Equation (i) are

also represented in the method of obtaining Equation (19).

It is assumed that there is no inertia m the mechanism pro-

ducing the restoring force of the system, and that the latter

instantly responds to the motion of the vibrating mass,
conditions which are mathematically identical with those

imposed by the first method.

Table I

% = Frequency (No. per sec.) of Front Resonance.

n, = Frequency (No. per sec.) of Back Resonance.

Aj = Wave-length in cm. of Front Resonance.

A, = Wave-length in cm. of Back Resonance.

Vowel. »i
K
4

A.

4

i (eat) . 2430 3-55 cm. 330 26 cm.
I (it) . 2300 372 360 23 8

ei (hay) 2170 3-95 470 18-25

e (men) 1930 4-44 525 i6-3

«e (hat) 1820 47 700 12-25

« (earth) 1530 5-6 470 18-25

0 (sofa) 1490 575 610 1405
A (up) . 1490 575 765 II -2

a (calm) 1255 682 790 10-85

p (not) 1115 7-68 700 12-25

0 (aU) . . 885 9-68 555 15-4

on (no) 790 10-85 430 19-9

a (who) 720 11-9 380 22 25
u (put) 965 8-9 360 238
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5. Dimensions of the Mouth-Resonator

We have already seen that Equation (i) would fail to explain
the production of two equal frequencies, if that were ever shown
to be expenmentally possible in the human mouth. Let us now
see how far the latter satisfies the important condition that
the dimensions of the resonator cavities shall be small compared
with the quarter-wave-lengths of the resultant tones. In
Table I are shown the mean frequencies and quarter-wave-
lengths corresponding to the whole series of the Enghsh
vowels. It will be observed that the vowels appear to be
divisible into three natural groups, with the vowel " a " as a
sohtary " boundary ” state between the second and third

groups.

Group I, or Front Vowels, i, t, ei, e, eb

In this series —̂ varies from 3-55 cm. to 47 cm., i.e.

4 4

of the same order as the length of the front cavity. — varies
4

from 26 cm. to 12-25 cm ,
dimensions very much greater than

those of the back cavity. Hence we may assume that in

resonance the back cavity acts as a sprmg, the condensation
at any given moment bemg uniform throughout the space,

whereas in the front cavity a system of stationary waves is

formed.

Group II, or Middle Vowels, v, a, A

These vowels are characterized by an approximately constant

— , of the same order as the length of the front cavity (about
4

7 cm.), indicating the probable existence of stationary waves.

— decreases rapidly from b to a, but is large compared with
4
the length of the cavity (about 10-6 cm ).

Boundary Vowel, a

This vowel is exceptional in that — (6-8 cm.) is little more

than half the length of the front cavity (10-12 cm.).
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(10 85 cm.) is large compared with the length of the back
cavity (about 4 cm.).

h
4

Group III, or Back Vowels, d, 0, ou, u, u

varies from 7-68 cm. to 11-9 cm. The series is

characterized by the progressively decreasing mouth opening

which is employed in voicing these vowels in turn from v

to u. It is probable that stationary vibration of a very modified

form exists in the front cavity, and the high values of
4

indicate uniform condensation behind the tongue. These
vowels alone approximate to the conditions required by
Equations (i) and (19).

6. Stationary Vibration

So far the general name double-resonator has been used to

embrace any vessel which exhibits two natural frequencies

of vibration, but our equations have only apphed to the ideal

form (Fig 158), known as the Helmholtz Double-Resonator,

in which at any moment the condensation is uniform through-

out either of the two cavities When this condition is not

satisfied, and the condensation varies from point to pomt,
there exists m the resonator a form of stationary vibration.

We have seen that by the exercise of great care it is possible

to construct for any given vowel a double-resonator which
wiU give a good mutation of the sound, and from the shapes

of some of these models it is clear that stationary vibration

must be taking place. Only the members of Group III approxi-

mate to the diape of the Helmholtz double-resonator. The
vowels of Group II represent a " half-way stage ” between
the ideal Helmholtz vessel and the perfect pipe-resonator, in

which the vibration is wholly of stationary form. We have
very little knowledge of the conductivities belonging to these

vowels, and therefore at present any equations representing

them would contain a number of unknowns
In Group I, however, we find a type of vibration which has

a distinctive and peculiar character. There are five vowels.

for each of which ^ is of the same order as the length of the
4
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1 ^ IQ

back cavity. By observation it is easily seen that the general

shape of the mouth is common to every member of the group.
In breathing the vowel i the tip of the tongue rests dosely
behind the lower teeth, the tongue being arched to leave a
broad but shallow passage between itself and the roof of the
mouth. As one passes to the other members of the group, m
order of frequency, the tongue falls and recedes, still, however,
preserving the rough parallelism with the roof of the mouth.
The front cavity is in every case a broad shallow curved
funnel, and it will be observed that the bps and teeth form a
natural continuation of the walls of the fimnel at its outward
end. These vowels may be uttered over a considerable range
of mouth opening, but m every case the tongue adjusts its^
to maintain the diverging tubular form of front cavity. The

change from sb to « is very marked, the tongue becoming
concave, giving a cavity to which the teeth form the edges of

a natural front orifice.

In order to mtroduce the conception of stationary vibration

we must use a method which at first sight appears very different

from that of our former examination. It be shown, how-
ever, that the results are in accordance with and an extension

of our former equations.

Let us consider a resonator of bottle form, consisting of a
narrow parallel tube m communication with a coaxial tube
closed at the further end (Fig. 159).

Let the wide tube be of length k and radius R ; the narrow
tube of equivalent length h and radius r. Let x and t denote
distance along the axis, measured from the junction, and time
respectively. For a condition of stationary vibration through-

out the system we have :

—

Displacement in Open Pipe:

—

*= = A cos m (A — x) cos 2‘nfU.
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Displacement m Closed Pipe :

—

= B sin m (i -f- ac) cos 2 it7U

where m = A being the wave-length of the vibration, and

A and B the maximum displacements in the narrow and wide
tubes respectively.

At the junction, x = o, it is obvious that we must have •

—

(1) Condition of Displacements of Equal Volumes .

—

y* A cos mh = sin mk ... (22)

(2) Condition of Equal Excess Pressures :

—

pi — —E^ = — EmA sm mh cos 2Tmt

= />t
= —E = —EmB cos mk cos 2iTfU

i.e. A sm mh = B cos mk ... (23)

Combining (22) and (23) we obtain :

—

^2
tan mh. tan mk =^ ... (24)

This is the general equation determimng the modes of vibra-

tion of this kmd of resonator. If bo^h h and k are small com-
pared with A, we may substitute mh and mk for tan mh and
tan mk respectively, by which we obtam :

—

rn^hk = ^

itWk

le. n =—Vl2it ^ S
where c is the conductivity of the neck and 5 the volume
of the reservoir. (This conclusion was first demonstrated by
Dr. Pans m Nature, 27th September, 1924 )

When the

dimensions are small compared with the wave-length, the

fundamental mode of vibration is that of a simple Helmholtz
resonator, the whole of the narrow tube actmg as the con-

ductivity to the large reservoir.

In general, however, a correction must be applied for the
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finite length of the neck. A better approximation will be
given by the equation .

—

and when mh is small

tan wA = wA -t- 4 (mA)® = ^
Let 7rr®A = S' = aS, where a is a fraction,

approximation .

—

To a first

1 e (wA)® = Ttr^h

~T = a

Then n -Ia/ZHZI
2w S(i -h a/3)

(26)

This correction was first applied by Lord Rayleigh

The efiect of the fimte len^ of the neck is to add one-third

of the volume of the neck to that of the reservoir.

This solution is that of the fundamental tone of the resonator.

The determmation of the first over-tone from Equation (6) is

much less satisfactory. As A decreases, m mcreases, and

already small, dimimshes still further As a rough

approximation, therefore, we may wnte —
tan mh =0

mh = IT, 2ir, 3n-, . .

3
’

a 3a

2h’ A’ 2A’

That is, the first over-tone is approximately equal to that

due to a parallel pipe of equivalent length A, open at both ends.

A more accurate result will be obtamed if we take account

of the finite value of S.
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tan mh
wr*

mh It -H approximately.

It + by a second approximation.

This result, in a slightly different form, was also given by
Lord Rayleigh.

Denoting the fundamental frequency by n„ and that of

the first over-tone by ttj, we obtam, firstly, by a very rough
approximation ;

—

and secondly, and more accurately —

= {’' + |) V |+5 •• M
In Fig. i6o, the two relations (28) and (29) are shown graphic-

ally, by which means their divergence one from another, as o
increases, is clearly demonstrated.

If in the production of a vowel of Group I, the mouth operates

as a double resonator of this form, one should be able to predict

the musical mterval njn, from the ratio of the volumes of the

two cavities. The only difficulty which arises is m the estima-

tion of the total end correction to be apphed to the length of

the front cavity. The dimension " h" m our equations is the
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Fig. 160.

Note • The equation for the upper curve should read
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equivalent length of the tube, and will include an addition

at either end to the actual length.

The correction is considerable, and explains the apparent
anomaly that the actual length of the front cavity is of the

equal to
;

A few models were made in plasticine, each consisting of a
wide cyhnder jomed by a flange to a short tube (Fig. 161). It

was immediately found that when the front cavity was a tube
of circular section (Fig 1616), no good vowel soimds could be
obtamed. On flattenmg the section into a rectangle (Fig i6ic),

the characteristic vowel quality appeared. This does not
affect the truth of our equations, smce only appears through

Fig 161.

the mediumship of the cross-sectional area The fact, however,

draws our attention to the importance of the amphtudes of

the components of a vowel sound. In order to excite the

upper harmomcs the organ-builder will give a pipe a narrow
" scale ”. Similarly we obtam the required strength of the

front resonance by diminishmg the width without altermg the

cross-sectional area. Four models were blown by air through

an extremely small opening in the rear wall of the large cavity,

and finally three more were prepared and blown by means of

a reed. The correction to the length of the front cavity was
made by adding to each end, where i is the “ eqmvalent
diameter ”, i.e. flie diameter of a circle of equal area. This

embodies the assumptions that a complete open end correction

is required to the inner end of the tube, and that the correc-

tion to a flattened tube is equal to that required by a circular

tube of equal cross-sectional area. Experimental exammation
of these assumptions is needed, although the errors mvolved
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are certainly not very great. In the following table S' denotes

the corrected volume of the front cavity, S file volume of the

S'
rear cavity, a the ratio —

Under the heading — are given the mean experimental values

of the musical interval between the components, and also the

ratios obtained by substitution of a in Equations (28) and (29)

Table II

Maimer

of

Excita-

tion Vowel s S'

Ratio of Fiequencies s=

Ni/N,

Eq (28) Eq (29)

By ex-

penment

1 84 C.C 123 cc 0’15 8 1 8-45 74
By Air- I 78 5 22*7 •29 58 62 64

jet ei 78-5 45 5 •58 4-1 4-8 46
ei 108 68 •63 40 46 46

By 1 138 c c 29 cc 0 21 69 72 74
Reed I 138 40 29 58 62 64

ei 138 86 62 40 4 65 4 6

It will be seen from the table that Equation (29) provides

a better agreement than Equation (28). Beaung m imnd the

tentative assumptions which have been used, and the limits

of accuracy of the experiments (about 2 per cent), it would
appear that the theory of the bottle-shaped resonator offers

a fairly satisfactory explanation of the frequency-ratios found

m the vowels of Group I.

In the human mouth there are departures from the ideal

shape of the resonator which we have considered The rear

conductivity though very small, must be mcluded in the

calculations. More knowledge must be obtamed concerning

the end-corrections and the effect of slight expansions or

restrictions. There is also the question of the constnctions

produced m the human pharynx by the varying projection of

the epiglottis. This projection tends more or less to produce
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a subsidiary neck between and c, of Figs. 156 and 158, and a

corresponding small subsidiary volume immediately adjoining

the re^ {vo^ cords) at c^.

It has been found that even better models of the Front
Vowels can be made with front cavities of expanding conical

diape, instead of the parallel tube which we have considered.

If the expansion is slight the effect on the frequencies will be
inappreciable, but for a considerable divergence the theory

of the comcal pipe must be applied. For small changes in

cross-section we have the gener^ rule that at a node enlarge-

ment lowers, and contraction raises, the pitch—conversely at

an anti-node.

An experimental fact of great interest is that the value of

— for a given vowel is capable of slight variation about
nj

a mean value without loss of quahty. The ear judges a vowel
by the form of the compound wave. The ratio of the amph-
tudes is possibly qmte as important as the ratio of frequencies,

and a resonator is only successful m mutating a vowel when
both ratios can be reproduced. It is probable, too, that in

the front vowels other over-tones of very high pitch help to

give the distmctive character to the group

7. Conclusion

It may be seen from this brief investigation that the use of

mathematics in this study is subject solely to the value of

the imtial assumptions The theory of the Helmholtz double
resonator affords an mteresting comparison with the results of

experiment, but the assumptions on which it rests are too rigid

for it to be of much use to us. The general theory of the

coupl^ of two vibrating systems may be of use, however, in

explaining the influence of the larynx note on the resonance
tones of the mouth cavities. By mtroducmg the conception
of stationary vibration, a more general relation is obtained,

which m a particular form appears to offer a satisfactory

explanation of one group of the vowels. The characters of the

other groups have only been indicated. The difficulties attend-
ing their mvestigation are much greater than those which we
have experienced m examining Group I, but surely it is not too
much to hope that in time they also will yield to analysis.

W. E. Benton,
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Table of Frequencies, i.e. Number of Complete
Vibrations per Second, Corresponding to the Equal
Temperament Scale.



APPENDIX III

Audiogram of the Author's Hearing

The Chart on p. 301 indicates the author’s hearing,

as measured at the Bell Telephone Laboratory, New York,

for notes of pitch varying between 64 vibrations per second

(low C below the bass clef) and 8192 vibrations per second

an octave above the top C on the piano. The Chart shows
normal hearmg up to 2048, followed by a comparatively deaf

spot at 4096, and a return to about normal at 8192. Fortu-

nately (for the author) the speech resonances at about 4096
are relatively unimportant—^the vowel resonances are nearly

all below that frequency while the high frequencies of S and Z
are mostly above 5000.

300
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APPENDIX IV

Paget akd Clay Variable Vowel Model

Front
Resonator
Length m

mm.

Back
Resonator
Length in
mm.

Vowel
Sound.

Resonance
Observed

Comparison with voice
Resonances.

125 83 U who 812.304 a whispered n can he made at

812.304.

121 27 D not 966.512 a whispered vowel with these

resonances is o inclining to 0.

117 34 0 aU 912.456 a clear 0 can be made at these

resonances.

113 47 on no 861 406
1

within charted range.

113 1

1

71 u put 861.287 voiced u can be made at these

resonances.

107 15 acalm 1149 645 whispered vowel can be pro-

produced at these reson-

ances.

71 30 n earth 1290.541 can be easily produced.

64 15 A up 1366 861 ditto

47 47 e men 1625.483 ditto

43 56 ei hay 1824 430 ditto.

38 15 8B hat 1824.812 within charted range.

38 87 lit 1824.304 a whispered i can be made at

1824.287.

1932.304 whispered 1 can he made.
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Some Experiments with Tubular Vowel Models

A number of tubes were cut in graduated lengths of g -6 cm.,

12-3 cm., I7‘5 cm ,
20-6 cm ,

and a corresponding number of

cork stops, givmg (with the wall of the tube) lenticular apertures

of 27 mm. X 7 mm., 23 x ii, 24 X 13-5, and 26 x 18-5

respectively. See Fig 164.

The stops were fitted as before with wire handles, by which

to adjust them inside the tubes Intermediate sizes of orifice

we got by addmg plasticme to the “cut-away” portion of

the corks.

When the best position and size of stop-orifice and length

of tube for a particular vowel had been determmed, a new

stop with central orifice of equivalent opemng was substituted

—^the general arrangement bemg as shown m Fig. 165.

Fig. 165.

The orifice in the cork was cut so as to give a fairly stream-

lined passage between the front and the back resonators.

The best length of tube, size of orifice, and position of the

diaphragm were found by trial and error.

An isolated experiment, made with a long tube (61 cm. x
3-9 cm.) may deserve mention. With this tube, when fitted

to the reed, tie following resonances were observed—^by tapping

and blowing ;—135 (winch was heard on blowing, across the

mouth of the tube but was also the reed note), and 203, 406,

683, 966, and 1217 heard on tapping the tube at different parts
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in its length. When the reed was blown, the vowel sound was
found to vary with the pitch of the reed. Thus on changing the
reed frequency from 406 to 228, the vowel was found to vary
in the following way :—i -u- 0 - e - i -*• u. This tube
had no stop and was therefore comparable with Wilhs' early

experiments. The reed and socket, when blown by them-
selves, also gave a vowel sound of a " thm " clmracter, the
vowel being a to tt, with two resonances 1290 to 1217 and 767 ;

it could be changed to 0 (not), 0 (all), on (no), and u (who) by
var3dng degrees of closure by hand. The explanation, no
doubt, IS that, with these particular dimensions, the two
resonances were lowered equally as the front aperture was
reduced, just as they are seen to be in the vowel resonance
chart

A short length

—

5-3 cm—of tube was cut off and tested at

vanous degrees of projection beyond the mouth of the socket

At 2-05 (correspondmg to 6 cm.) from the mouth of tube to rear

Fig. 166

end of cyhndrical socket) a good a (calm) was found, with
apparently a single resonance at 966. This, at first sight, seems
to confirm D, C. Miller's smgle resonant a at 910 to 1050
(Science of Musical Sounds, pp. 226-7), in my own voice,

when producmg a (calm) at 966, there is also an audible

lower resonance of 812. Such a lower resonance, though
inaudible through the upper one, may yet have been present.

The vowel was not altered in character by altenng the

resonance behind the reed

With a 9 6 tube, projectmg 8-6, and a stop consisting of a

cork disc with 12 mm. diameter hole, pressed nght back in

the cylindrical socket, so that the face of the stop was 20 mm.
from the mouth of the socket—see Fig. 166—a good a was got

with resonances 1084/683. But when a smaller aperture stop

(10 mm.) was moved forward 8 mm. in the socket—so as to

enlarge iJie back resonator and a projection of a 7 5 cm. tube

was consequently increased from 5-2 to 6, the lower resonance

fell from 7^ to 724, while the upper resonance rose from 1217
to 1290.
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A series of experiments was tried with different projections

of the 7-5 cm. tube and different apertures and positions of the

stop—the resonances being noted at each setting. With a

15 mm. aperture of stop, set g mm. from the mouth of the

socket and the tube pressed back agamst the stop, a good a

1217/633 was got—though the lower resonance was one
semitone too low This model also was considered too short

for adoption.

Prc 167

With a very similar setting (projection 6 cm., but stop set

further back), it was found that partial closure of the stop

aperture, by means of a conical plug on the end of a wire,

vaned the resonances of both cavities exactly equally.

In view of the difficulty of controlhng the resonances inde-

pendently, the expenment was tried of reducmg the section

of the back cavity by lining it with plasticine. It was found
that by reducing the interior bore of the socket in this way
to 20 mm , with a further constnction to 18 mm at the mouth
of the socket, to form the central onfice, a back resonator of

767 to 966 was obtained, which combined well with a tube
extending about g| cm. from the central onfice See Fig. 168.

Fig 168

In this way a good broad a (calm) was produced with

resonances 1024/645—^though, as Wl be seen, the resonances

were actually withm the range of d (not), which, even in the

chart, overlap those of a.

It is certain that in ordmary speech we commonly use the

same resonances to do duty for a or n, in which case we dis-

tinguish the two vowels only by their duration, d (not) is (as is

well known) always a very ^ort-lived sound in English speech.

For the final model for a (calm) the cardboard tube was made
long enough to extend to the bottom of the cyhndncal socket,

and was Imed with cork, so as to form a passage of 20 mm.
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diameter from the reed opening to the central orifice of 12 mm,
diameter at 10 2 cm. from the open end of the tube. The
total length, from mouth of tube to reed openmg in the back
resonator, was 15-5 cm. The resonances were now 1084/683
and produced a good a.

It was found that the substitution of cork for plasticine

reduced the resonant quality of the model and that the vowel
sound was not so clear as with the plasticme construction.

The lower resonance was difficult to hear. A denser lining

material would doubtless give a better quality.

For a model to give n (who), it was realized that if it was
to be of comparable length with the rest of the series it must
be given a reduced mouth opening. It was found that with
a tube of 12-3 cm. a good n was obtained with a central stop

of 18 5 mm. aperture (circular), set at 80 mm. from the centre

of stop to mouth of tube and a mouth stop of 17 mm. aperture.

It was also found that, with a lenticular orifice 27 X 12 mm.
and a plasticine cap, giving a 14 mm. front orifice, a 19-5 cm.

Fig. 169.

tube gave a good «, whether the stop was set at 6-4 cm. from
the open end or at 12 5 cm. In the first case the resonances

were 812/304 and in the second case 304/724—^thus confirming

the conclusions arrived at in connection with the plasticine

on (no) models—^namely that the same vowel sound may be
produced m two different ways—^the higher pitched resonance

being formed either in the front or the back cavity, while the
lower resonance is formed in the opposite cavity.

A still better n was produced by mcreasing the space from
stop to mouth of tube, and the fini model was made as shown
in Fig. 169, and gave a clear n with resonances 812/322.

e (men). A similar series of trials to those already described

was made with a tube projecting 9-5 cm. from the socket, to

find the best orifice and setting. Finally, a stop was made with
central orifice of 20 mm. and this, at 4-8 cm. (from centre of

stop to mouth of tube) the tube itself projecting 9*3 cm. from
the socket, gave a go^ e of 1722/406, and was adopted as
a model, as in Fig. 170.
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i (eat). With a tube projecting ii-i cm. and lenticular stop
of 24 X 13-5 mm. set at 1-3 cm. (from face of stop to mouth of
tube) a good 1 of 2434/342 was got

Fig 170.

For the model, a correspondmg stop of 16 mm. circular
aperture was made and when set at 3-1 cm. (from centre of
stop to tube-mouth) gave a good i of 2298/342. This vowel
was not quite so good as that with the tongue-shaped stop, but

was apparently improved by increasmg the slope of the front
of the stop, so as to give a more rapid expansion at this point.
The final form was as shown m Fig. 171.

9 (all). In order to get an idea as to the relative capacities

Fig. 172.

of the two resonators for this vowel, a preliminary model,

giving 0 812/430, was built up in plasticine, and its capaaty
measured with water. A tubular model of similar capaaty and
orifices was built, as in Fig. 172. It had cork stops at centre and
mouth of tube. This model was found to give 1024/406, instead
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of 812/430 ; the upper resonance being four semitones higher

and the lower resonance one semitone lower than that of the

plasticine model. This, though not recognized at the tune,

was probably due to the different transparency of the matenals
Tised—^the cardboard front resonator bemg more transparent

and the cardboard and metal back resonator less so than the

original plasticine. The perforated stops too, being of cork,

should probably have been made smaller to compensate for the

transparency of the material.

Fig. 173.

To lower the upper resonance, a longer tube (18 cm.) was
substituted, and, at a projection of 16 cm (beyond socket)

with a 24 X 13 '5 stop at 14 3 from the mouth gave a fair 0

At this stage the experiments with the plasticene 0 model
were renewed, in order to obtain resonances of 912/541. This

was done—^by adjustment of front orifice and lengfii of back
resonator—^the form of the model being then as shown m
Fig. 173-

Fig. 174

A cardboard tube of 17-5 cm. (projecting 14-0) with a 12 mm.
cork stop set with its centre about 17 mm. from the back of the
tube (see Fig. 174) gave resonances 812/406. The tube was then
progressively shortened, with the object of raising both
resonances, but though the first 10 mm off raised 812 to 861,
and 406 to 512, the next 4 mm. off are recorded as having
lowered 512 to 483 ! The anomaly was noticed at the time,
and can scarcely have been an observational error.
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The central orifice was then enlarged from 12 to 13 mm.

—

which restored the 483 to 512—^but with a further enlargement
to 14 mm. brought back the anomalous 483. Finally, with a

Fio. 175.

160 mm. tube, projectmg 123 and a 12 mm. onfice, set as

shown m Fig. 175, a good 0 of 861/483 was obtained and this

(though much lower m tone than the optimum) was adopted
for the model.



APPENDIX VI

Consonant Resonances

In the following Table a comparison is made between the
author’s English consonant resonances (whispered) and the

(American) English consonants recorded by purely instru-

mental means by the late Dr. Irving B. Crandall [Bdl System
Tech. Journal, October, 1925, pp. 614-20).

The present author’s results have been re-investigated (by

ear) and the figures represent the results of various consonant
observations so far made—^it being understood that single

values given are tj^iical, but not invariable.

It would appear that Crandall’s method, while very reliable

for analyzing sounds whose components maintain their pitch

for an appreciable time, was less certain in the case of sounds

of varying pitch

For the analysis of transient sounds such as the characteristic

resonance changes which produce such sounds as la, li, ta, li,

ka, kt, etc., it IS suggested that the human ear is still the

more sensitive and accurate analyser.

The author’s consonants (except m, a, and ng) are now
recorded as when produced without nasal resonance.

In comparing the results of the two series it must be borne
in mind that there are many differences of pronunciation

involved.

Thus, the Amencan tendency to constrict the pharynx is

calculated to raise the pitch of the lower resonances, and
sometimes (as m the case of th/dh) that of a higher resonance
also—^namely by reducing the volume of the resonators.

The author has found that he can produce a resonance of

512 in the consonant m—^which m his voice has no audible

frequency between 215 and 1217—^by constricting his pharynx
as if to talk with a twang. The correspondence between the
two series is the closest in the case of the continuing sounds.

As to the variation of the resonant pitch of certain conso-
nants, according to that of the associated vowel there seems
no room for doubt that, in the author’s voice, such a change
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is invariably made in the case of t/d, k/g, 1, m, n, f/v, 0/8,

J/5. •/*

Crandall's resonances are recorded under three headings,
viz. Near Start, High Frequency; Mid-portion to end. High
Fi^uency; Transitional Characteristics, Low Frequency,
High Fr^uency (possibly due in some cases to the a sound).
These are here indicated by In. (initial). Mid. and Tr.
respectively.

PA.BA

p. pa. bo. Lower res. about 228 to 1084-1217 rising about 1 semitone

256, rising to that of associated

vowel. (Not recorded in first

expt.)

to the upper vowel resonance.

2800-3800 Mid
pa 900-1000. Tr. 3600 Tr.c

j

ba700Tr 2700-3100 Tr

DA

P.
1

406-430 at release ta/da nsing to 3249 (in front of tongue) falling to

724. 1932-2048 at release and thence

to upper vowel res.

C ta 900 Tr. 3600-4300 Mid. 3000-3200 Tr.

da 500-600 Tr. 3600-3800 Mid. 2800-3200 Tr.

Transients lower for ta than for da.

FA.VA.

fa/va215-256 (unstaUe) 1217-1824 5464

(louder than in 6/8)
(louder than in 6/8) (weaker than m 6/8}

fa 500-600 Tr. f 3100-3200 In.
/ 6400 In.

]
3200-3500 Mid.

1 2800-3600 Tr.

6400-7000 Biid.

vaOOOTr.
f 3000-3200 (trace) In.

\ 2700-3400 Tr.
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SA.ZA

p. sa za. 271 1625 falhng to upper 5464-5780

vowel resonance

vanes over 13s.t.

accordmg to assoc.

c. sa 500-650 Tr f 4000-5600 In. / 6400-8000 In.

]
4200-6000 Mid.

{ 2900 Tr.

\ 6600-7800 Mid.

za 400-500 Tr. f 2200-2800 In f 4400-5600 In.

i 2800-5200 Mid.

i 2800-3100 Tr.

\ 5600-7000 Mid.

In In. and Mid. the lower frequency appears in first part of fundamental

cycle, higher frequency m latter part of cycle.

th. dh. 256 1625 2434 5148

made behind made between stronger than in

tongue, i.e. not teeth and upper f V. (not ob-

so loud as in f V. Up served in first

Falling to upper

res. of associated

expts).

tha 600 Tr. 3200

dtha ( 2600-4000 In

]
2700-4200 Mid.

[ 2600-3000 Tr.

P. 271 1824 2895 + faint hiss

about 6000, vary-

ing over 8 s.t. with

a.v.

C. sha 450-500 Tr. f 2200-2800 In. / 3600-5000 In.

J 2600-2800 Mid.

t 2800-3200 Tr.

\ 4600-5000 Mid,

zbaSOOTr. r 2600-3000 In. r 4000-4200 In.

J 3000 Mid. J 4000-4200 Mid.

l2000Tr, i 2900 Tr.

The In. and Mid. res. are alternating , lower frequency in first part of

fundamental cycle higher frequency in latter part of cycle.
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LA

313

p. 256-304 362 625 2732 (faint)

variable over

16 s.t. with a.v

On closure of lips ynth finger during phonation of la, the vowel sound is

« to 0 as compared with a vowel soundlike i when 11 is phonated

C.
I

110. 230
j

450
I

1200-1300
j

2700

RA

P
I

304
j

1625
I

2048

C.
I

483-574
I

1218-1448
|

1933-2896

The higher pitch of C 's lower resonance is probably due to pharyngeal

constriction.

KAGA

304 rising to 406 at re- 1625 (release in two 2169

lease and thence to stages) falling to

lower vowel res (812) 1366 and thence to

upper vowel res

(1217) Res. vanes

over26st with a.v.

ka f 1500-1600 Mid
f
4000-4200 Mid.

\ 1200-1300 Tr. 1 3800-4000 Tr.

ga 550-^ Tr. 1400-1600 Mid r 2800-4000 Mid.

\ 3000-3600 Tr.

BfA

P. 181-215 1217 1625 2434

not recorded (nasal) pnncipal

in Ist expts. res.
J

C. 115 240 668 1360 2400
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APPENDIX VII

American and English Vowels

A
Comparison of the Vowel Resonances of American (male)

Voices from Irvmg B. Crandall’s “ Sounds of Speech ” {Bell

System Tech, Journ., October, 1925, vol. iv, No. 4, pp 610-16),

and the author’s '* Vowel Resonances ”, Proc. R.S.A., vol. 102,

1923. P 753-
M.L.C. = Mean Low Charactenstic Frequency.

S.L. = Scattered Low Frequency—recorded by Crandall

only in the number of mstances noted m brackets.

M.H. = Mean High Characteristic Frequency.

S.H. = Scattered High Frequency—recorded as for S.L.

{Note.—Crandall’s S.L Frequencies for " pool ”, “ put ”,

" tone ”, " talk ”, " ton ”, and “ father ” compare wi^ the

upper resonances for the author’s correspondmg vowels

Crandall’s S.H Frequencies compare with the author's

(additional) high resonances ongmally recorded for u and u.

Similar additional resonances have since been recorded for

the vowels ou, 0, d, e ei, i, and i—^these are mserted (m brackets)

in the column headed “ Remarks ”.

I B.C. = 1. B. Crandall, Sounds of Speech, Table IV, p. 611.

R A.S.P. = R.A.S. Paget.

I.B.C. R.A.S P. M.La S.L. M.H. SH. Remarks.

00 pool

who a
411

362-406

750 (1)

608-861

3700 (4)

2434

a put

put u

457

322-406

988 (4)

861-1084

3637 (4)

2434

0 tone

no on

520

383-483

830 (3)

683-912

3475 (4)

(2895)

a talk

not

all
n to 0

722

608-812

512-608

950 (2)

1024-1217

812-966

3612 (4)

(3249)

(3067)
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R.A S.P. ML.C. S.L. MJI. SH. Remarks

ton _ 654 1100 _ 3212 (4)

not B 608-612 — 1084-1217 — (3249)

father _ 955 1150 _ 3683 (4)

calm a 724-861 1149-1366 (high res. not

heard.)

part — 630

483-574

917

1218-1448

1965

1933-2896

3800 (2)

Wessex

r

r 342 1534 1932 See RASP
Conso-

nants,

1924,

p. 152

tap — 796 _ 1900 3150 (3) (high res. not

hat a 603-812 — 1722-1932 — heard.)

ten _ 612 _ 1800 » 2925* (4) ‘the e fre-

e 483-574 1824-2048 quencies

are des-

cribed as

centred

2400

(2732).

pert _ 570 _ 1688 3050 (2)

earth B 406-541 1366-1722 (high res. not

heard.)

tape _ 494 _ 3000 _
hay ei 430-512 2048-2298 — (2732)

tip _ 450 _ 2950 _
it X 322-406 — 2169-2434 - (3067)

team _ 296 _ 2987 _
eat i 304-362 — 2298-2579 — (3067)
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B
Comparison of the Vowel Resonances of Amencan voices

and the author’s voice. By Irving J. Crandall, " Djmamical
Study of the Vowel Sounds,” Part 2, BeU System Tech Journ ,

January, 1927, p. 106.

Tablb I

Naivrai. or Cbaractbristic Frbqubncxes of tbb Vowbl Sounds (Malb

Sound

e>,/2ir «,/2v

Crandall
&

Sacia s Mean
Crandall

Sacia

Paget
centred
about

Mean

1 00 (pool) 431 383 407 Grf 861 724 793 G4

2 U (put) 575 362 473 B,— 1149 966 1058 C, +

3 0 (tone) 575 430 502 C« — 912 790 851 A,

4 a (talk) 645 558 602 B4 1024> 886 955 B4

5 0 (ton) 724 703* 713 1218 1116* 1167 B,

6 a (father) 861 790 825 Ga# + 1149 1254 1202 B4

7 ar (part) 861 767 814 G4 1290 1491 1390 F. +

8 a (tap) 813 703 758 G4— 1825 1824 1825 A4

9 e (ten) 609 527 568 Bi— 1825 1932 1879 B,—

10 er (pert) f 542

\ 700*

470 / 506

\ 700

Ca 1448 1534 1491 G,—

11 a (tape) . 609 470 540 c4 2048 2169 2108 c. +

12 i (tip) . 512 362 437 2170 2298 2234 C4 +

13 e (team) 431 332 381 G, 2435 2434 2435 D4 +
1 Poorly resolved on our charts.
In Paget's notation, lor the sound o as in “ not ".

* Considering er to have tnple resonance.



APPENDIX VIII

POLYNESIAN LANGUAGE ^

By Dr. J. Rae

The following essay on the Polynesian language, was written
by Dr. J. Rae, of Hana, Maui, author of Political Principles,

etc , and addressed to His Excellency R. C. Wyllie, by whose
permission we now publish it—^Ed. Polynesian.

Hana, Maui, March, 1862.

To His Excellency R. C. Wyllie, Esq , etc., etc.

My Dear Sir,—I wish to give you a very brief sketch of

what I have be^ doing about the Hawaiian, or, rather, the
Pol3mesian language, m its connections with language in

general, and with Qie Asio-European languages in particular.

My motive for this is two-fold : First I know the subject,

as connected with our Insular Kingdom is of itself of interest

to you, and also that the kmdly feeling that you have for

myself will make you anxious to know what I have accom-
plished zihready, and what I expect or hope to accomplish,
in an inquiry, the importance of which cannot be doubted.
The second is, that it has more than once aheady happened
to me, to have reached important and brilhant discqveries,

and that, while waitmg to follow up their details, some blast

of adverse fortune, hurrymg me to other scenes, has prevented
me attaining that fullness of proof I desired, and I have seen
what I had treasured up taken, as it were piecemeal, out of

my hands, by those who were more propitiously circumstanced
than I.

The briefness to which I must necessarily confine myself
must, I am aware, prevent you from seizing altogether my
thoughts, but you be able to gather something of what
I believe I have attained to, and something of what I think it,

to say the least, very proWble, I may presently reach ; and
I a bound copy of The Polynesian, containing this essay, is in the British

Museum Libiary under Fressmaxlc, P. 1533.

318
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should death or some other mischance overtake me, what I

write to you may serve as a record of the things really done
by me in this matter. Without further preface I commence.
There are two inquiries running parallel to each other, and

having intimate relations, but wWch are capable of being
separated.

The first of these is, from whence did the Pol3niesian race

come, and at what period of the world’s history <hd they take
possession of these islands ? The second, what is the nature
of their language ;

what light does it throw on the original

formation of language itself; and what connections has it

with other tongues ?

As to the first ; Asia is the acknowledged great mother of

Nations. Her vast dimensions, her gener^y warm, yet

varied, climate, and the original fertility of her soil, even yet
but partially exhausted, mark her out as such ; all recorded
history assigns her this honour ; ethnological inquiries prove
it. How many distinct civilizations may have arisen there,

how many may have either partially or wholly dommated
over, and nearly, or perhaps altogether, extinguished precedmg
civilizations, we know not, nor at present at least, have the
means of knowing There is every reason however to believe,

that they have been numerous. Everywhere we see traces of

various races. Many questions here arise. I will only notice

two. First. What hsis given rise to the various races, and
has successively enabled one to dominate over the other ?

I answer, a main cause has been the progress of mvention.
We, for instance, the dominant civilization of the day, may
be said to be a steam-usmg people. We have been so for only
half a century, yet what supenonty has it given, is it giving,

and will it give us, and how much (if other and still more
important inventions do not come mto play) will it alone

change us in two or three centuries ? I shall take another
example. What steam is doing to and for us, the taming and
domesticating of sheep, cattle, and horses, must have done
for those who first subjugated them. We may see thism North
America. The Indians who have troops of horses are essentially

different, and altogether superior, to the Indians of two or

three centuries since ;
live in greater comfort, are gathered

together in larger bodies, and are far more formidable. We see

the same in Aftica, where the black Caffres and other herding

races rise greatly above the original Negro both bodily and
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mentally. There are very many facts going to prove that this

was a cause which operated largely in Asia, in foundmg new
races, and enabling ^em to subdue and extinguish others.

This succession of race to race seems to have been one of

the main causes of the progress of mankmd—the superior

always overcoming the inferior, and either absorbmg or

exterminating it. It (the superior) has then gone on, by its

own proper force, gathenng new powers as it advanced, until

some internal dise^ attacking it, it became either stationary

or retrograded, and was in turn subjugated, and sank under
the advance of some people having more of the elements of

vigorous social life within them.^
It may be thought that Asia itself is opposed to this theory,

showing m the mam, with the exception of Chma, only as it

were the residua of numerous peoples once powerful and
prosperous, but now prostrate, imbecile, without the energy
to advance a single step. In reahty it is stnkmgly exemplative

of its correctness. Look at the facts ; Geographically as we
look on the map, Europe seems, and really is, but a part, and
a small part, of Asia—a httle northern nook, outshotten from
that great contment. Some three or four thousand years

since, our ancestors Celts and Germans, pressed probably by
the redundant population of their native Asiatic seats, begun
to move into tl^ Europe, and take possession of that lutherto

neglected region. Necessity, that severe but excellent school-

mistress, taught them many things m their northern advance ;

for to encounter and overcome difficulties, gives strength to

nations as to individuals. The sterner the trial the greater

the vigor. Accordingly, the farther north the stronger men.
The northmen, or Normans, have given Kmgs and Nobles to

almost aU Europe. That force and strengSi, and vigor of

character,which we thus acquired, nowrenders us the dommant
race of the whole globe, and as such we are spreading ourselves

1 “As the race of trees so is that of men,” The Analogy might be earned
further than Old Homer thought of. Nature Bcatten widelythe seeds of life,

and each whether of plant or animal, has a struggle for existence. Those
best adapted to their position—that is in our phraseology, the strongercrowd
out the weaker. If particularly strong, the peculianties which gave them
their strength harden in them and their descendants into what we call first

a variety, and then a species, which dominates over others and presses them
out of being. Hence what have been termed centers of creation in the
vegetable world, have, as it seems to me, their analogies in the world of man,
and these make so many starting points for the true philosophic history of
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over all its more inviting parts, over Central Asia among the

rest. There seems at present every probabihty that, m two
or three centuries, all that region be possessed by the
Anglo-Saxon, and perhaps other Europ)ean men, the pure
blo^ occup5nng the higher, more cool, and healthy parts, a
mixed race the lower and hotter portions ; and that the
English language, arts, and literature, wiU be things giving a
new fashion to society and obliteratmg the ancient forms. But
in doing all this, we ^all only be returning to, and repiossessing

our ancient seats ; we shall be but enacting on a grander scale,

one scene of the great drama of human progress, of which
many similar have preceded, and others may pxissibly follow.

Some such change was probably wrought on the aspiect of

society m Southern Asia by the domestication of cattle. When
these began to multiply and be collected m herds, men would
piass with them into the rich northern pastures, the abode
before of the wandering hunter. At first they would exist as

separate tnbes, otherwise there would be strife between the

herdsmen, to avoid which, as in the case of Abraham and Lot,

one would say to the other * " Is not the whole land before

us ? If thou wilt go to the right, I will go to the left ; and if

thou prefer the left, I will go to the right. But m the course

of years, cattle and men would multiply, tribes would become
nations—nations battling with each other—for herdsmen are

naturally, we may say necessarily, the fiercest of warriors.

Ages of this sort of hfe would b^et a numerous, vigorous,

and warlike race in the north, requiring only to be muted
imder some able and ambitious chief, to pour down on the

South, and stamp it with a new impress. I think there is

evidence of such a revolution, or perhaps of a series of such
revolutions having had place there.

The other question is this: When one pieople or race is

vanquished and overrun by another, or by its airis, where are

we to exjiect to find traces or remnants of it ? I answer, the

new force always strikes at the rich central parts—at the heart

of the Empire. The fragmentary outer piarts often remam
untouched. Thus, there is no doubt that the Laps are the

remnants of a race once occupjong at least the Northern jiarts

of Europie. They now, therefore, exist only on the outskirts

of their ancient domain. The Celts came next, and once

occupied the larger piart of that continent. The Germans,
including m the term both the Teutonic and Gothic divisions.
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came next, and, with the Romans subjugated the Celts.

Where, nowadays do we find the Celts ? In the uttermost
borders, on the Westermost shores of Ireland and Scotland.

Classic and French literature and science have operated as a
foreign force over the Teutons and Goths, in all the richer

parts of Northern Europe. Where do the learned, nowadays
go for the pure idiom as it was probably spoken in the time of

Christ ? To remote, cold and barren Iceland.

If, then, as there is reason to beheve, these Islands were
peopled by a race once dommatmg over a small, or great part

of Asia, ^ analogy would lead us to conclude, that, while

that race must there have been overrun, and its onginal
characteristics crushed out by foreign forces and arts, they
remained in these Islands very much in their primeval form.

They must, it is true, have undergone some modifications,

either greater or less. Were these for the better or the

worse ?

When Cook and his companions gave to the world their

account of the condition of this new people, the conclusion

to which men came was, not that they were savages, not that

they were barbarians, but that they hiad a civilization, though
that civilization was rude.

Guizot defines civilization as advance. That cannot be
accepted as a just defimtion, but we may with truth affirm

that civilization, impl3dng the practice of various arts, and
these arts in their play on each other begetting new arts, and
rudimentary sciences, there ought always in ^ civilizations,

regarded oiily from this point of view, to be an onward progress.

The want of it, therefore, marks a disease in the body pohtic,

which must ultimately bring on decay and death. It is

natural for a tree to grow, and some we know have been
growing for thousands of years. If it does not grow, it is

because there is disease in the trunk, or roots, and decay is

at last certain. So it is with man in society. He either

advances or recedes.

Had the movement here been forward or backward ? I believe

it had been retrograde, though slow, and spread over many,
many centuries. Many facts with which you are no doubt
a^uainted demonstrate this. I will refer you to only one,

viz. the decline of the art and practice of navigating long

distances. It is quite clear from various circumstances and
traditions, that, in the ancient times, the natives of these
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Hawaiian Islands frequently sailed to all the kindred groups.

When Captain Cook arrived they had no canoes fitted for such
voyages.

If ^en the arts had been in a declining state, we may conclude
with great probability, that sudi as were found existing here,

had come to these Pol}mesian Islands with the original settlers,

and hence we may draw some conclusions as to the time of

the settlement, and the character of the people who formed it,

and from that character as to their habitat. The arts m which
these islanders excelled were fishing, navigation, irrigation.

These would, I think, indicate that the parent stock had
inhabited a warm dimate, a country near the sea, and traversed

by rivers. Again, there are some arts of which we find no
trace here, which we can scarce suppose to have perished had
they ever been introduced. First, written language. Had
writing been known to the colonizing race, most assuredly

that loiowledge would have been kept up, if by none others,

at least by the priests. Again cattle. Had these been largely

domesticated among the parent people at the colonizing penod,
I can conceive no cause that could have prevented them,

being brought here. The young could certainly have been
transported.

It IS, mdeed, impossible from these circumstances, to fix

the exact epoch of the emigration, but it certainly must have
been at a very remote antiquity. It also must be allowed that

the present Hindoostan has characters that would accord with
the country indicated by the circumstances I have mentioned.
There are many facts, which add to the probability of the

supposition that I pass by.

It seems to me, therefore, that from the considerations alone

which I have briefly stated, the following might be maintained
as a probable h}qx)thesis :

—

At a period antecedent to the invention of letters, antecedent

also to the full and general domestication of cattle, there was
a great people inhabiting some part of Asia, very probably
Hmdoostan, who, for those remote ages, had carried navigation

to a pitch of great excellence. That t^ people colonized the

Pol5mesian groups. That they were subjugated, and their

nationality, language, and institutions obhterated by some
other race, probably by one of shepherd warriors. That this

revolution caused a complete break to the intercourse of the

islanders with their mother country, which, for purpose of
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trade and government had before been frequent, isolated them
from the rest of the world, and gradually sank them lower in

the scale of civilization. That this detenoration, somewhat
retarded by the intercourse of group with group, b^me more
rapid as t^t intercourse ceased, and was most marked in the
smaller and more detached islands.

For the sake of brevity, I omit to notice the fact of the
irruption of a black race from the West, and the support it

gives my suppositions.

I propounded this hypothesis, not as of itself bemg a matter
of great consequence. Without something of more certain

import, it were only one of curious speculations, or perhaps of

unprofitable disputation. But my investigations mto the
structure of the Pol3mesian language and its connection with
the Indo-European tongues, have led me to two discoveries,

which, if their truth be allowed, must be granted to be of

veiy great and decided importance. One of these imphes that

the origmal seat of the Polynesian race was in C^tral or

Western Asia. I believe it will be found that all those tongues
which we designate as the Indo-European languages have their

true root and origm in the Pol5mesian language. I am certam
that this is the case as regards the Greek and Sanscnt ; I find

reason to believe it to be so as to the Latin and other more
modem tongues, m ^ort, as to aU European languages, old

and young. The precise relation which these bear to it is not
so ea^y traced, but it is that of fihation ; they are not cognate.

The Pol3mesian is^dr«ns, whether avous, proavus, abavus
or atavus.

Now, this, you will allow, is one of those discovenes which
startle, and which are altogether so contrary to previous

conceptions, that they are apt to be thrown aside without
looking at, as bearing on their very face the impress of

ridiculous paradoxes. Had a race been found m Central Asia
whose language was thought to have these pretensions, men
would take up the inquiry as one connecting with their pre-

conceptions. But to seek for a solution of the great problem
in these, the uttermost parts of the earth, seems, at the first

glance on it, to be an absurdity. The question is removed from
the rank of absurd paradoxes, if it can ^ shown that altogether

apart from the consideration of language, there are reasonable

grounds to conclude that these people are the remnants of a
race inhabiting, in cincient days, some central point in Asia,
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and subsequently blotted out from the light of day, by the

irruptions of more warlike tribes.

The second discovery which I believe I have made, and
with which the former is connected, is, that the study of the
Polynesian language gives us the key to the ongmal formation
of language itself, and to its whole mechanism.

I commence with this latter. I can only give you the heads,

mostly mere titles of what would require separate chapters.

(1) Man is an imitative animal, and all his arts have had
their beginnmgs m this propensity.

(2) Language has its origm m the same source

(3) We do not now make absolutely new words, but when
we would express thoughts and feehngs too deep for utterance

by the common diction, we have recourse to poetry The
principles, therefore, gmdmg the creation of poesy, must have
an analogy to those which gmded the original inventors of

language m creatmg names for things. These depend m part

at least on the imitative propensity. Not to speak of its

imagery, power by simile, etc, we have the precept, “the
sound should seem an echo to the sense ”.

(4) But whatever be the prinaples on which poetry is based,

it IS not a knowledge of them that makes a poet. No one can
be educated mto a poet, as he can to be an engmeer or surgeon.

The delight of the poet is to have bodied forth his thoughts in

such form that their full depth may be fathomed by other

minds. Neither he, nor the men who listen to him, think of,

or care for, the mechanism by which the feat has been accom-
plished He and they feel that it has been done, and that is all.

Hence the notion of poetic inspiration. To analyse poetry
itself as an art, and endeavour to trace its prmciples, is a later

busmess. Homer and Sophocles came before Anstotle.

(5) It is reasonable therefore, to conclude that, as m poetry,

so with the first framers of speech at each separate invention,

they only felt that through means of the breath and the organs

called mto action they had given utterance to something, that

to themselves, and consequently to others, would serve to

bring before the mind the object or event which it was wished
to note. Neither the mventor, nor they who profited by the

invention would at all attend to the medianism by which this

was broi^ht about.

(6) It is reasonable, however, also to conclude that, as in

poetiy, so in the first sounds giving names to events or objects.
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there was really something sti^;estive by analogy of the things

they were intended to mark.

(7) Language is defined articulate soimd. Its general

progress therefore would be from the slightly articulated to

the strongly articulated. That is to say, from being but little

broken by what we term consonants, to being greatly broken
by them ; speaking in the general therefore, the fewer the con-

sonants ^e older &e langi^e. This conclusion, however, is

modified by the fact that the farther removed from the equator

the greater seems to be the tendency to insert consonants.

(8) Men first discern in the concrete : the abstract, whether
read or verbal, is later of being seized. Hence the conclusion

may be drawn that, at first the distinctions we make between
noun, adjective, verb, etc., would be little observed. (To make
this clear, I ^ould have to run into metaphysics.) The
inflections adso to which we give the name of declensions, and
conjugations, not being essential to language, seem not Ukely
to ^ve had a place in the primitive tongues. And, as to the

words we term verbs, as an action is not such till it is done,

the primitive form would express simply the complete action,

or would stand for what is termed the aonst tense The present,

the future, and the connections of the complete action with
other events, would naturally be expressed by additions to that

primitive form. In the first language, or languages, the aorist

would thus be likely to be the simple form.

(9) Mere sound, by its very nature, is very confined in its

capacity to suggest ideas of external objects, because it has
no resemblance to them. It would seem almost limited to the

representation of the cries of animals, and therefore also of

the animals uttering them. (Other considerations which I

omit go to prove tl^ bounded capacity of sound considered

apart.) But, when we utter an articulate sound, we call into

play the breath, and all what are termed the organs of speech,

the lips, the tongue, the cheeks, etc. Now, these being things,

of wluch the nature and action are cognizable to the senses,

they have resemblances, more or less near to the objects

ma!^g up what we call the visible world. They may possibly

therefore have analogies to many of these, sufi&ciently close to

indicate or suggest friem and to serve to recall them to the

mind. They differ in this from any sound the voice can emit,

for it obviously can have no resemblance to anything but some
similar sound, and can only therefore suggest to the mind bodies
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which give a sound. Of the organs of speech, the larynx is

the chief, but its action lies conceded, and would not be known
to rude uncultured men. They would know only what they
felt, that something issued as a stream from the mouth, when
they uttered a sound. Accordingly the more ancient Greeks

whose language was comparatively httle broken by consonants,

conceived of the voice as a stream. Now a stream is cap>able

of being variously modified, so as to have a resemblance to

many things. It may be broad and shallow, or deep and
narrow ;

it may flow slowly or swiftly, it may be made to pass

rapidly through a contracted opemng, or in a jet up or down ;

or sideways, or straight forward, etc. The lips, the tongue, the

whole mouth, assume different forms in the utterance of

different syllables, and all these forms may have resemblances
to objects and actions external. It is to be observed, however,

that this stream, its modifications and adjuncts, are only

capable or representing force, form, and movement.
Three consequences follow :

—

FtrsL That the primitive significant soimds were aU
monosyllabic.

Second. That these primitive, articulate, and significant

sounds only expressed force, form, and movement ; on these,

other significations were subsequently engrafted.

Thtrd. That the nearer we come to origmal language the

more scanty the nomenclature as to things remote from force,

form, and movement as for instance, colours.

(10) Language either advances or recedes. Its natural

tendency is to advance.
It has alwa}^ been a great power, as well in what we call a

savage hfe as in civilized. Hence men who from position or

talent hold an emment place as speakers or writers, seek for

what seems to them the forms w^ch are best smted to give

the most powerful expression to their thoughts. Most men of

mark have a style of their own. If the community be large,

and there be many who have made language their study, it is

only such innovations as have real merit that become per-

manent. If it be small, a single emment man, especially where
writing is unknown, may n^e great changes. There bemg
no one to challenge the propriety of his innovations, they
become first fashionable and ^en lasting. The old and better

vocabulary drops. If, for instance, England had been a small

country, and scarce a writer of distinction in it but Carlyle,
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he without doubt would have much altered the language.

As it IS, though he has his imitators, it is httle probable that he
will have a perceptible influence over the common diction.

Hence, where writing is unknown, if the commumty be broken
up mto small tribes, the language very rapidly changes, and
for the worse. An offset from an Indian tribe in a few genera-

tions has a language unintelligible to the jiarent stock. Hence
the vast number of languages among the small huntmg tribes

of Indians in North and South America, which yet are all

evidently of a common origm, for their principles are identical.

The larger, therefore, the community, the more permanent the

language ; the smaller, the le^ it is permanent, and the
greater the degeneracy. The smaller the community the more
confined the range of ideas, consequently the smaller the

vocabulary necessary, and the falling into abeyance of many
words.

(ii) When we have to compare two languages in which
similar words with similar meanings occur, it may be a question

which is the parent and which the offspring Thus, if the

times to come are to be like the times that have gone by, a
penod m the world’s history may possibly arrive, when the

annak of modem Europe may have been so obscured by
antiqmty that men shall not know whether what then may
remam of the Latm and English languages were spoken by
contempioraneous people, or whether by races existing at

different epochs, and if the latter, which was antecedent to the

other ? TTie question, were it to anse, might be thus

detemuned . See if there be any words common to both which
are compound in the one, and not so in the other. The one m
which they exist as compounds is the primary tongue. The
reason is plain. The materials existed in it, out of which to form
the word. They did not exist in the other. Thus omnipotent
in English has the same signification as omnipotens in Latin,

but the parts of which it is made up, omnis and potens, are

significant words in the Roman tongue, but are not to be
found m English, and so with hundreds of others. The Latin,

therefore, might be confidently pronounced to have been the

elder tongue.

The Pol5mesian language has every sign indicative of

antiquity. It abounds in vowels, the proportion of these to

consonants being twice or thnce that of the average of other
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adjective, noun, or adverb, and the simple form of the verb
is an aorist (8). It is monosyllabic, that is to say, every syllable

has its own proper significance and force, even m the longest

words. It is very scanty m its nomenclature as to things to

which force, form, and movement cannot be attributed as
characteristics. TTius in colours there are but five or six

names. Black and blue, and dark green are not distmguished,
nor bnght yellow and white, nor brown and red, etc. This
proceeds from no obtuseness of sense, for the slightest variation

of tint IS immediately detected by this people, and they have a
very keen and just perception of what is called the harmony
of colours. In the same way those afiections of the mind which
have no relation to external objects, and which do not manifest

themselves by external signs, have a very scanty nomenclature.
Thus for love, friendship, gratitude, benevolence, esteem, etc.,

they have but one term, idcha. Those affections of the mmd,
on the contrary, which have relation to eternal objects or

which exhibit outward tokens, are pretty fully represented

;

thus, huhu, anger—hterally, swelled out ; as we say, swollen by
rage, etc. (9) Very many words which are compound in

Polynesian, eu'e held as primary roots in languages which we
term ancient, as for instance, Sanscrit and Greek (ii).

(Issue of 4th October, 1862.)

Its simphcity (the Hawauan language) gives great facihties

for analysmg it Every syllable is either a vowel, or a vowel
preceded by a consonant. In no case does a consonant close a
syllable. This distmctive peculiarity may partly have arisen

from the greater difficulty of articulatmg a syllable closing

with a consonant. Ask an adult Hawaiian, lowing no language

save his own, to pronoimce the syllable formed by the two
first letters of our ^phabet, and he will be sure to pronounce it

as if written aba. And, in reality, if we pronounce the same
syllable slowly, and attend to our pronunciation of it, we shall

be sensible that we ourselves have a slight tendency to add to

it a feeble a sound. As the bps open, after being dosed upon
the b, there issues out a faint breathing like that vowel. It is

quite a task for a native to avoid giving a distinct vowel
sound, after any consonant. It would thus seem likely that

this perfect cutting the current of the voice, this (hstinct

arttadation was a thing not existing in rudimentary speech,

and which had not entered the conception of those who framed
the Polynesian language.
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There is, however, another possible explanation of the

peculiarity. For the fancy to be able to form any image of

things external, out of the current of the voice, it may be
necessary that it should be felt as flowing (I omit details).

However we account for it. the circumstances shows, or goes

to show, that the Polynesian language ascends far up towards
the times when human speech was in a rudimentary condition.

The Protestant missionaries to these islands, following the
judicious advice of one skilled in these matters, made the

Hawaiian alphabet as simple as possible. The letters as given

by them are twelve. First come the five vowels, a, e, i, o u,

pronounced after the manner of the Scotch, and of most
European nations, and not after that of England. These,

therefore, unconnected with consonants form five separate

syllables. There remain seven consonants, and as each consonant
can take any of the five vowels after it, and 7 x 5 = 35, there

would be altogether only forty possible syllables in the Hawaiian
dialect of the Polynesian, I believe, however, the matter is

not qmte so simple ; some of the vowels have more than one
sound, and the variation serves to mark distmct conceptions.

Thus a in the first syllable of Hana, this place, and m that of

hana to work, has different sounds ; in the former, ha signifies

a gap or opening, answering to the Greek xo, or cha, from whence
our chaos, chasm, etc. ; whereas in the latter it means personal,

bodily effort. I shall not, however, pursue this part of the

subject. I will only make one or two observations necessary

to elucidate what follows.

In the first place, then, the Hawaiians often give a slight

rufSing or roughening to their enunciation of vowels, which is

in efiect a nascent consonant. Thus in pronouncing the letter a,

an r seems often to accompany it. That this is so appiears by
the fact that foreigners hear tins faint r sound, and m conse-

quence in their first attempts at prommciation give it full

force. Thus you will hear men who have picked up a little

smattering of the tongue, pronoimcing aikane, as if it were
written high camey ; and, indeed, I have seen it so written.

I might give many other examples : it is probable, therefore,

thatm the progress of language, these nascent consonants would
become more marked, and pass into written language. Thus,
according to my interpretation, ka denotes a forcible action

proceeding from a definite point. Add to this another a, which
marks continued action, and you have a forcible and continued
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movement, commencing at a definite point. Now the only
movement of this sort familiar to rude men. would be a
roUing movement. Accordingly, a stone or a tree on rolling

down a hill, is said to “ kaa ”, so a horse when he rolls on his

back, so a man when rolling from his sleeping place, etc.

When the Hawaiians saw a wheel carriage, they naturally called

it a ” kaa ”—a thing that rolls—^thus “ pipi ” being ox, a ” kaa
pipi ’’

is an ox cart. This root " kaa ” passing mto the Sanscrit

became “ char ”, which, in that language, means a movement
onward from a defimte point ; hence probably " caravan ”,

a word of Persic origin. Passing into the German it became
" karre ” into the Celtic, karr. Caesar Romauiized this by
adding am " us ” (cairrus), but in French it is still ” char ”.

We write it “ car ”
; amd yet, though they have come down

to us by a very long detour, were a stranger to these islands

—

say a Hungairiam—to hear first one of us pronounce the two
words " a car ”, and then a Hawauian " he kaia ”, he would
probably discern no difference, but that the latter were uttered

after a more raucous fashion, like Hawaiian speech in general.

As there seem nascent consonamts on many of the vowels,

so great part of the consonants themselves may be said to be
only incipient. Hence the diversities in writing

; the Protestant

missionaries pnnting with a k. the French with a t. It takes

months of patient labour to teach a Hawauan youth to know
the difference between d, g, k. and t ; I and r also are not to be
distinguished. All this may^ referred to in the same general

principle, the further up you trace language the less articulate

it is. That IS to say, the less seldom, and less completely, is the

current of the voice broken. The Hawaiian pours out a
stream of sound, in which to the impractical ear, vowels and
consonants seem blended together. Hence the strange mistakes
the first voyagers made, writmg the same proper name in half

a dozen different manners.
From a consideration of this circumstance, we may draw

the conclusion that the different dialects of the Pol}mesian

language are not really so far apart as they seem from printed

books, because in wnting, some have put down very lightly

pronounced consonants as if distinctly uttered, and some have
chosen one letter, others another, to represent sounds nearly or

quite identical. Add to this that with us perfectly articulating

Europeans, the consonants are esteemed the fixed points,

the vowels the easily interchangeable, whereas the contrary
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is the case with the Pol3mesian, and you have a cause for the

misapprehension. European philologists of emmence, their

view obscured by this erroneous apprdiension, and giving the

subject probably only a cursory exammation, have authorita-

tivdy, but very falsely, pronounced the different dialects of

the Pol5aiesian to have but httle af&mty to each other. A
European in seeing in one wntten dialect “ koki ” and in

another " hoi ”, in one " kela” and m another “ tea”, would
not think they were the same words, only probably slightly

different in their pronunaation. In effect if you show the
New Zealand Testament to a Hawauan he wiU say it is a book
written in a foreign language, but if you take it up, give a
slight turn to the pronunciation of the words, and here and
there substitute o^ers, you will find that there are many
passages quite mteUigible to him.

In the same way, as there are many words in the Poljmesian
which reqmre only a very shght turn m the pronunciation to

become Sanscnt, Greek, Latin, etc., I think it is a conclusion

authorized by analogy to the above, and by the practice of

philologists m general, to affirm that they are either cognate or

that one has sprung from the other.

To have recourse again to the syllable " ka ”. I have said

that it denotes a forcible action proceedmg from a defimte

pomt, a repetition of it has much the force of what is termed
the frequentative m grammar, denotmg a recurrmg action, and
according to the nature of that action, either mtensifymg it or

diminishmg its force. Thus " ka ka ” denotes any qmck
repeated movement proceedmg from a defimte point, say from
the hand, as for instance in extinguishing a fire m grass by
striking repeatedly with a branch is " kaka wela ”, or sphtting

firewood is " kaka wahie ”1 When reference is made to the

action itself, the place bemg mdefimte, a ” la ” is added as

denoting place generally, something like a French " la ”,

there. Hence ” kakala ” comes to signify the breaking of the

surf, the striking of a cock with his spurs, and hence agam the

spur itself. Now compare “ kakala ” with the Latm calcar or

kalkar, which is also a cock’s spur, and you perceive it requires

but a very small twist of the voice m the pronunciation to

convert the one into the other. So it is with very many
Pol5mesian words in Greek, Latin, and all other languages

with which I am acquainted.

There are then some forty or fifty possible syllables in the
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Hawaiian language. Is it possible to conceive that these are

all, as it were, random sounds, having no connection with the
nature of the things which singly, or in combination, they
serve to denote ? I think not. Everything as it seems to me,
must proceed from some cause, and therefore ever5dhmg, even
the sl4;htest breeze that blows, has a cause, could we o^y find

it out. Take, for instance, a parcel of these syllables, say
ma, mi, no, ke, hi. Why should the one be used instead of the

other ? What is there m " no ”, why should it be employed m
any other word rather than " ma ” ? Or, let us take a collec-

tion of words in which any syllable, say “ mi ” occurs, and see

if we can discover anything m them which makes it appro-

priate, and which would render any other, say " la ”, " h ”,

" ha ”, etc., unfit for the purpose. Here is a short hst. " Umi ”

or ” mi”, a rat-trap; " umi,” mfanticide ;
“ umi,” the number

ten ;
” emi,” to lessen

;
” eimemi,” in the New Zealand

dialect, to assemble ;
” umiki,” to wrinkle

;
“ umiumi,” the

beard ;
" miimlo,” a whirlpool

;
" onumi,” to wither

;

" milo,” to spm ;
” mio,” to flow, as water through a narrow

passage ;
" mihi,” to sigh. New Zealand " mihi ”, to repent

;

" mimi,” to make water ;
" anuomio,” to be giddy, New

Zealand, " amiomio,” unsettled, Tahiti dialect ;

“ romiromi,”

to hide from approaching visitors, T.D, ;
" lomilomi,” to chafe

the limbs ;
” minomino,” rumpled ;

” milonulo,” to regard

with cunosity; “minamina,” to pity; “ umiumihahehahe,”
the white billows of the sea, T.D. ;

” umiumihahehahe,” an
undaunted warrior, T D.
Now in reading over this list it is impossible to doubt, that

there must be some cause for the syllable " mi ” entering into

all these words. It is impossible to conceive that it is mere
accident which has brought it there. It must, so to say, have
some inherent force of its own which renders it appropriate,

and would render other syllables less appropriate for the place.

Yet, utter it as often as I will, and give it any inflection I can,

I find nothing in its mere sound, mdicative of any suitableness

it has for giving the meaning of any one of the thmgs or

actions whi^ we know these several words represent. Furtber-

more, the matter acquires additional difficulty from the

consideration that whatever this appropriateness of the

syllable “ mi ” for filling the place it holds in any one of these

words may consist in, it must be a somethmg adapting it to

them all ; and yet the several things and actions represented
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by the words I have wntten down would seem to have nothing

in common. What, for instance, can have less apparent
connection than rat-trap, infanticide, and the number ten ?

This is the problem which my theory, or sjrstem, or what
you like to c^ it, proposes to attack and solve. I repeat

the main points in it :

—

(1) When the syllable " mi ” was first uttered as a name for

any thing or action. Society was in a very rude and elementary
condition ; the perceptions of men were formed from their

immediate sensations, and language was in its infancy.

(2) The voice was conceived of as a current, flowing from
the mouth, and capable of being bodied forth by the sensible

organs of speech into this or that form

(3) These organs themselves bemg material, and flexed into

different shapes in uttering, or attempting to utter, different

sounds, might have analogies as thus modified, this way, or

that, to material things and actions.

Now place yourselfm this condition. Suppose your language

is syllabic and very meager and scanty ; tiiat you hear some-
one utter the syllable " mi ”, and, never having heard this

exact sound before, that you endeavour to give utterance to

it yourself. We may separate the two letters and consider them
apart ; i that is the English e (as in " bee ”) takes for its

utterance the smallest opening of the mouth of any of the

vowels. The stream of the voice is therefore confined. To
give the modification to this stream implied by the letter m,
the hps are first compressed through their whole extent, and
then slightly opened through that extent, to allow the i to

escape. You have thus a broad, but thin stream flowing through
a wide orifice whose sides approach. There is, therefore,

nothing impossible in the supposition that the effort to

pronounce ^e sound in question might be suggestive of that

idea.

It is hkely that the natural evacuations would be among the

first things to which men would give names. I shall, therefore,

take the Polynesian word used to express the voiding of urine

as the first example. Suppose then, that in the rudimentary
state of things we are considering, someone, imagining he has
found a proper term for the act, calls the attention of another
to it, uttering at the same time the two syllables " mi mi ”,

and that this other individual attempts to reproduce, and
succeeds in reproducing, the sound. Would not the two
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actions, the one which he was performing by means of the

organs of speech, the other at which he was looking, have a
certain resemblance to each other ? Would they, in effect,

have any essential difference, but that in the one there was an
aerial, m the other a hquid stream ? Is there an5dhing, there-

fore, impossible m the supposition that he might instinctively

feel that the utterance of the sound mi mi hadm it some certain

appropriateness to the act of urinating ? That the uttering it

had some connection or other, unknown probably to him, and
which he would not think of tracing out, with the thing, was,

in short, a fitting name for it, as serving, on again hearing it, to

recall the act to his memory ? Is not this supposition much
strengthened by the fact that this double syllable has, in

truth, become the name for the thmg in question over "islands”,

scattered for many thousands of miles over this ocean ; that

the same syllable is found in other languages for that evacua-

tion, as in Sanscnt, “ mih ”
; in Greek, " omicho,” in Latin,

" mingo,” and that we shall m vam search for any other

syllable, the utterance of which produces m the organs a move-
ment having any, or equal, anjilogy to the thing ? I proceed
to the other words. In these I shall simply pomt out the

analogy. They are mostly compounded with o^er syllables ;

these I will translate, not with cntical accuracy, but shortly,

by the English word commg near the idea

First is " mio ”, in which 0 may be rendered on. The lips

here are represented by two rocks nearly meetmg, and, pressing

through them the stream flows on. A correct enough repre-

sentation this for a mountain torrent confined by rocks, for

which the word " mio ” stands.

(2)
" Amio ”—IS applied to denote a current of air passing

through a door, or between rocks, with force This force is

indicated by the a prefixed, and the whole word may be
translated—a gust of wind.

(3)
" Amiomio ”—Subject to sudden gusts of passion

—

Tahitan.

(4)
“ Amiomio ”—^Nearly the same in N.Z. dialect. These

two may be from ami "
a hinge ”

; in this case they may be
translated easily—moved hither and thither. " Ami ” and
its cognates I have not put down.

(5)
“ Milo ”—^To spin. In this case the fingers take the

place of lips, and the thread that of the slender current. “ Lo ”

is for long. If I might com a word, one might say it " mees
”
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long—^it is spun out long. This action gives a whirling move-
ment to the thread, hence the next.

(
6

)
" Mimilo *’—To whirl, and

—

(7)
" Mimilo ”—a whirlpool. Here the meaning of the

opposing currents takes the place of the hps or fingers, and the

wWrl that of the stream or thread.

(8)
“ Umi " or " mi ”—a rat-trap. Look at it 1 Have not

its firmly closed serrated hps, which, however, may be opened
some analogy to the compressed human hps as they prepare

themselves to utter the " mi ” ? The u, strictly, a juttmg out,

when prefixed, stands for the other part of the trap.

(9)
" Umi "—^ten. Think of the mode m which men, who

have no other mode of reckomng but their fingers, denote this

number. With extended arms they first stretch out all their

digits, and then suddenly close them on the palms. The former
action is the «, the latter the " mi ”.

(10)
" Umi ”—Infanticide. This was generally done by

compressing the windpipe with the fingers.

(11)
" Umiumi ”—the beard. The Polnesians plucked it

out by means of two pieces of shell, used m the way of pmcers.

These shells represent the “ mi ”, viz the compressed hps

;

the u the action of applying them. From this daily pluck,

pluck, plucking the thing plucked, the beard, doubtless

received the name.

(12)
" Umiki ”—To pinch, to stretch out the arm and

press the thumb and fingers forcibly together. The ki denotes

the forcibly.

(13)
" Lomilomi "—^To chafe the limbs ; a pressing of the

thumbs and fingers together here and there
—

" lo-lo ”.

(14)
" Romiromi ” (the same word, with the Tahitian r in

the place of 1)—^To hide suddenly. This is done by placing the

things to be concealed, here and there (lo-lo) under the mats,
and pressing these down on them.

(15)
" Minomino ”—^Wrinkled ; as cloth pinched by the

fingers or something else into wrinkles. The no is passive

;

the cloth or paper having been operated on, not itself operating.

I may remark that our word crumpled seems to me to have
had a similar origin in a verb in the ancient German, signif5ung

to compress with thumb and finger, of which we have a trace

in our word crumb, a morsel broken off by thumb and
finger.

(16) ” Umiki ”—^To wrinkle
;

pinch.
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(17)
" Omimi "—Withered ; as leaves corrugated into

wrinkles

(18)
" Emi ”—To lessen. Here the “ mi ” is to squeeze,

and the e out Now to squeeze out imphes a lessenmg of the

thmg squeezed

(19) Emiemi ”—To assemble We speak of an assembled
multitude as a press Thus, m the New Testament “ he could

not come to him for the press Now, emiemi may here be
translated a pressing together from all quarters, which is a
sufficiently just conception of the idea imphed m the word
assemble

(20)
" Umiumihahehahe ”—^The white billows of the sea

In a storm when the waves of the sea are large, we see here

and there their crests or projecting lips elevatmg themselves
on high Sometimes this movement goes so far that some of

these overshoot themselves,go beyond the perpendicular, break,

and fall down on the body of the billow, making what we call

a breaker. The u the projecting of the lips or crest , the “ mi "

the closing down of it upon the body of the wave ‘
‘Hahehahe'

’

may, I think, be shortly translated tumultuous Thus w'e should

have the phrase
—

“ The waves tossed into breakers over the

tumultuous sea
”

(21)
“ Umiumihahehahe ”—^An undaunted warrior. We

speak of the press of the battle—^im The « pushing broadly,

that IS boldly, forward. Thus we have " pushing boldly

forward through the tumultuous press of the battle
”

Matter and movement being all that the organs of the voice

can be moulded to represent, it may be said to have been
imjxissible for the Polynesian race to form words to express

those emotions which give no external signs All those emotions,

however, which give manifestations of their existence by
visible signs, however slight, have a place in the language.

The eye, as changmg its appearance under the influence of

shame, rage, etc ,
has furmshed names to several of these We

must seek elsewhere, however, for the three followmg —
(22) ‘‘ Mihi ”—Repent If you hear one Kanaka ask another

what he should do concerning his wife, who has been guilty of

a grave fault, the question will probably be put " Ua mihi

anei la ?
” “ Has she repented ? ” Now what is the thing

implied in the mtht ? it is this • she has fallen down before

her husband, moamng out the “ uwe !
” her visage contracted

into wrinkles, down which, if she can force them out the tears
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roll. The mi has reference to the wrinkles, the hi to the flow

of tears. This is the full " mihi ”, but the term is used more
frequently as a simple acknowledgment that wrong has

been done.

(23)
" Minamina ”—^to pity. Strong pity of compassion,

such for instance, as felt when looking at a ghastly wound
inflicted on the person of a friend, produces a deep furrow in

the middle of the forehead and draws back the mouth so as

to cause a fold at the corners. So at least the emotion is

depicted in plates of the passions. This is, I think, a probable

derivation of the term for the emotion m its stronger form.

It is used, however, generally for much more trivial matters in

the sense of to spare, and may then be nearly equivalent to

giving out a thing in mere pinches, mt. It is opposed to
" minomino ”, the na bemg active and impl5dng that the mi
is produced by the act of the person spoken of.

(24)
“ Milimili ”—a curiosity, or to regard with curiosity.

Observe how a native acts when something curious, and whi^
he has never before seen, is presented to him. He takes it up
grasping it with his fingers, and turning it from hand to hand.
The repeated mi is the grasping ; the h is the p2issing from hand
to hand. Or if you ask a native what is the meamng of
” milimili ”, the chances are he will endeavour to explam it

to you by puttmg his hands through these movements.
I think you will admit that our problem has been solved

—

that we have found a reason why mt m the several words is

more appropriate than any other syllable would be in the place

it occupies That we have also discovered a certam bond
connectmg these several names of thmgs, seemly so altogether

unlike, tli^ same mi indicating forms or movements, or both,

existing m all these thmgs, and through which each has certain

analogies to the others.

I could easily more than quadruple the list, giving you after

the same fashion, a true, or at least a probable explanation of

the sources of the forces which the same syllable fn» has in

all the terms.

I could in a similar maimer take up one by one, all the

syllables of which the Polynesian language is composed, dissect-

ing each, and showing how its force depends on the configura-

tion of the organs at the moment of pronouncing it, and that

thus we have a clue to unravel the most intricate mysteries of

the language, and to guide us to a point of view whence the
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sources of its very considerable powers and beauties are

disclosed to us. That moreover we are thus furnished with a
sufficient cause for the phenomenon, otherwise inexphcable,

that words identical, or nearly identical in form, are used as
the names of things seemly utterly differentm nature. In any
such attempts to display its whole mechanism, no doubt one
more thoroughly versed in its use, and better acquainted with
the feelings, habits, and customs of the race than I am, or
can be supposed to be, would detect many inaccuracies, but
he would also, I am convmced, see under them a solid sub-
stratum of truth.

You are probably inclined to ask me if I can thus decipher

all the words in all the dialects. No. About two-thirck or

three-fourths of those m the Hawaiian Bible and one-third in

the other dialects But you wiU best understand what I can
do by my telhng you the difficulties yet before me.
When chance threw me on these shores I could not forget

that, many years before, when engaged in collecting matenals
for a rather ambitious work I then meditated on what I may
call the history of civilization, I had come to the conclusion

that the Poljmesian race were a renmant of some very ancient

Asiatic civihzation. Arrived here, therefore, I had a great

desire to make myself acquamted with the lan^ge of these

islands. Two obstacles met me—my innate inaptitude for

acquinng any language, for, though I have attamed some
knowledge of several, it has been at the expense of three-fold

the labour most other men require and then I had arrived

at an age when the sounds of new languages strike dully on the

ear. By plungmg directly into the midst of Kanakamsm, the

flood of strange sounds m which I became immersed found
gradually a passage mto that organ ; but yet, when spoken
rapidly or by a stranger, I often miss great part, or all that is

said. I am thus far from that mastery of the tongue which I

might have acquired had I come here at an earher penod of my
life. With books it is different. We have the Bible, on the

whole, in so far as I am capable of judging, well translated.

But then, there are many Hawauan worik not there, and such

as are, not readily come-at-able. This requires a dictionary,

and we have no good one. About three years since I got from

Judge Andrews a pretty copious manuscript of Kamakau’s,

but presently afterwards, on coming here himself, he told me it

was of little value, having been written when he was very young.
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and advised me to see and get one which he had made after-

wards. About the same tune I saw notice of appropriation

to aid Judge Andrews m publishmg his dictionary, and con-

cluding it would soon appear, and thmking he must have had
all the aids which Kamakau and others could funush, I have
been waitmg for it, and have not made that use of the

manuscript I otherwise might.

As for the other dialects, although from your kindness and
that of others I have Bibles, New Testaments and Prayer
Books, in several of them, and two dictionaries, one a New
Zealand, and the other a Tahitian, I am sorry to say they have
very grave defects. It would seem as if the wnters had not
themselves well known the languages mto which they were
translatmg. I cannot otherwise account for the very great

number of Enghsh, Latm, Greek, and Hebrew words which are

introduced. Thus you have tavana, governor ; tavam,
servant; anatole (Greek), east; orebi (Hebrew), a fly, paleke

(Greek), a concubine ; osa (Hebrew), a moth, etc. It is

impossible that such thmgs as these have no names m
Tahiti.

The most scanty languages have some word to denote the

most of them The venest savage has always a name for the

sun, and for the quarter in which he rises. In the Tahitian

dictionary there is a hst of 400 foreign words, and these are not
all. There are, I am certam, a great many more introduced

mto the Bible, and which are not to be found in the dictionary.

For as there is at least a third of the apparently native words
used in the Bible not be to found m the dictionary, we may
conclude that this is also the case as to the foreign Indeed,
I am certam of the fact, though to what extent this foreign

invasion goes I am unable to say Now this is very puzzling

to the etymologist. Take any word, say orama, it has a
Tahitian look about it, and even a good Greek scholar might not
think of its being Greek, for it is of rare occurrence m that

language. About the Scime may be said of the New Zealand
Bible and dictionary. One is tempted to think that the trans-

lators knew but imperfectly the language, and when their

memory failed them, turned over their Hebrew, Greek, and
Latm ^ctionaries till they found a word easily pronounced
by natives, and so clapped that down. What makes the matter
worse for me is that Hebrew seems to have been the great

resource, possibly because, as I have been told by those I
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have met with here having some knowledge of that language,
there are stnkmg analogies between it and the Pol5mesian.
Now I know nothing of Hebrew. AU this renders these books
of far less value to me, than they otherwise would be, for it is

only such words as bemg connected with the Hawauan dialect,

and therefore evidently Pol5mesian, that I dare venture to use.

(Issue of nth October, 1862

)

I have, however, been enabled to make a sufficient study of

many different dialects, to arrive at the conclusion that they
all most certainly took their rise from one great mother tongue,

and that they have all more or less degenerated from it. Thus
you will find words used m one dialect m some secondary and
accidental sense, you find the primary sense m another Now
it is plain that the wordm its primary sense, must at one penod
have existed m that dialect in which its secondary signification

now alone remams It bemg then a fact that the use of some
words m their more extended sense has been lost m certain

islands, it seems to follow that others are likely to have
altogether died out, and that probably the majonty of words
found now m only one or two groups, have belonged to the

original language, which therefore must have been far more
copious than any remainmg dialect. I say nothmg of what
may be termed corruptions, the changed pronunciations, the

contractions, the coming of new words, or the more extended
and stramed use of others, though all these would naturally

take place and have seemmgly done so. Viewed merely on the

side of copiousness, and judging from the prmted language,

I should say that, of the various dialects, the Hawauan is the

most copious, and therefore most probably the nearest the

original. This no doubt may be partly owmg to the different

abdity or care of translators. Nevertheless, these islands, as

havmg had the largest population, ought to have had the

dialect least degenerated.

This great mother language must have been an onginal one.

It is impossible to conceive it to be the corruption of any other

tongue. Its structure forbids this supposition

It is eminently a natural language. It may be said to be

natural, because every sound, m every word, has significance,

and denotes somethmg havmg a real connection with the thing

or things denoted. The pronunciation of each separate

syllable induces a certain configuration of the organs, and

tihat particular configuration has positive analogies, direct
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or indirect, with the actions or objects indicated. There is thus
a real connection between the sign and the thing signified.

Again, it is natural, because, if we view speech as an invention

of man, it must have commenced like other mventions from the
simplest beginnings. Now, we can conceive this language
existing in its rudimentary state in two, or three, or four

syllables, and out of these growing by the laws regulating the

progress of other inventions into its perfect form. No change
would have been required in its original elements. The process

would have been one of simple, though very skilful,

agglutination.

If agam, without yielding ourselves to the interpretation of

the phenomena before us, by the estabhshed laws of the

mductive philosophy, we rest on a hteral following out of

the history of the affair as given in Genesis ; then considered

in itself, as it existed at one time somewhere on the great

Asiatic continent, it has, I think, a better claim than any other

of which I know to be held as the onginal universal language

of the earth, before men attempted to construct the Tower of

Babel, For
.
“ The great first cause

Acts not by partial, but by general laws.”

And this language b^g the most natural, is consequently most
in accordance with the great plan of the God of Nature
Such being its innate clmms to our attention, another

would seem to arise out of its very structure and constitution.

For, its being a natural language, ought to have given it a
tenacity of life superior to that of others. Do, then, any traces

of its existence remam m the great Asiatic-European continent,

in some part of which it once had its seat ? This is a question

to be determmed by those learned m the languages ancient

and modem, that flourish, or once flourished, in these vast

regions. I myself am but poorly fitted for the inquiry, for I

am no great linguist. Latm I have studied and read pretty

largely. But the original Roman tongue seems to have grown
out of the coalescent speech of various races, and that ancient

tongue was unintelligible to Cicero. Few words therefore

retaining much of their original form, can be supposed to have
come down to us. Yet in the Latin tongue, as we have it, there

are a very considerable number of words seemingly of Poly-
nesian descent In Greek I am but moderately skilled

; that
is to say, I read Homer and the more easy prose writers with
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tolerable facility, yet not without occasional difficulty. I,

however, found m that language, a great mass of words
amounting probably to hundred, which are, I conceive, of

undoubted Poljmesian origin, and had I the Odyssey (I have
only the Iliad by me) could considerably augment the number.
Of Sanscrit I never had but a smattering, and I have not seen
a Sanscrit book for more than twenty years, yet from my
recollections, and from occasional Sanscrit words picked up m
dictionaries, etc,, I can trace out a Pol3mesian origin, for

so many, that I have no doubt, had I the books by me, I might
make out a long hst. Once I knew a little Gaehc or Cdtic. Of
the very few words that remain to me, a considerable portion

are identical with the Poljmesian. Of German I know next to

nothing, yet there too there are many Polynesian-looking roots.

I am a tolerable Frenchman, but though m that language there

is much that smacks of Polynesian yet, as it is mamly
compounded of Celtic, Latin and German, and I have no French
dictionary with the supposed derivations, I cannot put anything
French to account.

Yet notwithstanding the scantiness of my resources, my
researches warrant me in sajdng that the Pol3mesian has been
the prototype of some of the Asio-European tongues, and that

therefore, to say the least, it is not impossible it may have
been that of all, for there is an appearance of consanguimty
in them aU that seems to mark their having had a common
parent.

That you may see I have good grounds for so affirming, I

subjom a list of words expressmg ideas the most frequently

recurrmg in all languages, and which, while they axe likely

to be most permanent, afford also the surest proof of identity of

speech. The name of a particular thmg—tobacco, for instance

—

may easily spread with the thmg itself over many distant

countnes, but general names are very different.

I have therefore made choice of ^e four following classes

of words, SIS bemg most general, and affording therefore the

fairest criterion for you to arrive at some judgment on the

matter

:

(1) The sexes—man and woman.

(2) The elements—fire, air, earth, and water.

(3) Those affections of the mind which seem primarily

at least to have regarded material objects—as to see, to

know, etc.
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(4) Words relating to speech itself. I put them down in two
columns—the Polynesian to the left, the Indo-European on
the right.

As I am not sure if you are familiar with the Greek characters,

I put down the corresponding letters in Enghsh, but suppose
them to be read with the broad sound. I use the letter h for the

asperate ('), but would remark that this seems too strong for

it. Its exact force, like other questions of the exact pro-

nunciation of extmct languages, is a matter difficult to decide,

but it seems to me to have been generally much slighter than
that indicated by the letter A.

I take some liberty with words, that is, in some cases I

assume a likeness to exist where perhaps that hkeness may not
be very apparent to you But I go not half so far as most
etymologists. The ]ust principle seems to be this When we
see a senes of words evidently passmg from one language into

another, or into a set of kindred languages, we are warranted
in assigmng a similar ongm to others, though their likeness

be not so apparent, provided there be no other source for them
knowTi to us

Thus when we see that No 2 has passed mto general

European speech, we may be allowed to assign a probable,

though only a probable, passage of No i And though the

resemblance of “ karl ” to *' kane ” be far from close, yet as

the ancient Germans and Greeks were seemingly of one
parent stock, we have a nght to expect that the words m both
languages expressive of mascuhne vigor, would show tokens of

affinity or that if they were different words, that we should

be able to trace their ongin into some other language, or mto
some two or more of the words of these respective tongues
compounded into one But “ aner ” in Greek and “karl”
m German are both esteemed pnmitives, nor can we find any
father for either but " kane ”, which they both more resemble
than they do each other. I may illustrate this by the analogy
of the features of the face.

If cunous in genealogies, you may have observed, m a long
gallery of family pictures, that often brothers, first cousins,

second cousms, etc., struck you at first as having little or

no resemblance to each other, but, on looking at father and
mother, grandfather and grandmother, or perhaps much farther

back, you would be able to trace a certain cast of countenance,
or perhaps some particular feature, appearing now distinctly.
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and now but just perceptible, but still running through the
whole, and marking them as one race. You may perhaps
have heard the late Dr. Gr^ory, of Edinburgh, m his lectures

expatiatmg on this subject He was accustomed to do so.

So it IS with languages, and the proofs of their relationship by
their hkeness to a common parent.

Class I—^Male and Female

Man as a Male
No. I—A.
Kane, the male Aner (Greek)

Karl (German), a man, vtr

In Greek, '' aner” plural " aneres ”, is a man by excellence,

as m the often repeated phrase in Homer, " Oh my friends, be
men ”—'' aneres

"
In German “ karl ” seems to have marked

a man by excellence—thus, ” Karl magnus,” the great

karl, Charlemagne In broad Scotch there is much old Saxon
and Damsh or Gothic Carl is not only an old man, but also

a male, as " carl cat ”, and manly energy, as when Bums
speaks of resolution as the stalk of carl hemp in man.

B
Wt (Hawaiian). Vts

Vt (Tahitian). Vt (Latm) force, strength.

Vtrt and vin alo (Tahitian), Vtr, a man
the front rank m battle, Vtrt, the men.

Iwt (New Zealand), the men
of a tnbe

In my interpretation, “ wi ” or " vi ” in the Polynesian
language, in one of its senses, denotes a strait, a difficulty, and
consequently the force necessary to overcome it Thus,
” wi,” scarcity of food, famine Therefore “ wi ” or “ vi

”

is nearly equivalent to the Latin " vis ”, “ vi ”, and " viri ”,

as also “ vin alo ” Tahitian (alo or ano front) to " vin ” (Latm)

the men. " Vir,” in Latm bemg a man m the sense of " aner”
and " karl ”, hence ‘‘ virtus”, manlmess, and our “ virtue”.

No 2.

Wahtne (Hawaiian). Favtni (Sanscrit), woman.
(Tahitian), woman. Fenuna (Latm), female woman.

Vatne

Fifine other dialects.
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From " Favini " (Sanscrit), Latin etymologists derive, and

that without any hesitation, the Latin *' femina ”, a woman
or an animal of the female sex—Whence our ” female ” and
” feminine I may remark that as " wahine ” is undoubtedly
a compound word in Polynesian, denoting the physical
characteristics of the sex ; if what I have advanced be admitted
as correct, this single word would be alone sufficient to prove
the priority of the Polynesian to the Sanscnt.

Class II—The Elements:

No. 3—A.
Kapura (New Zealand), fire.

Mapura (New Zealand), fire.

Pura (Tahitian), toblaie as a
a fire.

B.

A, action ; hence the most
powerful of agents in early

stages of society—^fire.

Aa, to bum on.

Aht, a fire, the flame bursting
forth.

A i, the same in some dialects.

Fire, Air, Earth, Water

Pur, genitive puros, plural

fire, or fires.

Pura (singular), a fire, a
funeral fire : hence pyra
(Latin) a funeral fire, and
hence our Pyre,

Fur (Ger.), fire : hence prob-

able the French feu, fire;

foyer, a place for fire, a
hear^, and hence prob-
bably our fire.

Data and kaio, to bum.
Etymologists derive kaio

from the Sanscrit cush. 1

think it more reasonable

to consider the d in daio

and the k in kaio as mere
strengthening additions to

the root : and thus as

6 is merely terminal, there

remains ai or ahi for the

root.

Agm (Sanscrit), fire; hence
Latin ignis is said to be
derived, and hence again

our ignite, igneous, etc.
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C.

La (Polynesian), sun.

D.

Ao (Poly.), sunrise or dawn

E.

Lama (Poly.), fire in motion, a
torch.

Lama

La (Celtic), sun.

Alea, ele, elios (Greek), sun.

Aos, eds, auos (Greek), dawn:
hence aurora, etc.

Lampas, a torch, a lamp,
Latin lampas. lamp.

Flamnta (Latm), flame ;

Spanish Lluma.

AIR
No. 4—A.

Ea (Poly.), breath Ear, aer (Celtic), air

Aar (Synac), air

Ayer (Arabic), air.

Aer (Greek), air.

Aer (Latm), air.

I think it doubtful if the Polynesian had any definite idea of

air when at rest. Kamakau, however, thus defines ea-, “ He
makani ku malie, oia ka makani e hanu nei kakou, e puka
ana iwaho, e komo ana iloko.” " Wmd at rest, which we
breathe, which issues out from us and comes witlun us.”

B.

Puhi (Poly.), the breath. Psyche (Greek), breath, life,

the soul : hence many Greek
words and some English

derived from them, as

psychology, etc.

C.

Puhi (Poly.), to blow. Psychetn (Greek), to blow.

Akapuhi (Poly.), blow gently Eka psychetn or aka psychetn

(Greek), to blow gently as

did Mmerva when she blew
aside the speeir of Hector.

EARTH
No. 5

—

Aina (Poly.), the earth as fur- Aia, gaia, gi (Gk.), earth,

nishing food, ai being food. land, soil.
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B.

Honua, the earth as extended.

C.

Kainga, aina, in New 2Jea-

land means a place or a
time of eating, and hence
an abode.

Ngai in Rorotonga, a place of

abode, a place.

D.

Mauna (Hawaiian), a moun-
tain

Maunga (New Zealand), a
mountam.

Moua (Tahitian), a mountain.
Mouna (Tahitian), a mount-

tain.

E
Pit ana (Hawaiian), ascending.

F.

Awaawa (Hawaiian), valley.

G.

Avaava (Tahitian), valley.

No. 6.

Wai (Hawaiian) water.

Chthon, accusative : chthdna,

the earth as extended.

Naio (Greek), to inhabit.

Mount, mountain.

Saxon mount.

Latm mens.

Ben (Celtic), a mountain I

do not know how the Celts

wnte ben, but in the deep
and long pronunaation of

the Scot^ Highlanders,

they bnng the ben to have
a near resemblance to pit

ana m all but the final a.

Aztm, is, I think, valley in

Gaehc.

Valla (Gothic), valley, as thtng

valla, in Norway and Shet-

land, the valley where
popular assembhes were
anciently held, Valles Latin.

Aqua (Latin), water.

Vari (Sanscrit), water.

WATER
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A. Water having no constant form, the organs cannot
assume a form havmg any analogy to it. In the Pol3mesian
language its name was necessarily derivative It is generally

seen as a body moving or flowmg. This property seems to have
furnished one name for it. In Pol5mesian, “ wa ” is a space,

or what j&lls a space, as “ wa-onahale ”, the space where trees

grow wild, wilderness * " wa-nanalua, ” the space that looks

both ways, the easternmost pomt of this island, whence you
look north and south over the ocean ;

“ waa,” a space to which
action IS an attribute, a canoe. The notion is analagous to

Byron's “She walks the watershke a thing of hfe ” So"i”being
here hke the Latin “ 1 ” m “ co ”—to go

—
“ wa 1 ” may be

translated, the space, or the body that goes or flows— water
An interrogation is put, partly by the accent of the voice and

partly by some conventional arrangement of the words Should
a person put his head into the door of a house, and cry out,
“ Any body here ? ” he would be understood to be askmg a
question In the Pol5mesian idiom it is not “ any body here ”,

“ but, any body goes,” wa bemg space, or what fills space,

as matter or body, and seeming at the early stages of the
Polynesian language to have been used as we use " body ”

for person “ Wai,” therefore, is eqmvalent to " any person
goes ”, the form being, however, " 0 wat,“ and thus, as it

seems to me, it is that water and the interrogative pronoun
have, in Pol3mesian, the same form Now, not havmg the

authorities by me, I cannot speak with certamty, but through
many, and I beheve through most of the Indo-European
languages, the two words expressing who ? and water run with
aU the look of being first, second, or third cousms Thus we
have m Latin, “ quis,” “ quae,” and “ qua ”—who, or owat,

and “ aqua ”—^wai, water m Scotch, “ wha ” and “ whae ”

—owai—(" water ” equal to wai) ; in Danish, wie—owai

;

and Saxon, " waes—wai ; etc Now whence shall we take
a common progenitor, for them, if not in the Polynesian ? I

believe no other can be found.

B. Another word to express a fluid, and so to denote water,

was found m the connection between milk and the female
breast ; and hence a set of correlative terms running through
various languages.

U—the projecting mpple of
the female breast ; hence

U—Milk ; and hence
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Vda—Sanscrit wet ; Latin

350

U—^to be damp or wet and
moisture.

Ulu—^wetted (Hawaiian).

Ua—the action of wetting

—

rain. From «, the nipple

comes Uma (N. Zealand)

—

the female breast—that is

both the u and the broad
seated gland or organ
which supphes the secre-

tion.

Umautna (Polynesian)—^the

two breasts—^that is the

whole front of the chest in

man and woman.

udus—^wet ; uveo, old verb
— am wet, uvedus, etc.

Uo ue uei, I rain, he rains, it

rains. That a was in

the original root, appears
probably from the com-
pounds " ualos ”—glass,

from its transparency, and
" uades ”— the watery
stars Hyades.

" Huetos ''—^wet, " Hudor ”

—^water.
" Hydra ”—^water-serpent.
“ Hygros ”—^wet, etc. Latin

udus urtdus, etc.

The Greeks and Romans re-

jectmg the u, took mamma
for the fleshy substance,

and mazos for the breast

in woman, the u remained
for the infenor animals.

Sanscrit udara, German
uder, English udder, Latm
uher, Greek onthar, etc.

N.B.—I find that this analysing of each word is more tedious

than I thought it would be : I ^all therefore confine myself

to putting down the words with only a few notes.

Class III.

—

^Words Relating to the Affections of the
Mind Connected Primarily with External Objects.

A.

Ike, he saw, or he knew.

B.

Manao, I think.

C.

Noo, I perceive at a distance,

or I endeavour to see at a
distance.

Ide (Gr.), he saw, or he knew.
Vidit (Lat.), he saw.

Mnao (Gr., obsolete form), I

think.

Sanscrit Man, I think.

Mnaomat (Gr.), I think.
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Noonoo, the habit of reaching
far in thought ; wise, pru-
dent. As a verb and a
noun, the signification is

similar.

Noonoo ole, without sense.

D.
Oiaio, truth.

Class IV

—

^Words
A.

Leo or reo, the sound of the

voice.

B.

0, a single utterance of sound
by the voice, a shout, as at

night, on heanng this shout
one might say, “ Oh, that
is a Kanaka passing, I know
his “ 0 ”.

C.

Orero or olelo, a continuous
speech or to speak con-
tmuously.

D.

Kola, I strain my voice that
the will of the chief may be
known—I proclaim.

E.

Kalanga or karanga is used in

N.Z. and Rorotonga for
" olelo ”, a contmual speech.
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Noos (Gr.), judgment, dis-

cretion, sense.

Gnoeo (Gr.), participle gnous,

the Latin nosco, the French
connottre, and Eng. know
seem ziU to come from this

root.

Parek noon (Gr.), without
sense.

Ototnat

Oto (Gr.), I beheve it true.

Relating to Speech

Reo (Gr.), old form I speak,

changed afterwards to ero,

I speak, hence ” rhetonc ”,

etc.

Os (Latin), gemtive, oris, the

mouth.

OrcUto (Lat.), a speech, oro, I

speak continuously, I en-

treat.

Kola KaHare (Old Latin),

hence the " Kalendae ”,

calling out by the priests of

feast days.

Kaleo (Gr.), I call : Sanscrit

Kal, Swedish Kalla, Dutch
kallen, etc.

English harangue, Spanish

and Portuguese arenga,

Celtic harencg.
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F.

Kani and kakani to make a Latin cano, cectnt, to make a
sharp sound, to play on a loud noise, to play on a
musical instrument, to smg musical mstrument hence

“ canto ” to smg frequently

and our cant.

G.

Afe/c, a chaunted poem. Ta tnele (Gr), I5UIC, poetry,

especially choral songs.

I said I would attempt no further analysis of these words,

but leave them to speak for themselves I must, however, make
a partial exception as to one of them, otato, as I see it will

enable me to illustrate two or three points The first of these

is, that no syllable in the Polynesian language is superfluous,

but that each by its pecuhar force, contnbutes to give its

proper significance to the term In fact, if we consult the real

gemus of the language, what we call a word ought rather to be
considered as a short sentence descriptive of the idea which it

is desired to mdicate. Hence natives, even those who have
been carefully instructed to model their writmg after our
system, seldom write a page without groupmg some syllables

after a fashion, that we think faulty
, and those who have not

been so taught, seem to have no other rule as to the syllables

that should be umted to make a word, than the idea uppermost
m their mmds at the time of wntmg.
My analysis of the word must be partial—even that I fear

will be tedious If we can make a verb of it, it appears under
the form hooiaioat, to testify Now a European on looking

at it, would be apt to think it altogether barbarous, and that

such an assemblage of vowels can have been only put together

to make a sort of cry that might give strength to the affirmation

by sheer noise. On the contrary, each of the eight vowel
syllables has its own force, and helps to pomt out the full

image. To see this we must begm at the middle, at the second t

I must therefore give you some such partial explanation of

its force and of that of the accompanying 0, as may lead you
to apprehend the part they play here.

In uttering the t (the same sound as ee m bee) the breath is

compressed into the smallest and seemmgly swiftest current

possible. It represents therefore a swift and what we may
call a sharp movement.
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Of all the vowels 0 is that of which the sound goes farthest.

We have it therefore in most words relating to distance, as in

holo, lo, long, etc

In joining the two, the sense is modified by their position

If we wnte oi it is an 0 going on with an ». This is exemplified

in ot, “ lame.” Observe how a lame man advances. Standmg
on the sound Umb, he puts the lame one leisurely out and sets

It to the ground ; this is the 0. But no sooner does it get there,

and the weight of the body begm to rest on it, than, hasting

to relieve it of the burden, he moves the other leg rapidly

forward, lessening the pressure at the same time by relaxing

every joint he can bend, as thus letting his body sink as far

as possible : this rapid sinking movement is the t.

Agam, ot a passing m advance, excellency Here 0 is the

general advance, t is the gomg ahead of some particular one
If, agam, we wnte io, it is an » going on with an 0. That

is to say, it is a rapid, penetratmg movement—

t

and that

movement long contmued. Thus we have m Hawauan to, a
chief’s forerunner He would be a man rapid m his course

—

i, and of good bottom

—

0. In Greek, tos an arrow, and Io, the

goddess who went so far and fast. Hence to is anythmg that

goes quite through ; that is thorough, complete, real, true Like
Bum’s " facts are chields that wiima ding ”, that is, cannot
be forced out of their course. Hence to, flesh, real food, m
distinction to bone, etc., and reahty or fact, or truth generally.

la IS the pronoun that, analogous to Latin ts, ea td. Puttmg
together these we have 0, ia, to—Oh, That is fact. Prefixmg
the causative hoo, we have " make that to be fact ”, affix at,

completion of the action, and we have, “ make that completely
out to be a fact,” that is testify to its truth.

It is to be remarked that the stress of the voice is loud on
the second t, the ota being pronounced very lightly, and that

m Greek the * is always strongly accented, a mark of the

contraction the word has suffer^
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234-5 , dimensions, 237 , free

reed, 238 , nasal cavity, 237-8

,

^erced diaphragm, 234 , whistle.

Orifice of a cavity, 6, 7, 10
Oscilloscope, 201
Osiso, 201

p, t, k| differentiated from b,d,g,34
Palate, artificial, 227
Palatcmharyngeal folds, 96
Pans, Dr , 292
Parrot, foot gesture, 127-8
Patents, author's Bntish, 230, 242
Perrett, Dr W . 103
Pharynx, 35 , compression, 122

,

models, 119, 121 ,
production

of p, b, and f, T, 119-20 , B, Z ,

e, 8 , t, d, 121

Phonetic alphabet, 266 , symbols,
14, 15

Phonation, action, 97 , for the deaf,
199-201 , effect on range, 37-8

,

emotional significance, 182

,

excessive, 197 , function, 37-9

,

inconsistent, 182 , by lip action,
246

Phonoscope, 200-1
Pig-tailed monkey, 128
Pitch, musical standard, 24 , scien-

tific, 24 , vocal resonances and
laryiogeal sounds, 25

Plasticine, 105 , models, 52-68,
100-7

PoduMps cnstatus, courtship, 127
Polynesia, language—analogy with

Greek and Latin, 343-52

,

antiqmty, 328-9 , derived from
month gesture, 325-39 , gesture
theory, 341-2, gesture words.

INDEX
339 ; monosyllabic, 329 ; parent
of Indo-European. 324

Polynesian, The, Dr. J. Rae's
articles, 157-8, 318-53

Potter, vowel-sounding models,
21

Queen’s Dolls' House, 247

Radio Rex, 79-80, 211
Rae, Dr J ,

gesture theory, 157-8,

164, 318-53
Range of voiced sounds, 208
Rayleigh, 3rd Baron, 9 , double

resonator theory, 276, 281,

293, 294
Recogmtion tests of models, 81-4
Reconstruction of tongue-tracks,

168-9
Red Indians, sign language, 139-1
Registers of human voice, 26
Resonance, auditoriums, 199

,

cavities, 4, 5, 6 , double, 19,

275-98, enex^zed, 9, month
and laryngeal pitch, 213,
optimum conditions, 219-20

,

selective, 9 , tube closed at one
end, 10 , tube open at both
ends, 11, of speech, musically
transcribed, 184^

Resonators, bottle-necked, 296

.

comcal front cavity, 298 ,
effect

of material, 69 , in parallel, 66,

67,68
Ridley, H. N , on monkey sounds,

132
Rivet, P , Lts Malayo-Polynis%ens

m Amirtqiie, 162-4
Roots, Aryan, pantomimic sym-

bolism, 148-53
Royal Society, Committee for im-

provmg English (1664), 251
Rubber tube, resonances, 108-14

,

tabulated, 110, production of

Ch, 114, f, 109, 112, 113-14,

k, 109, 114, p, 109, 112, r,

114, B, 109, 112, 113-14, J,

109,111,112,113-14, t, 109,

113-14, 8, 113: 0, 113; T,

112, W, 112, Z, 113-14, 3,

113-14, whistled note. 111

Rnshworth and Dreaper, models made
by, 241

Ruasell. Dr. G. O., 32, 33, 208;
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phaiyngeal pemcope, 122-3

,

X-ray photographs of tongue
postures, 220-1

Russian Imperial Academy (1791),
prize essay, 12

Russian vowel sounds, analysis, 94

Savi's Warbler, courtship, 127
Scale, Equal temperament, 299
Scientific improvement of language,

Scott, General (USA), 131
Semon, Sir Felix, 208, 209
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound,

249
Siamang monkey, m-sound, 129

Sign language, apes, 129-30 , Cister-
cian monks, 131 , deaf mutes,
129-34 ,

Red Indians, 130-1
Signal horns, 231-3
Similar words, archaic Chinese and

English, 179 , Aryan and archaic
Chinese, 179-80 . Polynesian,
Greek and Latin, 343-52

,

Sumenan and archaic Chinese,
177 , unrelated languages,
176-81

Soft palate, 214, 216, 218
Somerville, Miss M., vowel

resonances, 85, 87
Sondhaus, 10
Song, 39, 181-2 , relation to speech,

202 ,
voice production, 201 ,

current theories, 203
Sonometer, optical, 201
Sound absorption by lungs, 31
Sound, characteristic frequency, 2

,

sensation, 1 , sensitiveness ofthe
ear, 2 , wavelengths, 3, 4

,

waves, 2
Soundboard action. Fallacy, 211-12
Speech abnormal, 224-8 , audible

range, 38 , intelhgibihty, 198 ;

notation, 14, 15, 255-6

,

Wilkins', 12 , of orang-outan,
129 , onra and development,
126-^ , Polynesian and Aryan,
351-2 , without larynx, 224

Spelling reform, 266-8
Stationary air-waves, 10
Stewart, J . Q , electncal resonators, 74
Stumpf, C., vowel and consonant

resonances, 27
Sumenan, Waddell's Dictionary, 164

.

mouth gesture, 170-1
Sutty Mangaby, consonant sounds,

129

Swaimee whistle, 239-46
Syllables, 184, 261
Symbolism, vowel and consonant,

154-6
Synthetic words, 138-48 , biting,

tasting, 146 , confirmation, 139 ,

eating, dnn^ng, smoking, 145 ,

trees, plants, shoots, 146-8

Talking machines, de Kempelen, 13
14 , Wheatstone, 18

Tastmg, gesture words, 146
Techmque of Speech, Chinese, 194 ,

deterioration, 192, 193,
importance, 194

Teeth, 36
Temple, Sir William, 11

Tone languages, 161-2, 188-9
Tone quality, 209-11
Tongue, 36 ,

excision, 227
,

pro-
trusion, 144 ,

volume, 134-5
Tongue gestures, 133 , andibihty,

134 , Plato, 134 , recogmzed
by resonance, 98 ,

sympathy
with hands, 133 , two-dimen-
sional, 134

Tongue postures and laryngeal pitch,

221 , X-ray photographs, 220-1
Tongue track, 134 ,

reconstruction,
168-9

Torquemada, 131
Trachea (windpipe), 31
Transparency to sound, cheeks and

throat, 219
Trees, plants, shoots, gesture words,

146-8
Trevelyan, G. M , 258
Tubular vowel models, 303 , a, 305,

306 , e, 306 , i, 307 , 0, 307-9 ,

11,306

Toning resonators, parallel, 104

;

senes, 103-4
Tylor, Sir E B , 130 ,

mouth
gestures, 156

Unvoiced speech sounds, 182-3

,

vowel sounds, 41

Vanable vowel model (Paget and
Clay), 302

Ventriloquism, 227-8 ; labial con-
sonants, 228, 275

Verted inflexion, 258
Visible speech (Melville BeU), 253-5
Vocal cords, 31, 32 , attitudes, 32,

33 , dimensions, 34 , efiect on
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vowel sounds, 207-8 . experi-
mental phonation, 20^ , muta-
tion by lips, 246 , model, 206-7 ,

photographs, Pr. French, 209

,

Dr. G O RusseU, 32, figs 18-20 ,

tongue and throat substitute,
224

Vocal inflexion, 188-9, 261 ,

systematic, 188
Vocal organs, 29
Voice, orchestral analogy, 97
Voice production, 197 , range, 208-9

,

song, 201-2
Voiced speech, 181-2
Voiced and unvoiced consonants,

160 , symbolism, 161
Volapuk, 250
Vblkeipsychologie (W. Wundt), 156
Volume of a cavity, 6, 7
Vowel and consonant symbolism,

154-6
Vowel postures, diagram, 135
Vowel production, constant aperture.

228
Vowel-soundmg models, a model

with larynx, 58 , a model, 62 ,

added capacity, 58 , ad3U8table
capacity, 71, 241 , resonances,
302 , Anton’s mathematical
investigations, 63, 275 , cylin-

drical, 64, 65, 69, 70, 73,
ei model, 60, 61 , « model, 62

13 (ongmal), S3 , « with larynx

56 , i model, 60, 67 , (original)

55, 56 , location of resonances,
59

,
Jones, Professor D , 17 ,

on Lord Rayleigh's organ, 61 ,

material, 69 ; methods of tuning,
56, 57 , mimature, 246-7

,

on model, 62 , 0 model, 68 ,

parallel coupled, 66-8
.

plasti-

cme, 52, 53 , reaction of
resonators, 61, 62 , recognition
tests, 81-4

, senes coupled,63 ,

n model, 59 , A model, 64, 66 ,

Willis' model, 15-17
Vowel symbolism, 137
Vowel resonances, additional com-

ponents, 85 , Aikin, Dr W A

,

26, 47 , artificial modification,

52 , author’s first experiments,
40 , chart, 42 , au&or's and

I. B. Crandalls, compared,
815-17, BeU, Graham, 22,
dependence on larynx note, 50,
51 , dictaphone experiment, 78 ;

discordant values, 47 ; Dutch,
94 , emphasizing devices, 44 ,

English (Nbss M Somerville),
85, 87 . French (Mile Couste-
noble), 90-3, Helmholtz, 20,
imperfect spacmg, 72 , indepen-
dence of phonation, 47 , Lloyd,
22 , musical notation, 46

,

pharyngeal, 85 , Russian (Miss
Mosolova), 94 , similar in
different vowels, 45 , single or
double, 77-80 , upper and lower
senes, 43 , independence, 45 ,

vanation range, 84-5 , voiced
sounds, 47-5

1

Vowel sounds, 12 , and laryngeal
pitch, 222-3

,
glottal aperture,

33 , laryngeal cavity, 33 , bmita-
tion, 223 , monkey's, 128

,

recognition, 97 , single resona-
tors, 97 , symbolism, 137

,

wave form, 98

WaddeU, Dr. L. A , 164
WaUacc, Dr A R., 158-9
Wavelengths, human song, 4 , sound

waves, 3, 4 , tubes, 10, 11
Wessex dialect, 183
Wheatstone, Professor, 19 , talking

machine, 18
Whispered speech, 37-9, blowing

into the mouth, 39 , Cbmese,
189 , invanable tone, 38

Whistle, actuating vowel resonator,
239, human, 111, muting
device, 239

,
pitch identifica-

tion, 48
Whymant, Dr, N , 139
Wilkins, John, 11, 12, 251 , lesser

figures, 252
Willis, Robert, 15-17
Word order, 258
Wow-wow mute, 240

Yerkes, Professor R. M., 129
" You weigh our air,” 46

Zwaardemaker and Eijkman, on
vowel resonances, 94
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Magdalene College, Cambridge, and Professor of English at
Peking University Fourth edition, los 6d net
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modem aesthetics ’

—
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The Metaphysical Foundations of Modem Science. By
Professor Edwin A . Burtt 14s net

' This book deals with a profoundly interesting subject The critical portion
is admirable '—Bertrand Kussell, m Nation ‘ A history of the origin and
development of what was, until recently, the metaphysic generally asso-
ciated with the scientific outlook quite admirably done ’
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Times Literary Supplement

The Psychology of Time. By Mary Siurt, M A. 7s. 6d net.
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he develops the idea that philosophy should be studied as a senes of natural
events by means of a comparison of its development in various countries
and environments '

—

Times Literary Supplement

The Language and Thought of the Child. By Jean Ptagei,

Professor at the University of Geneva. Preface by Professor
E. Claparide los. 6d. net.

‘ A very mteresting book Everyone mterested in ps3rchology, education,
or the it of thought should read it The results are surprising, but perhaps
the most surpnsmg thmg is how extraordinanly httle was previously known
of the way m which iduldren think '

—

Nation

Crime and Custom in Savage Society. By B Mahnowskt,
Professor of Anthropology m the University of London.
With 6 plates, 53 . net.

' A book of great mterest to any mtelligent reader ’

—

Sunday Tunes
* This stimulating essay on piimitivejanspmdence '

—

Nature ‘ In bringing
ont the fact that tact, adaptabihfy, and mtelhgent self-mterest are not
confined to the civilized races, the author of tlus interesting s

rendered a useful
Statesman
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Psychology and Ethnology. By W H R Rtvers,M D., LtU D ,

F RS. Preface by G EUtot Smtth, F R S. 15s. net
‘ This notice in no way exhausts the treasures that are to be found in this
volume, which really requires long and detailed study We congratulate
the editor on producing it It is a worthv monument to a great man ’

—

Saturday Review ‘ Everything he has written concerning anthropology is

of interest to serious students ’—Times Literary Supplement

Theoretical Biology. By J von UexkuU i8s. net
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The Effects of Music. Edited by Max Schoen. 15s net.
‘ The results of such studies as this confirm the observations of experience,
and enable us to hold with much greater confidence views about such things
as the durabihty of good music compared with bad '

—

Times Literary
Supplement ' The facts marshalled are of interest to all music-lovers, and
particularly so to musicians '

—

Musical Mirror

The Analysis of Matter. By Bertrand Russell, F R S 21s.

net
‘ Of the first importsmce not only for philosophers and physicists but for
the general reader too The first of its three parts supphes a statement
and interpretation of the doctrine of relativity and of the quantum theory,
done with his habitual uncanny lucidity (and humour), as is ludecd the
rest of the book '

—

Manchester Guardian ‘ His present briUiant book is

candid and stimulating and, for both its subject and its treatment, one of
the best that Mr Russell has given us ‘

—

Times Literary Supplement

Political Pluralism : a Study in Modem Political Theory By
K. C Hstao los 6d. net.

He deals with the whole of the Uterature, considers Gierke, Duguit,
Krabbe, Cole, the Webbs, and Laski, and reviews the relation of plurahstic
thought to representative government, philosophy, law, and international
relations There is no doubt that he has a grasp of his subject and breadth
of view '

—

Yorkshire Post ‘ This is a very interesting book ’

—

Mind

The Neurotic Personality. By R G Gordon, M D , D Sc.,

F R C P Ed los 6d net
• Sucli knowledge as we have on the subject, coupled witli well-founded
sjieculation and presented with clarity and judgment, is offered to the
reader in this interesting book ’

—

Times Literary Supplement ' A most
excellent book, in which he pleads strongly for a rational viewpoint towards
the psyclioneuroses ’

—

Nature

Problems in Psychopathology. By T TP MttcheU, M.D.
gs net

' A masterly and reasoned summary of Freud's contribution to J^svchology
He writes temperately on a controversial subject ’

—

liirmingham Post
' When Dr Mitchell writes anytlimg we expect a brilliant effort, and we are
not disappointed in this senes of lectures ’

—

Nature

Religious Conversion. By Sante de Sanctis, Professor of

Psychology in the University of Rome 12s 6d net
' He wntes purely as a psychologist, excluding all religious and metaphysical
assumptions This l^ng clearly understood, his astonishingly well-

documented book will be found of great value ahke by those who do. and
those who do not, share his view of the psychic factors atwork in conversion

’

Daily News

Judgment and Reasoning in the Child. By Jean Piaget.

Professor at the University of (S«ieva los, 6d net
' His new book is further evidence of his cautious and interesting work
We recommend it to every student of child mentahty ’

—

Spectator ' A
minute investigation of the mental processes of early cliildhood Dr Piaget
seems to us to underrate the importance of his investigations He makes
some original contributions to logic ’

—

Times Literary Supplement
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Dialectic. By Mortimer J Adler, Lecturer in Psychology,
Columbia Umversity los. 6d. net.

* It concerns itself with an analysis of the logical process involved in
ordinary conversation when a conflict of opinion arises This enquiry into
the essential unphcations of everyday discnssion is of keen inter^ '

—

Btrmtngkam Post

Possibility. By Scott Buchanan. los. 6d. net.
‘ This IS an essay in philosophy, remarkably well written and attractive
Various sorts of possibihty, scientific, imaginative, and " absolute " are
distinguished In the course of amving at his conclusion the author makes
many challenging statements which produce a book that many will find
well worth reading '

—

BrUtsk Journal of Psychology

The Technique of Controversy. By Bons B. Bogoslovshy.

I2S 6d. net.
' We can only say that, m comparison with the orthodox treatise on logic,

this book makes really profitable and even fascinatmg reading It is

fresh and stimulatmg, and is in every respect worthy of a place in the
important senes to wi^cb it belongs ‘

—

Journal of Education

The Symbolic Process, and its Integration m Children By
John F. Markey, Ph D. los. 6d. net.

' He has collected an interestmg senes of statistics on such pomts as the
composition of the childish vocabulary at vanous ages, the prevalence of

personal pronouns, and so on His ment is that he insists throughout
on the social character of the " symbohc process

’’ ’

—

Times Literary
Supplement

The Social Insects : their Ongm and Evolution By WtUtam
Morton Wheeler, Professorof Entomology at HarvardUniversity.
With 48 plates, 2is net.

‘ Wo have read no book [on the subject] which is up to the standard of
excellence achieved here ’

—

Field ’ The whole book is so crowded with
biological facts, satisfying deductions, and philosophic comparisons that
It commands attention, and an excellent mdex renders it a valuable book
of reference ’

—

Manchester Guardian

How Animals Find Their Way About. By E. Rabaud, Pro-
fessor of Expenmental Biology in the Umversity of Pans.
With diagrams, 7s. 6d. net.

‘ A charming essay on one of the most mterestmg problems in animal
psychology.'

—

Journal of Philosophical Studies
' No biologist or psychol-

ogist can afford to ignore the critically exammed experiments which he
describes m this book It is an honest attempt to explam mjrstenes, and
as such has great value ’

—

Manchester Guardian

Plato's Theoiy of Ethics : a Study of the Moral Cntenon and
the Highest Good. By Professor R. C. Lodge. 21s net.

' A long and systematic treatise covering practically the whole range of
Plato’s philosophical thought, which yet owes httle to hnguistic exegesis,

constitutes a remarkable achievement It would be difficult to conceive
of a work which, withm the same compass, would demonstrate more clearly

that there is an organic whole justly known as Platonism which is mtemally
coherent and eternally valuable ’

—

Times Literary Supplement
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Contributions to Analytical Psychology. By C. G. Jung.
Dr. Med.

,

Zunch, author of ‘ PsychologicalTypes Translated
by H. G. and Cary F. Baynes i8s net

* Taken as a whole, the book u extremely important and will further
consohdate his rrantation as the most purely bnlliant investigator that the
psycho-analytical movement has produced ’

—

Ttmes Literary Supplement

An Historical Introduction to Modem Psychology. By
Gardner Murphy, Ph.D Third Edition, 21s. net

' That Dr Murphy should have been able to handle this mass of matenal
m an easy and attractive way is a considerable achievement He has read
widely and accurately, but his erudition is no burden to him His
summaries are always lively and acute '

—

Times Literary Supplement

Emotions of Normal People. By WtUtam Moulton Marston,
Lecturer m Psychology m C^umbia University. i8s net.

He is an American psychologist and neurologist whose work is quite un-
known m this country He has written an important and darmg book, a
very stimulating book Ho has thrown down challenges which many may
consider outrageous '

—

Saturday Remew

The Child’s Conception of the World. By Jean Ptaget,

Professor at the University at Geneva izs 6d net
* The child-nund has been largely an untapped region Professor Piaget
has made a senoua and effective drive mto this area, and has succeeded in
markmg in a considerable outline of the actual facts They are of interest
to all who want to understand children We know of no other source from
which the same insight can be obtamed *

—

Manchester Guardian

Colour and Colour Theories. By Chnsttne Ladd-Frankhn.
With g colour^ plates, 12s. 6d. net.

' This IS a collection of the various papers in which Mrs Ladd-Franklin has
set out her theory of colour-vision—one of the best-known attempts to
make a consistent story out of this tangle of mysterious phenomena Her
ibeory is one of the most mgemous and compr^ensive that has been put
forward ’

—

Times Literary Supplement

The Psychology of Philosophers. By Alexander Herzberg,

Ph.D. los. 6d net.

' It has been left for him to expound the pomts in which the psychology
[of philosophers] appears to (^er both from that of I'htrmme moyen sensuel
and from that of men of gemus in other walks of life It may be admitted
freely that he puts his case with engaging candour '

—

Times Literary
Supplement

Creative Imagination : Studies in the Psychology of Literature.

By June E. Downey, Professor of Psychology in the University
of Wyoming. los. 6d. net.

* This IS an altogether delightful book Her psychology is not of the
dissecting-room type that destroys what it analyses The author's own
prose hM a high literary quahty, while she brings to her sub] ect onginahty
and breadth of view '

—

Birmingham Post
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The Foundations of Geometry and Induction. By Jean
Nxcod Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F R S i6s net

‘ Anyone on first reading these two essays might be tempted to underrate
them, but further study would show him his mistake, and convince him that
the death of their author at the age of thirty has been a most serious loss

to modem philosophy ’

—

Journal of Phtlosophtcal Studies

Pleasure and Instinct : a Study in the Psychology of Human
Action By A H B Allen 12s 6d net

' An eminently clear and readable monograph on the much-discussed
problem of the nature of pleasure and unpleasure Smee this work
amplifies some of the most important aspects of general psychology, the
student will fifid it useful to read m conjunction with his text-book ’

—

Bnttsh Medical Journal

History of Chinese Political Thought, during the early Ts,in

Penod By Ltang Chs-Chao With 2 portraits, los 6d net
' For aU his wide knowledge of non-Chinese political systems and the breadth
of his own opimons, he remained at heart a Confucianist Amidst the
drums and trumpets of the professional politicians, this great scholar’s
exposition of the political foundatiotts of the oldest civihzation m the world
comes like the deep note of some ancient temple bell ’

—

Times Literary
Supplement

Five Types of Ethical Theory. By C D Broad, Lttt D
,

Lecturer at Trinity CoDege, Cambridge i6s net
' A book on ethics by Dr Broad is bound to be welcome to all lovers of clear
thought There is no branch of philosophical studv which stands more in

need of the special gifts which mark all his writings, great analytical acumen,
emment lucidity of thought and statement, serene detachment from
irrelevant prejudices ’

—

Mind

The Nature of Life. By Eugenio Rignano, Professor of

Philosophy in the University of Milan 7s 6d net
‘ In this learned and arrestmg study he has elaborated the arguments of
those biologists who have seen m the activities of the simplest organisms
purposive movements inspired by trial and error and foreshadowmg the
reasonmg powers of the higher ammals and man It is this purposiveness
of life which distmguishes it from all the inorgamc processes ’

—

New
Statesman

The Mental Development of the Child. By Karl Buhler,

Professor in the University of Vienna 8s 6d net
' He summarizes in a masterly way all that we have really learned so far

about the mental development of the child Few psychologists show a
judgment so cool and so free from the bias of preconceived theories He
takes us with penetrating comments through the silly age, the chimpanzee
age, the age of the grabber, the toddler, the babbler ’

—

Times Literary
Supplement

The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality. By Jean
Piaget, Professor at the University of Geneva 12s. M net

‘ Develops further his valuable work Here he endeavours to arrive at
some idea of the child's notions of the reasons behind movement, and hence
to consider its primitive system of physics His results are bkely to prove
useful m the study of the psychological history of the human race, and m
the nnderstandmg of primitive peoples, as well as that of the child His
method is admirable '

—

Saturday Review
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Integrative Psychology : a Study of Unit Response. By
William M. Marston, C. Daly King, and Elizabeth H. Marston.
2IS net.

‘ Here is a darmg attempt to explam personality in terms ol physiology
It might seem that in such an attempt the authors must have slight^
personality It is found, however, that they have magnified its importence
To deal adequately with the long and admirably co-ordinated argument
of this book IS impossible, and it must suffice to refer all who desire that
psychology shall be placed on a scientific basis to the book itself '

—

SeUurday
Review

Eidetic Imagery, and the Typological Method. By E. R
Jaensch, Professor in the University of Marburg. 7s. 6d net.

' ^^ile the work of Professor Jaensch is well-known to psychologists and
educationalists, it is too httleknownto phjrmcians An excellent translation
recently published leaves no excuse for ignorance of a subject as important
as it IS interesting The author epitomizes much of the recen t

work on these fascinating topics *

—

Lancet

The Laws of Feeling. By F. Paulhan Translated by C. K.
Ogden los. 6d net

* It IS strange that so important a contribution to our knowledge of feeling
and emotion should have suffered neglect Themam thesis that the author
advances is that all feeling, even pleasure and pam, and all emotion are due
to the arrest of tendencies '

—

Saturday Review

The Psychology of Intelligence and Will. By H. G Wyatt.
I2S 6d. net.

‘ Itsvalue lies, not merely in the analysis of vohtional consaonsness and the
definite relation of will-process in its highest form of free imtiative to the
capacity for relational thinking in its most creative aspect, but m the
reasoned challenge which it makes to all forms of mechanistic psychology '

—Journal of Philosophical Studies

The Concentric Method, in the Diagnosis of the Psycho-
neurotic By M. Latgnel-Eavasfine, Associate-Professor of
the Pans Medical Faculty. With 8 illustrations. los 6d. net.

' This book emphasizes the physiological aspects of the psychoneuroses
which are liable to be overlooked or altogether neglected, and it wiU certainly
be read with advantage by those concerned with the treatment of psycho-
neurotic patients '

—

British Medici Journal

The Foundations of Mathematics and other logical Essays
By F P Ramsey. Edited by R B. Braithwaite,
Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Preface by G. E. Moore,
Lxtt. D., Professor of Mental Philosophy and Logic in the
University of Cambridge. 15s. net.

‘ His work on mathematical logic seems to me the most important that has
appeared smce Wittgenstem’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophtcus ’—Bertrand
Russell, m Mind '

I recommend it as bemg at once more exciting and more
fruitfulthanthemore sustained theorizingofmatnrerphilosophers '

—

Granta

The Philosophy of the Unconscious. By E. von Hartmann
Introduction by C. K. Ogden 15s. net.

* The reprint of so famous a book m a cheap and accessible medium 13 a
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The Psychology of Men of Genius. By E Kretschmer,
Professor in the University of Marburg With 42 plates, 15s net

^ We are grateful for a de^ly interesting and illuminating survey of the
problem ’

—

Journal of Neurology ' A fascinating study which illuminates
on almost every page some new comer of biographical history Much
learning is used, and instead of writing many b^ks the author has con-
centrated a life-time of study mto one ’

—

Momtng Post

Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy. By
E. Zeller Thirteenth Edition completely revisM by Dr.
W Nestle 15s. net

" This new edition of a classical work on the history of philosophy will be
of great use to the student and not less as a handy manual to the specialists
We find masterly essays on the pre-socratic thinkers, a succinct review of
Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy, with a clear survey of Hellenistic
and Roman philosophers and Neo-platonism ’

—

Philosopher

The Primitive Mind and Modem Civilization. By
C R. Aldrich Introduction by B Maltnowski, Professor of

Anthropology in the University of London. Foreword by
C G Jung I2S 6d. net

- He has tried to show how far the psychology of the savage 13 alive and
operative in modem civilization, and to offer adequate psychological
explanations of manners and customs seemingly irrational or superstitious
He develops his thesis with ingenuity and a wide knowledge of the vast
literature '

—

News-Chrontcle

The Psychology of Children's Drawings, from theFirst Stroke
to the Coloured Drawmg By Hdga Ertg. With 8 coloured
plates and numerous Ime illustrations, 12s 6d. net.

" The first part of the book is data, the detailed description of a single child's

drawings from the age of ten months to eight years, with many excellent
reproductions of the original sketches In the second part Dr Eng discusses
these stages more fully and traces their development and psychology This
IS the most valuable contribution of her book '

—

Manchester Guardian

The Theory of Legislation. By Jeremy Bentham Edited, with
an Introduction and Notes by C. K Ogden. 7s. 6d net

‘ Emphatically a book that every political student should possess and keep
for constant reference ’

—

Everyman ' A handsome edition of one of the
great classics of social science ’

—

Ltterary Guide ' This book is cordially
recommended to the legal profession ’

—

Law Journal

Invention and th? Unconscious. By J. M. Montmasson.
Translated, with an Introduction, hy Dr H Stafford Hatfield.

15s net.
* His informative and stimulatmg essay, m which he first examines many
discoveries m the scientific and mechanical field, and then considers
^neraily how the unconscious mind may bring mventions to birth '

—

Discovery

The Mind and its Body : the Foundations of Psychology. By
Charles Fox, Lecturer on Education m the University of Cam-
bridge. Ios 6d net.

* The whole field of psychology is reviewed withcandour It wUl lead many
to review their ba^c concepts and some to realize that psychology has
somethmg to add to our understanding of the workmgs of the body ’

—
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The Social Life of Monkeys and Apes. By 5 Zuckerman,
Anatomist to the Zoological Society of London With 24
plates, 15s net.

This remarkable book discusses monkey sociology in general, and that of
the Zoo Monkey HiU in particular The clear white light of truth which
Dr Zuckerman’s tireless research throws upon the latter is particularly
welcome This is a notable book, the result of long observation and sound
reasoning ’—E G Boulenger, in Daily Telegraph ' A graphic and frank
account of the amazing doings of the baboons he watched It is no exag-
geration to claim that the book marks the beginning of a new epoch in the
study of a subj ect which is the essential foundation of the biological approach
to sociology —Professor G Elliot Smith. F R S . in Sunday Times

The Development of the Sexual Impulses. By R. E Motiey-
Kyrle, author of The Meaning of Sacrifice los 6d net

' Dr Money-Kyrle has dec eloped his tliemc with exceptional msight <ind

sense of proportion Students who wish to know wliat psycho-analysis
really imphes, and what an impressive theoretical structure it has built up,
could hardly find a more stimulatmg introduction to Freud's own writings
than Dr Money-Kvrle s book ’

—

Times Literary Supplement

Constitution-Types in Delinquency. By W A Wtllemse,
Lecturer in P.sychology at t>ie University of Pretoria With
32 plates, 15s net

' A \aluablc book which students of delinquency cannot afford to ignore ’

— Times Literary Supplement ‘

\ great deal of valuable material for the
criminologist '

—

hrain

Mencius on the Mind By 7 A. Richards, author of

Principles of Literary Criticism los 6d net
‘ His very interesting and suggestive book He takes certain pa-ssages
from Mencius .ind attempts a literal rendering, as an introduction to his
general theme, the difficulty of translation It well doservts reading bv all

interested m relations between East and West '

—

New Statesman

The Sciences of Man in the Making. By Professor E A
Kirkpatrick 15s net

‘ Introduces the reader to !>cicntific method and to the points of view of
anthropology and ethnology, of physiology and hygiene, of eugenics and
euthenics, of economic and political science, of individual and social

psychology, of sociology and education, of rchgion and ethics Should be
interesting to a w ide public ’

—

Journal oj Ldueation

The Psychology of Consciousness. By C Daly King
Intrcxiuction by Dr W M Marston 12s 6d net

Consciousness is not an accidental by-product of human life, but rather
constitutes the chief goal of living The degree of completeness of con-
sciousness, as distinguished from such criteria as happiness or pleasure, is

the one valid measure of normalcy that we possess

The Psychology of Animals, m Relation to Human Psychology
By F Alverdes, Professor of Zoology, University of Marburg
gs net

Shows how the psychological attitude to ammal behaviour may be used to
guide experiment, arguing that animal behaviour can be interpreted by
human minds
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Ethical Relativity. 'ByE.A Westermarck, Ph D , Hon.LL D ,

author of A History of Human Marriage. 12s. 6d. net
' This very important work It is of great advantage to have his
theoretical doctnnc m this separate and considered form In these days it

IS a refreshment to have a writer who attempts to throw Ught on right and
wrong and good by tracmg them back to their ongm Psychology and
anthropiology may give us vital and hojiefal knowledge about the nature of
morals —S Alexander, OM , in Manchester Guardian

The Spirit of Language m Civilization By K Vossler

I2S. 6d net.

Develops a profound philosophy of language, based on a distraction between
the inner language form (individual and racial) and the outer language
form (univera^)

The Moral Judgment ofthe Child. 'Ey Jean Piaget, Professor
at the University of Geneva 12s 6d net.

This book will appeal to an even wider circle of readers than bis previous
studies How children thmk about behaviour is now mvestigated—what
ideas they form of right and wrong, of justice, of punishment, and of fairness
in their own games

The Gestalt Theory, and the Problem of Configuration By
Bruno Petermann Illustrated, 15s net

The importance of the gestalt theory in contemporary psychology cannot
be gainsaid Dr Petermann's book reviews the whole subject, both the
theoretical enunciations and the experimental researches of Wertheimer,
Koffka, K6h]er, and their colleagues

The Theory of Fictions. By Jeremy Bentham Edited, with
an Introduction and Notes, \>yCK Ogden 12s 6d net

a study of hctional influences in every branch of thought, anticipating
the entire philosophy of ‘ As If ’ and many of the findings of modem
linguistic psychology

NEARLY READY

The Nature of Learning. By George Humphrey, M A , Ph.D ,

Professor of Philosophy m Queen’s Umversity, Kingston
Canada About 15s net

The Dynamics of Education. By Hilda Taba Introduction

by W H. Kilpatrick, Professor at Columbia University About
I2S 6d net.

The Individual and the Community: a Historical Analysis

of the Motivatmg Factors of Social Conduct. By Wen Kwei
Liao, M.A , Ph.D. About 15s. net
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